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Preface 

Davydd J. Greenwood 

The Scandinavian Action Research Development Program or ACRES (Action 
Research In Scandinavia} was In many ways an unusual lnltlatlve. Supported by 
Swedish and Norwegian agencies bilaterally. It Involved actlon researchers from 
Norway, Sweden. Finland, Holland, Great Britain. and the United States. The aim 
was to enhance the research practices of experienced action researchers by 
emphasizing writing as a key to enhancing research quality. The program en
gaged action researchers In a variety of learning partnerships and networks, some 
of which are still continuing. 

ACRES was also characterized by Internal tensions and conflicts, both 
Intellectual and organizational. that made the process somewhat taxing for all the 
participants. Including the staff. These tensions are the very stuff of which the 
field of actlon research Is made. 

How, then, to be true to such a multifaceted process? As the editor of the 
resulting manuscript. I have not found this easy and I want to be straightforward 
about the decisions that resulted In this volume. Through a process that the 
participants and staff set up together. the seven case chapters In part II of the book 
were chosen for Inclusion out of a larger number of manuscripts the participants 
produced. For those chapters. my Job has been primarily that of an editor and 
commentator. One of my qualifications to serve as editor of the book Is simply 
that I am the only native speaker of English on the staff. I was also responsible for 
the Initial design of the writing component of the program. 

The six chapters making up part I .  ACRES and Action Research, are a 
different matter. The first five were written by members of the staff and represent 
their views on ACRES and on actlon research. One staff member, Kjell S. 
Johannessen, did not contribute a chapter, though he was free to do so. Chapter 6 
Is a contribution from several participants on the effect of the wrltlng focus on 
their experience In ACRES. 

In working on chapters 1 through 5, I exercised a great de.al of editorial 
freedom. Together, Hans van Belnum and Morten Levin co-administered the 
ACRES program for the rest of us. I have thus placed their two general essays 
first. Van Belnum's Introductory chapter sets the stage for ACRES and 
contextualtzes many of the concerns that led to ACRES having the fonn that It 
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did. Levin's chapter briefly lays out the main varieties of action research and 
traces the very different Intellectual and practlcal ltlnerarles by which the mem
bers of the staff carne Into the process. 

Following these Introductory chapters are a chapter by Claude Faucheux and 
one by Rene van der Vlist. In both cases, I used a heavy editorial hand. I 
substantially revised and shortened Faucheux's  essay by trying to focus sharply 
on the way It provides a creative and thoughtful narration on the development of 
action research In philosophy and throughout the history of science. I believe this 
essay will be extremely valuable to many readers because It provides the kind of 
htstorlcal/analytlcal background that Is so often missing In writing about action 
research. 

Van der Vlist 's  contribution. a very long essay on ACRES as a social 
process, presented an entirely different kind of challenge. I heavily edited the 
English but left Its length Intact. This Is one of the most unusual essays I have ever 
encountered. It painstakingly and without compassion for anyone. including 
himself, characterizes the alms and failings of the staff In trying to make the 
ACRES process work. We had many difficult moments together and were often 
divided on Issues of theory, method. and personal style. 

Such struggles are usually hidden from view In the final product of the sort 
that a book represents. but I have elected not to do that. In my view. and In my 
experience teaching action research. our entirely too sanitized accounts of action 
research processes make those new to the field feel completely Incompetent. 
When they experience uncertainty. conflict. and even become enraged with the 
process of trying to work through action research. they often come to feel that 
they are uniquely at fault, uniquely unqualified to conduct such activities. While I 
am In no way promoting conflict for Its own sake. when a diverse group of 
practitioners with different experiences. theories. and personal styles form a team. 
some conflict Is Inevitable. That we suffered from conflict Is not surprising. that 
we survived It together Is Important. and that the resulting book Is now complete 
Is a rewarding outcome. Conflict and action research are not at opposite ends of 
some polarity. When we work hard on Issues of fundamental Importance to us 
personally, some degree of conflict Is bound to occur. Enabling the process to 
survive the conflict Is the key. 

Van der Vltst ' s ethnographic spectflctty and almost brutal honesty about 
what we did and did not do Is therefore a unique document In the history of action 
research. Publishing It In this form embodies my conviction that such perspec
tives should form part of reporting on action research If we want our successors to 
learn from more of the relevant dimensions of our experience. 

ThJs does not mean. however. that all the staff agree about van der Vlist ' s 
views. for they do not. Inevitably each of us sees the Issues somewhat differently. 

The chapter on writing Is the only one of Its kind I am aware of. ACRES 
broke new ground In making writing a centerpiece of action research training. 
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The notion of reflective practice through writing ls widely accepted but rarely 
practiced. Here the staff was united ln affirming the slgntflcance of the writing 
element. Much more needs to be said about writing ln action research, but at least 
this ls a start. It Is followed by reports from the participants for whom the writing 
was an assigned dimension of their tasks. In writing their responses, they had the 
draft version of my own chapter on writing to work from and to use as a point of 
orientation. They also provided much useful feedback to me about my own 
chapter. 

Thus, from beginning to end. ACRES has been an unusual project. Multina
tional. multiperspectival , writing centered. and case study focused, it provides a 
rare sense of the state of action research practice ln Europe at the present time and 
a feeling for the voices of the younger generation of practitioners who are 
emerging on the action research scene. 

I am grateful to my colleagues on the staff for their support of the writing 
enterprise. including their support of my editorial efforts ln this final phase of the 
project. Katherine Gottschalk of the Writing Program at Cornell University was 
most generous with exceptionally useful advice and sources when Davydd 
Greenwood was planning the teaching approach to the ACRES workshops. Even 
when I had brought the manuscript to this point. lt was still an Immense and 
unwieldy set of chapters. Shaping the manuscript Into Its present version and 
Improving the writing throughout ls the work of a superb editor. Erica Fox, whom 
I thank on our collective behalf for her excellent work. 
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Chapter 1 

On the Design of the ACRES Program 

Hans van Beinum 

The idea of organizing the Scandinavian-based Action Research Development 
Program (ACRES) originated in Sweden as a direct result of experiences in 
Sweden and Norway with action research focused on workplace reform. The 
various concepts and assumptions underlying the design of ACRES must there
fore be understood in the context of the history of these developments. In this 
chapter, I will lay out the characteristics of workplace reform in Scandinavia and 
the connection of the ACRES program to these efforts, some of the epistemologi
cal and methodological underpinnings of our approach to action research. and 
finally the overall design of the program. 

Workplace reform in Scandinavia: 
The following are some of the characteristics of workplace reform in Scandinavia 
(Gustavsen 1985. 1992): 
• It consists of programmatic approaches, that ls, broad-based initiatives on the 

macro-level involving the various social groups in the economic system and 
consisting of a number of projects. 

• It was and frequently still is an expression of a political agenda. 
• It is conceived and carried out in a societal context. 
• In addition to organizational effectiveness, a main point of reference is democ

racy in the workplace. 
• It has political legitimacy as a result of national legislation on health and safety 

in the workplace that has given a prominent place to the organization of work. 1 

Historically, workplace reform in Scandinavia can be divided into roughly three 
phases. The first phase was marked by the emergence of the Industrial Democ
racy Program in the 1960s, a collaborative effort between the Tavistock Institute 
of Human Relations in London and the Work Research Institute in Norway. 
Several experiments were conducted, each in a single organization. with a focus 
on the development of autonomous groups in the context of a sociotechnical 
redesign of the organization of work. Diffusion was a major goal of the program 
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and was seen as a process of replication (on the assumption that a .. good example .. 
will be followed) . The expectation was that this process would take place by 
means of the active utilization of links , ties. and networks between managers, 
trade unionists. and others with influence over developments in the workplace 
(Emery and Thorsrud 1 976: Gustavsen 1 985: Herbst 1 976) . In this first phase, 
there was a conceptual separation between change and diffusion. 

In the second phase, starting in the 1 970s, the emphasis shifted from the 
design of the organization of production (the sociotechnical system) to direct 
discussion of workplace issues. In a sense, this was a .. figure-ground" reversal 
with workplace issues coming to the fore and the sociotechnical system moving 
into the background. This conceptual and strategic change resulted from experi
ence with the so-called Job design workshops (Engelstad and Odegaard 1 979) 
organized as a Joint effort between actual members of the workforce and re
searchers. Groups of enterprises, each with a project group composed of union 
representatives, members of management. and workers participated in these 
workshops. the idea being to present knowledge and experiences from the experi
ments by means of lectures and seminars and thus to influence the initiation of 
new projects. But the workshops generated few viable projects. 

Realizing this. the organizers of the projects began to downplay the impor
tance of transferring knowledge from the experiments and to emphasize the issues 
and problems the participants themselves brought with them to the sessions 
(Engelstad and Odegaard 1 979: Gustavsen 1 996) . Because of that shift in direc
tion, the rate of successful projects increased considerably. By recognizing and 
mobilizing the abilities of the participants to formulate problems and issues 
themselves and to use each others· experiences as a major vehicle in the process 
of change. the ability to communicate was brought to the fore. The role of 
research changed dramatically from .. designing production systems" to "design
ing discussions'" (Engelstad and Odegaard 1 979: Gustavsen 1 996) . It began to 
become clear that in action research, the separation of knowledge generation and 
knowledge application does not work. 

During the third phase. which began to emerge in the 1980s, the emphasis 
has been on the concept of the development organization (Gustavsen 1 996) . The 
notion here is that action research is primarily a communicative process in which 
the emphasis is on dialogue is further elaborated. both empirically and conceptu
ally. The focus shifts to all the actual and potential communicative conditions and 
apparatuses, such as conferences. workshops, project groups. workplace meet
ings. and many other elements, needed to enable an enterprise to change - that 
is, to manage the process of going through a change cycle successfully. The 
functions to be taken care of by the development organization include defining 
the goals and other parts of the frame of reference for the development process, 
strategically steering the process, mapping out the problems. creating action 
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plans, and so forth. Put another way, with the recognition that communication Is 
the core element in action research, workplace reform in Scandinavia has taken a 
'"communicative turn" (Gustavsen 1996). 

The Swedish national program '"Leadership. Organization and Codeter
mlnation" (LOM) played a key role in the development of Scandinavian work
place reform and has become a Scandinavian as well as an international landmark 
in action research. Since some of the experiences of the LOM program relate 
directly to the initiative to design ACRES, a brief discussion of LOM Is appropri
ate and necessary. 

The LOM program was based on a theory of communication - that is, the 
idea that there is a close interactive relationship between the act of speech and an 
operative action - expressed operationally as .. democratic dialogue. "  Demo
cratic dialogue became the LOM ' s  conceptual as well as operational point of 
departure (Gustavsen 1992) . LOM lasted for five years (1985-1990) and tried to 
merge change and diffusion by defining a cluster of organizations as the unit of 
change. In this way, it sought to stimulate a process of inter-organizational 
cooperation and learning (Gustavsen 1992, 1996). 

LOM can be described in terms of three interdependent but nevertheless 
distinct levels of significance: the conceptual level. the organizational level, and 
the local operational level. On the conceptual level, LOM stands out because it 
was the first and only program in Scandinavia to explain itself in terms of a theory 
of science. It is an illustration of the linguistic turn in social science and the 
reJection of foundationallsm. LOM considered the relationship between theory 
and practice. between eplstemlc subject (researcher) and empirical object (the 
researched) to be a dialogical one. Language was treated not only as representa
tive and referential but also, and even more so. as a tool: it was seen to have a 
formative and a .. shaping'" function. 

In recognlzing the fundamental relationship between learning. language, and 
action, the LOM program punctuated a shift away from the design of a theory of 
workplace reform to an intellectual position that focused on the process of 
developing the linguistic resources management and workers can use to approach 
their problems. LOM was able to formulate a coherent approach that could 
accommodate the interpenetration of knowledge and action, the Jolntness and 
mutuality that is the crux of action research. 

The organizational level also had several distinct features. The first such 
feature was that LOM was conceived and organized in a tripartite structure with 
the researchers were actively involved in workplace development together with 
management and workers. The researcher was neither a tool to be mobilized when 
necessary nor placed in the role of an expert leader showing the way but was 
defined as an equal partner working with the other participants on the basts of 
Joint involvement and shared responsibility. This tripartite structure was charac-
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terlstlc of LOM with respect to developments on both the macro and micro level. 
The second stgntflcant feature of LOM was the scope of the program. which 

included 150 organizations and 60 researchers, as well as a pennanent coordtnat
tng secretariat playing a support role. In combination with attempts to bring the 
clusters of participating organizations together Into broader networks, the crltlcal 
mass achieved ln this structure provided the basts for socially stgntflcant vertical 
and horizontal linkages to be made. 

The operational level was characterized by Us emphasis on the communica
tive element ln the theory and practice of democracy. that is, the concept of 
democratic dialogue. a historically given social construction that sets out the baste 
conditions for open and participatory communlcatton (Gustavsen 1992, 1996). 
Fundamental societal values were mobilized ln a local context. The notion of 
democratic dialogue was operatlonallzed by means of four action parameters: ( 1 )  
the clustering of enterprises. (2) the use of a certain type of start-up conference to 
lnltlate the process of change both within and between enterprises, (3) 
broad-based and deep-slice projects that spanned the main levels and areas of the 
enterprise, and (4) the building of broad networks. 

On the local level. the researchers were concerned primarily with facllttatlng 
the start-up conferences and the various follow-up activities. As equal partners 
with management and the unions. not only dtd the researchers facilitate the 
objectives of the LOM program and the development of linguistic resources (I.e . . 
helping to create the conditions for democratic dialogue) , but. by definition, they 
also became part of the dialogue. Thus. the researchers were confronted on a 
personal and experiential level with the complexities of the relationship between 
learning. language, and action - that ls. with being a researcher ln an action 
research settlng (van Belnum 1 993; Naschold et a/. 1 993: and Gustavsen 1993). 

The Impact of LOM on the design of ACRES: 

In that the LOM program was the first really large-scale action research 
program ln Scandinavia. lt was not surprising that many of the researchers Involved 
were uncertain about how to handle the challenges of a relationship based on Joint 
Involvement and shared responstbtltty and were puzzled by the Interdependency of 
knowledge and action ln the development of organizations. It became clear that 
there was a strong need among the researchers for Intellectual as well as social and 
psychological support. When the formal LOM program ended ln 1 990 and Its 
structural and Institutional support was discontinued. the idea came up ln discussion 
among the LOM researchers to organize a learning program on action research that 
would meet these needs for further, ongoing support. 

It was agreed that the principles of the LOM approach and Its underlying 
assumptions should be used as guidelines ln the development of such a program: 
Its objectives would be to provide concrete support for action researchers ln 
general as well as tailor-made learning opportunities for tndtvtdual researchers. 
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Originally, three distinct Interlocking and mutually reinforcing modules 
were envisaged. The core module would consist of a group of researchers who 
would meet four or five Urnes a year for two days In a workshop setting, 
moblllzlng and using their Individual and collective experiences as their learning 
material to establish a realistic basis for reflecting on action research and for 
learning with and from each other. The second module would consist of one or 
two workshops In which participants would focus specifically on the dynamics of 
the dialogue. mapping out some features of their personal experiences and the 
lmpllclt theoretical assumptions used. The third and final module would consist 
of one or two writing workshops In which researchers would be given assistance 
with any difficulties they might have In organizing their experiences In a .. repre
sentational" manner and In which they would learn about writing a case report 
based on action research. 

Because of logistical difficulties. the limited availability of staff, and finan
cial problems, a decision was made to design four comprehensive two-day 
workshops to be held over one year. Also, the Swedish LOM researchers wanted 
the program to be linked to programs In Norway and to Include an even wider 
cross-section of International participants. 

When the LOM researchers presented their ideas to their Norwegian col
leagues, they were very fortunate to find an enthusiastic partner In Morten Levin 
of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology In Trondhelm.2 and In 
199 1 It became possible to announce that the Scandinavian-based International 
Action Research Development Program would be a Joint venture between the 
Swedish Center for Working Life and the university In Trondhelm. 

Formulation of the obJectives and structure of ACRES was preceded by and 
based on reflection on the various aspects and elements of the LOM program, as 
well as on a review of experiences with action research In general. on the design 
of two summer schools focused on organizational redesign held In Holland In the 
1970s, and on the field of management education. To state the outcome simply: 
the assumptions underlying the design of ACRES were based on ( 1 ) views about 
the nature of action research and (2) about conditions for learning. 

Having said this, however. It Is necessary to point out that the use of words 
like design. action research. and learning Is somewhat problematic. Words and 
language are not only representational and referential, but also, and foremost. 
they have a formative function - they are tools to be used In dealing with reality 
(Gustavsen 1992, 1996). Their meaning Is In the action, as '"words In their 
speaking" (Shatter 1 993a). The word Is a two-sided act. V. N. Volostnov ex-
presses the idea as follows: .. [The word] Is determined equally by whose word It 
Is and for whom It Is meant. .  .It Is precisely the product of the reciprocal relation
ship between speaker and listener. addresser and addressee. Each and every word 
expresses the ·one ' In relation to the 'other' .. ( 1 973: 86). 
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In trying to explain the .. design" of ACRES. I am confronted with the same 
difficulty all action researchers face when trying to use written text to depict the 
living, dialogical relationship between research and development. In written 
rhetoric. words unavoidably are understood by the reader as being referential , that 
Is, as representing an unequivocal and true reality. when what we are trying to 
describe Is a process that Is formatlve, lnteractlve, and unfinished. Therefore, there 
Is some truth In the statement that It Is Impossible to write about action research In 
such a way that one can do It Justice and really make clear what It Is all about to the 
reader unacquainted with the field. To the contrary. one usually succeeds In 
confirming the notion that action research Is neither research nor scientific. 

The difficulty Is that when one uses such words as design, acUon research, 
and learning, one Is using words that are ambiguous and seem to suffer from lack 
of proper definition and clarification: however, their ambiguity Is precisely the 
reason they are so powerful and useful as tools In dialogue, In a process of joint 
actlon, In which one Is making choices and Is engaged In creating meaning and 
constructing social reality. It Is this dual nature of language - the referential and 
the formative. and particularly the latter - that one has to keep In mind when 
reading about ACRES. 

Although the distinction between action research and learning Is basically a 
false one (at best, It represents different frames of reference for reflecting on the 
same phenomenon) . It was nevertheless used for analytical purposes. to clarify 
our thinking about the different aspects and elements of the ACRES program. 

The term design also could be seen as something of a misnomer. Designing 
actlon research - designing a process that Is. by definition. unfolding and creative 
- may seem like an oxymoron. In reality. It Is more of a tautology. The notion of 
design as used here must be understood and has been used In an open manner, more 
like the notlon of minimum critical specification as Introduced by Phil Herbst. as 
the starting conditions for a process that Is self-designing. '"Design." therefore, 
refers not to a predetermined product or a specific method but to the very process 
of building and making (as well as discovering) . Action research Is designing. The 
design of ACRES occurs In the act of carrying out the program Itself. 

To talk about and reflect on the design In this manner. that Is, about some
thing that still has to happen, Is similar to talking about an action research project. 
One cannot and should not go further than trying to identify. on an ongoing basts, 
the startlng conditions and minimum critical speclflcatlons while engaging In a 
continuous shift of the horizon. 

What Is Action Research? 

Actlon research. as a practical way of dealing with organizational problems by 
means of mobtltzJng and Involving social science In a specific manner. started to 
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emerge in the 1 940's with the work of the Tavistock Group in the British Army 
and with the experiments and ideas of Kurt Lewin in USA (Trist and Murray 
1 990, Lewin 1 948) .  In Europe. after the war and driven by the need for economic, 
industrial and political reconstruction. the development of organizations and the 
democratization of work became one of the primary points of focus for the social 
sciences, and as such also the domain in which the practice and ' theory' of action 
research further developed. 3 

Action research was and still is to some extent a radical perspective both in 
the context of the traditional empiricist epistemological position in social science 
and with regard to the questions it raises about the meaning of participation and 
democracy in enterprise development. Consequently, it can be discussed from a 
variety of points of view and with regard to different social settings. 

In this chapter my primary focus will not be on the various theoretical aspects 
of action research but on some of the critical questions one faces as a researcher 
when one engages in the pracUce of action research. I wish to point out though, 
that this distinction is more a matter of emphasis and of choosing a point of 
departure rather than of reference to different categories or perspectives, because 
when engaged in action one is inevitably faced with the various assumptions. 
theoretical and otherwise, underlying the action. 

Action research refers to a specific way of understanding and managing the 
relationship between theory and practice. between the researcher and the re
searched, i.e. the 'other ' .  or, if one wants to use a more traditional terminology, 
between epistemic subject and empirical object. That relationship should be 
understood as one of dialogue. Thus, when one engages in action research, one is 
engaged in a dialogue, although a very special one. 

To summarize, briefly and roughly: in action research one recognizes the 
empirical object as subject; hence the relationship between researcher and · re
searched ' (the other) is seen as an intersubjective. interactive relationship charac
terized by Joint action, Joint involvement and shared responsibility. 

Both researcher and researched are social actors: they are purposeful. capable and 
knowledgeable beings - capable In the sense that the agent 'could have acted 
otherwise·. and knowledgeable with regard to all those things the members of a 
society know about that society. They are both the product and the producer of 
history. Recognizing the emptrtcal object first and foremost as subject has ethical 
as well as epistemological Implications (van Betnum et al. 1 996) . 

It does away with the idea that method and object of study are separate and 
independent. Epistemology is not any longer reduced to a method. Although this 
is by now a common position in the theory of science. it is still (surprisingly or 
perhaps not so surprisingly) a matter of hot debate in the social sciences. Action 
research therefore still represents a radical perspective; and indeed, it has far 
reaching epistemological implications (not to mention the pollticallinstitutional 
ones effecting the world of academe) which we are still trying to fully comprehend. 
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In action research the question presented. the object of study is jointly 
addressed by the researcher and the researched. The objective of action research 
is not just to describe or understand or to explain social reality. Action research 
goes much further: it wants to improve a situation. In action research the re
searcher is confronted with a problem or a question of the other which is of such 
a nature that it requires research (new knowledge) . Action research is a process in 
which the researcher is not solving a problem for the other but with the other. The 
learning is in the joint action. a process of joint learning, which, tf successful, will 
at the same time and in the same act make a contribution to clarifying the 
'"question .. .  or solving the problem, as well as generate knowledge. that is, in the 
first instance local, contextual and historical knowledge. Action research is 
characterized by this mutuality in which the knowledge is in the action. This is in 
fact its baste eplstemologtcal feature. 

As I mentioned earlier, by taking the relational aspect and thus the 
ltngulsticallty of the human condition as point of departure. the relationship 
between theory and practice, between researcher and researched becomes one of 
dialogue. We are concerned with Joint interpretation rather than external causal 
explanation. In short, in action research one does not use a pre-Einstein view of 
physics as model for the social sciences. 4 

Action research viewed as a thematic proposition: By definition. all social 
relationships are about something. StmJiarly. in action research the relationship 
between the researcher and the researched. the 'other' , such as a group, an 
organization or other social system, is always about something. In the case of 
action research, that something is, in the first instance, something that bothers the 
other, such as a problem or question. In other words. action research is basically a 
social relationship, albeit a special one. and therefore is characterized like all 
social relationships by the fact that it has fundamental triadic characteristics. 
Social relationships involve triadic relations on different levels and of different 
kinds ranging from the very abstract to the very concrete. 

To be more concrete. Researcher (A) and the other, the ' researched' (B). are 
jointly involved in addressing an issue (X). Action Research constitutes a so
called ABX system5 consisting of these three interdependent elements in which 
each element can only be defined by its relationship with the other two. Further
more, each action research setting is unique. it is contextual and historical ; in 
every ABX there is a different A, a different B and a different X. 

Because in action research one is involved in a relationship. one encounters 
the whole gamut of the human feelings: love, hate. fear. conflict, confusion, 
projections, defenses against anxiety, intra- and interpersonal processes. group 
dynamic features. organizational cultures, values. norms. the relationship be
tween structure and process, etc . ,  etc. In other words, one experiences. off and on, 
all the modalities of daily reality. However, although each X varies and each 
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ABX ls different, there are certain general characteristics that come regularly to 
the fore ln this unfolding process ln which the researcher and others are jointly 
engaged. 

For the purpose of this discussion. I therefore wish to draw attention to 
certain features which are of particular relevance for the practice of action 
research: the meaning of dialogue, the question which ls being addressed and the 
context, the wider social setting from which the question has been distilled. the 
kind of psycho-dynamics one can become involved in, as well as ethical questions 
one has to take into account. (See Figure 1 .) 

These features. modalities of dally reality. are highly interdependent. One 
cannot have a dialogue without a content. which ls being discussed ln view of a 
particular context. Also, psychodynamic processes are inevitably part of any 
human encounter. and addressing a problem always requires dealing with ethical 
questions as well. All these aspects interpenetrate each other. One cannot discuss 
one without taking the others into consideration. 

Action research thus is a situationally determined. many sided. multi-dlmen
stonal, multi-"'triadic enterprise" which cannot be understood or characterized by 
means of a simple definition. 

When discussing action research. we should remember. as Charles Taylor 
( 1 985) reminds us, that the use of theory as self definition has to be borne ln mind 
when we come to explain. when we practice, social science. If we would define 
action research ln a traditional manner, we have to draw boundaries, thereby 
deciding what to include and what to exclude. And, as I will discuss later, this would 
negate the nature of action research. Furthermore. ln view of the inter-subjective 
relationship involved. we would draw boundaries with regard to our own learning. 
We would bring our own development to a stop and thereby would make it 
impossible to engage ln action research. In other words, one consequence of this 
position is that the last thing one should do In action research is to define acUon 
research. 

Researcher 
(A) 

·x· 

Other 
(8) 

language topic context psycho-dynamics ethics 'other' 
(Some important modalities of dally reality) 

Figure 1. The ABX triadic features of action rPSearch 
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In place of a definition, I will provide some thematic propositions, a number 
of linked statements about action research In which I articulate and stress some of 
the key questions and Issues one encounters when engaging, as a researcher, In 
this kind of process. 

Some questions one encounters In the Jolntness of action research 

The use of language: First of all ,  as Is common to all human relationships. A and 
B are Involved In a ltngulstlc relationship. Being able to use language Is the 
primary characteristics of the human condition. Consequently. the various social, 
psychological. cultural and other elements of the action research relationship are 
experienced. expressed and worked through In the communicative sphere. They 
are articulated in language and dealt with through the way in which language Is 
being understood and used. To use a simple but fundamental distinction, language 
Is not only referential, representing reality. but It Is first and foremost a tool. It Is 
formative, It has a shaping function, and It creates meaning. It Is through language 
and by means of dialogue that the researcher and the researched are managing 
their relationship In the sense of Joint action and thus are able to engage In 
discovery as well as In making. They traverse an epigenetic landscape.6 

Collaboration Is obviously a necessary condition, however, It Is not a suffi-
cient condition. Collaboration, In the general sense of doing something together, 
also happens. for Instance, In laboratory experiments. In prisons or In traditional 
consulting, and therefore cannot be a defining principle of action research. 
Collaboration Is relevant but alone It Is lnsufTlclent to make a process action 
research. 7 The essence and thus the meaning of action research Is situated In the 
quality of the relationship, that Is, the quality of the dialogue between researcher 
and other. It lies In the joint and mutual responstblltty, In being partners In 
conducting a dialogue In search of a ·solution ' .  The dialogue thus Is the locus of 
action research. It Is the social space where, In the first Instance. the action takes 
place, where the knowledge Is generated and where the relationship between 
theory and practice Is managed. 8 

Ethics: In the dialogical setting of action research. the researcher should be 
oriented In the first place to the other. In the context of this joint action, the 
researcher cannot, however, avoid taking a personal stance based on his or her 
own value orientations. This raises questions not only to do with professional 
responstbtllty but also with one's responstbtllty as a human agent. There Is 
therefore a strong and complex ethical dimension In action research that plays a 
role on various levels and In different contexts. First of all ,  any relationship with 
another person Is, In the first Instance. essentially an ethical relationship: being for 
the other ( ' �tre-pour- 1 'autre') before one can be with the other. 9 In addition to the 
Interpersonal relationship. the researcher has to make a decision whether or not he 
or she Is comfortable with the values Implied In the process of change. I.e. the 
action that Is being developed. On the organizational level, there Is the question of 
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political and cultural legitimacy: whether the focus of the action and the approach 
taken are consonant or not with the values and culture of the organization as a 
whole and/or with those of the wider environment. In short. the participants in 
action research are confronted with the close relationship between meaning and 
morality in various contexts. In order to emphasize the importance of the ethical 
dimension and in particular to draw attention to the fundamental implication in 
action research of taking the question of the other as point of departure. I will use 
some of the statements and positions of Emanual Levinas as ·aids ·  to express my 
views and concerns. 

Levinas points to the primacy of the other (which is his basic position) and 
thereby articulates the meaning and implications of the fact that in action research 
the other (with his or her question) is the point of departure. Furthennore we learn 
from Levinas that the otherness of the other can never be fully understood. The 
ethical philosophy of Levinas is very complex and his writings ("Totality and 
Infinity·.  and "Otherwise than Being or Beyond Essence" 1 99 1a and b editions 
by Kluwer) are often exceedingly difficult to penetrate. The reason that I never
theless will try to make a modest use of Levinas here is because he is one of the 
few, perhaps the only. philosopher who points to the far-reaching idea that 
Western philosophy has consistently practiced a suppression of the Other. We 
reduce the Other to the Same, with devastating consequences (social. psychologi
cal, intellectual, cultural. etc.) . The two major mistakes we can make in action 
research are: (a) that we reduce the Other to the Same. that Is, that we take 
ourselves as point of departure. and (b) that we cannot accept that we never can 
fully understand: the otherness of the other. 

Levina' s  point about Western philosophy is astonishingly simple, but it will 
have major philosophic consequences: philosophy. he suggests. has been charac
terized by Us failure to think of the Other as Other. The history of philosophy has 
been like the story of Ulysses who ·through all his wanderings only returns to his 
native Island ' .  Levinas prefers the story of Abraham: 'To the myth of Ulysses 
returning to Ithaca, we would like to oppose the story of Abraham leaving his 
country for ever to go to a still unknown land and forbidding his servant to take even 
his son back to this point of departure ' .  Philosophy has always sought to return to 
familiar ground (Being. Truth, the Same) . Levina 's  endeavor is to take it elsewhere, 
to make it susceptible to an encounter with what it has always suppressed. 

The problem of the Other has been mJsposed: rather than seeking knowledge 
of it (thus reducing its otherness) . we should accept that we do not. cannot and 
should not know the Other. " (Davis , 1 996:33) . 

The difficulty in describing the encounter with alterlty lies In the constant danger 
of transforming the Other. however unwittingly or unwillingly. Into a reflection 
or proJection of the Same. If the Other becomes an object of knowledge or 
experience (my knO\IIf'ledge. my experience). then Immediately Its alterity has 
been overwhelmed ... (Davis 1 996: 45) . 
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So far. this account of Levina's ethics has concentrated solely on the encoun
ter between self and Other. Since the universalization of this relationship has been 
ruled out. It Is as yet unexplained how the validity of broader Issues such as justice 
or social equality may be established . ..  He attempts to respond to this problem by 
Introducing the notion of Je tiers (the third party) . which functions as the key to 
social justice. " In this way. Levlnas tries to make clear that there exists: "� a 
relationship outside my relationship with the neighbour [that Is, the Other. HvB] " 
{Davis, 1 996: 82). Another neighbour. a neighbour of the neighbour. In other 
words. according to Levlnas, In action research, when engaging jointly, with the 
Other with regard to the problem of the Other. we at the same time relate to 
society. We cannot relate to the Other without relating to the neighbour of the 
Other! 

Role and action: Receptivity to the other thus Is a methodological necessity 
In action research as well as an ethical position. Through ·role taking' the 
researcher tries to understand (verstehen) the other partlclpant(s) as well as 
possible. One has to come close but keep distance at the same time. This requires 
considerable maturity from the researcher, as an understanding from 'within· 
means that In order to understand the other. the researcher has to mobilize his or 
her ' Inner' life experience In an appropriate manner. 

A first pre-requisite Is that the researcher has considerable self-knowledge, a 
capacity to learn about him or herself. a strong orientation towards learning to 
learn. The corollary Is that not every social scientist. Irrespective of formal 
academic quallflcaUons, Is suitable for action research In terms of her or his 
personality characteristics. which Is an Issue that has hardly received any atten
tion until now. One walks on a narrow path. One can easily 'do' too much and 
cause dependency, or. on the other hand. one can fall to give the other the 
opportunity to learn from one 's experience. 

A crucial feature of the dialogue Is that It Is concerned with a .. space In 
between .. : a spatia-temporal area which Is In between the researcher and the other 
and which has to be filled ln. From this point of view, communication Is not like 
sending that which Is In my mind (between my ears [sic].� to the mind of another. 
john Shatter refers to communication as .. Joint action'" :  

· It designates a . . .  category of activities . . .  lying In a zone of uncertainty some
where In between the other two spheres of interest that have occupied our 
attention In the past. It lies neither wholly In the category of human action . . .  nor 
In that of natural events .. . but shares features of both. It Is Its very lack of 
specificity. Its lack of any predetennlned final fonn. and thus its openness to 
being specified or det�rmlned by those Involved In It (my Italics HvB) that Is the 
central defining feature of joint action� (Shotter. 1993b. p.4) . 

In other words, joint action occurs In the dialogue with others. Again, a Oolnt) 
sensitivity with regard to the distinction In the use of words. In terms of them 
being used In a referential or formative manner, Is of the utmost Importance In 
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order to develop the necessary understanding for the critical moments in a 
dialogue. 

The encounter between researcher and other. the Joint action. usually begins 
with the presentation of a problem. the posing of a question, the raising of an issue 
which quickly leads to a process in which the originally presented problem 
becomes part of and is absorbed by a process of four evolving perspectives which 
emerge and are being clarified and given significance during the process of Joint 
action. 

They form a central frame of reference for the necessary ongoing Joint 
reflexivity and can be named as follows: 
• the focus of the research and its objectives. the question which has to be 

addressed, 
• the nature of the contextual setting of the focus (why the focus is the focus) . It 

refers to the wider social setting. the way of understanding the reality from 
which the research question has been distilled, and is a crucial perspective in 
the development of the action research process 

• the approach taken, the kind of action which is considered necessary to reach 
the objectives, 

• the assumptions (theoretical and otherwise) underlying the above perspec
tives. that is, the understanding of the context. the relevance of the focus and 
the appropriateness of the approach 

However, we should not over-schematlze this as these four elements are very 
interdependent, they form a shifting pattern of interrelationships, a dynamic 
profile of changing understandings which needs regular re-framing due to the, by 
definition, unfolding nature of action research. What looks like the key question. 
turns out to be an issue of secondary importance after a while: contexts, after 
some Joint exploration. appear to be based on a wrong appreciation of social 
reality. and so on. This is a process which is strongly affected by the nature and 
the quality of the .. Joint action'" in which the formative use of language plays its 
decisive role. These shifts. when they occur. require the participants (researcher 
and others) to realign the relationship between question. context, action and 
assumptions. as a result of which the participants are faced with puzzling situa
tions which are actually quite typical for the action research process. 

It is not uncommon that it is in the process of change that the objective aimed 
at becomes more clearly structured and definable and the characteristics of what 
was the initial situation become more clearly defined. One is trying to deal with a 
situation in which neither initial nor outcome states can be specified in opera
tional terms. 

On the interpersonal level researcher and other may find themselves on 
different 'situational ' levels. On the organizational level. the interplay of local and 
global. the interactions between questions. changing contexts, local approaches 
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and varying assumptions, raises the meaning of social practices to a higher level of 
complexity, that Harry Kunneman defines as lnterplexlty (Kunneman, 1 997, 
p. 1 82) . The question Is not so much that we are faced with a more complex 
composed set of factors and Influences within the same ontological space, but with 
an Internally heterogeneous composition of Interfering ' logics ' which Is not 
determined or accommodated by one cognitive or normative principle and which 
consists of a number of partially conflicting logics (Kunneman, 1 997) . 10 

We are rapidly moving Into a 'reality ' where the unJt of development in 
organization development Is no longer the organization. Consequently we have to 
rethink some of our understanding of workplace reform and organizational de
sign. When the soclo-technlcal system extends far beyond the boundaries of the 
local enterprise, as It often does, or when the notion of organizational choice has 
to be re-conceptuallzed In a global context, the researcher and his or her partners 
are then faced with complexities that can put considerable strain on the 'Jointness · 
of the action research relationship. 

Containment In action research In particular, the researcher needs a capacity 
to cope with psycho-dynamic phenomena. The abtllty to "contain .. Is only one of 
those phenomena, but an Important one because Its meaning Is highly relevant for 
action research. It refers to the fact that, in any human Interaction. projections take 
place. In complex processes of change, people can experience strong feellngs 
{anxieties) which are then projected onto others. These projections can often take 
the form of aggression and accusations. In action research, It is of great Impor
tance for the researcher to be aware of this mechanism and to have the ability to 
receive and hold the projections of the other without absorbing them or acting 
them out. This enables the researcher to mediate these projections back to the 
other In a more digestible form and to do so at an appropriate moment. These are 
Important skills that will enable the researcher to clarify relationships in situations 
of stress and strain. 

Learning. Action research Is, by definition, a process of Joint learning. To 
talk about action research and learning Is not very meaningful . On the other hand, 
there appear to be different kinds of learning. For Instance, learning about 
something (ourselves, mathematics or birds) , learning how to (drive a car, read or 
cook) , or learning with and from another person, and foremost, Interpersonal 
learning. Learning refers to a change in behavior (understanding. atUtudes. 
skills. etc.) as a result of becoming aware of the meaning of an experience. 
Learning about, how to, and with can all be described in those terms. 

It Is becoming clear that the way In whJch learning has been phrased (above) 
Is much too simple. It raJses questions to do with values and power. with 
differences and choice. Meaning Is not built up through descriptions of an 
external reality. We did not come to know reality from a perceiving It as it is, but 
from making choices and as a result of the differences formed In daJly practice. 
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We create social reality by the way we use it. We are not just mirrors. passively 
reflecting a situation we find ourselves ln. We are writers not just readers, we are 
actors acting with other actors. a coefficient of the truth on one side, while on the 
other we register the truth which we help to create. We traverse an epigenetic 
landscape. A landscape we discover as well as create. 

LearnJng is a two step affair. In the first instance, learning takes place in the 
context of the immediate experience. One engages in a process of reflexive 
awareness which. in a sense, is characteristic of all human action. To be a human 
being is to know, virtually all of the time. in terms of some description or another, 
both what one Is doing and why one Is doing it. That knowing Is however a doing. 
All experience is learning to some extent. as there is always some awareness, the 
question is what does one do with that awareness. what does one make of it? The 
kind (perhaps we should say: quality) of one 's  reflexive awareness determines the 
significance of the experience. The next step Is what does one do with that 
awareness, or to put it differently, what does one do with that first Immediate doing? 
The meaning of learning lies ultimately in the use of learning. All learning Is a 
learning about learning and Is potentially a learnJng to learn, a learning from 
learning. 

The use of 'objects · (the teddy bear): In that connection. I would like to draw 
attention to an important and very useful, and in my opinion even essential, 
distinction made by Wlnnlcott ( 197 1 )  about the way we make use of "objects" 
1 1 ln order to manage a transition. a distinction which is very relevant for the 
practice of action research. He distinguishes between using an "object" (which 
can be anything: a material object, a person, a situation. an animal. music. etc.) as 
a transitional object or using It as a comforter. It Is a distinction originally used to 
describe and explain a critical phase In the early stages of development of the 
Infant, i.e. the way a boy or a girl uses the first possession (such as the proverbial 
teddy bear) In order to negotiate the '"transitional " or intermediate phase between 
primary narcissism and object relations, the ability to recognize and accept 
reality. The transitional object (or transitional space) refers to an Intermediate 
area of experience to which Inner reality and external life both contribute. It Is an 
Intermediate state . . .  between "primary creatJve activity and projection of what has 
already been lntrojected" , . . .  between "primary awareness of indebtedness and the 
acknowledgement of Indebtedness" ,  . . .  between .. apperception and perception" . . . .  
'"It Is an area that Is not challenged. because no claJm Is made on Us behalf except 
that It shall exist as a restJng-place for the individual engaged in the perceptual 
human task of keeping Inner and outer reality separate yet interrelated. '" 1 1 It has 
the paradoxJcal quality of being ' me '  and ' not-me' at the same time. 

It has a spatial/temporal meaning In the sense that It Is In between the present 
and the future. whilst accommodatJng both simultaneously: It separates areas 
whJlst they are being merged. 
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The use of transitional objects or space Is a nonnal part of psychic growth 
and development and It occurs also In organizations. It Is an area of Illusion which 
In adult life Is Inherent not only In such creative activities as In producing art, but 
In all situations of significant personal learning and organizational develop
ment. 12  To be cast. as a researcher, In the role of transitional object usually means 
that one finds oneself Involved In a process that Is not easy. 

Like the teddy bear. one Is " loved" ,  .. stamped upon" , .. slept with" and 
'"thrown around'" .  To be "used" In that way and to make allowance for that use, ln 
order to facilitate the learning and working through of another person, group or 
organization, can create a very complex situation which will make big emotional 
and Intellectual demands. Quite often the researcher Is used In such a manner. The 
ability to recognize and manage these processes Is an Important component In the 
competence of the researcher Involved In action research. 

The notion of "'comforter" Is the opposite of transitional object. It refers to 
the use of an object which can best be described In terms of .. not used as a 
transitional object. .. That Is, the object Is not used In order to facilitate change, the 
subject does not have a relationship with the object that Is of Importance or 
significance In the sense that It facilitates a break In a dependency the subject may 
have on Ideas (theories!) .  people, or any specific fonn of awareness. The object 
only provides comfort. There Is no disturbance. 

There Is no experience of discontinuity. It Is a relationship of non-learnlng. lt 
Is not uncommon. as we all know, that educational settings or consulting practices 
are not used (or allowed to be used) as transitional objects but only as comforters, 
they are events characterized by what I would call '"safe learning" .  They are 
characterized by a .. comfortable" relationship between .. teacher'" and .. pupil'" .  
organization and researcher (or consultant) . 

It Is Interesting to note that the significance of the transitional object, a .. safe" 
transitional space, as a critical condition for processes of learning of any existential 
significance and for managing Important transitions In one 's  life. Is beginning to be 
recognized and developed further conceptually and theoretically In social scl
ence. l3  

A final remark Action research Is part of a larger development which Is 
reflected In the fact that a growing number of epistemological positions In social 
science nowadays are based on the notion that all human experience Is mediated 
- through socialization and, In particular, through language. It Is through 
language. which Is Intrinsically public. that we have the means to reflect and to be 
aware of self as well as of others. It goes beyond saying that learning and 
language are very closely connected. Learning as well as the manner In which one 
makes use of learning takes place through the use of language. To ask the 
question about the nature of learning or the nature of language for that matter, 
does not make sense. It depends on what they are being used for. Learning and 
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language can serve many purposes. Similarly. the meaning of action research Is 
determined by Its obJectives and the ethical considerations underlying lt. This 
brings us back to what It Is all about, which may well be. as ToulmJn has 
suggested. a matter of phronesls (Toulmln, 1 996a and b) . The wisdom to act in the 
right way, to learn to make correct Judgments and the right choices. And what that 
Is. or should be, In each specific situation depends on a lot of factors. This raises 
the question of the role and competence of the researcher. The discussion up till 
now has drawn attention to some of the Important skills a researcher should 
possess and we could go on listing them and spelling out the dynamics of action 
research In a more elaborate manner. However, the key question the researcher Is 
faced with. when It comes down to the wire. all the time Is: 'What to do? 

What to do Is a function of many things, but the key Ingredients of knowing 
what to do are: (a) experience. (b) the contents of one 's  ' toolkit ' ,  and (c) timing. 

To know what to do and to know when to do It: One needs a ' toolkit ' full of 
all kinds of " things· :  narratives, theories. social and psychological skills. meth
ods. (such as: participative design, search conference. Wlttgenstein 's  social poet
Ics, and many more) . metaphors, a capacity to be silent. etc. , etc. As one engages 
In action research, one starts to build such a toolkit in conJunction with develop
Ing one· s experience. 

One of the first things one learns Is that there Is no relationship between the 
way a problem has structured Itself and presents and the logic of a discipline. One 
has to 'move' (figuratively speaking) from within the field. One of the classical 
mistakes one can make Is to come too quickly with the right lnterpretatJon. One 
has to fight one · s tendency to reduce the Other to the Same, to reduce the situation 
to one 's  theory. To struggle with the notion and the practice that ethics comes 
before epistemology. To be a partner, to learn to feel comfortable with a relation
ship which Is asymmetrical In a double sense. to take the other as point of 
departure without denying one's  identity, one ' s  sense of self. One moves from 
practice to practice. and perhaps from practice to ' theory' .  In action research one 
starts In the middle and one ends In the middle. One moves in an epigenetic 
landscape with a shifting horizon as In all landscapes. It never ends. 

Considerations In the Design of ACRES 

The previous discussion provides a basic profile of the considerations that went 
Into the design of ACRES. Or, rather. the key features of the design emerged 
logically and almost automatically out of these reflections. Consonance between 
the structure and the content of the program on the one hand and the characteris
tics of action research on the other was an obvious prerequisite. As learning about 
action research is not a matter of transferring formal knowledge. accord between 
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the program and the practice In the field Is not with regard to a body of knowledge 
that can be conventionally taught. It was very clear that the necessary relevance 
had to be provided by linking the learning process In ACRES directly to existing 
ongoing action research proce.sse.s. 

The solution chosen was that, as a condition for participating In ACRES. one 
had to be Involved In action research and had to bring to the program a complete 
account of one 's own project and be willing to make available, on an ongoing 
basis and In a systematic manner. one's experience with the development of one 's 
Involvement In action research. In this manner, the participants would generate 
the necessary relevant learning material for the program, the idea being that the 
structure, focus, and content of ACRES, together with the action research situa
tions of the participants. should constitute a single learning environment. 

The ACRES program consisted of four linked workshops (two In Norway 
and two In Sweden) of two and a half days each. spread over one year. The 
workshops offered opportunities for Individual learning and, Indirectly. became 
relevant events for the development of the participants' Individual projects. 

The logic underlying the principle of consonance dictated that the unit of 
learning should consist of a researcher and at least one relevant "other· from the 
action research project concerned. As discussed earlier, the epistemological 
stance of action research Is based on the notion that the relationship between 
eplstemlc subject and empirical object Is characterized by Joint Involvement and 
shared responsibility; the researcher and the researched are both knowing and 
knowledgeable actors. Accordingly. we seriously considered having such a unit 
be the unJt of participation. Such an approach would have made the program 
much more complex from the point of view of structure and learning dynamics, 
however. and would have required considerable more time for preparation: It was 
therefore decided that that approach was not realistic at the time. 

Although It was epistemologically and pedagogically flawed. the unit of 
learning had to be the Individual researcher. who would bring his or her project to 
the program by means of a written report discussing the characteristics and 
development of the project, which would be updated for each workshop. In this 
way, workshops and action research practice were linked and the relationship 
between reflection, writing. and action made visible and mobilized. 

The objectives of the program were formulated as follows: 

• To give methodological and theoretical as well as practical support to action 
researchers In general and to provide specific learning opportunities for indi
vidual researchers (this was defined as the primary objective) ; 

• To provide credits toward a doctoral degree In Norway and Sweden: 
• To contribute to the development of projects ; 
• To contribute to the development of the distinctive competence of Institutes: 
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• To learn about the Interdependencies between Institutes, projects. and re
searchers: 

• To promote collaboration between Institutes, researchers. and projects and to 
facilitate the development of networks. 

Objectives 3 through 6 were seen primarily as splnoffs of the first objective. 
These objectives were translated Into four Interdependent and overlapping 

perspectives. which formed the anchor points for the program as a whole as well 
as for each individual workshop. 

First. the main focus of the program would be the participants ' reflections on 
their actual practice In the field. It was expected that. as they Interacted with other 
participants. these Joint explorations would generate a very rich learning process 
with regard to the so-called evolving parameters In the various projects: the 
questions being addressed. the meaning of the various contexts ln which the 
projects occurred, the rationale for the approaches taken. and the various assump
tions underlying these processes. Also. It was expected that the dialogues would 
bring out the kind of Issues and questions one encounters ln action research that 
cut across these four dimensions - such as, the psycho-dynamics of Joint 
Involvement or the ethical orientation of a project - and help create a safe space 
for working through them. 

Second. In accordance with the dialogical relationship between theory and 
practice In action research. the program had to have a very broad and open 
theoretical orientation. Focus on a particular theory would depend primarily on 
the way theoretical questions and methodological Issues emerged from the case 
analyses. Discussions about the theoretical assumptions underlying the projects 
and the way they related to other kinds of assumptions would be seen as particu
larly Important. 

Third. In addition to social scientists. the staff would include an experienced 
philosopher to assist with philosophical reflections. Generally speaking. social 
scientists engaged In action research do not commonly engage In philosophical 
reflections: usually. one Is driven too much by pressures resulting from the 
complexities of practical Involvement with social change. This Is somewhat 
paradoxical. since the very practice of action research confronts the researcher 
with questions having to do with knowledge. reason. logic. and language. Fur
thermore. on the whole. action researchers are not very good at identifying and 
explaining themselves In terms of their place In the landscape of the theory of 
science. which frequently leads to unhappy discussions within the social science 
'"community" that seem to confirm to positivists that action research Is not 
scientific and therefore not research. 

Fourth, writing about action research would be an essential component of the 
program. As Bjorn Gustavsen has noted. although action research has .. been on 
the scene for about fifty years. there Is, on the average. less than one publication 
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per year from or about action research to be found In the scientific Journals" 
( 1 996: 5). This can be explained in various ways: action researchers do not write 
because they are too busy with action: they just cannot write or are bad writers: If 
they write, their papers are rejected because they do not meet the necessary 
standards: and so forth. Whatever the reasons. writing about action research Is 
obviously a problem. which Is exacerbated by the fact that publications about 
action research are an essential part of the debate In and about the social sciences. 

But writing Is of great slgntflcance for reasons beyond the concerns just 
mentioned. Apart from conveying an experience and producing a narrative. the 
very act of writing Is, In Itself, at least potentially a powerful process of learning. 
As a researcher reflects on the possible meaning of words - or, rather, behind 
words - and becomes aware of the way one uses language and of the Interrela
tion between experience, thought, and language. writing becomes research. As L. 
S. Vygotsky points out: 

The relation of thought to word Is not a thing but a process. a continual movement 
backward and forth from thought to word and from word to thought. In that 
process. the relation of thought to word undergoes changes that themselves may 
be regarded as developmental In the functional sense. Thought Is not merely 
expressed in words: It comes Into existence through them. Every thought tends to 
connect something with something else. to establish a relation between things. 
Every thought moves. grows and develops. fulfills a function. solves a problem 
(quoted in Shatter 1 993a: 43} .  

In writing about action research, one engages In a linguistic process In which 
one learns about how to do action research - If. and It Is a big If. one uses writing 
as a transitional object and not as a comforter. It Is a dilemma that In this process 
one uses words In their fonnative sense. while. depending on the quality of the 
writing, In our culture the reader Is Inclined to read them referentially. Neverthe
less, the first step In the process of learning from one 's  experience by writing 
about It (and In so doing enabling others to learn as well) Is to be able to organize 
and assemble lntelllgtbly the various bits and pieces of Information and experi
ence dispersed In space and time. 

Participants In the ACRES program were therefore required to prepare a 
written analysts of the developments In their projects. These texts had to be 
submitted and distributed before each workshop. During the workshop, partici
pants would be given assistance with any dtfflcultles in conceptualizing, organiz
Ing. and expressing their experiences In writing. so that at the end of the program 
each participant would be able to submit an article for publication. 

These four Interdependent perspectives were seen as baste points of refer
ence. as a sort of scaffolding necessary for building a learning environment. In 
different ways. they determined the content and organization of the workshops. 

In chapter 4 ,  Rene van der Vllst discusses the various structures of ACRES 
and the actual process of developing ACRES, what happened, how It happened, 
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and why it happened. I have focused only on the background and on the ide.as 
underlying the design of the program. 

Conclusions 

I will. however, end this overview with a final comment about ACRES as a 
whole . The crucial question is, of course. the extent to which the envisaged 
ACRES emerged and. moreover. whether the program was effective. Many 
factors must be taken into account in answering this question, some foreseen and 
many not, a critical one being the particular manner in which staff and partici
pants were able and willing to use ACRES and. most important of all. develop the 
ability to reflect on that process and thereby give meaning to their experience. 

Ultimately. the program itself has many of the key features of an action 
research project. Staff and participants are Jointly involved in and responsible for 
building a learning environment. and in this Joint action - in addressing this 
question of learning about action research by means of reflecting on practice 
knowledge is being generated. Also, the role of the staff Is somewhat similar to 
that of the researcher. It has paradoxical aspects, such as Jointness in a relation
ship that is basically asymmetrical and a shared responsibility in which both staff 
and participants also have distinct and different responsibilities. 

All action research projects are, of course, unique. but ACRES was a rather 
special and complex case. First of all. it was concerned with action research on 
action research: further. in view of Us international nature. the staff, the partici
pants, and their projects (which together were the constituting components of the 
program) made for a great variety of nationalities, backgrounds, experiences. and 
social science orientations. ACRES represented a plurality of cultures, as well as 
a plurality of styles of reflection. 

Combined with the different personalities of the staff and participants. this 
plurality generated a very rich and stimulating environment, but it also made 
complicated psycho-dynamic processes an unavoidable part of the program. The 
whole thus oscillated between being more as well as less than the sum of Us parts. 

As social scientists, those involved in action research represent an epistemo
logical shift:  we are part of it and are being formed by it. We cannot avoid .. acting 
out. " at least to some extent, the disarray in the social sciences. Similarly. the 
ACRES program could not avoid becoming the stage for an excttlng and complex 
play with many plots in which the roles were heavily colored by the fact that there 
is always a strong relationship between definition of self and epistemological 
stance. 

When reading. as well as wriUng. about ACRES, one has to remember, as 
Taylor ( 1985) argues, that the use of theory as self-definttton has to be borne in 
mind when we come to explain and when we practice social science. 
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Notes 

1 .  For a detailed d@5Cr1ptlon and analysts. �. for Instance, Em� and Thorsrud 1976 and 
Gustavs� 1985. 

2. Morten Levin was and still Is the only one In Scandinavia overseeing a university-based Ph.D. 
program ln acuon research. 

3. van Belnum. Hans. 1 996. 

4.  See Toulmln 1996a. 

5. see Newcomb 1953. also van Betrwm 1!1 a/. 1996 

6. I am referring here to the epigenetic function of action research. See van Belnum et al. 1996 

7. A similar remark can be made about the term ·collaborative Inquiry" which is sometimes 
applied to describe action research. The notion collaborauw Inquiry actually comes from 
psychoanalysts and Is used to characterize the natum of psychoanalytical practlce. Also. the 
Anl@rlcan Inspired expresskm •partlclpatlve action rn�arch", implying that � also exists 
a non-partlclpatJve form of action research. is rather puzzling. My nwon for mentioning 
these llngulstlc pracUces Is not to question the professional competence of my colleagues but 
to Illustrate the difficulty. If not the lmposslblllty. of ustng a simple expression to Indicate the 
complex dynamics of action research. 

8. This is not the occasion to go Into the very complex discussions taking place ln the social 
sck!nces about communication. From the point of view of practice. however. I would like to 
draw att�tlon to the v� relevant points made by Adrl Smallng made In the context of 
argum�tatlon theory. He points out that a good dlalogue is prtmartly not concerned with 
ooducuve valkllly or InductiVe probabJllly. but more wtth degll!@S of local plausibility and 
t�tatlve acceptability. That Is: does it make sense? Reasoning In daily language will rarely be 
characterized by logically compelling conclusions. Furthermom. Smallng polnts out that the 
cogency of an argum�t is also dep�dent on personal. contextual. cultural and historical 
factoo; which cannot be fully explicated (Srnaltng 1997. p. 143) .  It ts not Just · togas' . but 
also'pathos'and ethos' which play their role ln dialogue. 

9. See Uvlnas 199 1 .  Bauman 1993 

10. Interplexlly occurs. for tnstance. ln the acuon research process when the parties concerned 
are trying to deal with a problem determined by the Increase ln the stze of organizations and 
particularly by the lnterdepend�cles and their linkages across national and continental 
boundark!s. or. what is ewn more ·mrerplex· .  when these linkages const.st of parts of 
dlffer�t enterprl�s In different countries. where the parts such as R&D. production. distribu
tion. marketing. etc .. thernfore are based on dtffemnt traditions. 

1 1 . Wlnnlrott. 1971 p.2 and 3 

12.  The con�pt of transitional object has a meaning ln the context of action rn�arch which ts 
more complex but also more significant and comprehensive than can be discussed ln this 
chapter. �e Wtnnlcott 1971 .  

1 3. Giddens, 1 990. In hts discussion on ontological security points to the crltlcal lmportance of 
the use of the transitional object and transltlonal space for the development of bask: trust. and 
the ablllty to be involved cmattwly. Also Shatter. 1993a, although he does not use the term 
transitional object. prnsents In his discussion on the speclal dialogical weston of soclal 
constructionism. con�pts which are not dtsslmtlar to the nouon of transiUonal space and 
which he considers to be of c�tral lmportan� for the way we construct both ourselves and 
our world In our conversational acUvltles. 



Chapter 2 

Action Research Paradigms 

Morten Levin 

Action research (AR) practice Is both multifaceted and Intercultural . Research 
activity that carries the AR label ranges from liberating struggles In Third World 
countries to organizational change activity In Industrial organizations In techno
logically advanced societies. Given the breadth of the AR field, there Is no 
universal agreement about the necessary elements to Include In a general AR 
paradigm. Still, certain common threads and themes can be highlighted and this Is 
the function of the present chapter. 

After a brief overview of the history of action research to provide some 
context for contemporary practice, this chapter discusses two different AR ap
proaches that were central components In the ACRES process: the ABX model 
and the co-generative model. The ABX model conceptualizes the relationship 
between the researcher and the empirical object In a specific way based on the 
ABX mode1. 1 The co-generative model takes a constructivist and hermeneutic 
position as Its point of departure and Its central goal is the Joint social construction 
of meaning. The two models have commonalities, but Involve different emphases 
and diverge on particular points. 

History of Action Research 

A number of attempts have been made to write the history of action research over 
the last fifty years. but writing from different positions has, of course. resulted In 
quite dissimilar views. The current historical debate In the field can be found In 
books written or edited by Fals Borda and Rahman ( 1 992) . Gustavsen ( 1 992) . 

Reason ( 1 988) . and Whyte. ed. ( 1 99 1 )  and In a special issue of Human Relations 
(Chisholm and Elden, eds., 1 993) . 

Many professionals In the AR field trace the origins of action research to the 
1 940s and the work of Kurt Lewin whose main Interest was In changing social 
systems using scientific methodology. During that period. social science In the 
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United States was dominated by a positivistic model of science and so being 
'"scientific" was the core concern of social science activity. 

Lewin 's research on attitude change toward eating tripe ( 1943) was an early 
application of social science that could be labeled action research. He designed an 
experiment to test if it was possible to encourage American housewives to use 
tripe as part of their normal. everyday meals. This was an early attempt to develop 
scientific knowledge by initiating actions and recording the outcomes. In this 
model of action research. the researcher was highly visible and certainly influ
enced the whole experiment the researcher was most assuredly not an external, 
objective observer. 

Lewin 's study also purposely raJsed methodological questions about assess
ing outcomes and controlling contextual variables. As such, it set a trend in U.S.
based action research. The controlled experiment. in which external consultants 
or researchers set up experiments and measured the results, became the ideal type 
and dominated American efforts for more than forty years (Pasmore and Fried
lander 1982: Ledford and Mohrman 1 993) . The action research approach begun 
by Lewin thus gradually degenerated into positivistic experimentation in whJch a 
few variables were manipulated and only tangible, quantitative variables were 
accepted as results. Few attempts were made to go beyond this to look at the 
relationship between the researcher and the researched. 

Why did U.S.-based AR end up like this? There are two possible answers, 
which. when stated briefly, paint too black and whtte a picture. Still they account 
for the main trends. First. the strong professional norms within American 
academia allowed little freedom to break out of the barriers defined by positivistic 
social science. Second. mainstream action research in the United States was 
linked to businesses competing in the marketplace. It was generally contracted 
and paJd for by companies. In this context, action research soon became organiza
tional development work in whJch the core interest was organizational change in 
support of a power elite · s interests. The research part was subordinated to other 
goals and the open-ended inquiry dimension disappeared. 

On the other side of the Atlantic. the post-World War II  reconstruction period 
in the United Kingdom created room for organizational experimentation. The 
researchers at the Tavistock Institute in London, relying on psychoanalytical 
models, contributed substantially to the reindustrialization of England through AR. 

The well-known study by E. Trist and K. W. Bamforth ( 195 1 ) on the coal 
mining industry focused on the relationship between technology and social 
systems. This sociotechnJcal view underlined the importance of understanding 
how technology shapes social activity and that changing a social system depends 
on how the technology can support the intended changes. 2 

In essence, this view led to an emphasis on initiating social change activity 
where technology and social variables were linked. A change in one was sup-
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posed to follow from change in the other. By implication. if  real change was to 
occur. the limits imposed by technology had to be dealt with. Industrial organiza
tions thus became the dominant arena for action research - but working on 
sociotechnical change projects also required consensus among the participants, a 
cooperative relationship between employers and trade unions. 

Eventually it turned out that AR projects could not be maintained in Great 
Britain because of a lack of institutional support and new locations were sought 
for the work. Norway. whose labor market tradition was shaped by social demo
cratic governments, became a fertile ground for experimentation. and the 
Tavistock Group, in cooperation with Einar Thorsrud. developed AR projects 
focused on Norwegian work life (Emery and Thorsrud 1 976) . From the late 1 960s 

on, sociotechnical research dominated international development within the field 
of AR. According to Elden ( 1 979) . who has identified three .. generations" of 
sociotechnical research, this was the golden age in Norwegian work research. and 
lt led to new approaches and new models for social change. 

Actlve participation in the change process became a core value guiding the 
research, and the importance of having a natlonal instltutional anchor emerged as 
an increasingly important factor (Gustavsen and Hunnlus 198 1 .  Gustavsen 1 983) . 

Indeed, public and Institutional support turned out to be the central factor ac
counting for the strong progress of AR In Norwegian work life. 

An unfortunate weakness In the Norwegian work was a lack of systematic 
reflection and publications. That Is. action was foregrounded and research was all 
but eliminated. Sociotechnical ideas for change spread to other countries by direct 
diffusion. among which the United States and Sweden were the most important 
(Davis and Taylor 1972) .  In the United States, the research component almost 
vanished as the emphasis was placed on action. whereas in Sweden. the research 
element retained a somewhat higher standing. 

Parallel to - but almost decoupled from - this work life-based action 
research was the development of participatory research (PR) through the network 
of the International Council for Adult Education. Researchers associated with this 
group focused on the '"llberatlon" of underprivileged people, on developing social 
organizational forms to support the underprivileged in their struggle for control 
over their own situations (Brown and Tandon 1983) . The most important work in 
this field was done by Fals Borda ( 1 987) , Hall ( 1 978) . and Fals Borda and 
Rahman ( 199 1 ) .  

Seeking to clarify the differences between mainstream AR and PR ln the 
United States, Brown and Tandon argued that participatory research was value 
driven and had a strong ideological commitment: "The values researchers hold 
and the ideological perspectives that guide them exert a powerful influence on 
choices they make in the course of inquiry."  {Brown and Tandon. 1 983: 28 1 )  

Action researchers, by contrast. were characterized as supporting consensus and 
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conflict-free theories of society, that Is. adaptation to existing power arrange
ments rather than democratic social change. 

Gustavsen ( 1 992) refers to this argument In asking why the quality of work 
life (QWL) movement failed to have a lasting Impact on American work life. He 
states that action researchers In the United States seldom have a broad societal
based theory of work life change or an appetite for such change. Brown and 
Tandon argued that AR Is suitable In situations In which the power distribution Is 
accepted as legitimate and the relevant parties accept the researchers. while PR 
strategies are appropriate when the power distribution Is not accepted and the 
Involved parties do not accept the legitimacy of the researcher. 

Whyte (Whyte and Whyte 1 984: Whyte 1 99 1 )  presents a slightly different 
taxonomy In discussing participatory action research (PAR) . Whyte, ed. ( 1 99 1 )  

leaves out the ideological perspective. framing PAR Instead as a process In which 
participation Is fundamental for action aimed at changing social systems. 

Greenwood ( 1 989) pays significant attention to the way research questions 
are formulated. Contrasting the conventional paradigm-centered research domi
nating most social science activity with the client -centered research found In AR, 
he proposes that participation In research be Initiated by a dialogue on what 
questions should be researched. 

Paralleling Greenwood 's work. Reason and Rowan ( 1 981 )  developed what 
Reason ( 1 988) named the '"human Inquiry" paradigm, which emphasizes the 
Importance of Involving all relevant actors In the research process. In the Intro
duction to Human Inquiry In Action, Reason argues: .. The simplest description of 
cooperative Inquiry Is that It Is a way of doing research In which all those Involved 
contribute both to the creative thinking that goes Into the enterprise - deciding 
on what Is to be looked at. the methods of inquiry. and making sense of what are 

found out - and also contribute to the action that Is the subject of the research. " 
( 1 988: 1 )  Human Inquiry Is quite comprehensive, Including participants In con
ventional action research projects In the United States. researchers In the Euro
pean QWL tradition, and PR and PAR researchers. 

A core point that emerges from human Inquiry Is that there Is a subjective 
side to science. This statement has been debated In Norwegian sociology since the 
work of Sk Jervhelm ( 1 974) . His contention that social science researchers should 
be participants In their research Is supported by the scientific element of AR, 
which, as Reason lays It out. supports the "objectively subjective side ."  This view 
summarizes the European position. 

A paper by Susman and Evered ( 1 978) , focused on legltlmatlng U.S. action 
research. using arguments and positions from the positivistic theory of science, 
but It had little Influence on conventional social research practice. This suggests 
that mainstream AR In the United States remains very much mired within the 
constraints of positivistic social science. 
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Action research frameworks in ACRES 

There were two action research paradigms articulated In the ACRES seminars 
and both have roots In the Tavlstock tradition. The ABX model is rooted In social 
psychology. while the co-generative model Is built on a constructivist position 
rooted In sociology. anthropology, and cultural studies. In what follows, both 
models are laid out and then they are contrasted. 

The ABX Model: The main feature of the ABX model is the conceptualiza-
tion of the relationship between the researcher (A) and the empirical object, the 
researched (B). In the context of Inquiry denoted as X. 3 To follow this discussion. 
the reader should refer to Figure 1 In Chapter 1 that diagrams the ABX model. 

The general understanding Is that this relationship. In a democratic society. Is 
based on mutuality. Thus. the empirical object will. can. and should talk back, 
creating a discursive situation In which the empirical object becomes a subject 
along with the subjective researcher. 

Action research. described In thJs view as the study of operating systems In 
action, Is not a method In the conventional sense of the word. Action research 
refers to a way of understanding and managing an Inquiry relationship - that Is, 
the relationship between the researcher and the researched. between theory and 
practice. Further, In AR, that relationship Is collaborative, which Is contrary to 
conventional social science research that views the relattonshJp as one of re
searcher authority over the research subject. 

In action research, the role of the empirical object Is changed from someone 
who merely sanctions the research. either as object or as client. to a position of 
active participant. The position of the researcher Is changed from one grounded In 
empirical or descriptive research or crltlcal theory to a position of active Involve
ment based on constructivism. The relationship between researcher and re
searched becomes one of joint Involvement and shared responstbtllty. 

Any social relationship Is about something. Person A Is In relation to person 
B with respect to a thing. event. or situation X. The relationship between A, B, 
and X represents the baste structural characterlstlc of a social relationship 
(Newcomb 1 953) . The way In which these relations are perceived In the minds of 
the participants Is Indicated by the notation "'pox" (Helder 1 946) ; the pox thus 
refers to a corresponding /ntrnpersonal system (I.e., the Interdependencies be
tween the various attitudes and bellefs of an tndtvtdual with regard to the ABX). 
In that A. B. and X are also Interdependent. the relationship between researcher 
and researched or between research and project can be understood only In the 
context of the ABX system as a whole. It Is the ABX and the nature of Us 
Interdependencies that Is the unit of reflection and of analysts In action research. 

In action research. choices about X are made jointly by the researcher and the 
researched. It Is only because of their Interaction In practice - that Is, In their 
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Joint structuring of a project - that the content and other characteristics of X 
emerge and crystallize. Whether the X will develop as an action research project 
and make a contribution to social science will .  of course. be greatly Influenced by 
the content of X - for Instance. whether It requires research or not. or If It will 
generate new ways of conceptualizing reality or produce new hypotheses. The 
skill and creativity of both the researcher and the researched will play an Impor
tant role. but ultimately whether the research will make a contribution to science 
will be decided by the social science community. 

Although a project may begin with a problem as formulated by the "client" 
organization, It Is essential that the researcher and the empirical object take the 
reality of the empirical object as the point of departure and then begin their mutual 
engagement with exploring the way In which both perceive and understand that 
reality. This Is a critical phase In action research for the following reasons: 

• joint understanding of the reality of the empirical object Is a primary point of 
reference. 

• It Is only via the reality of the empirical object that the appropriateness and 
relevance of the focus of the research can be assessed. 

• joint understanding of the reality of the empirical object Is a good starting 
point for Initiating the essential process of moving between the elements In the 
ABX model . 

• joint understanding lays the foundation for building the necessary common 
ground between researcher and researched, enabling them to explore views 
about organizations and Images of man. It provides each party with a basis for 
defining the values that should govern their Joint pursuit. 

• joint understanding Is also the obvious point of entry for the researcher. for he 
or she must develop a good understanding of the organization concerned. 
During this phase, the researcher will also be able to begin the process of 
.. earning the right" to work with the empirical object. With each new project, 
the researcher has to be Involved In such a process. as academic qualifications 
alone do not bestow that right. 

In view of the Interdependencies of the ABX. with Its strong dynamic features 
based on Joint Involvement and shared responsibility. the quality of action re
search Is determined by the quality of the communication between the researcher 
and the researched. Open communication Is essential for developing a shared 
language and shared concepts ln direct correlation with their practice. Only then 
will the researcher and the researched be able to fuse their existing knowledge as 
well as develop new knowledge. 

In ABX relationships, we can identify two kinds of reality, which correspond 
with two concepts of knowledge. We can distinguish between an experiential 
reality and a representational reality and between knowledge that Is '" In the act of 
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doing. '" directly engaging with reality, and knowledge that Is "'about aspects'" of 
reality. 

The experiential level In action research refers to the actual Interaction 
between the researcher and researched. an event ln which both are fully Involved 
and by means of which the unique knowledge of that relationship is obtained and 
expressed. On this level, In the very act of Interacting, subject and object are not 
Independent: from a cognitive point of view. AB and X completely coincide and 
ABX forms a triune structure. Practice and research become the same thing. Who 
Is the researcher and who the researched cannot easily be distinguished. 

Conceptually, researcher and researched can and should be distinguished. 
but from an Information-content point of view. they are lndtsttngutshable on this 
level of reality. The Interaction Is a unique and nonrepeatable event and cannot be 
objectified: In a strict sense. the Interaction cannot be described and It Is Impos
sible to make a model or an image of it. The only way of knowing this reality is by 
the events In which It reveals Itself. (I.e., that It is and what It Is) (Stavenga 1 99 1) .  

Knowledge here is not knowledge regarding states or possible properties of the 
relationship but the relationship Itself. Theory in this context is theory of this 
particular praxis. 

In the other reality, the representational reality, we conceptually distinguish 
between subject and object. We may start with knowledge and facts and subse
quently consider action (praxis follows theory) . We can call this knowledge 
Instrumental knowledge. for this Is knowledge concerning the various aspects of 
the action research reality. As for the roles of the researcher and the researched or 
the nature of the research findings. AB and X are conceptually separate. It is on 
this level that researcher and researched express their individual understandings 
of the situation (I.e. the poX) and show their conceptual and theoretical positions. 

The ABX and the pox are In a state of continuous Interaction In which the 
representational level depends on the existential or the experiential level. Each 
has Its own relational (subject-object) and structural characteristics (Stavenga 
1 99 1 ) ,  and an awareness of both realities and their corresponding types of 
knowledge Is a prerequisite for understanding action research and for engaging In 
it. Action research Is an unfolding process and has heuristic characteristics: It is 
concerned more with "theorizing" than with the application of an a priori 
'"theory. " According to this view, the distinctive characteristic of action research 
Is that it encompasses two different concepts of reality - and that gives it a 
special place in the ongoing dialogue between theory and practice. 

An effective collaborative relationship, whtch is essentially a process of Joint 
learning, must be based on open communication. on democratic dialogue. But 
although It Is a necessary and critical condition in an action research process, just 
having a democratic dialogue Is not enough. As Gustavsen points out , "'The idea of 
democratic dtalogue . . .  must be converted Into a set of more specific means. or 
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measures. to become operational in actual workplace change" ( 1 992: 4) . The extent 
to which there will truly be democratic dialogue depends on the interaction between 
researcher and researched. The researcher bears a special responsibility for creating 
this condition, and it is the competence of the researcher that is important here. It 
is not sufficient that the researcher be an able social scientist in the traditional 
academic sense, be well acquainted with the relevant theoretical and methodologi
cal developments, and have the Intellectual ability to conceptualize the unfolding 
dynamics of action research. These traits are necessary but not sufficient. 

The researcher not only should be willing to be Involved In a collaborative 
relationship but should have professional skills In social processes . For the 
researcher to gain distance so that he or she can reflect critically on the nature of 
the relationship between self and others, he or she must have a sensitivity 
regarding others and Insight Into such matters as his or her own cognitive style, 
values. and defense mechanisms. 

An ongoing concern for the researcher Is that he or she has to combine the 
professional responstbtlttles of a social scientist with Involvement In a demo
cratic. collaborative relationship. with Its need for open communication. Conse
quently. he or she Is faced with a dilemma: either the researcher provides too 
much Input. becomes '"the expert. "  creates dependency, and blocks the learning of 
the other, or he or she does not allow the other to profit from hts or her knowledge 
and experience and Is not quite authentic In the relationship. The researcher has to 
avoid sins of commission and sins of omission. In the ABX-pox process of ac
tion research, In the Interaction between the experiential and the representational. 
this Is exactly the dilemma with which the researcher and the researched are 
concerned. They do not solve the paradox; they do not do away with the paradox; 
In a manner of speaking. they are the paradox. The researcher and the researched 
Jointly contextualtze an unfolding process (Van Betnum. Faucheux and van der 
Vltst 1996, p. 1 96) . 

The Co-generative Model of Action Research 

Among the many posstbtltttes for modeling an action research process. the co
generative approach Is based on understanding AR as a meaning construction 
process In which participants and researchers mutually work on solving pertinent 
problems In a local context. Given this lnlttal fonnulatton, an AR process obvi
ously Involves two parties: the Insiders - the owners of the problem - and the 
outsiders. or professional researchers. 

This arrangement shapes at least two distinct and different roles. The out
sider has responsibility for supporting the continuation of the research process 
Itself. He or she brings to the arena substantive skills as well as skills In keeping 
change processes going. The Insiders own the problem and thus are the focus of 
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Table 2. J. The Co-generative Action Research A-lode/ 
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Outsider 

the action research process. (The figure Illustrates the fundamental elements In 
the research process.) 

It Is useful to think of an action research process as consisting of at least two 
analytically distinct phases. The goal of the first phase Is clarification of the Initial 
research question, while the goal of the second and major stage Is the Initiation 
and maintenance of the change or meaning construction process. It Is evident that 
the definition of the problem Is never final. A good sign of development Is how 
much the original questions are reshaped to Include Initially unknown dimen
sions, Indicating that learning has taken place. Clarification of the research 
question Is a crucial element In any action research process. as It sets the stage for 
the whole research activity. The question to be researched must be of major 
Importance to the participants. and It must also gain leverage from the body of 
knowledge In the field (Greenwood 1989) . 

Even when the problem focus has been worked out. communication proce
dures must be established - to help In working through situations In which the 
Insiders' knowledge and the outsiders ' professional knowledge are In conflict. A 
working definition of the problem must come out of a discourse In which the 
knowledge held by the Insiders and the outsiders co-generates an understanding 
that Is created only through their communicative actions. The main challenge In 
the first stage Is to search for the first good question that Is shared to some degree 
by the Involved parties . 
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Several obstacles can occur during the problem formulation process. The 
conventional traits of academics as capable debaters with strong conceptual 
models can easily create an oppressive situation. Br�then ( 1973) calls this a 
'"model monopoly, "  which he identifies as a situation In which one party domi
nates and, because of that party's  skills In communication and In the handling of 
conceptual models, thereby constantly Increasing the distance between Insiders 
and outsiders. 

The other trap that can occur In stating the Initial problem Is that the Insiders 
and the outsiders can get locked Into accepting the insiders· Initial formulation of 
the problem, so that there Is little use of outside knowledge. On the one hand. this 
situation Is not detrimental to the action research process. It Is certainly possible 
to start a project based on an Initial. possibly limited problem statement and then 
to design a process whereby Important reflections emerge through the communt
catlon and practical problem-solving activities of the project. Many AR projects 
have shown that this can be a successful approach. On the other hand, there are 
few positive outcomes when the researcher dominates the situation. 

The Insiders and the outsiders are equals, and they are different. They are 
obviously different because the insiders have to live with the result of any change 
actlvtty, while the outsiders can leave the location at almost any point. In the co
generative model. another difference Is that the Insiders will have the final say In 
figuring out what the focus of the research activity should be, although the 
Insiders and the outsiders are considered equal In personal and professional 
Integrity and In the right to be heard. Listening and learning are Important, for 
there Is no way that a mutual learning process can take place tf other people 's  
arguments are not understood. 

The challenge to Integrity Is also Important. Researchers should not, In any 
respect. play the game of becoming natlves. Researchers will always be outsiders 
from institutional and professional settlngs that make demands concerning pro
fessional praxis and that advocate ethical standards for behavior. The challenge In 
this unbalanced situation ts to take advantage of the differences. because these 
differences can create the ground for new and important learning for all the 
participants . 

In essence, an action research process Is a collective effort to gain new 
knowledge. In a social context or In an organizational or local community, the 
working collectivity Is shaped through people · s Interactions. The way people 
relate to each other to achieve a desired outcome shapes a theory of action about 
solving problems through social Interaction. If the main purpose of action re
search Is to support the solution of pertinent problems, then the research process 
Itself must be built on the basts of planned social Interactions. Accordingly. the 
main challenge Is to shape these social tnteractlons. and shaping them thus 
becomes the baste tool for factlttattng co-generative learning. 
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As people Interact ln a specific spatial situation. an arena ls constituted. An 
arena can be a meeting between two or more people, a team-bulldlng session, a 
search conference, a task force meeting, a leadership group meeting, or a publlc 
community meetlng. Thus, a major challenge ln an actlon research project ls to 
design adequate arenas for communication. for discourses between the Involved 
parties ln the research ls the major vehicle for learning. 

Arenas are chosen according to what one wants to achieve. If the strategy ls 
to engage a whole organization ln an organizational development process. gather
Ing all the people ln a large room to work out the plans for the project might be a 
good solution - although conflicts between managers are best addressed ln a 
leadership group. The point ls that the choice of arenas should be made according 
to context and purpose. The selection of a proper arena certainly depends on the 
skills of the facilitator. 

Similarly. the communicaUve actions shape the collective learning that ls 
possible (Gustavsen 1992) and enable the members of an organization or people 
ln a local community to understand how they Interact, support, or fight each other 
ln the struggle to achieve desired goals. Experiences shaped through communica
tive actions llnked wlth collective reflection create the foundation for the devel
opment of new meanings. The struggle to solve Important problems also creates 
the basts for new understandings to emerge. All outcomes of thls collectlve 
reflection process support the creation of mutual understanding, shared knowl
edge that ls equally accessible both to the Insiders and the outsiders. The larger 
thls shared ground ls. the more fruitful the communication has been. 

Thls shared knowledge, In turn, opens up possibilities for reflection for both 
the Insiders and the outsiders. The participants can use thls knowledge to Increase 
their action capacity ln their local context and to Improve their goal attainment. In 
addition, If new Insights emerge. this reflection, In tum. wlll open up new ways of 
formulating the research problem and thus change the communicative processes. 

In the same way. reflections by the outsiders will create the space for new 
learning and for a link to be established between the action research process and 
the scientific community. Publlcations can be produced, but, unlike much tradi
tional research writing. In our view, AR publlcaUons are built on a much more 
valid base. The essential difference Is that In AR. the activity ls based on long
term engagement with the field, and the researchers. by .. living" the project. 
acquire personal experiences radically differentiating this research process from 
single-shot Interventions. That new understanding emerges from discourses with 
participants and that It Is Identified as the shared understanding resulting from the 
AR process are fundamental differences. 

In a successful AR project, It Is also possible to have communications with 
the scientific community that are produced Jointly by Insiders and outsiders. 
Thus, the conventional domJnance of the researcher Is reduced, and the partlcl-
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pants gain access to the valuable process of reflecting on and writing down the 
results of the project. 

How different are these models of action research? 

We have chosen to present ABX and the co-generative model because they 
played a dominant role in the ACRES program. But how different are they really? 
They clearly emerge from quite different professional contexts. The ABX model 
employs the language of social psychology while the co-generative model uses a 
soclologlcal-anthropologlcal contructivlst way of speaking. Both models are 
similar in terms of building the learning process on the discourse between the 
empirical object (insiders) and the researcher (the outsider) . In the co-generative 
model. seeking solutions to pertinent problems for the insiders through invoking 
concrete circumstances is the key to the whole process. This focus is less explicit 
in the ABX model. The language of the ABX model is also more interpersonal , 
while the cogenerative model builds on more soclologlcal language about collec
tlve learning. arenas, and actions by the insiders. 

Both models emphasize the important point of integrating insiders (empirical 
object) in the knowledge production process. This is constructed as a mutual 
learning process with to different feedback loops in the co-generative model, 
while this is not explicitly made clear in the ABX model. In the co-generatlve 
model the researcher feedback loop initiates the reflectlon processes that can 
result in knowledge and publications for the scientific community, while the 
ABX model does not emphasize this to the same extent. 

An interesting hypothetical questlon is whether these two models would 
result in two different projects tf they were applied in the same AR problem. 
Probably they would. However. we think that the differences would not just be a 
direct consequence of the models themselves. Our experience in ACRES sug
gests that the professional background and attendant professional languages of 
the researchers would exercise a major influence on this outcome. We learned, 
through our experiences in ACRES how powerfully our professional training and 
languages affect the way we conduct AR. 

The action research tradition includes many different approaches: historical 
developments have led to many fruitful ways of working within the field. Al
though many different models of AR currently compete for space, most of the 
modern conceptualizations of AR center on communlcatlon processes as the key 
vehicle for knowledge production. In these paradigms, as illustrated by both the 
ABX and the co-generative models, the communlcatlon that occurs between the 
researchers and the researched creates the basts for gaining new knowledge and 
changing social systems. The same kinds of communicative process should be 
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followed in the action research community itself. Open and free discourse be
tween advocates of diverse positions should be encouraged. not limited. 

Notes 

1 .  Th� ABX mod�l p�nt� h� ls b3SOO an C!dlt� VPrSlon of Hans van B�lnwn · s 1993 pap!f. 
which was dtstrtbut�. read. and discussed during ACRES. It Is also discussed by van 
Belnum In Chapter 1 wh� th� cttaUons to where It was subsequ�ntly published are found. 

2.  This posltkm was further developed In Emery and Thorsrud 1976. Emery 1959. and Trlst 
1 953. 

3 .  This �n� soctlon Is b3SOO on van Belnum. 1993. This model of th� actJon rest:!arch proc�s Is 
based on Elden and Levin 1991 and Levin 1993. 





Chapter 3 

Research in ACRES 

Claude Faucheux 

One of the primary alms of ACRES was to assist participants In gaining a deeper 
understanding of the epistemological and methodological particularities of action 
research, with the ultimate goal of Improving the quality of research and publica
tion In the AR field. Helping participants In this way was especially Important 
given that action research Is such a demanding approach for researchers. Is 
misunderstood In many academic circles. and good action research Is urgently 
needed to support contemporary programs of social change. 

An Emerging New Epistemology 

Action research challenges the classical view of science currently espoused by the 
social sciences at the very time that physics Is abandoning that scientific mode 1. The 
classical view of science developed since the Renaissance. when Newtonian 
physics served as a model. and endured until the end of the nineteenth century, when 
the theory of relativity made some of the assumptions of Newtonian physics 
obsolete. 

Quantum theory went further In causing the abandonment of classical views 
about science and knowledge as, simultaneously. critical debates arose about the 
foundations of mathematics and the validity of logical posltlvlsm. stimulating 
further growth In the fields of epistemology and the sociology of knowledge. 
Without going Into too much detail about these debates, It Is possible to focus on 
some aspects that are particularly crucial to understanding the dtfflculUes AR 
aroused In conservative academic circles . 

.. Pure .. Versus .. Applled ·· Research 

Classic science was considered a disinterested effort to know reality without 
polluting the activity with base, utilitarian Interests. Pure knowledge could be 
extremely useful for practical purposes, of course, but these practical concerns 
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were left to engineers. The bias was to develop knowledge for contemplative 
purposes. It was also assumed that reality was a stable situation, existing indepen
dently of us '"out there. " imprinting itself similarly on the senses of different 
observers, who could. if they conducted themselves rationally. agree on the 
descriptions of the object of their observation. 

This absolute separation between subject and object. between observer and 
observed. which made sense to an astronomer in the sixteenth century, turned out 
to be less obvious to a social scientist in the twentieth century. particularly after 
quantum theory had questioned this basic tenet of classical positivism. Studying 
social reality as if the researcher could be aloof from the reality that he or she 
observed ultimately appeared to be impossible. As in physics - if not more than 
in physics - the observer had to be understood to be part of the process of 
observation. I say more than in physics because in social science we aim, as part 
of the enterprise, to study ourselves as observers. Social scientists are. in part. 
their own objects. 

From this beginning, there emerged the sense that the .. human being" was 
best studied not from an external vantage point but by using our capacity to access 
our inner experiences and make sense of them. This meant that researchers had to 
enlist themselves as co-researchers if they were to develop a genuine knowledge 
of themselves. It also meant that they had to study themselves in the act, in the 
very process of acting. because when we are transplanted to the laboratory, 
extracted from the situation in which our actions make sense, we become another 
kind of being. While human physiology can be investigated in the artificial, 
highly controlled environment of the laboratory. this is not so for the more 
symbolic actions that form human conduct. 

Another reason reinforced this epistemological shift .  As skilled. competent, 
effective actors. researchers put into practice knowledge that, for the most part. is 
tacit and cannot be made explicit without the active, conscious collaboration of 
others who also possess this tacit knowledge and use it as a particular mode of 
relating to their own environments. Hence. fundamental knowledge in the social 
sciences becomes knowledge used in action, reflectively known as a knowledge 
of action. This knowledge has to be studied In situ. in the very context in whtch it 
makes sense. It cannot be separated from this context without becoming dead and 
devoid of meaning. 

So it Is that we cannot develop a science of the actors along the lines 
appropriate for studying astronomy. We cannot adopt a purely contemplative 
attitude when studying ourselves, as we could. up to a point. when describing the 
orbits of the planets. On the contrary. we have to look at what we are doing and 
study these actions in their context. 

Thts shift in fundamental epistemic attitude demands that we renounce the 
split between .. pure" and "applied" research. 
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As Lewin ( 1 948) said, '"Nothing is more practical than a good theory . ..  Not 
only is this new epistemic attitude bound to produce knowledge that is far more 
effective than positivistic knowledge. but this effective knowledge is also the 
only kind of .. fundamental'" knowledge in the social sciences. 

A Science of Action 

Contemporary critics have noticed that many social scientists claim that the aim of 
the social sciences is to study social action, while, in practice. they fall to do this. 
Giddens ( 1 990) has been among the most art.Jculate in voicing thJs critique, 
emphasizing that Parsons's Structure of Social Acllon missed the reality of action. 

Garfinkel ( 1 967) moved away from Parsons's stance by aiming to study our 
own social reality, as if we were from a different tribe. making the effort. as a 
researcher, to reach into the experience of the '"natives· as ethnographers purport 
to do. Garfinkel aspired to develop an ethnomethodology for accessing the 
experience of the .. natives.. and demanded that the sociological researcher pen
etrate their phenomenology well enough to .. pass" as one of them. This ability to 
.. pass· is Garfinkel ' s  touchstone for ascertaining the validity of the researcher's 
phenomenology of the native experience. In this way, ethnomethodology provided 
social scientists with a method for achieving a greater proximity to human 
experience. 

Garfinkel refused to take a further step. however, and join the natives in their 
actions. That is, he refused to intervene actively with them in their own social 
reality. contending that pure science should not be involved in remedial actlons. 
The sociologist. he argued, is there to provide us with an understanding of the 
reality of social actors: she or he Is not there to fool around with it. 

By contrast. proponents of action research believe that an understanding of 
social reality is achieved only while directly intervening effectively in it. Further. 
according to AR. understanding the tacit knowledge of local actors means under
standing how they intervene in their own realities and transform them. 

A Knowledge of Acting 

The social sciences are moving toward a science of action. of acting. As such, 
they cannot be limited to purely descriptive science, and social scientists cannot 
evade the necessity of becoming more aware of and better able to state their aims, 
aspirations. and values for designing a social reality. as well as more aware of 
what they are actually doing in their practices, so as, in the end. to be better able to 
evaluate their actlons and improve their effectiveness. They cannot evade their 
responsibility as actors. Action research is therefore a necessary dimension of 
their lives. 
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Operations and Representations 

Logical positivism argued that science should be essentially about describing 
effective operations that can be described In univocal terms. understood In 
exactly the same way by all adequately trained scientists. Irrespective of the 
context. In this, they were arguing that a description could be context-free. 

Wlttgenstein. who wrote the first bible of the neoposltivists. later demon
strated that neoposltlvlsm was unfeasible. In a second phase of his work, he 
argued that no artificial language, such as symbolic logic. could be context-free 
and that, consequently. It was more sensible to study natural languages and 
natural speech to find out how the management of meaning in interpersonal 
communications Is Indeed achieved. 

At the same time. Wlttgensteln was Implicitly criticizing .. operationalism, · 
which claimed that positive science was only about operations, objectively de
scribable and repeatable. But clearly perceiving an operation - and describing It 
- entails more than logical correctness. It also requires being adequately In touch 
with the context in which the operation Is being performed. It requires a certain 
Interpretation of this context. The same operation may have different meanings in 
different theories and may correspond to different representations. 

Operations have to be seen In their proper context as responses to a situation. 
Their Instrumental side should not mask the conduct they serve. which gives them 
their meaning. Knowledge. therefore, Is less a reflection of an external reality .. out 
there, ·  Independent of us. than a reflection of what we can do with It, in our actions, 
to transform natural reality and to create cultural reality. Science cannot be separate 
from a project of cultural development. even If this drive Is mostly unconscious. AR 
Is an attempt to develop a better awareness of what we are actually doing. of whom 
we are trying to become, so as to become more effective at lt. 

To this extent. we are all Involved as actors and as researchers. even If we 
would prefer to shy away from the responsibilities Implied. Ultimately. funda
mentally, we have to become responsible for ourselves. for the meaning of our 
lives and what we do. and therefore we have to participate actively In the debates 
about what we should be doing and in the construction of our futures. This makes 
the participative dimension of AR inescapable. 

Action Research as Self-Development 

Seen In this perspective. action research Is more demanding than classic science 
was. It demands more than an Intellectual exercise of rationality. more than a 
gathering of data. more than empirical generalizations. To become more effective 
managers of ourselves. we have to become far more critically reflective about 
ourselves and more conscious of the consequences of our acts. 
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Certainly. the evaluation of action and the generation of knowledge are both 
more effective when the actors themselves are involved. This insight was at the 
root of what was labeled the .. training group" (f group) technique and the 
creation in the United States of the National Training Laboratories (NTL) at the 
end of the 1 950s. Not surprisingly. a parallel insight was developed in England by 
a group of social scientists with a psychoanalytic background who later formed 
the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations. 

During this period. it was realized that an actor learns, creates, and acts when 
he or she can participate responsibly in the action instead of being ruled entirely 
by a father, a master, or a manager. A developmental dialogue between authorita
tive figure and the evolving actor is necessary for the development of effective. 
responsible actors and for the generation of the knowledge we need to develop 
ourselves at group and societal levels. Thus, the effective practice of action 
research demands a higher level of personal development than is usual in ordinary 
organizational activities. 

Doing Research 

In any research process. we distinguish between three different activities -
observation. conceptualization, and experimentation - requiring three different 
attitudes and involving three different methodologies. To different degrees, these 
activities also develop during the various stages of maturation of a discipline. 

Observation 

The observation phase is the very early phase in the development of a research 
process, when the researcher opens herself or himself to the phenomena being 
studied and becomes attentive to what is being experienced. The attention in
volved may be very broad and relatively unfocused. The observer trtes to tune in 
to a context or a milieu. as would a nature lover strolling in a forest. 

To become effective, such multidirectional attention has to become more 
focused, as, for instance. occurs when a bird watcher in a forest notices the 
general characteristics of different birds - their songs. their movements, and so 
forth. A zoologist will be even more specific. watching, for instance, particular 
behaviors, such as territorial struggles or mating actions. of particular species, 
looking for details not yet reported in professional journals and books. 

During the early stages of research. which are essentially observational and 
descriptive. the instruments employed, above all ,  aid our senses: optical devices 
to magnify our sight and recording devices to enhance our hearing. These tools, 
when used skillfully. do not interfere much with what is being observed. It is left 
unspoiled. 
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ConceptuallzatJon 

Accumulating observations requires making sense of them, organizing them, 
interpreting them into a story that integrates all the information meaningfully. 
This leads beyond the observable to what is behind it. which must be inferred by 
an act of conceptual imagination. Thus, concepts are created and intellectual 
elaborations for organizing the information are obtained. Sometimes they are 
mere taxonomies, tables, categories. as in the case of the early naturalists. Or. if 
the researchers are more insightful, as D. Mendeleyev was. they can order the 
physical elements into a table according to their chemical properties. 

Observation is a powerful research tool. The observation of the stars and 
planets in the sky went on for a considerable time before astronomy developed 
into a scientific discipline able to provide explanations for those observations. 
These scientific explanations eventually transformed the meaning of the observa
tions into a revolutionary theory that saw the apparent movement of the sun 
around the earth as an egocentric perception by earthly observers. Astronomy 
developed a "deeper" interpretation and formulated a theory that the earth not 
only revolves on its own axis in a day but orbits once around the sun in a year. 
This created the possibility of gaining a fuller understanding of the phenomena of 
seasonal variations. among other matters. This is a dramatic illustration of how far 
theoretical insights can go by mere unobtrusive observation. without intervening 
in the course of natural events. 

Experimentation 

As information is accumulated and conceptualization developed to organize it. 
the research process probes further and further into the phenomena and begins to 
address more pointed questions. which. to be answered, require more active 
intervention. No matter how sophisticated the observational instruments are, it is 
no longer sufficient to record the phenomena passively. It becomes necessary to 
intervene to see what happens systematically when some variables in the situation 
are manipulated. The experimental approach is then used, which represents a 
more complex stage of research. 

Returning to the example of astronomy, it is only very recently that some 
possibilities for experimenting have emerged. as new technologies have enabled 
us to travel in space. to gain more information through astrophysical observa
tions. to send observational probes into distant regions. These techniques have 
extended the possibilities of intervening in the astronomical world in order to 
understand its workings better. 
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Linking Observation. Conceptualization. and Experimentation 

Although observation refrains from Interfering with the object of observation. our 
minds are actively Involved while we are observing. Further. our observing mind 
cannot remain for long a purely passive surface for '"sensory data" :  the very 
process of observation already contains quite a bit of Interpretation, of sense 
making. of conceptualization. 

Thus, In every attentive observation. there are tacit understandings that need 
to be made explicit If we are to come to know what we really are doing. As we 
progress ln knowing. we thus Invest more and more knowledge ln our observa
tions. which logically Implies that they become ever more dependent on concepts. 
theories. Instruments. techniques. Hence, conceptualizing and theorizing amount 
to making explicit the tacit knowledge built Into our descriptive analytical efforts 
and then extracting or abstracting the more essential features. The aim Is to 
account for both similarities and differences among phenomena using as small a 
set of variables as we can. This Is .. theorizing . ..  

Theories are valuable because they enable us to separate the deeper structure 
of reality from more empirical formulations and thereby account for complex 
phenomena. Theories also enable us to Intervene more effectively through our 
actions. since we have formulated a better understanding of what we are doing. 

There Is a dynamic cycle between theorizing and observing. On the one 
hand. we observe only what we can perceive. This Is a function of our understand
Ing. which ln tum Is a function of our theoretical grasp. On the other hand, theory 
progresses only through Increasingly systematic observation and from having to 
account for more observations. some of which appear to present puzzles. contra
dictions. and paradoxes. 

Experimentation Is necessary because observation has to become more 
systematic and theory has to encompass puzzling. paradoxical observations. The 
experimental mind set Is quite different from the taxonomic mind set. The 
taxonomic view alms to display a picture, a presentation of all that Is known. In 
systematic form. This can be a voyeuristic device for a lazy mind that wants to 
contemplate without making much effort. 

The experimental mind set cannot be that passive. It must play a more active 
and dynamic role, since It abstracts the relations between the variables In a 
dynamic way. The essence of the experimenting mlnd consists of modifying 
some variables while leaving the others alone and then observing the effects on 
those variables held to be dependent on the manipulated ones. Experimenting 
provides for closer scrutiny of deeper processes hidden from Immediate observa
tion. This closer scrutiny can be used for probing deeper Into phenomena as well 
as for proving some assertions or hypotheses. 
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Experimenting ts a very powerful way of gaining understanding. but it 
requires the discipline and the researcher to have reached a certain maturity. 
Some social science disciplines became experimental too early: they did not have 
the patience the naturalists demonstrated in investing in observation. description. 
and theoretical efforts. Premature experimentation often results in pedantically 
belaboring the obvious by testing trivial hypotheses that lack much theoretical 
meaning. This creates the illusion of participating in exact science through the 
intemperate use of quantification and curves. seasoned with statistical tests that. 
in the end, mean nothing. 

Experimenting is much less an empirical grounding than an exercise in 
theoretical agility, a fact the positivists have often failed to understand. Experi
menting is a mode of reasoning. of thinking. that helps us better sense the possible 
relationships between variables. 

Different disciplines have different histories leading to their establishment as 
mature sciences. Astronomy developed earlier than physics. Chemistry carne 
much later. but today chemistry has merged with physics, and physics has also, in 
a way, absorbed astronomy. 

At the other end of the historical scale, the sciences of human realities are 
comparatively in their infancy. We are not yet truly sure of the very nature of our 
object. Many positivistic temptations still linger, reducing symbolic realities to 
physical ones. 

Epistemological Self-Awareness 

Epistemological self-awareness ts a meaningful dimension in the maturity of a 
scientific discipline. It implies an awareness both of science as a whole and of the 
nature of other dtsctpltnes. as well as an awareness of the dtsctpltne 's  specificity 
in the context of other dtsctpltnes. 

Into which context do the social sciences fit? It is possible to study human 
realities from the vantage point of biology and to seek to understand how we 
emerged through btologtcal evolution and to examine our significance as a 
btologtcal organism among other living beings. It ts possible also to seek to 
understand our chemical and mineral nature, though this can only help us in 
understanding the ecology of our humanness at some point in the history of the 
universe. This process will help us understand to some extent where we come 
from. but it will not help us understand what we are becoming as cultural agents 
who construct our symbolic reality through a diversity of ctvtltzations in the midst 
of a process of globalization. 

Psychoanalysts brought about in the West a modest awareness of ourselves, 
which was never completely absent from Eastern ctvtltzatlons. But this awareness 
was repressed in the West in favor of an overintellectualtzed and insufficiently 
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self-reflective view of  human rationality. This critique has been slow to progress 
from its beginnings in the Enlightenment . It has not yet been assimilated as a 
necessary component in the social sciences, which remain dominated by lingering 
behaviorism. particularly on the Anglo-Saxon side. Continental Europeans have 
been somewhat more appreciative of the self-reflective dimension. particularly in 
Germany. 

The requirement that science be self-critical has been made particularly 
salient by developments in quantum physics that emphasize the active role of the 
observer upon the observed and end the illusion that observer and observed can 
be separated in any absolute way. This very scientific development brings to the 
fore the need to know better the knower. the observer, us, as an eptstemtc agent 
and as a cultural agent who continuously elaborates social reality. 

The observation stage of social research has to deepen into self-observation. 
which entails a concurrent effort at self-conceptualization. before we can experi
ment sensibly with ourselves. The early naturalistic attitude cannot apply any 
longer. We have to develop a new posture toward the observation of reality by 
adopting an attitude of self-awareness and self-observation. This process cannot 
stop at the mere observation of the .. data, " of the "givens." It must extend to the 
consideration of the possible. contrasting what could have been done (but was 
not) with what was done and why. 

The implicit ethical dimension of the '"ought" is necessarily involved here. 
Deciding what ought to be done is an empirical issue. since it is a practical issue: 
it is also a theoretlcal tssue. since it deals with a theory of human realities, or rather 
with alternative possible theories of what humans should be and do. We must reflect 
upon this before experimenting in human situations through action research. 

If the Coperntco-Galtlean views shook Renaissance sensibility. we should 
not be surprised that some current developments in social scientific reflection will 
severely shake some of our most cherished assumptions and ideas about our
selves. After all, the development of the theory of relativity was seen as a 
revolution and the development of quantum theory as a further revolution. Yet 
Einstein experienced the latter as unacceptable because it did not accord with his 
sense of the world. So, when it comes to our core beliefs. we also should expect 
some nervousness. 

Actlon researchers must decide for themselves what kind of science they are 
developing. Scientists in other disciplines cannot and should not do this for them. 
Action researchers in the social sciences need. of course. to have dialogue with 
other disciplines about their interdisciplinary interdependencies and about the 
changing significance of practicing science, but action researchers still must 
attend to their own scientific agendas. 

Science has upset theological dogmas and established clergies and touched 
the whole of latty in proposing new world views conflicting with clerical ones. 
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Yet, apart from a few convulsive crises, as occurred as a result of the writings of 
Galtleo, Darwin. or Freud, the general public has been concerned with science 
only from a distance. With action research, however, science enters Into a new 
relation with the public, since every human being Is able to become a responsible 
actor In some action research proJects In almost every sphere of human activity. 
This Is not only an Issue for the whole of education but for our economic and 
political systems as well. 

Action research Is at the heart of the process of democratization, at the heart 
of the management of our own affairs. In thts tradition. the soctotechntcal 
approach has already emphasized that there are no such things as technological 
Imperatives. We are growing Increasingly aware that we have to exert responsible 
choices In organizing ourselves and to make defensible choices among technolo
gies. In part by developing more humane ones. This Implies a shift from a 
sctenttsm without humanism to a science managed by responsible human beings 
researching together whom and what they will choose to become. 

The passivity of Enlightenment humanism has to be transcended. It Is our 
task to define and experiment more actively with feasible and desirable new 
concepts of humanism. We need a knowledge of ourselves and of what we do that 
we can use to manage ourselves more sensibly and to do what Is most needed to 
transform our situations In wiser. more democratic directions. We need a science 
suitable for this purpose. and action research Is a necessary dimension of that 
science. 

Toward a Sdence of Action 

It seems that the science we need Is a science of action, directed toward the 
purposeful . deliberate transformation of ourselves, our circumstances, and our 
predicaments. Such a science requires not only a maJor epistemological revolu
tion but a cultural. social revolution In the way we think and manage society. 

Some germs of such an evolution can be observed already. Organizations of 
all kinds and states of all sizes are becoming more aware that the participation of 
all Is required not solely because of democratic aspirations but for sheer practical 
effectiveness In an Increasingly complex world. 

Fortunately. It Is not necessary to elaborate here on the methods specific to 
AR, since an excellent book has appeared on this topic: Doing Naturalistic 
Inquiry: A Guide to Methods by Erlandson and others ( 1993) . It springs from two 
earlier books that, like Erlandson et al. ' s. originated ln the field of education 
Lincoln and Guba's  Naturalistic Inquiry ( 1985) and Guba and Lincoln's  Fourth 
Generation Evaluation ( 1 989) - both rooted ln an earlier publication by Guba 
( 1 978) . What follows Is a brief look at the approaches behind these methods. 
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Naturalistic Approach 

The word natura/JsUc is welcome here because it points to a patient observation 
of whole phenomena beyond superficial appearances, a penetrating way of under
standing reality comprehensively and distinguishing the essential from the sec
ondary. This attitude has been superseded in science by a more manipulative 
attitude exemplified by Galileo' s experimental approach. codified by Francis 
Bacon. in which research Is no longer a loving experience but a ruthless subjec
tion of .. Nature" to the Inquisitorial rack of experimentation for the purposes of 
delivering the secrets of effective manipulation. the secrets of control. 

The key issue at stake In naturalistic inquiry Is being able to generalize the 
findings: can I extend what I have learned in a particular case to other cases? The 
approach Is still valid in several established scientific disciplines, such as biology 
and anthropology, but it is much less appreciated in those disciplines aiming at 
superior scientific status attached to experimental approach and formal theories. 

The naturalistic approach is also called constructivist. because it emphasizes 
the fact that the human condition is a human construction more than a mirroring 
or a picturing of nature. The naturalistic-constructivist approach recognizes ac
tors· responsibility for transforming their universe and themselves in the direction 
of greater awareness, greater responsibility, greater emancipation of the human 
actors, and greater self-management. 

The naturallstlc-constructlvist approach acknowledges its political nature 
above and beyond its technological dimensions. It requires. as Guba and Lincoln 
have clearly seen ( 1 989) , that there be a dimension of research built on continu
ous actlon. continuous reflection on what we are doing and whom we are 
becoming. During this process the actors become more aware of themselves as 
responsible authors of what they do, knowing that their action needs continuous 
correction. in the light of the continuous discrepancy between intended and actual 
outcomes. 

Psychodynamic Approach 

The naturalistic approach points to a need for collaboratlve work in which all actors 
can be responsible. The realtzatlon that this was necessary emerged contemporary 
with the realization of the need for action research. Shortly before his death. during 
a two-week workshop with educators. Lewin discovered serendipitously that the 
participation of the learners In the reflections of teachers on their teaching process 
was beneficial to the understanding of the deeper processes at work and conse
quently instrumental in the improvement of the teaching-learning process. This led 
in the United States to the development of '"sensitivity training, '" the T group 
technique, and the NTL (Marrow 1 969: 2 1 0- 1 4) .  
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This development paralleled an independent and even earlier British effort 
that used an approach to group dynamics inspired by psychoanalytic thought to 
select officers during World War II .  These activities eventually led to the "'Leices
ter Conference'" in 1 957. 

These efforts. on both sides of the Atlantic. aimed to develop sensitivity to 
the deeper psychodynamic processes taking place in groups. A similar dynamic is 
at work in the search conferences action researchers use, in which all concerned 
stakeholders participate actively and responsibly in a project aimed at 
self-transformation. To become truly effective at managing these processes re
quires slgnlflcant sensitivity to the psychodynamics of groups, indeed. a higher 
level of skills in interpersonal relations and group dynamics than is usually found 
among social scientists today. 

EvolutJve Approach 

Traditional positivist research seeks to structure as much as possible a priori and 
is fond of grids and categories. By contrast, the evolutive naturalistic approach 
begins by defining only the broad scope. the main direction of the lnqutry. Initial 
findings are interpreted to help define further what needs to be done next, letting 
the material suggest the dimensions that will be most meaningful In Its analysts. 
Since early research findings "feed back" Into the design of the next steps. they 
actually "feed forward . ..  Content analysts becomes a recurrent, ongoing, self
defining process. 

As deeper understanding emerges. the earlier tentative categories are refined. 
and the whole data array is looked at again in a new perspective. Several such 
cycles might be necessary, obviously a time-consuming process and one demand
Ing analytical skills ordinary research assistants may not have. 

Ljungberg van Belnum has used this approach very successfully. enlisting 
the collaboration of participants in her research as well as in testing and assessing 
the meaningfulness of her categories (see chap. 1 1 ) .  Such an approach was also 
used by Moscovlcl In the 1960s in his pioneering study of social representations. 
Goethe took this approach - the antithesis of the positivistic Newtonian method 
- In his study of plants (Bortoft 1 986) , rejecting the superficial ,  easter taxonomic 
approach preferred by most botanists. 

Contrary to positivists ' claims. theoretical knowledge Is not cumulative: new 
theories become Incommensurable with previous ones. Operational knowledge, 
know-how, remains valid, although it may. in the process, become purified of 
Irrelevant, ineffective components, but meaning cannot be decontextualtzed so as 
to be treated mechanically. Research on meaningful behavior requires more 
dialogic communication with the researched than the Baconlan method allows. It 
demands a different attitude toward reality, toward nature, toward other beings, 
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because deep understanding does not come with rape but with dialogue and thus 
is essentially evolutive. 

Research as the Breathing of the Mind 

Research is a characteristic feature of the mind. a creative dimension of our 
symbolic reality that has been systematized in the history of civilization but has 
been there since the beginning of human development. An organic metaphor is 
better here than a mechanical one, because what is at stake in research is a 
particular quality of interaction with the environment that is a symbolic interac
tion. not a mechanistlc one. 

The baste significance of research in human life makes it close to the organic 
cycle or pulsation of breathing. essential for life. In research, there is a taking-in/ 
moving-out dialogue with the environment that is akin to a symbolic metabolism. 

We can distinguish three basic steps in research: search, reflection. and 
reconstruction or re-creation. During the search stage, the mind is oriented toward 
the environment, vigilantly trying to perceive or .. apperceive" some new aspects 
of reality, while another stream of the mind keeps in touch with what is known, 
maintaining this know ledge as flexibly as possible. This is a state of double mind 
- on the one hand. minding what is there that is worth observing more carefully 
and, on the other hand, remembering what we know already, while keeping it 
subject to review in the light of possible new experience. 

The process of reflection enables us to ponder upon whatever it is we are 
perceiving in an effort to grasp its real significance and the various ways in which 
it can be interpreted and understood. Finally, we reconstruct existing knowledge 
by integrating the new discoveries. which. more or less, affect our prior knowl
edge. sometimes confirming expectations but sooner or later requiring deep 
changes in our views and ways. Whether done by bushmen in the Kalahari Desert 
or by theoreticians in universities, these steps are always followed in the minds of 
inquiring people when they are not frozen by conventional thinking into operat
ing mechanically. 

Key Dimensions of Action Research 

To understand the specificity of action research. it is necessary to disentangle its 
key dimensions. Although these dimensions are interdependent. they need to be 
distinguished conceptually. 

The autopoetlc dimension is the self-organizing or spontaneous creative 
aspect of oneself that the self - the organism or the organization - manifests. in 
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contradistinction to physical mechanisms. The autopoetic dimension has garnered 
the attention of chemists such as Prtgoglne. biologists such as Maturana, general 
system theorists such von Foerster. Varela. Luhman, Zeleny, and Mtngers: sociolo
gists such as Touraine and Hegedus: and logicians such as Kampls. 

The reflective dimension is a state of increased self-awareness, as a result of 
a process of recurrent feedback. This awareness is of what one ls doing that ls 
more or less explicit, more or less conscious of itself. aware of its awareness. This 
awareness is a secondary phenomenon derived from the autopoetic dimension. 

The self-designing dimension pushes the research process into the future by 
deliberate action toward self-transformation as a result of having a plan ln mind, 
or at least a conscious intention that ls more than just a blueprint. The 
self-designing dimension ls at the core of RJcoeur · s reflections ( 1 990) . 

Research as a component of action requires that an investment be made ln 
exploring reality ln search of better knowledge and deeper understanding. Re
search as a component of action ls the facet most often looked at by actors who 
undertake research merely to serve the needs of practical everyday actlon. 

Action as a mode of research ls the phase ln which action ls taken as an 
object of research ln a search for a deeper understanding of oneself as an actor. 

As a cultural innovation that contributes to the emancipation of social actors. 
actlon research can be compared on these grounds with the cultural innovation 
brought about by psychoanalysts ln seeking out the motivation. the autonomy, of 
the personal psyche. Of particular note ln this regard ls a very unusual AR project 
being conducted at the Scottish Institute of Human Relations ln which this 
institution composed of psychoanalysts working on societal issues has under
taken a review of itself (see Raffaelli and Harrow 1 99Sb) . 

Action Research as an Active Minority Movement 

As with so many social movements that took time to gain broad appeal. action 
research cannot expect at this early stage ln its development to be recognized for 
the sheer strength of its arguments. It will gatn recognition first as a result of its 
practical achievements on the social scene. It will gradually be recognized that the 
transformation of social reality cannot be achieved with a priori planning and a 
hierarchical ladder but requires an evolutive design resting on participative 
research with all concerned stakeholders. This ts much more than a scientific 
issue: it ls a polttJcal one that entails an evolution of the current representations of 
reality ln society as a whole. 

Action research. with its new paradigm. will be influential on the social 
scene to the extent that lt articulates explicitly what lt does. Increasing the 
effectiveness of action research should, therefore. be the major concern of practi
tioners, and a professional community of action researchers should be formed so 
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that thinking and experience can be shared and discussed In a climate supportive 
of this effort. A forum conducive to creative debates should be designed, along 
with Journals that offer outlets for publication In the field and workshops such as 
ACRES, aimed at developing specific skills. 

Public support will become accessible when the social significance of AR for 
social transformation Is visible In national and International political circles. For 
now, action researchers are too scattered and Ignorant of one another for a critical 
mass to be reached. 

Being an Innovative movement In the social sciences. action research Is 
bound to remain a minority view for as long as the dominant positivist view of 
science Is not transformed. AR Is the strong arm of a paradigmatic transformation 
of the epistemology and practice of the social sciences and of science as a whole. 
As such, It cannot feel at ease within the prevalent contemporary Institutions 
(universities and other academic circles, scientific Journals, discipline bound
aries) . which still reflect an obsolete paradigm. At the same time, action research
ers must not shy away from confrontations with the maJority viewpoint. For these 
efforts to be successful. however. action research as a field has to be much more 
aware of Itself than has usually been the case among scientific disciplines. 

Nor can action research be solely a movement within science. It alms at 
cultural transformation by seeking more collaborative action between the actors 
concerned so as to become more conscious, more reflective, more effective, more 
authentic. true architects of themselves within reality, within life. It alms to 
pursue the emanclpatory goals of the Enlightenment, Its democratic ideals and 
humanistic aspirations, within a renewed vision of science and humanity. Thus. It 
cannot be a neutral bystander, watching what Is happening with detachment. It Is 
bound to be the militant practice of a new way of being and acting. It Is bound to 
be a movement within society seeking to transform our relationships with nature 
as well as with ourselves. 

Science and conscience can no longer be separated. Action research can 
bring them back together. Hence, action research Is as much a transformation of 
human reality as It Is a transfonnatlon of science. 





Chapter 4 

Organizational Processes in ACRES 

Rene van der Vlist 

The structure of ACRES - as intended - was basically very strong, and. in fact, 
was perhaps the only possible one, given the set of objectives we had ln mind 
when we started. especially .. to give methodological and theoretical as well as 
practical support to action researchers in general. but in particular to provide 
tailor-made learning opportunities for individual researchers . ..  The fact that the 
outcome of ACRES was modest can only be understood against this background. 

This chapter. which provides an overview of the organizational processes of 
ACRES, ls taken from my personal account of what happened. extracted from 
contemporaneous notes made as the events occurred. * It is always possible, of 
course, for others to give a different account of the .. facts . ..  But by framing these 
events as " issues" that affected our outcomes, followed by my own reflections, I 
hope my assessment wlll help us better understand what happened - and lead to 
conclusions that may be relevant whenever a program like ACRES might be 
attempted elsewhere. 

Preparatory Period 

The original planning group for what was then called the Scandinavian Action 
Research Development Program (SCARDEP) consisted of Davydd Greenwood, 
Bjorn Gustavsen, Morten Levin, Thoralf Qvale. Rene van der Vltst, and Hans van 
Beinum. According to a paper drawn up after the first planning session in 
Stockholm in january 1 992, day-to-day responsibility for the .. design and organi
zation of the program .. lay with a .. management committee consisting of Hans van 
Beinum and Morten Levin. The selection of the combination of institutes. 
projects. and researchers for participation in the program will be done by means 
of a process of consultation between candidates and the management committee 

* This chapter was edited by Davydd Greenwood on February 1 7. 1 995. 
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and may also involve members of the faculty. " 
From the planning group, van Beinum, Greenwood. Levin, and van der Vlist 

would be on the final faculty or .. staff, '" along with Claude Faucheux and Kjell S. 
Johannessen. To Johannessen. action research was a new term. but it was of major 
importance that we asked him to Join the staff. Although he was not familiar with 
the AR concept. he is a philosopher (University of Bergen) and an expert on 
Wittgenstein 's later philosophy. To the planners, there was a strong convergence 
between the epistemology of Wittgenstein and the epistemology on which action 
research is based - in fact. by inviting Kjell we implicitly agreed that this 
epistemology was at the very heart of action research. 

Design of the Workshops 

As eventually developed. the program consisted of four connected workshops of 
three days each, spread over one academic year: September 9- 1 1 and December 9-
1 1 . 1992. and March 1 0- 1 2  and june 1 6- 1 8. 1993. two in Sweden and two in 
Norway. The planners envisioned that each workshop would be composed of four 
parts. The first part would consist of in-depth analysts of the field projects of the 
participants, which would constitute the program· s learning material: the analyses 
would focus on the relationship between theory and practice in actlon research. The 
second part would focus on theoretical inputs pertinent to the meaning and practice 
of action research in our present society and emerging from the case analyses. The 
third part would concentrate on philosophical reflections. especially with respect 
to the theory of science. Finally, the fourth part would consist of a writer 's 
workshop. in line with our stated objective that .. at the end of the program each 
participant will be able to submit an article to an international journal ...  

The planners kept redesigning the agenda for the first workshop over and over 
again. In a way. one could say we tried hard to visualize the workshops in advance. 
Given the objectives of the program, the costs involved. and the attention the 
program had drawn in Scandinavia and elsewhere, it had to be successful. This led 
to an almost ritual process of redesigning the agendas (a ritual we repeated at each 
workshop) . By doing so, however, we risked at least once, but probably more often. 
estrangement among staff members or subgroups within the staff. 

At the first planning conference, in january 1 992. we decided that, in 
addition to having plenary sessions, the participants would be broken into slx 
smaller work groups. each led by a staff member. The hope was that the groups 
would be as heterogeneous as possible in terms of experience with actlon re
search. home country, gender. and familiarity with staff. 

Early on. we also concluded that "'pairing" participants could be a very 
important way to keep the program alive between workshops and valuable in the 
development of projects. as well as in writing progress reports for future work
shops. Pairing also fit well with the "societal" objectives of the program, since 
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creating bonds between representatives of institutes of different countries seemed 
to be vital to the program. This decision would become rather important. 

Overall Objectives 

The final statement of the program's  objectives, as sent to participants before the 
first workshop, is detailed in chapter 1 of this book. Of those six objectives -
seven when '"writing· is included - objectlves 4. 5, and 6 were more or less 
forgotten in the planning discussions as early as january 1 992 but certainly by the 
second planning meeting in April. 

As we focused on the content of the workshops to come. our general 
objectives were drawn from a memorandum of .. Questions and Issues" and a 
general .. Outline, " both written by Hans van Beinum after discussions with Bjorn 
Gustavsen and Morten Levin. 

As explained in the memorandum, lt was important that .. above all we should 
realize that SCARDEP by definitlon will have itself the characteristics of an 
action research project. It is concerned with the learning about and the develop
ment of interfaces."  By this, it was meant that SCARDEP would foster societal 
developments by linking researchers' projects and institutes and in itself could be 
a .. transitlonal space" as well as contribute to the generation of such transitional 
spaces at the macro level. 

This objectlve was hardly discussed during the program. Instead. the idea 
developed that learning that took place within the program should be dealt with as 
if lt were a participative actlon research project. As later events showed, this view 
influenced developments from the beginning right to the end. 

Increasingly. the only concrete goal became writlng. At the first preparatory 
meeting. the staff had a lengthy discussion on the writers workshop, based on a 
note prepared by Davydd Greenwood. This .. Preliminary Plan for Scandinavian 
Action Research Group: Action Research Writing Project " stated that action 
researchers did not publish enough and "varieties of solutions· were needed and 
ended with .. specific proposals in the context of SCARDEP. " It was already 
becoming clear from our preparatory discussion that writing would play a major 
role in the program and seemed to be the second way in which the staff came to 
see the program itself as an action research project. 

At the second preparatory meeting. in April 1 992. in Amsterdam, Davydd 
presented a revised version of hJs plan that included structuring the three days of 
each workshop to put more emphasis on writing, by means of specific wrttlng 
exercises during the workshops and assignments to be completed between work
shops. 

Davydd recommended several books on writing, which were later sent to all 
participants. including Coles 's The Call of Stories ( 1 989) and Lauer et al. 's Four 
Worlds of Writing ( 1 99 1 ) ,  along with examples of good AR writing he selected; 
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these books never played a notable role in any of the workshops. however. Given 
these efforts, it is disappointing that at the end of the final workshop, it was 
estimated that only ten or so participants had succeeded in writing an article 
suitable for submission to an international journal 

The SCARDEP program was. of course. eventually called ACRES. short for 
action research, but as an acronym also reminiscent of the French word accres, 
meaning .. increase" or "growth. " As such. it nicely summarized the objectives we 
had set. 

Participants 

Thtrty participants gathered for the first ACRES workshop in Trondheim: ten 
from Sweden, eleven from Norway. three from the United Kingdom. and two 
each from the United States. the Netherlands, and Finland. Their ages ranged, 
rather evenly. from twenty-seven to fifty-seven. 

A number of participants were well acquainted with one another from 
previous conferences or from working together. and we generally satisfied our 
goals for heterogentty. Included In the group were Ph.D. students as well as full 
professors: academic backgrounds ranged from a B.A. in education to a Ph.D. in 
cultural anthropology. from a degree In civil engineering to an M.A. In business 
admtntstratton to training In psychoanalysts. Employment status varied from 
consultant or researcher to director of a service Institution or research organiza
tion. A few participants had abundant experience In action research. Writing 
experience ranged from none at all to some experience In a native (non-English) 
language to authorship of books and articles In English. Quite a few participants 
had acquired some writing experience through preparing their project reports. 

Criteria for PartJcJpaUon 

Though we had planned to send out application forms by the end of February. 
they actually went out In April. The document stated that except for travel 
expenses, all costs of the four seminars would be covered by the program and that 
participants had to commit themselves to the full schedule of four workshops. 

The document also stated that candidates should have at least two years of 
experience with action research and that they were reqult'Pd to bring their actual 
field projects to the program. The written applications. due before May 1 .  were to 
include a short curriculum vita. a statement explaining why it was Important to 
participate, a three- to five-page description of the project to be discussed, and 
Information about the primary tasks and mission of the person· s home institute. 
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How Participants Were Chosen 

In fact, the program was not open to everyone who might have been Interested. 
Hans van Belnum and Morten Levin contacted Institutes and stimulated research
ers to apply. Given my Dutch context, I was very much In favor of sending 
application Invitations to a fairly large number of Dutch Institutes, both to 
publicize the program and to foster a wide selection process. This never hap
pened: the application process was almost completely a closed system In which 
Hans and Morten had a large say. 

Quite a number of participants were accepted only because the rules were 
changed, so to speak - and many never even wrote an application letter. In the 
end, because of this "closed system'" for applying. almost a quarter of the 
participants did not bring an ongoing AR project to the workshops and. based on 
the original criteria, about half would not have qualified. 

Of the projects brought to the workshops, at least eight were already fin
Ished. (In these cases, the workshops could be seen as an aJd in wrltlng about the 
results.) And, ultimately, a few others could not even be viewed as action research 
projects but were pure consultancy or classical research projects. 

Many projects focused on the Improvement of work organizations. and six 
dealt with change and/or Improvement in educational Institutions. Two projects 
dealt with development aid In Zambia and the Philippines. Others were focused 
on Improving the organization the participants came from. To Illustrate some of 
the difficultles emanating from the selection process and qualifications of the 
participants. I would like to detail the events of my first two small-group sessions 
on the first day of the first workshop. 

My group of slx spent the first meeting getting acquainted with each other and 
with each other 's  projects. Each person gave a verbal summary of his/her project, 
followed by questions and discussion. This laid the groundwork for real work. 

In the afternoon. I suggested that we again talk about the six projects. this 
time from the point of view of the question .. In what way Is this project an action 
research project, or, If It Is not. In what way could this project benefit from 
becoming an AR project and how could this be done? .. This question could open 
up discussion on action research Itself. as well as on the Introductory lecture on 
the ABX model given by Hans van Belnum at the morning's plenary session. 

The discussion proved to be difficult. In one case, the participant was 
working on a consultancy project that originated from an lnstltute that actually did 
not want Its projects to be research projects at al l. Another was a traditional 
applied research project. brought by a participant who was not familiar with 
action research and found It very difficult to see how AR could Improve his work. 
Yet another participant had not yet begun his project. In hls applicatlon letter. he 
had written that when he was chosen to be the department chair, "'This opened up 
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the rare opportunity of developing a social science and action research-oriented 
profile at a traditional computer science department. '" His concern then was "'how 
to develop as an active node In an Interdisciplinary action research network. " 
Indeed. an ambitious project plan. 

The fourth case was a development aid project In Zambia. It could become an 
action research project. The other two projects were clearly AR projects, one 
Involved with the redesign of education In a city school in New York State. the 
other having to do with the evaluation of a consultancy program for small 
manufacturing companies with fewer than twenty employees. 

Thus, only half the projects fulfilled the application requirements. Experi
ence with research was modest, experience with action research even more 
limited. This situation was more or less the same In the other groups, too. 

Criticisms from the Participants 

At the end of the first workshop. each small group presented a general evaluation 
of the ACRES structure. From notes taken by Davydd Greenwood. the criticisms 
that were voiced Included the following: 

• The time was too segmented, the sessions too many and too short. 
• There was not enough time for reflection. They were Interested In a secondary 

structure (added to what we already had) . Some wanted the small groups 
formed around Important Issues, such as power, conflicts. and leadership. with 
the themes chosen In advance. discussed In these small groups. and then taken 
up in the plenarles. 

• Some wanted staff members to rotate among the small groups. 
• The plenary sessions were characterized as "'poor process and poor design .. 

and suggestions made that participants become active presenters In the 
plenarles and that the staff have a plenary debate on a paper Hans van Belnum 
had written on the ABX model. 

Other problems - often major Issues - shall be considered In more depth . 

.. Pairing .. Process 

Our plan was that participants would form pairs on the second day of the first 
workshop. enabling each participant to work together with one other participant, 
both during and between workshops. The staff - and especially Hans, Claude, 
and I - felt that participants would thus learn to help and support each other In 
the difficult task of writing. Discussions In pairs could also lead to suggestions for 
themes to be discussed In plenary sessions. The plan was announced at a plenary 
session the first evening. 
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At our staff meeting after dinner. to which each small group sent a represen
tative. it was quite apparent that the idea of pairing was rather anxiety-provoking. 
probably because the process could lead to a situation in which some participants 
might feel like second choice or, worse. no one 's choice at all . Morten and Davydd 
exacerbated the situation by comparing the fanning of pairs to choosing a marriage 
partner. I emphasized the importance of forming pairs not against the background 
of a marriage as a metaphor but with the goal of creating a promising learning 
situation. I emphasized that it was irrelevant whom one worked with. that the 
concept was that each participant would have one person as a " first outsider" with 
whom to discuss activities and writings and who would serve as an aid in opening 
up closed minds and making others aware of taken-for-granted presumptions. The 
pairing also could be the first step toward the creatlon of an active network of action 
researchers and cooperation between institutes. I won the argument, but it proved 
to be a Pyrrhic victory. The pairs never worked as I meant them to. 

The way in which the pairs were to be formed was not discussed at length, 
and when each group was subdivided the next day, the process could best be 
compared with castlng dice. Further, because the issue had caused emotional 
difficulties. the groups did not really discuss why the fanning of pairs was felt to 
be important. I think this was a serious mistake indeed. 

ACRES as an Action Research Project 

The partlcipants expressed complete incredulity at the thought that ACRES was 
an action research project itself. They also complained that they were not previ
ously infonned of this intention and thus raised questions about the kind of 
contract between us. Some demanded to take part in the design of the program. 

It was evident from the participants' critiques at the end of the first workshop 
that they saw the plenary sessions as defective as learning opportunities and that 
they were troubled about the role of the staff in this respect. The participants, of 
course, sensed that there were certainly differences among the staff with respect to 
the concept of action research, and this also influenced their feelings on this subject. 

Emphasis on Writing 

As should be obvious, the staff had become committed to the objective that 
participants would complete ACRES with a publishable article . On opening day. 
Davydd Greenwood lectured on .. writing as a skill in actlon research .. and on the 
'"rhetoric of writing, "  and in that evening's staff meeting, we decided to have an 
early start the next morning to allow more personal writing time. At a later 
meeting, we agreed that participants would rewrite their project descriptions as 
the first draft of an article and have their partners give feedback before sending 
the draft to Morten Levin prior to the second workshop. 
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The second workshop proved to have an embarrassing start. To our surprise 
and disappointment. only seven people had sent In a rewritten paper. We thor
oughly discussed this unexpected result. In my notes. Davydd 's reaction was the 
most clear. Although angry, he noted that seven did write and asked, "Why did 
that group succeed where the others did not?" 

Claude said, .. We are responsible for confronting the participants with this 
state of affairs. '" 

Hans said, '" If you have difficulties In writing. you may have difficulties in 
doing research. ..  Thinking about my own small group. I wondered whether It 
could be a language problem. 

We concluded that this .. nonwrtting" by the majority of the participants 
forced us to redesign the program so the .. writers group· would not suffer from 
the laxity of the others. Presumably there would be a group of '" late deliverers. "  so 
we thought we would have to make a design that would enable this group to catch 
up with the writers. The nonwrtters were the real problem, and we decided that 
this group should use as much time as needed to produce a rewritten paper. 

We redesigned the agenda three times. The .. final" schedule called for the 
problem and its proposed solution to be presented in a plenary session, followed 
by small-group discussions without the staff. to enable the participants to discuss 
the possibility that the staff had contributed to the problem. We then would have 
a plenary session .. to finalize the design. "  which called for separate schedules for 
the .. writers/late deliverers· and for the .. nonwrtters. "  

The first two groups would have topic presentations on day three. and the 
non writers would have an optional program for the plenartes on the second day. 
ropttonal : tf time needed to write. write! ") .  This group's  third day was also to 
start with individual meetings with van Betnum and Levin to discuss "future 
involvement in ACRES workshops . ..  a rather frightening formulation. The sched
ule ended with a "writing assignment for all partlctpants .. specifying that .. a paper 
of 20 pages in 1 2  point Courter type. double-spaced'" had to be sent to Morten 
Levin by Monday. February 1 ,  1993 . ..  This ts an absolute requirement for 
continued participation In the ACRES program. "  the document stated. adding that 
the paper should define the problem: show the Impact of the actlon taken: analyze 
the role of the action researcher. including the assumptlons used: show the 
research dimensions of the project--beyond data construction--and discuss mat
ters of general value that could be learned from the project. 

When I explained the situation and planned schedule to my small group. I 
noted the following comments: 

• .. In january I am going to do interviews. At this stage there ts no reason to do 
any writing . ..  

• .. The interval between workshops was too short.· 
• .. A paper. is that what It is about? For me. It was the group of participants. 

How to develop AR skills . ·  
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• .. Writing was not my main objective. "  
• .. For me. writing was a means to know - not an end In Itself.'" 
• .. The prime objective was networking. " 
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The climate had grown quite aggressive by the time I left my group as planned. 
The plenary session that followed. planned .. to finalize the design," was. In 

fact, used to blow off steam. Participants made It clear that writing was not their 
prime objective. Some documented this with the orlglnal tnvltation to the work
shops. written by van Belnum and Levin. In which five objectives of the program 
were mentioned, writing being a secondary goal. One group collectively declared 
Itself a nonwrlters group. 

Summarizing the main undertone of the reactions, the proposed schedule 
was now called - I think Morten said It first - .. the fascist model of writing. " It 
was not accepted. The groups did not want to split according to "writers. "  .. late 
deliverers. " and .. nonwrlters, "  expressing a feeling that might be summarized as 
"'We are here to learn about action research. This may or may not Include 
writing."  We decided to redesign the schedule. 

The new schedule Included reading time to catch up with developments In 
the various projects (a number of participants had brought rewritten papers and 
other material with them) : discussion of redrafted papers In small groups: a 
presentation by Kjell Johannessen on concept formation. as well as presentations 
by Morten Levin and me on our views of action research. 

To summarize: this second workshop was a lively event. It could be seen as a 
successful workshop. but It also made clear that the one concrete objective - "'to 
write a submlttable paper" - would be out of reach for the majority of the 
partlct pants. 

Disappointed that only a few participants had submitted papers In advance. 
the staff overreacted and designed a schedule that was seen as punishing the .. late 
deliverers" and .. nonwrlters."  This Impression was not wrong. as can be seen 
from the pronouncement that the nonwrlters would have to meet individually with 
van Belnum and Levin to discuss "future Involvement In ACRES workshops" 
and that fulfilling their .. writing assignments" was .. an absolute requirement for 
continued participation. '" 

The ensuing discussion led to redesigning the schedule and resulted In a less 
rigid contract with the participants. I personally think that the function of this 
discussion was to create an escape route for the nonwriters. 

On December 1 4 , Hans van Belnum wrote a letter to the staff, which I read as 
a peace-making letter. In his "remarks and observations about ACRES. " he said, 
In part: 

Generally speaking. the second workshop was a good event. The problematic 
start. due to the fact that we as staff expressed our concern in an unfortunate 
manner. triggered off a good process of clariflcation. tnvolvement and correction. 
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We all learned a lot. 'The participants were very much engaged during the 
workshop; they worked hard and although there are sttll many problems with 
wrtttng and understanding research. they came with some good "'products.· The 
workshop also ended on a promising level of commitment The atmosphere has 
become more relaxed and relationships are more open . ... However. having said 
this. we should also recognize that the increased transparency has made other 
aspects of the process more pronounced and visible. among which issues such as 
the heterogeneity of the participants and questions of power and control are. I 
think. the most dominant ones at this stage. 

Van Belnum once more summarized the objectives of ACRES but spoke of 
writing as a secondary objective, as .. an Important learning process. as well as a 
critical research tool. '"  Referring to our original statement about producing pub
lishable articles. he said : .. This sentence, In which the emphasis should be on 
'" Intention. .. must of course be read as an expression of an ideal which will be 
pursued, but which may or may not be achieved, at least not by everybody . . .  
Participants who are unable to conclude ACRES with an article have not failed 
and should not be seen as having failed." 

I must admit that looking at writing as only a secondary objective can be 
documented by the Invitation letters and that this was probably the best way to deal 
with the poor perfonnance of so many participants. But It was certainly contrary to 
the psychological contract made during the first workshop - and, consequently, 
one may wonder about the meaning of such a psychological contract. 

Six participants did not attend the third workshop: five had not written 
anything. Of the remaining twenty-four participants, nineteen had written some
thing. Altogether. at least twenty participants were supposedly still planning to 
write something that might be publishable. My Impression then was that the 
majority of the participants were now convinced that writing was a serious 
objective of the program. The disappointment the staff expressed so openly 
during the second workshop may have had Its effect after all. 

In line with the wishes expressed by the participants during the second 
workshop. our schedule called for plenary sessions on two participants ' papers 
and for staff members to comment In detail on other papers In small groups. 

The first participant's  paper presented at a plenary session was entitled .. The 

Scandinavian Model - An Achilles Heel for Development of Participative 
Organizations?" by Karin Aslaksen. who was aided by Morten Levin In preparing 
her presentation. The case concerned an organizational development project In a 
Norwegian metallurgical plant called Elkem Flskaa Werk. The focus of the 
project was twofold: ( 1 )  to develop a participative work organization and enhance 
the capacity for further organizational change, both to Increase productivity and 
to Improve the quality of the work life: and (2) to diffuse results from this plant to 
the trade union and to the employer's national confederation. 

The concept of democratization In this project (part of a larger program) was 
related not so much to ownership patterns, board composition. or any other form 
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of formal democracy but to participation In decisions with respect to everyday 
conditions on the work floor. During the 1 970s and 1 980s. representative partici
pation In Norwegian work life had developed In the direction of having union 
representatives on the companies '  boards of directors, as "the strong leg In the 
democratic system. " according to Aslaksen. A participative work organization 
would generate another kind of structure In the plant, and a competence-based, 
horizontally organized structure could become threatening to the traditional 
vertically organized union system. An Interesting aspect of the project was Its 
attempt to find out If the traditional democratic system, often called the Scandina
vian Model. would be a hindrance, .. an Achilles heel, .. In developing a participa
tive organization and the necessary management procedures. 

Aslaksen worked throughout with a .. vertical slice group. " which designed a 
strategy and the methods for the first step. The project formally started with a 
search conference In june 1 990, organized as described In the AR literature (see, 
for Instance. Gustavsen 1 985) and attended by seventy participants. half of whom 
were shop-floor workers. 

Through the search conference. both management and the workers realized 
their differences In their understanding of the problems of the plant and gained 
Insight Into new possibilities for worker participation. Twelve task force groups 
were established to determine areas for Improvements and change. and follow-up 
conferences were arranged every six months for discussions. reflections. and 
decision making. Eventually. the change process was successful Indeed. 

In November 1991 . Elkem 's financial situation deteriorated rapidly. Man
agement decided temporarily to lay off about 40 percent of the workforce to 
reduce stocks and labor costs, using traditional rules and regulations as a guide. 
The workers reacted Immediately and accused the management of being back "' In 
the old culture" and being unwilling to use a more participative problem-solving 
strategy when faced with a difficult situation. The rates of departures and of 
absenteeism Increased dramatically. 

As a result of Aslaksen ' s efforts. In the middle of that period, top manage
ment, middle management. the head of the union, and a group of workers met to 
discuss the problem and the feelings of distress. For the first lime. all sat together 
and reflected on their own practices In critical situations. Management's  willing
ness to admit It had been thinking about cost reduction In traditional ways and not 
In accordance with the Intended new culture kept confidence at a level that made 
It possible to continue the participative development process. 

It was a nice case to discuss, and for the first lime the audience was highly 
Involved. Claude Faucheux, who chaired the plenary. held a completely different 
opinion: To him, this was a finished project and a straightforward example of 
social engineering In which long-known principles and knowledge were applied 
and did not lead to any new Insight. As he was the only one who voiced this 
diverging opinion, he soon became silent. 
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I found the second presentation less stimulating, perhaps because discussing 
two papers intensively Is probably too much for one day. 

On the last day. I attended Kjell ' s  group. We had a long discussion of one 
paper. a good session that helped the participant to focus on one question only. 
Meanwhile, I met with two other participants the night before and then with 
another on Sunday morning after the workshop's  closing. I sensed that partici
pants now moved more freely and felt free to discuss their papers with staff 
members and other participants. I found this a hopeful development. 

In the staff meeting following this third workshop. we had the first lengthy 
discussion on .. life after ACRES" and the possibility that the staff would write a 
book that would also contain papers written by participants. 

By our staff meeting before the fourth workshop. it had become clear that we 
would have at least sixteen papers and perhaps more. The papers we had received 
so far were graded from A to D based on their ltkellhood of being published: 
grades were assigned primarily based on the Judgment of the staff member who 
had worked with the person's  small group. 

We were astonished when Claude reported that he had given an A to one 
paper that had not yet been produced. Claude was so convinced that this person in 
his group would eventually write a publishable paper that he had put him in the A 
category. We had to convince him that the only thing we could do at the time was 
to add a question mark to the participant's name. 

In total. it looked as if we would eventually have four to thirteen publishable 
papers - four if we Just counted the As and thirteen if we could get Bs and Cs to 
publishable levels. So, seven or eight papers would make it, 25 to 30 percent out 
of a total of thirty participants. Not exactly much. given the investment . 

By the fourth workshop, the question of writing or not writing had more or 
less resolved itself - and. indeed, was overshadowed by concerns about .. demo
cratic dialogue" and how to choose the publishable papers and by a particular 
incident related to one person's writing. This incident is discused in detail below. 

In November 1993. nine participants attended a meeting in Holland with the 
staff to choose papers that might be included in a book. and four who could not 
attend also submitted papers. (These submitters were appointed a .. godfather. " 
who would convey comments back.) Final manuscripts were due to Morten Levin 
by Aprtl 1 5 , 1994. and the staff was to decide whether a paper would be accepted 
by May 1 5 . Eventually, eight papers, all included in this volume, were accepted. 

Complex Incident with Possibly Far-Reaching Effects 

Five participants did not show up for the last workshop. which caused one small 
group to have only three participants. Two of these had interesting .. live .. projects, 
and they were, according to this group· s staff member, true action research proJects. 
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The third person was engaged in a consultancy project and had not yet been able 
to convert it into an AR project, at least not In the eyes of his staff member. 

During the preceding workshops. relatively little group time had been spent 
in discussing this consultancy project (or, for that matter. the project of the fourth 
participant) . But time and again - and thJs is a sad but not unimportant detail -
this third participant had proven himself to be In the "'writers group. " since his 
revised papers had always been sent around in time. The quality of his writing 
was perhaps a little bit disappointing. but he nevertheless had shown himself to be 
an eager Ieamer. In retrospect, one has to wonder if the lack of attention given to 
this project may have contributed to the poor quality of the writing. 

The other two participants, active in Interesting projects. were well looked 
after, though both were nearly always .. late deliverers. "  In fact, during the second 
workshop. when only one participant had delivered anything and that was late, 
the staff member said in a note that this late deliverer "'qualifies fully for the 
writers group· and that he intended to work with the other late deliverer "so that 
he can integrate into the 'writer's stream ' as quickly as possible . ..  

His December note continued: '" I  have now a new categorization of the various 
papers: those which lack proper relevance as a contribution to Social Science and 
are not even useful for the local users . . . .  They need a lot of help, but might distract 
staff investments from more promising endeavors. "  The staff member evidently 
made this clear to the third and fourth participants and spent all his time on the two 
'"late deliverers. " To our suprise, when we met after the second workshop to try to 
estimate which papers could reach a publishable standard, he put the two late or 
nondeliverers in the '"publishable· category. We made it clear that this was 
nonsense indeed, but we did not discuss his "' pedagogical"  approach. 

The Incident 

Then, on the second day of the final workshop, during a small-group session. Y, 
the participant with the consultancy project. demanded at least some feedback on 
his writing. And that is what he got. It must have been quite shocking. 

In a letter the staff member later wrote to me. he stated: 

Our situation In ACRES was different from that of a Ph.D. program: We were 
assuming that we were dealing with already experienced researchers and were 
guardians. as a staff. of a certain Integrity. of the process of Science. It turned out 
that the level was less solid than we expected, especially among the junior 
participants. Some. like Z (the fourth participant] . did not know the difference 
between .. applied" research. or engineering research. and genuine contributions 
to science. Y was among them In a worse way: He Is confusing consulting with 
research. and worse. his consulting Is shallow. Had he not insisted to ask my 
assessment In order to fight it. not In order to learn from it. It would not have been 
an Incident. His rebellious and counter-dependent strategy forced me to be 
unequivocal In this context. 
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In another letter. this staff member is even more precise: 

Y. however. had not progressed much In his understanding of what makes a paper 
publishable In a scientific journal. He had unrealistic views about the state of his 
paper. which he felt was considered more favorably by other staff membe�. He 
wanted again to check my opinion on this point. and when we sat together. I 
realized that he also wanted to confront me. arguing that I must hold some 
grudges against him since. In spite of his considering himself an experienced 
researcher and sklllful process consultant. having been through many Tavlstock 
conferences and other staff membe� looking favorably at his paper. I pe�lsted to 
say that not only It is not yet ln a publishable state. but unlikely to become so until 
he has learned to become a researcher. I had to tell him that indeed he had to learn 
that research is not consulting . . .  and that I had also to deflate his arrogance on 
another point by asserting that his process skills were not as high as he was 
assuming. and If he were aiming at such a level of skill. he would be wise to Invest 
In psychoanalysis. 

This last point caused misunderstanding. Y came to me at the tlme. complaining 
about his staff member and stating that this staff member had said the person 
needed a few years of psychotherapy. That sounded odd and harsh, so I asked his 
staff member what had happened. explaining that I had the impression that he had 
been rather unfair. Within a few moments. I understood what had happened, but 
before I had time to have another discussion with the participant, he had already 
talked to two other staff members and quite a number of other participants, 
including a few he had gotten to know well during a summer school on action 
research that preceded this fourth workshop. 

The two staff members mentioned were rather annoyed. perhaps furious. 
Both said that this treatment, as Y had described it, was unacceptable and that 
they would do their utmost to get his paper into publishable shape - that no one 
should be allowed to treat his students as this staff member had done. 

When that small group (of three) had a final evaluation of ACRES and the 
small-group process, "We went all over the incident: according to the staff 
member, '"not trying to retrieve the precise words exchanged. but working from 
what each of us had to say here and now. I repeated my arguments and statements 
uncompromisingly. A [one of the other participants] said he had felt personally a 
little embarrassed by my having perhaps idealized his project and pitted him 
against the others. " in essence putting the .. good ones· on one side and the '"bad 
ones" on the other. The staff member's summary went on as follows: 

When I stood uncompromisingly by everything I had told Y. A asked candidly: 
·aut then It means that you have not learned anything from our evaluation?! . The 
underlying assumption was that. Indeed. I was wrong In what I did and should 
have been able to perceive It from our discussion. I had. according to A. given 
differential treatment - rewards for my preferred members. punishments for 
those I did not like as much. this being "unfair· because not legitimate. 

These notes make it clear that Y was not complaining about trivialities. The 
members of his small group felt embarrassed by the differential treatment. 
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It Is worth noting that this staff member had expressed two different goals for 
ACRES: ( 1 )  scientific. epistemological. critical reflection on AR with the more 
senior or experienced members In which Junior researchers could participate In 
and learn and (2) a "summer school" component for junior researchers, who could 
benefit as well from the discussions with the senior researchers. 

Given his small group - two .. senior" researchers with live AR projects and 
two .. Juniors,"  one without a live project and the other with a consultancy project 
- this staff member's feeling was that the juniors should listen carefully and try 
to learn a lot but should not take too much time for their own projects as they were 
not worth bothering about. But these juniors did not accept this role. To this staff 
member· s dismay, both wrote on time and felt they had the right to some 
feedback. When Y Insisted on feedback at the last workshop. the staff member 
still felt he did not want to waste his time, and that possibly made hlm less 
articulate In his critique than In other situations. 

In his comments on the group's  evaluation, the staff member adds: 

This shows how a managerial analysts may differ from a psychoanalytic perspec
tive In an organizational situation. Either from an educational vantage point or 
even from a consulting vantage point. I am asserting that I have a professional 
responsibility in not colluding with some illusory process moving away from 
reality. This. of course. Is discussable In terms of professionalism. between 
competent professionals. in an appropriate setting with sufficient time available. 
and I am open to the possibility that I have been professionally wrong. 

Disquieting Effects of the Incident 

The Incident gradually created severe problems among all the participants and 
triggered already existing, or at least perceived, differences among the staff. It 
made the final plenary an unhappy one, as both A and Y. In mature, detached 
ways, summarized and openly crttlclzed the situation. 

I also have to mention some unforeseen aftereffects. Shortly after the post
ACRES meeting In November 1 993, where we discussed the publishable papers, 
an International group of action researchers formed In the area of Halmstad 
University In Sweden. The group has at least nine participants. the maJority of 
whom had met for the first time at the ACRES program. Included In this group 
was Y, who felt he had been the subject of .. abuse" during ACRES. In fact. he Is 
one of the most active members. 

That Tblng Called 'Democratic Dialogue' 

The concept of "democratic dialogue" was familiar to at least the Scandinavian 
participants ln ACRES through the Swedish national program .. Leadership, Or
ganization and CodetermJnatlon" (LOM) and the Norwegian Center for the 
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Improvement of the Quality of Work (SBA) program. in which quite a number of 
participants had been active. Other participants had been exposed to democratic 
dialogue through literature that was distributed and discussed during ACRES, 
especially Gustavsen's  book Dialogue and Development ( 1 992) . The term was 
also used in an article by M. Elden and M. Levin ( 1 99 1 )  reviewed in the second 
workshop and in the paper presented by participant Karin Aslaksen. who referred 
to Gustavsen 's  work. 

The Elden and Levin article states that Gustavsen sees the researcher's job as 
guaranteeing that the procedure that is followed maximizes democracy in dialogue. 
As Elden and Levin express it, Gustavsen thinks the researcher should .. control 
procedures, but is not supposed to participate in creating content n ( 1 99 1 : 1 36) . 

Elden and Levin' s  own approach is rather different: "Our theory. based on 
our practice. is that we intentionally and strongly influence content. We are 
always seeking opportunities to bring forth more self-managed forms of organiza
tion. Our experience indicates that, if we do not contribute ideas from 
socio-technical systems thinking and organization design to the dialogue. then 
they tend not to appear in the results n ( 1 99 1  : 1 36) . 

Elden and Levin are aware that by actively influencing dialogue. they may 
monopolize the content. The solution to this .. expert dominance. n however. is not 
very clear. They see the generation of "' local theory" - practical theory integrat
ing the general knowledge of the outsider (the researcher) and the local knowl
edge of the "' lrtsiders" - as  being "empowering . . .  because those who create it 
learn why things are as they are, and this naturally leads to ideas about change" 
( 1 991 : 1 38) . There is a connection between their ideas and those of P. Freire 
( 1 970) , who argues for a liberating dialogical relationship characterized by 
subjects who meet to name the world in order to transform it (Elden and Levin 
1 99 1 :  1 34) . 

From the book Industrial Democracy as Process ( 1992) , by Greenwood and 
Gonzalez, also distributed to participants, I gather that Greenwood shares the 
ideas put forward by Elden and Levin. I came to this conclusion based on the 
strategy Davydd used in his research and the references his book makes to the 
article by Elden and Levin. Those ideas may explain why Davydd and Morten 
again and again emphasized that participants should "co-design" the workshops 
and have an important say in how each workshop should be organized. It also 
explains why both were very much in favor of topic-oriented plenary sessions that 
included the staff's views on action research, insofar as these sessions would 
enable them to fuse their expert knowledge with the knowledge participants 
might have had from their experiences with AR projects. 

Such an approach. however. can confront participants with responsibilities 
too early - and allow a tradtuonal teaching process in which the expert tells how 
things are and what should be done, as in a recipe. It is, indeed, as Hans would 
say. a difficult dilemma: '"The researcher either provides too much input. be-
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comes ·expert, ' creates dependency and blocks the learntng of the other, or does 
not allow the other to profit from his or her knowledge and experience, and Is 
therefore not quite authentic in the action research relationship. The researcher 
has to avoid sins of commission as well as sins of omission (Van Beinum, 
Faucheux, and Van der Vlist 1996) .  

Given the staff's authoritarian reaction to the nonwriters at the start of the 
second workshop, I wonder in what way our approach to them had been '" liberat
ing" or whether we had created a stifling dependency. Was it a phony democracy 
after all? 

A Misunderstanding on Democratic Dialogue 

The final workshop included a discussion of Milgram's book Obedience to 
Authority ( 1 974) and of comments on this work by Argyris, Putnam, and Smith in 
Action Science: Contents. Methods and Skills for Research and Intervention 
( 1 987) . The comments on Milgram's obedience studies fulfilled their function 
advising ACRES participants that when obedience is studied in the way Milgram 
did, it remains unclear what actually causes obedience behavior. The presentation 
also gave the staff an opportunity to emphasize a set of values connected with 
doing action research. 

More Important for my understanding of the ACRES processes. however, 
was a discussion my small group had on democratic dialogue and its practical 
content. In a peculiar way. though, this may be seen as linked to the Argyrls, 
Putnam, and Smith study. The case In question, as reported in a paper by one of 
our participants, concerned evaluation research with respect to a Norwegian 
program " to Improve the competitive strength and the learning/developmental 
potential for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises that have to meet International 
competition'" and then the subprogram for small companies. 

The main program. called BUNT. focused on using external (organization 
development [OD])  consultants to conduct strategic analyses of companies. The 
BUNT program '"did not function very well" In small companies (five to twenty 
employees) , however, because they apparently '"needed some training before they 
could use a consultant. '" So SBB. BUNT for small companies. was launched. The 
main objective was .. to Initiate strategic development processes'" :  the main tools 
were .. company seminars'" and '"OD consultancy. " 

The two action researchers .. started out as more or less silent observers, but as 
time went by they became more active. discussion-oriented. and suggestive. "  The 
participant 's  paper then asserted that '"catch words, "  metaphors, and '"phrases" had 
especially powerful effects. This led to a lengthy discussion In which I expressed 
the feeling that when one deliberately uses catch words. metaphors, and so on to 
convince others of a point of view, a "'theory," or a preferable set of actions, one Is 
In fact manipulating the others. In so doing, one Is a long way from a "'democratic 
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dialogue . ..  which to me (and to Argyrls. Putnam . and Smtth) Implies a sincere 
relationship In which one does not debilitate the other - or create a situation that 
would. Indeed, be the opposite of .. empowering. " 

In hindsight. my comments may have been stated too strongly. When Elden 
and Levin state that '"we Intentionally and strongly Influence content" In a 
dialogue ( 1 99 1 :  1 36) . then one may think they are Inclined to manJpulate (and 
Levin was this participant 's  Ph.D. supervisor) . What Elden and Levin advocate 
strongly deviates from the way Argyrls and Schon ( 1 977) understand dialogue, 
and Elden and Levin know this ( 1 99 1 :  1 36) . 

Now, I do not think that Elden and Levin Intentionally try to manipulate their 
audience. But to avoid being manipulative, one has to be really skillful and to 
realize that "handling" and understanding the relatlonshJp Is very central in the 
ABX -model of Hans van Belnum. If approached In the way advocated by Elden 
and Levin, however. the dialogue may easily become manipulation. 

DemocratJc Dialogue Once Again 

On the first day of the last workshop. two voluntary groups were formed, one on 
evaluation and one on publication, to consider ways the writing done during the 
ACRES program could be converted Into somethJng that could be published. By 
now It was clear that we were discussing a possible book for the Dialogues on 
Work and Innovation series, published by john BenJamlns. One or two papers 
could perhaps be published elsewhere. but such a book was a realistic possibility. 

The publication group 's plan called for '"anyone from ACRES" who was 
Interested to submit papers by October 1 2. 1 993, and for both staff and submitters 
to be Involved In deciding whJch papers would be In the book. The deliberations 
had to take the form of a democratic dialogue. and If there were any differences of 
oplnJon, each participant would have an equal vote. The discussion on the plan 
made It clear that the maJority of the partJclpants thought It fair and just and In line 
with the values of action research. 

ThJs Is, I think. a clear mlsunderstandJng of what a democratic dialogue Is 
meant to be. The misunderstanding may be rooted In the nature of the Swedish 
LOM program, In which a number of participants had taken part, and In 
Gustavsen's  book Dialogue and Development ( 1 992) .  which had been distributed 
to all ACRES participants at the first workshop. In thJs book, democratJc dialogue 
Is presented as a .. concept of communication to function as the key theoretJcal 
underpinning" ( 1 992: 3-4) of the LOM program. and Gustavsen lists a set of 
thirteen criteria a democratJc dialogue has to meet. 

ThJs set of criteria Is the result of a formal argument only; It Is put In almost 
legalistic terms. What Is missing Is that such a dialogue can be democratic In the 
true sense only when It Is based on an attitude of sincerity or authenticity. Only 
then It Is possible to exchange ideas and arguments void of self-Interest. or to 
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avoid having one person get his or her way Just because of the rhetoric used. as 
can be the case when metaphors or catch words are used Just to win a debate. 
Because that basic principle Is missing In Gustavsen' s criteria. one can easily 
come to the conclusion that a decision can be based on taking votes, on the 
principle that all participants are equal. 

But although It Is certainly possible to have such a dialogue on publishing 
possibilities, the results of the dialogue should be disconnected from the decision 
on exactly what to publish. Such a book has to meet lntematlonal academic 
standards - and many ACRES participants had only faint Ideas what these are. 
Participants In a dialogue that may lead to organizational change are equally 
responsible for the results, equally dependent on the quality of the results, but 
publishing a book Is a different Issue altogether. An additional difficulty was that 
action research and publications based on or about AR have a weak status In 
academia anyhow, which made It even more Important to meet a high standard. 
We knew that such a book and Its editors would be Judged on the basis of the 
poorest chapter. Nonetheless, the plan was accepted. 

Obviously. most of us on the staff were not too happy with the selection 
process to be used. In our staff meeting after the last workshop. Claude said that 
'"given the difficulties: he was .. reasonably happy" with the plan but that " It 
reflects, however, the Immaturity of the maJority of the participants. "  I felt that 
competence and democratic values were all mixed up. and KJell .  Hans. and 
Claude agreed. 

Davydd saw "'an element of distrust. The book Is a pedagogical enterprise In 
Itself. It will be a learning experience. The debate will probably concern only a 
few papers." 

Morten responded. .. Indeed, there Is a distrust with respect to the staff. In 
order to regain confidence, we have to follow the plan . ..  

When Hans argued that that logic was wrong. Morten replied . ..  Sure the logic 
Is wrong. but from a pragmatic point of view It Is all right. .. 

When I questioned whether the problem was distrust or misunderstanding, 
Claude said, .. The Ideology of some participants Is such that they find It difficult 
to allow for differences In competence." 

Davydd added, " It Is our own doing: we did not deal with our own differ
ences. We acted as participants and as powerful authorities which leads to 
distrust. We have not been able to make our own roles clear." 

Differences of Approach among the Staff 

Some tension or distrust arose among the staff members even during the planning 
meetings. For example, Davydd's  notes for September 8 refer to " tension be
tween the psychological and the sociological-anthropological perspectives on 
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action research'" to sum up what are complex and deeply held convictions. 
Additionally, there probably was some rivalry between Morten and Hans about 
the "ownership'" of the idea of the ACRES program. At the planning session In 
Lelden In june. for Instance, when Morten learned that In his absence Hans and I 
had worked on redesigning the Intended agenda. Morten seemed to become so 
annoyed and suspicious that we backed otT and kept the program as It was. 

The differences between the psychological approach (Claude Faucheux. 
Hans van Belnum. and me) and the sociological-anthropological (Morten Levin 
and Davydd Greenwood) also coincided with long-standing relationships be
tween Morten and Davydd on the one hand and Hans and myself and Hans and 
Claude on the other. Hans. Claude, and I had extensive experience with what 
might be called "'Tavlstock thinking.'" In Hans and Claude 's  case Including a 
strong inclination to emphasize the Importance of psychodynamic aspects of 
relationships In action research. 

To look more closely at these perspectives and the way they surfaced during 
ACRES might be Illuminating both as to the approaches and as to some of the 
events that occurred. 

On Pairing and ACRES Agendas 

At the staff meeting the day before ACRES began, Davydd Greenwood proposed 
a slightly altered program for the first day. The main alterations he suggested 
were that the small groups would. In their late afternoon session, .. Identify 
common Issues and dilemmas participants want these workshops to deal with. " 
The plenary to follow, he suggested, would focus on the " presentation of Issues 
and dilemmas emerging from each group 's work: identification of common 
themes and Issues: decisions about the structure of the rest of the workshop 
presentations, group work, and use of staff, Including formal presentations, etc. " 
and the '"creation of agenda for day two.'"  The staff then would '"organize 
response to requests. " 

Looking carefully at the suggestions, one may conclude that Davydd pre
ferred the participants to play a more important role with respect to the content of 
workshops and the drafting of agenda. He also questioned the agreed-upon 
'"pairing'" of participants. We more or less decided to follow the program as 
originally designed. In hindsight, I think we should have taken more time to flnd 
out why Davydd suggested these changes. which now seem to me to have been 
aimed at creating a more conventional but participant-friendly teaching program. 

In that September 8 meeting. we also had a long discussion on the research 
dimension of ACRES and especially what we wanted participants to have learned 
when the program was over. In this discussion, the participants ' projects and 
ACRES as an action research project became confounded Issues. Using a .. before/ 
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after model,'"  we asked, "What is unique about what we could learn in this 
process?" Some of the answers were as follows: 

Claude: What kind of change In the vision of the participants has been created by 
the participation in the workshop? What kind of change in vision has taken place 
among the staff? 
Hans: How they understand and manage their relationship with the empirical 
object In the field and how the ACRES program has changed lt. 
Mort�n: How did writing improve the meaning construction process of the 
students? 
Re� Testing the hypothesis that treating this " live project" as an AR project ts 
necessary to Its success. 
(My notes do not show a comment from Davydd.) 

The questions put forward by Hans. Morten, and Rene are especially illuminating 
about their points of view. For Hans. understanding and managing the research 
relationships is a dominant feature in action research. For Morten, writing means 
reflection and thus is important in constructing meaning. For me , action research 
is important for some projects, such as those in which answers have to be found 
with respect to problems a .. client system" is dealing with: however. it may not be 
a relevant research strategy in other situations. 

We also discussed a note Hans had written entitled '"Remarks on Action 
Research Learning and Critical Issues. " There was rather severe criticism of the 
note, especially that the rhetoric employed was too reminiscent of positivistic 
language: the .. dyadic'" representation of relationships in AR projects: the use of 
terms llke " irrational'" and "fear'" as vehicles for resistance to the .. democratiza
tion of work, .. and of a term like .. analytical '"  where '"representational'" would be 
much more correct. 

We concluded that the overall discussion focused on the possible tension 
between the relational constructivist approach and the remains of positivistic 
language Oike .. empirical object") and that the discussion could be seen as 
exemplary for the work of comparing text and experience or text and reality. as 
we intended to do in the workshops. In other words, it became quite evident that 
differences existed within the staff with respect to action research. It was less 
clear what these differences were and whether they could harm the program or 
learning possibillties of participants. We decided not to press the point at that 
stage. After all, we had to make a start. 

The participants' critique at the end of the first workshop focused on the 
defective nature of the plenary sessions as learning opportunities and the staffs 
role in this: the divergent views on action research within the staff (which could 
not yet be discussed openly) : and the status of the program and the character of 
the learning opportunity if ACRES was considered an action research project. 

In retrospect. I think these three topics hang together. In our diverging ideas 
about the program as a possible action research project, Davydd and Morten were 
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the most outspoken In favor of the Idea. and I was Inclined to reject lt. Hans and 
Claude took an Intermediate stance. but. I think, were closer to Davydd and 
Morten than to me. 

My main points were that If ACRES was an AR project, what was Its focus, 
what was the research question? If the answer was, in Hans's terms, that the staff 
could be seen as A, the participants as B. and the program as X. then the question 
would be how to understand and manage the relationship with the participants 
and how to transform the participants from students Into .. co-researchers" - that 
Is. how to enable "cogenerative learning" to take place (Elden and Levin 1 99 1 ) .  
And, If that was Indeed possible. how? 

As noted earlier. SCARDEP could be seen as an AR project .. to foster societal 
developments by linking researchers, projects and Institutes. "  With ACRES. that 
possibility was lost. We did not discuss It any more, although the Idea of creating 
.. pairs.. was seen during the planning phase as an Instrument for this process. 
Another possibility would have been to examine how a program like ACRES 
could be organized to enable optimal learning that might make any second 
opportunity more successful. 

A third possibility could be phrased as follows: If a participant' s  project were 
a problem for him or her. how could we discuss this difficulty and what could the 
participant do between workshops to solve this problem? What could be learned 
this way that could be relevant In other projects? This approach would have led to 
a multitude of AR projects within the program. Organizing the plenarles Intelli
gently could have created possibilities for Joint learning and allowed for a 
combination of learning opportunities that could have been carried forward on 
their own. 

Of these. the second possibility Is. I think. the worst. Following Hans's  view, 
X has to be a .. psychological reality" to both A and B. That is, X Is not an 
abstraction from that reality. Part of that complete problem can be - or can 
become - a more abstract understanding of the problem. but It Is never dissoci
ated from Its context. If we follow the reasoning of this second possibility, 
however. then concrete problems - the live projects of the participants and their 
lack of experience with action research as a means of solving and describing them 
- are Immediately translated Into abstractions. The participants are placed In the 
position of saying " I  want to learn more about action research, so teach me. " 
Pursuing this second possibility would lead to a situation in which participants 
demand lectures, thematic discussions. and abstract exchanges of opinion be
tween staff members. This is what happened. And In line with this .. cogeneratlve 
learning. .. the dynamic was translated Into .. co-design of the agenda" and false, 
Ineffective. participative decision making. 

The design. as originally planned by the staff (and especially by Hans, 
Claude. and me) . Implied the possibilities mentioned under the third option. This 
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was based on understanding ACRES as an educational problem rather than as an 
action research project. We felt that true learning could take place only in a 
situation in which the pursuit of knowledge was not dissociated from experience. 
That is why live projects, discussed in small groups and in pairs, and not abstract 
lectures and theme discussions, were meant to be the backbone of the program. 

In ltne with this analysts is a reflection written by Claude on September 1 5: 

Quickly enough emerged the differences of approaches between Hans and 
Davydd: Hans was defending a design which allowed the process of maturation of 
the participants for Joining In co-designing with us without confronting too 
prematurely the participants with responslbllltles they would have been unable to 
discharge at a serious enough level. running the risk of a phony formal democracy 
at a superficial level. Davydd was defending the view that we had to open up the 
designing process to the participants as early as possible. almost Implying that the 
design as Initially proposed reflected too much of an insistence to maintain a 
power relation. a teaching relation. 

From Davydd 's minutes of the staff meeting on September 12 ,  just after the first 
workshop. It is clear that the program took a more traditional teaching course: .. We 
agreed that there are indeed different schools. and that we need to expose the 
participants to these differences in a constructive way . . . .  [and) agreed that the 
notion of theme groups was reasonable. The issue is how to surface themes for the 
groups to work with. " It was decided to have some staff presentations on our views. 

Davydd also sent all the staff members a .. reflection. "  dated September 27. 
1 992. For him, the first workshop had produced both ecstasy and agony - agony 
'"because of our ways of handling some important issues." He goes on: 

There was a tendency of staff discussions to slip Into Model I organtz.ational 
behavior and position bargaining . . .  battling positions and control of the agenda. 
I personally see the substance of the disagreements to have to do with Initial lack 
of or willingness to recognize and deal with the legitimate and real heterogeneity 
of viewpoints about AR within the staff . . . .  Other causes of considerable discom
fort for me were the processes by which we executed pair formation, structured 
the plenaries. and sought participant Involvement In co-design. 

Given our commitments to AR and the fundamental role we espouse for 
co-design In all AR projects, the difficulty we had In recognizing the role of 
participant cO-design in ACRES and the lateness with which this showed up on 
our agenda should again give us cause to reflect on our own practice . . . .  It took us 

a long while to recognize the Inconsistency In excluding the participants from the 
planning and the research. 

Again referring to the '"pairing, " he states: 

I experience what I would tentatively define as a split between sociology
anthropology and social psychology In this matter. It Is clear to me that action 
researchers from these two traditions really differ . . . . I experience the social 
psychological view as being extremely dyadic In fonn . . . .  The continual empha-
sis on the rhetoric of Interpersonal relations . . .  suggests a different world view 
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from that In sociology and anthropology . . . . We see a great deal of force In the 
structure of causal-functional social systems and logtco-meaningful cultural sys
tems. 

I disagree with Davydd' s diagnosis. Hans van Belnum and I are both sociologists 
by training. and as far as I can see. Davydd 's point ls irrelevant. The real point ls, 
How do you think learning can take place, and ln what way could this process 
benefit from defining ACRES as an AR project? The split within the staff had 
much more to do with this than with differences in world view based on dtsclplln
ary training. By the end of his comments, Davydd came to this conclusion, too, 
and said that his goals for the rest of the program would be '"to help participants 
learn what action research ls going to be for each of them. " 

The main lesson I learned from the first workshop was that somehow we had 
not been able to solve the question of whether the program could be an AR project 
and, tf so. ln what respect. That we were unable to do so may have been the result 
both of our divergent backgrounds and of the insufficient time the staff had to 
come to grips with these differences. Hence, workshop two started without a clear 
view on the question, and because our problems were exported to the participants, 
ln the form of helping the staff co-design the agenda, the second workshop was to 
be one ln which we had to execute a crippled design. To quote Claude here. we 
had reached .. a phony formal democracy. " 

Differing Views of AR 

At the opening session of ACRES. Hans van Belnum explained his view of action 
research as an ABX model. He emphasized that action research - that is, the 
study of operating systems ln action - is not a method ln the traditional sense of 
the word but refers to a way of understanding and managing the relationship 
between the researcher (A) and the "empirical object" (B) (the researched) . and 
the .. problem" (X) . (For a fuller explanation, see chapters 1 and 2.) 

The second workshop included a presentation by Kjell Johannessen on 
concept formation. as well as presentations by Morten and myself on our views 
on action research, as well as Claude's comments on Morten's talk and Davydd's  
comments on mine. 

Kjell 's  presentation was very articulate. To him. it was clear that AR ls much 
closer to the Wittgenstelnlan philosophy he adheres to than .. positivism" ls. He 
emphasized that concept formation ls ln fact an inductive, experience-based 
process, enabling one (or a community) to make sense of these experiences and, 
ln so doing. to develop a body of practical knowledge. 

To some of the staff. lt seemed a good idea to Increase our understanding of 
AR along the same lines by studying and discussing .. good examples'" ln the 
literature. I was opposed to this idea, but there was not enough time to find out how 
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examples could be beneficial or to find out what negative effects this might have. 
To be exact, I agreed with Kjell that it is from examples from our own experiences 
that a concept evolves and that some sort of anxious need for identity was behind 
this call for studying good examples (rather then personal experiences) . 

Several staff members had the impression that a lot of participants were not 
doing any research. I believed we had to be aware of the possibility that the 
'"nonwrtters" could decide their research was not action research after all and that 
that was why they did not write. They could even decide that they were in entirely 
the wrong camp. a camp that they did not want to identify with - and in that case 
we would lose participants. Obviously. I could not explain this during the plenary 
session. To the others. studying .. good examples· seemed a natural and good idea, 
and the proposal was accepted almost immediately (except by Hans van Beinum. 
who felt uneasy with it but consented to it) . 

During our staff meeting that evening and in a letter to the staff dated 
December 1 4 , 1 992. van Beinum explained that, as we have learned from history, 
'"the good example will not be followed: It is naive to assume that the diffusion of. 
for instance, new forms of work organization will take place through good 
examples. To the contrary. both the successful case and the failure are being 
rejected and encapsulated. n 

I entitled the paper I had written for this second workshop .. Research, Action 
Research and Consulting. " It had been sent to participants well in advance. 
Assuming that everyone would have read it, I summarized the main points. These 
were as follows: 

Positivist science states that it studies reality. Reality in this tradition is 
anything that can be known objectively. And anything that can be known objec
tively is subject to the laws of cause and effect. Positivist social science states that 
we should study behavior in this way. 

But reality is more than what can be known objectively. and subjective 
experiences play a dominant part in the way people behave. as goals. purposes, 
values. attitudes. and intentions do. That positivism is so tenacious, so persistent, 
especially in the social sciences - even more so than in the natural sciences -
may be related to the fact that, to stay alive and function reasonably well. human 
beings have to adapt to a changing environment, and this is possible only when 
this environment is reasonably stable and changes follow regularities that can be 
understood, so changes can be anticipated. Put another way: human beings need 
order and predictability. 

This view easily leads to conceptions of science and knowledge that tend to 
favor determinism. There is nothing against determinism as long as one does not 
want to apply it to all spheres of life. Most of us see ourselves as free agents, at 
least in some respects and some of the tlme. What most of us apparently find more 
difficult to accept is that other persons also claim some independence, or free will. 
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It Is as if It is easter for each of us to see ourselves as free agents. but we act under 
the presumption that the rest of the world, be It physical objects and processes or 
human beings. is subjected to an order, a set of laws, that may be known and put 
to our advantage. 

To understand other human beings, we have to know their intentions, pur
poses. goals, values. and skills. We also have to understand their inductive 
reasoning processes. forged out of experiences and observations as well as 
conversations. and based on their need for order on the one hand and their 
assumptlon that events are predictable on the other. In other words. we have to 
understand how local and tacit knowledge developed and to accept that a positlv
lst inclination is natural. 

To help people, we have to convince them of three things: ( I )  not everything 
is predictable and subject to a limited set of laws that can be understood: to some 
extent. people do have a free choice: (2) each (local) theory is based on a limited 
set of observations and experiences, and other theories and understandings may 
be used to explain/summarize this same set of observations and experiences 
(theories tend to be deceptive - they tend to create their own truth; and (3) 
observations and experiences may refer to a reality called Into being by external 
conditions, which can change. 

In his comments on my paper. Davydd Greenwood emphasized the follow
Ing differences between his views and mine. (The following Is from a letter to me 
dated November 1 5, 1 992.) 

( 1 )  I disagree with your implled history of social research. I do not belleve that the 
positivist model was "traditional. ·  I belleve that social research arose from an 
effort to improve society and that it has deviated radically from that into poslUv
ism. Further. I see a one-to-one relationship between positivism. scientific man
agement. and bureaucratic control systems. So. for me. it is important to explain 
that action research was where social research began and posltlvism is the deviant 
outcome. 
(2) While I agree that humans are always collecting and interpreting data, I don't  
agree that humans are "scientists. "  I prefer to reserve science for organized 
attempts to discover that trial formulations are incorrect with the consequent 
substitution of better formulations. That behavior is exceptionally rare. including 
in action research. Yet. doing this is an option that action research offers that Is far 
better than what posltlvism can do. 
(3) Our clients in ACRES are powerfully confused about the meaning of ·re
search" itself. Your paper does not address this. We need to decide together if we 
are going to take this on in the second workshop. I suggest we need to clarify what 
the variety of meanings of "research.. are and how we intend to help them 
understand how to engage in activities that can count as "research ...  
(4) Your discussion of leadership and then the AR as leader leaves me perplexed. 
[I had made a comparison between an action researcher and a democratic leader.] 
I understand the empirical example you gave. but not the unilateral authority 
model it implles for action research. 
(5) You don't say anything about the desired overall direction of organizational 
change. In my view. a major aim of AR is to engage the energies of insiders and 
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outside experts In organizational transformation In the direction of creating a 
learning organization and thereby enhancing the capacity of participants to 
contribute to the overall future of the group. This Is Important to me In principle 
and also because It has a great deal to do with my Image of the role of the expert In 
action research as combined devll 's advocate. research expert. and democratlzer. 

8 1  

It should be evident by now that Davyyd and I were not completely on the same 
track, but the differences seemed manageable. The discussion after my presenta
tion did not bring up any new points. 

For his presentation at the second workshop. Morten Levin did not write for 
the occasion but instead presented the article he and Max Elden had written for a 
book edited by William Foote Whyte ( 1991 ) .  I quote from the article: 

As Scandinavian PAR [participatory action research] professionals aiming to 
contribute to major reforms in work life. we are a long way from being detached. 
"value-neutral."  Individual scientists. For us and many of our colleagues. PAR In 
Norwegian work life means researchers who have (1) clear value commitments to 
democratization as well as economic Improvement: People have a right to 
"good· -quality Jobs; (2) a vision of •the good organization· - that is. one based 
on self-management. development of human potential. power equalization. and 
democratic principles: (3) well-developed and proven tools. concepts. and ways 
of working founded on soclotechnlcal systems thinking that can be used to 
(re)deslgn organizations to achieve our visions and values: (4) a shared tradition 
of a way of working. as vocabulary. and a network of collegial relations and 
support structures. mostly In the form of well-financed public or nonprofit 
research Institutes: (5) a researcher role of ·co-learner" rather than of "expert In 
charge of change· ln which the researcher's expertise Includes the ability to "fade 
out" as participants take charge of their own learning: and (6) an extensive formal 
political infrastructure supporting participation In work life as reflected In spe
cific labor legislation. national labor -management agreements. and lndustrtal 
relations and tradltlom In Norwegian work life . . . .  
Our model of PAR rests on •tnslders" (local participants) and "outside�" (the 
professional researchers) collaborating In co-creating "local theory· that the 
participants test out by acting on lt. lbe results can be fed back to Improve the 
participants· own •theory" and can further generate more general ("scientific·) 
theory . . . . lbe baste Idea behind our version of PAR Is that those who supply the 
data have their own Ideals. models. or frameworks for attributing meaning and 
explanations to the workl they experience . . . .  The researcher has no legitimate 
monopoly on explaining social worlds or making sense of reality interpretations 
(Whyte 199 1 :  1 28-3 1 ) .  

In  his commentary on Morten 's paper. Claude Faucheux explained that he fully 
agreed with the main thrust of the argument. For Faucheux, .. Action Research ls 
required for baste fundamental knowledge of human conduct . . .  which cannot be 
studied from an external objectivist position and therefore necessarily Involves 
understanding the experience of the actor as an author of the acting" ('"Comments 
on M. Elden and M. Levin. " Nov. 16 , 1 992) . From this, It Is unmistakable that 
Claude does agree with Elden and Levin but places action research in a wider 
context in which the democratization of society Is an important objective. 
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I personally felt uneasy with Claude's  comments - and up to a point with 
Elden and Levin 's view. For me. '"traditional'"  (positivist) research is not without 
value. But by making a sharp distinction between subject (the researcher) and 
object. traditional research is able to see .. reality" only in a certain limited way (or 
only part of the reality. we could say) . At the same time. conducting this 
traditional research is much more difficult than many researchers seem to realize. 

In most research designs. it appears impossible to create a situation in which 
subject and object are completely separate. In those cases in which the researcher 
succeeds in this objective (as possibly occurs when '"unobtrusive measures'" are 
used in natural environments) , it appears that the researcher can explain only a 
small part of the studied behavior. as a rule far less than would be needed to 
fonnulate a .. law."  

Behavior is caused largely by factors that are unobservable (such as experi
ence, emotions, understanding) . Action research is a research strategy that should 
be able to grasp more of the re.allty than traditional practices, but it truly requires 

close cooperation between the researcher and his or her .. object. " 
To my surprise, the discussion that followed did not bring up new perspec

tives. Apparently, Morten's  position was well known. 
As should be evident from the above (and as the participants had already 

sensed) , there were certainly differences among the staff with respect to the 
concept of action research. To me. AR Is a way of doing research that might 
unravel a larger part of the .. reality" than more traditional forms of research. More 
than traditional positivist research. action research takes into account that behav
Ior Is detennined largely by the way Individuals and groups construct and recon
struct their experiences in order to make sense of the world In which they live. In 
no way does this mean that other methods of research should be denounced. It 
only means that each research strategy has Its advantages as well as Its shortcom
Ings and that the choice of a strategy has to be made carefully. 

To Davydd Greenwood. as well as to Morten Levin. action research Is the 
only possible way to do any research in the social sciences. To Davydd, it means 
even more. He states that social research arose from an effort to improve society 
and that positivism was a deviation from that course that has to be overcome 
(some historical evidence on this can be found In chapter 9. by john Puckett and 
Ira Harkavy. In this volume) . To Hans van Belnum, AR is a way of handling the 
relationship between the researcher and his '"empirical object . ..  and within the 
context of AR. It Is possible to do traditional research as long as the AR partners 
agree on this. To Claude Faucheux. AR is the only possible way to do research 
that contributes to the true (democratic) development of society. These differ
ences In opinion were not discussed at length, and this fact itself may have caused 
uneasiness among the participants. 

These differences arose again at the third workshop (March 1 993) during a 
plenary session on the famous article "Some Social and Psychological Conse-
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quences of the Longwall Method of Coal-getting .. by Trist and Bamforth ( 1 95 1 ) .  
The study was to be analyzed as an outstanding example of good, or even 
impressive. action research. 

Trist and Bamforth · s article has always been seen as a landmark in the 
development of the sociotechnical systems approach at the Tavlstock Instltute of 
Human Relations. Authors today still refer to and quote from it. We discussed it 
initially in the plenary session, starting with reviews by Morten Levin, Claude 
Faucheux. Davydd Greenwood, and Kjell Johannessen, and followed that with 
discussions in four smaller groups and. finally. in a concluding plenary. 

Morten Levin judged the article to be very important but .. not at all" action 
research. He found only three passages referring to the research dimension: two 
footnotes on the first page and a passage on the fifth. The second of those 
footnotes reads: .. The field work necessary for this study has been lessened by the 
fact that Mr. K. W. Bamforth was himself formerly a miner and worked at the 
coal-face for 18  years. " To Morten. the "modesty" of this footnote was disingenu
ous. its function being to stifle any critique. He felt that Bamforth had approached 
the longwall method. an operational invention that '"industrialized .. the traditlonal 
way of getting coal , from a common meaning construction perspective, a perspec
tive disconnected from what happened at the pit itself. To Morten. the authors had 
followed a straightforward traditional social research procedure. and he con
cluded that the article was '"extraordinarily conventional" and had no arguments 
on the validity or reliability of the data but was an important paper because it 
showed in detail that work processes can be designed in different ways and that 
the actual work process in operation is the result of an explicit or implicit process 
involving choices. He did, however, acknowledge that the article heralded the 
beginning of sociotechnical systems thinking. 

Claude Faucheux said he agreed with much Morten had said but that he 
thought that Trist and Bamforth's study was nevertheless an important action 
research project. He explained that he took a broader view, based on epistemol
ogy, and thought that the research done derived from normal science and led to a 
deeper understanding of social reality and that the relationship between the 
technical (operational) and social aspects of work situations was clarified for the 
first time.  Whatever Trist and Bamforth's  research strategy was. Faucheux felt 
the study could be seen as an example of fundamental research that has made a 
major impact on the way we look at organizational design questions ever since. 

Davydd Greenwood proposed to retitle the article .. Durkheim in the Dark. " 
To him. the study contained no fundamental research at all. He noted that the 
article uses evocative rhetorical language and is full of moral arguments. The 
credibility of the study seemed to him to be based mainly on that second footnote 
saying "trust me, I am a coal miner, .. with the scanty data the article provides 
actually going against the authors' argument. To summarize his review. he felt it 
is a poor artlcle, morally prejudiced, and uses rhetoric in a false way and that the 
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study is not an example of action research at all. 
Hans van Beinum tried to explain the significance of the piece and its impact 

on practical as well as theoretical matters. I myself am much in agreement with 
Claude and Hans. If you take a careful look at the article, many questions do arise. 
It is certainly possible to criticize it from a research point of view. as well as from 
a theoretical point of view. but my conclusion is certainly much more generous 
than the verdict of Morten and Davydd. After all, one should take into account 
that the article was written in 1 95 1  and that it opened up a completely new 
perspective on the effects of structural-technical design on social and psychologi
cal phenomena. This was all discussed. 

What in hindsight is most astonishing is that we did not do our utmost to find 
out what caused these affective attitudinal differences (Kjell. of course, being 
unfamiliar with action research. distanced himself from the argument) . The issues 
coincided with Davydd's earlier remarks about the difference between the .. socio
logical/anthropological approach .. and the "'social psychological approach . ..  This 
difference had/has to do, according to Davydd. with whether one places more 
importance on small-group and relationship phenomena (Hans, Claude. Rene) or 
institutional phenomena (Davydd and Morten) . Davydd, in fact, despises the 
group dynamidpsychoanalytical approach and sees it as moralizing. paternalistic. 
and, up to a point, dehumanizing, while Claude and Hans feel that unless one 
understands organizational and group phenomena from a psychoanalytical per
spective. one has not understood these phenomena at all .  

These differences are so encompassing and fundamental that one may wonder 
what the effects would have been had we tried to discuss the issue in depth. It could 
have ended what cooperation existed among the staff. Not discussing it was 
probably the only possibility left. The effects on the participants are hard to 
estimate. but the problem certainly did not foster a better understanding of action 
research. 

A memo written by Hans van Beinum in january 1 993, concerned with the 
evaluation fonnat for the fourth workshop. also noted the disparate views: 

This ls not necessarily a bad thing. Differences are not only part of reallty and 
should be tolerated. but are necessary and desirable for a creative and mature 
process of learning. Of course. If differences are too big and with regard to 
fundamentals. then they invite manipulation and result In confusion. These 
differences have been discussed to some extent In the staff. and have sometimes 
been labeled as the psychological versus the soclologlcaVanthropologlcal per
spectlve. Frankly. this does not ring true to me. As a matter of fact, I think this ls 
a false dichotomy. 

The dichotomy was, of course. labeled as such by Davydd and Morten back in 
September. just before the first workshop. Among other things. the situation then 
had to do with my insistence on creating pairs. which had caused quite some 
commotion during the first workshop. The issue also had to do with the fact that 
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Hans, Claude, and I were very familiar with the Tavtstock approach to action 
research and the three of us knew each other. while Davydd and Morten formed a 
pair who had worked together for a long time. 

While the dichotomy label may be false, the differences in background and 
outlook certainly are not. This can be illustrated by another point in Hans 's 
memo: 

Personally. I would be inclined In the future to consider a tighter Intellectual link 
between plenary and group sessions. Also, I think that there can be a more explicit 
form wtth regard to two dimensions. that Is. on what I call the evolving action 
research parameters of a case and on the psychodynamics In the actual rese.arch 
relationship. As far as the former Is concerned . . .  It means: 

• lbe focus of the research and Its objectives. 
• lbe nature of the contextual setting of the focus: the wider reality from which 

the research question has been distilled. 
• lbe assumptions (theoretical and otherwise) underlying all this. 
• And above all. the nature and the actual and potenttal Interdependencies 

between these dimensions. 

As far as the psychodynamics of AR are concerned. 1t Is Interesting to note that 
although they are of crucial Importance. they are not very much discussed. 
described. or analyzed. This Is, of course. understandable, as things are getting 
close to the bone along this dimension . . . .  We need to focus more on what Is 
really taking place In the dialogue between researcher and researched. 

What this actually means is that Hans (and n would have preferred plenaries 
around topics that emerged out of discussions in small groups, instead of 
plenaries like the one on the Trtst and Bamforth article. Hans's interest in group 
dynamic and psychodynamic aspects of AR are more or less shared by Claude 
and myself. The three of us would have liked rather different schedules. which 
would have led to a rather different teaching model. I think that when ACRES 
was defined as an AR project without formulating what the research question 
was, we had completely dissimilar concepts in mind. Instead of defining ACRES 
as a research topic. we should have focused on the kind of pedagogical model we 
wanted to apply. 

Hans's memo was not discussed in this way. Instead, we took some ideas 
from it for the evaluation process. 

Ending 

During the final plenary, each staff member was asked explicitly to comment on 
the whole ACRES process and on the final workshop. Claude refused to do so. 

In our final staff meeting, we discussed this too: 
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Davydd to C/autk Why didn't you want to evaluate? 
Claude: Ending up. I didn 't want to take part In an 111usory process. I am 
suspicious In giving a hand in covering up. We were very close to the end. I did 
not want to collude: I reject that. 
Davydd. Illusory process? Covering up? You pretend to see through the matter. 
So you find that I collaborated In the process? 
Morten to Claude: I cannot at all understand the basts on which you judge papers. 
You are not constructive. you simply chop off he�ds. Other papers. that are not 
even there. you marvel at. 

Claude asked tf we thought he used a double standard. 

KjeJI: In a way. you might say that you used a double standard. You were positive 
about a paper that had no problem formulation. You were even positive about a 
paper that wasn · t there at aiL 

Claude explained his behavior and the fact that he felt that we should make a very 
clear distinction between action research and consultancy or, for that matter. 
social engineering. The two projects he was positive about were truly action 
research projects. The others were not. 

This debate had no happy ending. The gap within the staff was a fact. We 
decided to finish the whole exercise ln a businesslike way. without indulging ln 
personality conflicts. 

Reflections on AR 

This account of the organizational processes of ACRES has been rather critical. 
Though this impression ls not incorrect. the picture needs some retouching. or. 
rather. it needs to be completed. 

The chosen structure was, ln principle. a very strong one. although it was 
difficult to operate this '"perfect" vehicle. The baste structure consisted of prepa
ratory staff meetings. to build a Joint identity and a thorough understanding of our 
task: small working groups of four or six participants, each with its own staff 
member; pairs within each working group. enabling support during and between 
workshops: plenary sessions to exchange experiences and Joint concerns: leisure 
time for participants to meet ln a more relaxed state of mind: the study of ongoing 
action research projects ln which participants were actually engaged: staff meet
ings before. durtng. and after each workshop to fine-tune the intentions of the 
program and link them to concrete developments. 

To explain why I believe this ls a very strong structure, I have to paint a short 
picture of what action research ls to me. 

Baste to KJell 's  philosophy of science ls that establishing knowledge (of 
social matters) ls essentially a form of human activity performed in an 
lntersubJectlve space of "shared tools" : knowledge is dependent on the context ln 
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which it is produced. Based on Wlttgenstein, he concludes that there is an internal 
relationship between forms of human reactions and activities, concept fonnation. 
and the ·reality" that emerges as ·our" reality by virtue of the concepts we have 
formed based on our (often implicit) reflections on activities. Concepts are 
embedded in ·practices, "  established ways of acting. To do action research, one 
must accept that to understand the reality of the person, group. organization. or 
society studied is impossible without the collaboration of the person, group. and 
so on, so that we may see his or her or its point of view and bring to the surface 
tacit local knowledge (its contextual knowledge) . as embedded in practice and 
based on experience. 

Humans are naive scientists. Humans are constantly trying to understand the 
world in which they live. Each of us develops a personal set of constructs that we 
revise and refine on the basts of our experience. as Kelly says: "Man looks at his 
world through transparent patterns or templates which he creates and then at
tempts to fit over the realities of which the world is composed . . . .  These patterns 
that are tried on for slze . . .  are ways of construing the world" ( 1955: 8-9) . 

Kelly emphasizes individual differences ( 1 970: 1 2) more than I would. since 
evidence suggests that this individuality is bounded by the fact that individuals 
are social beings. Social factors at least partly shape our understanding of the 
world in which we live. 

In Method In Social Science. Sayer states that the problem of induction " is 
probably the favorite puzzle of philosophers of science. It concerns the fact we 
are not logically entitled to assume that because a particular sequence of events 
has always been observed to occur in the past, it will do so in all cases. . . .  Valid 
inferences about infinite sets of events cannot be made on the basis of finite sets of 
observed events" ( 1 992: 1 53-54) . 

But humans are not philosophers of science: humans are naive scientists -
better still, naive "applied scientists. "  Humans are forced to act in order to stay 
alive. and our actions are based on our .. understanding" of the world as developed 
on the basis of our experience and our conversations with other human beings. 
This does not imply that our understanding of the world is correct: it does not 
even imply that our understanding of the world is not, eventually. harmful to 
ourselves. Deallng with uncertainties ln the everyday environment is part of the 
'"human condtuon. " To survive. humans (organizations, groups) have to make 
'"guesses" about regularities and changes in our environment. using inductive 
reasoning. based on experiences and conversations with others (indirect induc
tion) . 

The correspondence of this with Wlttgenstelnlan epistemology is striking. 
The difficult task of an action researcher is to try to understand what kind of 
experiences and conversations form the basts for the notions and practices of "the 
researched" with respect to the relevant problems confronting the researched and 
the difficulties the researched meets in dealing with the world as the researched 
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sees it. On the basts of our own knowledge and experience. the action researcher 
may make the researched aware of the "bounded rationality" of the researched 's 
local knowledge. Together, they may come to the conclusion that existing diffi
culties can be solved In certain ways. In this process, new concepts can be 
developed that are practically relevant and scientifically useful. 

Doing AR Is difficult. What may be especially exacting Is to fuse one 's  own 
expert knowledge with local knowledge or to create situations In which '"sets" of 
local knowledge can confront each other to create an awareness of the relative 
character of local knowledge and arrive at a deeper understanding and possibly 
changed practices. 

Given this demanding task, It Is clear that only In situations In which ACRES 
participants had live projects did the posstbtltty exist of helping them understand 
this task In their ongoing AR situations. The forming of pairs of participants 
familiar with each other's projects would have enabled them to consult with each 
other and to ask for help. Discussions In small groups, again and again focusing In 
detail on each participant 's  projects, with the process repeated In plenary ses
sions, would have enabled them to understand AR In Its essence. Over and above 
this, It could have created a situation In which participants could have used these 
experiences to form meta-concepts - concepts with respect to understanding 
action research. 

Why were we not able to harvest all the potential posstbtltties of ACRES? I 
think there are at least five reasons: 

1 .  The staff did not sufficiently discuss the original objectives of the program 
- or the Implications of accepting participants who did not meet the criteria set. 
Nor were the objectives sufficiently discussed with participants. 

2. Quite a number of participants did not bring live projects, and quite a number 
had only ltmJted experience with doing research at all. Perhaps the eagerness with 
which Hans and Morten tried to build firm relationships with and between 
Institutes made them less aware of the possible negative consequences of select
tng participants through their "closed system . ..  

3. As to the different views on action research within the staff, It Is not so much 
that the two views are at odds: It Is that the statements may hide where we were 
essentially In agreement: on the epistemology - and thus the art - of doing 
action research. For example, Davydd's letter on the .. split between 
sociology-anthropology and social psychology· was a rather clouded discussion 
of values that conceals the fact that what Is essential to AR Is understanding 
human reasoning. 

4.  Right to the end. I sensed a certain rivalry within the staff about the '"owner
ship" of ACRES. I have not before voiced my full concern that this was a factor 
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- perhaps because we were not immediately aware of lt. or perhaps because we 
underestimated its disruptive effects. 

5.  Certainly there was the irritating '"incident" described above. In itself, it was 
not too important, but it led to serious discomfort, within the staff and among 
participants. 

The results of ACRES are modest. To arrive at a .. definite verdict" on the effects 
of ACRES in general and on its impact on the participants and the staff, a much 
more elaborate study ls needed. For me, the program has indeed deepened my 
own insight into action research. 





Chapter 5 

The Rhetoric of Action Research 

Writing in the ACRES Program 

Davydd J. Greenwood 

Most practltloners in the field of action research agree that writing about AR is 
difficult and that getting the results published is equally challenging. Including a 
writing component in the ACRES program was therefore viewed as crtttcal. 

This chapter and the next form a dialogue between the member of the 
ACRES staff most responsible for the design of the writlng component and four 
participants. We hope it conveys some of what we learned together about the 
process of writing about action research and that it encourages others to work on 
the rhetoric of AR as a central element in the improvement of AR practlce. 

Development of the Writing Component 

The writing component was introduced to the participants in the ACRES program 
by its co-director. Hans van Beinum. in a statement about the overall aims and 
structure of the program: 

Writing ls seen as an Important learning process as well as a research tool. 
Participants wlll be required to prepare themselves for each workshop by means 
of a written descrlptlon and analysts concerning the developments ln their 
proJects. These texts will be submitted and distributed before each workshop. 
During the workshop. by means of tutorials. assistance ·will be given with any 
difficulties participants may have ln conceptualizing. organizing. and expressing 
their experiences in writing. It is the Intention that at the end of the program each 
participant wlll be able to submit an article to an international Journal . 

From the outset. I envisioned the writing component in a larger context: as 
both an element within the ACRES curriculum and an overall thread in our 
collective attempts to reform and promote action research. Further. I defined the 
problems of AR writlng as quite serious. There are few publications reflecting our 
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complex experiences and the excellence of AR. Some of the best practitioners and 
examples fail to get recognized in print. The behavioral and political priority 
placed on action leads to weaknesses in reflection. which ultimately lowers the 
quality of the action. 

Writing is a major tool of AR. Since ·writing is thinking, '" not writing 
reflectively deprives projects of the analytical clarity and effective action designs 
writing can create. And since writing Is communication. not writing reflectively 
deprives projects of commentary and the opportunity to hear suggestions from 
outsiders. By directing attention away from writing, the behavioral and political 
priority placed on action undermines the political and economic support action 
research might receive. By putting off writing, practitioners fail to consolidate 
their own learning for themselves and other AR practitioners. By failing to write, 
AR practitioners fail to convince agencies supporting AR of its value and success. 
Failing to write also limits the range of organizations that might come to action 
researchers for help. Thus. in my view. the writing component Is central to the 
success of AR in general. 

Before the workshops began. I had already been thinking about the funda
mentals of rhetoric as they apply to AR. In my teaching, I argued that writing is 
thinking. politics, and communication. In particular, I emphasized the importance 
of the author maintaining control over the text. believing that AR practitioners 
need to take a more aggressive posture toward writing. I also encouraged expert
mentation with a variety of rhetorics, including first- and second-person writing, 
which has greater immediacy and possible connection to action than use of the 
third person. 

Reflections on Writing in Action Research 

Mondragon 

By way of background on how I came to link my concerns with rhetoric to the 
subject of action research. it Is worth recounting a bit about my involvement in the 
Mondragon project. which dates to 1 984 , when a series of circumstances initiated 
by William Foote Whyte combined to place me in a collaborative relationship 
with the labor-managed cooperatives of the Fagor Group at Mondragon in the 
Spanish Basque country. (For an analysts of this project, see Greenwood and 
Gonzalez 1 992.) 

As part of a process of developing a four-year collaborative research and 
writing project on Mondragon with members of the cooperatives, I had the 
opportunity to learn a good deal about rhetoric in action. At the outset. to create a 
context that would surface members· views of the cooperatives. I had the group 
read what both outsiders and insiders had written about them. We emphasized 
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both the analytical strategies that had been used and the way the studies were 
structured by means of particular tropes and images. These works created the 

context against which initial writing about the Fagor group was done. 

In an effort to create a definable product that would demonstrate to the 

members of the Fagor team and management that we had accomplished some

thing, the members of the project team and I co-authored a monograph on some of 

the most important and traumatic episodes in the history of the group. Through 

the writing, we attempted to express a vision that was different from that found in 

the works we had read together. The combination of time pressure and our desire 

to express an opposing view made the writing flow rather easily. 

Later in the project, I suggested that we write a book together, since we had 

developed a vision of the Mondragon cooperatives that was so fundamentally 

different from that expressed elsewhere. Surprisingly, the members of the group, 

including people who routinely write extensive reports and argue complex issues 

in public assemblies, found the notion of writing a book with a professional social 

researcher quite intimidating. Though the intensity of their reactions differed, 

clearly the hegemony of the academic model of a "book'' was disempowering to 

them. This reaction was so out of character with the risk-taking and adventurous 
spirit of this group that it caused me to wonder how and why the concept of 

academic writing was so disempowering. Clearly, the idea of writing a book lay at 

the opposite end of a scale stretching from action to reflection. 

The members of the group eventually agreed to write the book, but the 

process was often difficult. With the exception of jose Luis Gonzalez, the Director 

of Personnel for the Fagor Group, everyone needed support and encouragement. 

The process also caused concern because it continually aroused conceptual issues 

that had seemed clear in discussion but were not clear enough to be written about 

effectively. In the end, the group felt that a major portion of the learning took place 

during the writing process, and the members were proud of the result. Without 
continuous pressure, however, it would not have happened at all. 

Subsequently, the book had a very difficult publication history. Reviewers 

produced radically opposing reviews of the manuscript, loving and hating it in 

succession. Many of the reviews, in one way or another, noted that the rhetoric 
departed from ordinary academic rhetoric and treated this as a defect. They 

complained that there was too much about the research process, as if findings could 

and should be presented as divorced from the actions that had produced them. I 

learned later that our experience was a very common one action researchers 
encounter in attempting to publish their work with conventional academic presses. 

Having talked the group into writing the book and as the one responsible for 
getting the manuscript published, I anguished considerably about our publishing 

problems. Here we were having difficulty getting one of the most extensive 

studies of this important group published because it did not conform to some 

predetermined academic form of writing. They equated the differences in rhetoric 
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with defects in conceptualization rather than with the uniquely participatory 
research process that produced the results. After years of delay, it was finally 
published (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992) . 

Programs for Employment and Workplace Systems 

During this time. I became engaged in a six-month project with a group called 
Programs for Employment and Workplace Systems (PEWS) in the Extension 
Division of the School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University. As 
part of that project. in collaboration with two other action researchers. I worked 
with two PEWS team members on a kind of .. model· intervention. The purpose of 
this effort was to find ways the interests and capacitles of professional social 
researchers could be made to work on behalf of improvements in the management 
and documentation of action projects in industrial settings. 

Although the effort was very brief and the project only partially completed, it 
confirmed a number of the lessons I had learned in Mondragon. The two interve
nors were both very talented and effective but experienced their own work as 
distant from the academic reflections that engaged the rest of us. Yet, when we 
Joined forces. it became clear that social research could provide useful support for 
the action project and that the action project involved a variety of very important 
issues of social theory. At the same tlme, the action requirements of the project 
and the view of PEWS as an action organization made this project unique and in 
many ways militated against the development of such a dimension in most 
research projects. Including such a dimension would threaten the hegemony of 
the academic social science community that is not engaged in extension activities. 

Work Research Institute 

During a seminar at the Work Research lnstltute in Oslo, I mentioned some of the 
difficulties encountered during the Mondragon writing project, and for the re
mainder of the seminar. writing problems became the focus of the participants ' 
questions and expressions of anguish. Several of the most creative senior actlon 
researchers there acknowledged that they had difficulty wrttlng. Others said they 
could not find the time to write. All were apologetic. Clearly. the failure to 
document the work of the Institute effectively in reports that the Norwegian 
government and public could evaluate was contributing to difficultles in the 
organization. 

Increasingly, tt was becoming clear to me that the issue of writing and action 
research was a far more serious one than I had realized. That writing and 
publishing creative and important work on action research is difficult while an 
endless outpouring of essentlally meaningless academic trivia flows unabated 
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raises a baste question about the meaning of social research itself. I sensed that 
most AR practitioners experienced a direct conflict between action and reflective 
writing that made no intellectual sense to me but was a very real feature of their 
lives. 

Given the steely dtsctpltne of many of the individuals I have met, their 
explanation that they lack the time to sit and write struck me as totally improb
able. I noted instead a sense of self-dtsempowerment and a fear in the face of 
writing. as tf it were more difficult than, say. running a complex project involving 
hundreds of people tn conflictive change processes. 

Interim Conclusions 

I had come to believe that there were a set of generic problems surrounding the 
rhetoric of action research. To the extent that action research is different from 
orthodox social research, it must have its own rhetoric. Through this rhetoric. it 
must become clear that AR practitloners view authority as a community property. 
that facts are produced by collectivities. and that social research itself is a social 
process. The rhetoric must not hide the actors behind the impersonal .. it" ; it must 
allow the "we· that conducts social activity to speak with the diverse, dynamic. 
and often conflictive voices that we experience in the real world. I came to realize 
that the ideal rhetoric would be one that is collaborative, analytical. and yet 
affective and richly ethnographic. 

ACRES Experience 

Shortly after the end of my involvement in the PEWS project, I attended a 
conference in Aske, Sweden, organized by Bjorn Gustavsen. The conference 
dealt with the philosophy of action research and engaged eminent philosophers 
and action research practitioners from the Swedish LOM project in an attempt to 
look for a common ground between them. It was here that I met Hans van Betnum 
for the first tlme. 

Within a short tlme and to my astonishment. Hans asked tf I would be 
interested in developing an action research project with him in Scandinavia. I was 
greatly flattered but, to my surprise, responded by suggesting a different direction 
for my parttctpatlon than what Hans had outlined. I reviewed my concerns about 
writing in action research and made it plain that I wanted very much to explore 
this dimension as a major element in my participation. Hans listened, though I 
could not tell at the time tf he thought this was a good idea. In the time since, I 
have discovered that he took what I said on good faith and has supported the 
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development of this unusual dimension in the project in a way that no one could 

have expected. 
In the time since that conference, the Scandinavian Action Research Devel

opment Project (ACRES) took form, and writing was given a very important role. 

As part of the terms of acceptance into the program, it was stated that participants 
had to be involved in an important ongoing project in their organization and that 

they would be expected to produce a publishable analysis of the project by the end 

of the course. Throughout the year, the writing. critique. rewriting, reading of the 

projects of others, and the analysis of rhetorical strategies appropriate to these 
cases were core elements in the program. In short, the project bet on the vital 

importance of addressing the writing issue directly and challenged itself to 

develop rhetorical standards that would liberate the considerable capacities of the 

participants to engage in more fluid and experientially real writing. This was a 

daring bet and a fascinating experiment. a piece of action research in itself aimed 

at transforming our collective practice. 

As we began to move through the workshops, it became clear that our ideal 

with respect to writing was both too abstract and too homogeneous. Reflecting 
this. Hans van Beinum sent a memo to the participants on December 14, 1992. 

entitled "Some Remarks and Observations about ACRES." In it he stated the 
following: 

The importance of writing in ACRES js reflected in the statement: ''It is the 
intention that at the end of the program each participant will be able to submit an 
article to an international journal." However, thls sentence. in which the emphasis 
should be in "intention" must of course be read as an expression of ah ideal which 
will be pursued but which may or may not be achieved, at least not by everybody. 
We shouJd distinguish between lcarrung about writing as a tool and the kinds of 
writing which results in an article in an international journaL Participants who are 
unable to conclude ACRES with an article have not failed and should not be seen 
as having failed. People who write easily but do not learn or do not make a 
contribution to the learning of others are more appropriate candidates for being 
labeled in this way . . . .  The significance of the writers workshop lies in my 
opinion in the fact that it provides a unique opportunity for people to become 
aware of "what is going on·· in the process of writing and to learn about the way 
they reflect in their practice and engage in concept formation. These four compo
nents together form the building blocks for each workshop. They are of course 
highly interdependent. No single one can be understood without the other three: 
they all need each other. No single one should be maximized at the expense of the 
others as this would result in a suboptimization of the leaming process as a whole. 

From this document, it is clear that considerable pressures had built up around the 
writing component. For one thing, rather than treating the writing component of 

lhe program as a matter to be handled by one staff member, the participants were 

divided into groups, each of which had a staff member who worked with them on 

issues of theory, method. and writing. In this heterogeneous situation, approaches 

to writing and to the teaching of writing could be expected to vary a good deal; 
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nor would the writing experiences of the participants be homogeneous. 
In responding to van Beinum's  memo, I expressed the view that I had 

incorrectly conceptualized the writing component of ACRES. I concluded, pessi
mistically, that I thought we had practically no projects that I would define as 
action research. I continued: 

We have action projects and action plans. but the "research .. component is either 
nonexistent or so poorly conceptualized as to be nullified. 
This Is a major discovery for me. My previous view was that the participants were 
action researche� who needed some help to clarify and Improve their thinking 
and writing. Now I see them as action agents with either no unde�tandlng of the 
concept of "research· or no clarity about the relationship between research as they 
were taught about It and their own work In projects. Thus. I now understand our 
task more as the creation of a research dimension In what are mainly just 
fascinating projects being carried out by lntelllgent and committed agents. 
The wrtung component also Is aimed at the creation of an action research 
COMMUNITY with some agreed-upon standards by which they can communi
cate their learning and defend their collective Interests. In this way. writing Is part 
of the larger social ecology of action research that Hans Is concerned about. This 
dimension of writing Is essential. 
Clearly we should not hold all accountable to a single mechanical standard of 
writing. I don't think this means special attention to those with difficulty alone. I 
believe we are obligated to map the differences among write� In different states. 
Some need help In fashioning the very kinds of publishable articles we envi
sioned. Others are trying to learn how to conceptualize their work as research for 
the first time. Still othe� simply do not know how to write at all. We need to serve 
them all. I think this Is a major design problem for any attempt to Integrate writing 
Into action research. 
I don't think that an entirely relaxed approach to writing Is politically reasonable. 
Support for action research in Scandinavia Is evaporating In a rain of criticisms 
about the failures to do "good· research and to write up results in a timely and 
convincing manner. For there to be a future for AR In the Increasingly negative 
economic climate. the action researchers have to elbow the pseudo-social scien
tists aside aggressively enough to make their own case. If the participants do not 
understand this, we wtll not have given them an honest appraisal of reality. That 
each of them will have to approach this differently and with different levels of 
competence is fine. but the issue affects them (and us) all. 

Thus, I had come to change my view of the writing problem radically on the basis 
of my experience with the action researchers in the workshops. I had initially 
assumed that action researchers were researchers who simply had not found a 
'"voice" and an organizational matrix ln which to write about their research. I now 
had a more complex view of the problem and had begun to recognize that many 
action research practitioners lacked basic training In research Itself. 

As a result of this recognition on my part and others' .  the staff devoted time 
In plenarles to the bastes of the scientific method. the methodologies of action 
research versus those of orthodox social research, and the development of com
munity standards. These standards were developed by criticizing the writing of 
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such exemplary figures as Eric Trist and analyzing the arguments of the psycho
logical researcher Stanley Milgram. They were also developed in plenary ses
sions in which a number of the workshop participants ' projects were discussed. 

Thus, the staff came to realize that the process of writing about action 
research was far more than a mechanical one. It involved issues of training. theory 
and method, rhetoric, and the creation of organizational environments conducive 
to the development of a persuasive personal voice for action researchers. It turned 
out to be true in a new sense that "writing is thinking. " 

Of course. the participants were not inert during this process. We now turn to 
their views. 



Chapter 6 

The Rhetoric of Action Research 

Views from ACRES Participants 

Siv Friis, John Puckett, 0ystein Spjelkavik 
and Agneta Hansson 

The ACRES participants were an active force In shaping their own learning about 
writing and research and In teaching the staff as well. They actively expressed 
their confusion and frustration with the goals the staff had set. They rebelled 
against the staff' s overzealous attempt to press them harder about meeting the 
program's writing goals, which had been laid out on the basis of what had been a 
misdiagnosis of the writing problem. And yet. by the end of the series of 
workshops. the participants had developed a considerable stake In the quality of 
their writing. Not only were Issues of publishing the results Important to them. but 
the creation of a book about ACRES led to both new opportunities for discussions 
of writing and tension about who would and would not be published. 

Long meetings followed among Interested ACRES participants. which led. 
ultimately. to the design of this book. In a presentation at a final plenary session 
on the book, these participants explained that the proceedings of the ACRES 
workshops would Include everyone 's  work. guaranteeing everyone a publication. 
They also Indicated that they hoped to produce a peer-reviewed. high-quality 
manuscript for publication, for which only some papers would be selected. 

All participants who wanted their manuscripts to be considered for the book 
would have to submit their papers by a particular date . The submitters and the 
staff would then review the papers and determine which to Include and, whether 
Included or excluded, make suggestions for revisions. The participants suggested 
that a set of standards be applied In making these judgments and Insisted that the 
submitters be treated on a collegial plane with the staff. After the selections were 
made, the remaining collaborators would form the editorial team. When the 
manuscript was completed, the staff would see to Its publication. 

It Is hard to Imagine how the participants could have taken the writing 
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process more seriously. They not only developed a good design for the publica
tion process but they did so while addressing the needs of those participants 
whose work would not be included in the book and asserted their right to an equal 
'"voice" in the publication process. Further, they asserted, their learning and 
experience had given them a kind of .. expertise" that qualified them to take such 
an active role. In response to the participants. Greenwood and others on the staff 
who were to write chapters for the book encouraged participants to become 
collaborators - as evident in this chapter. 

The previous chapter by Greenwood lays out the writing dimension of 
ACRES from an analytical, external point of view. This chapter. by contrast, 
provides reflections on the writing process from the view of participants. In all 
these reflections, the importance of writing is evident, but so too are the connec
tions between wrtttng and research and the conflicting professional responsibili
ties that intervene to make the time and motivation to write less strong than it must 
become for action researchers. 

All those who chose to participate in the writing of this chapter agreed to 
criticize drafts of Greenwood's chapter and then write a brief reflection of their 
own. There were no instructions given about the content of these reflections. They 
have turned out to be so rich and varied that they have been given a chapter of their 
own. They reveal some of the experiential dimensions of writing action research. 

The order in which the reflections are presented is not significant. The last 
one is much longer and reviews the whole ACRES project and thus seemed to 
work best as the close to the chapter. 

StoryteDing as an Action Research Tool by Slv Friis 

In my youth in Sweden. in the 1950s, the art of writing was taught very early in 
school. The emphasis was on grammar and spelling because grammar was 
deemed more important than content. I was an inventive girl with a big imagina
tion and I did not have any difficulties with spelling. but. looking back, I realize 
that the strict discipline of grammar hemmed in my creativity. Fortunately. I had a 
teacher a few years later who deemed that storytelling was as important as 
grammar. I loved storytelling. so this teacher and I got on very well, and he 
encouraged me to continue to write stories. He claimed that people who have 
stories to tell contribute in many ways to others. He often stated that "we can 
always learn from a story. Writing your own story is to reflect upon and sort out 
your own ideas.'" 

What is storytelling then? In my view, it is the process of very clearly 
describing the context in which events take place, enabling the reader to recog
nize both the mode and the route of the story in this context. One need not worry 
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tf the story Is a meta-story (which may be applied to more than one context) or a 
story set In a specific context. In the act of recognition, the reader finds certain 
universals In the story. Authors should be open and honest In the way their stories 
are told, showing both bright and dark colors. They should use metaphors and tell 
anecdotes. but they should name the anecdote a saga tf It Is. A story must have a 
final point. One should not simplify: most readers are more clever than most 
authors believe. 

I have continued telling stories and have used storytelling as a tool In my 
research. Sometimes I have been criticized for It, especially by research commit
tees. Many researchers claim that storytelling Is characterized by crude language. 
In the sense that It Is not scientifically precise. Yet often the critics themselves are 
not very specific or precise about what science Is - whether the natural or the 
social sciences. 

My research falls within the social sciences and concerns the design of 
computer-based Information systems In work organizations. Such research often 
Involves strenuous empirical work done In cooperation with the future users of a 
new system. The empirical work Is performed within the action research tradition. 
and the methodological rules are derived mainly from Glaser and Strauss (1 967) . 
I extend their discussion of grounded theory to encompass discussions of local 
theory by Elden ( 1 983) . My point of departure Is that every development In a 
change situation Is unique, and only the people within the work situation are In the 
position to tell the true {I.e . . relevant) story of that workplace. They are the local 
experts who know and recognize the problem to Its fullest extent (Elden and 
Levin 1 99 1) .  Hence, I claim the local experts are the actors with the relevant 
stories to tell 

My main research objective has been to develop and test a model for an 
approach to Information systems design. Most design approaches today derive 
their mode of action from a traditional and linear science model. The design 
approach I have advocated Is more process-oriented and has strong slmllarltJes to 
AR methodologies. In action-oriented organizational change. the people in the 
change area take active part In the change process. I believe the future users of 
new or changed computer-based systems should also be very active during the 
design and construction stages of the proposed approach (Frits 1 994) . 

In an ongoing research project. we are testing the approach used during the 
construction of some .. local planning systems" for foundry workers. Since It Is 
claimed that the local experts know the truth about their own work, they should be 
allowed to own the development of change. It follows, because they are the actual 
problem owners, and. as such. they should also be the problem solvers. In an AR 
project. this means that the workers should be co-researchers (cf. Reason and 
Rowan 1 98 1  and Elden 1983) and as such have the possibility to tell their stories 
(Frits 1 991 ) .  
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Thus, together with my co-researchers, I continue storytelling in my field
work. These stories are documented in logbooks. Each researcher keeps his or her 
own logbook. and there is one for each research group. We document actions, 
developments. and decisions made. and we attach stories to them. sometimes 
angry, sometimes funny. All logbooks are open for all to read. We even write 
comments in each other 's  logbooks. Thus, we also evaluate the development 
work, the work process, and the resulting actions. providing a continuous valida
tion process. When we state something in writing in the logbooks, we take 
responsibility for that statement. In this way, storytelling becomes an instrument 
for documenting and communicating. for taking responsibility for one · s actions. 
It is also a first step toward systematization and research evaluation. 

During most of my empirical work. I have found that my co-researchers did 
not want to engage in any strict scientific analyses of their workplaces and/or of 
the communicative patterns of their work systems. Rather. they wanted to tell 
stories - stories that may have been critical of management. or hilarious stories 
about future possibilities (e.g . . genuine decentralized planning) . We have even 
used stories to identify problems. Later on, the researchers in charge of the 
empirical work systematize all the logbooks. 

To me. one of the actions in AR involves the dissemination of what we have 
experienced and learned during our work. The dilemma is how to reach the research 
community fully. I do not think scientists (except for mathematicians) know 
enough to be truly precise, and I doubt that formal logic is an appropriate tool for 
explaining the development of change in a social system ( cl Churchman 1 979) . 
Thus, I try to do it in storytelling - although often in a systemic framework. 

As Greenwood mentioned in the previous chapter, van Beinum claimed that 
writing was an important AR tool. I fully agree. At the same time. I believe that 
storytelling is a significant AR tool. I '  II go on telling stories, not only to research
ers in my own discipline of information and computer science but to expert 
practitioners and participating nonexpert co-researchers. 

The ACRES Writing Process by john L. Puckett 

The paper Ira Harkavy and I worked on during ACRES (see chapter 9) went 
through four iterations. largely as a result of critiques from staff and participants 
at the first three ACRES workshops. Here I discuss the major points of critique 
and how we addressed each point. 

As a result of the writing process, the focus and content of the paper changed 
dramatically between the December and june workshops. Comments and criti
cisms provided at the March workshop also led to the development of a second 
paper. "Lessons from Hull House as a Model for the Contemporary Urban 
University" ( 1 994) . 
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Paper #1 

The original paper was directed toward the professional social work community. 
Our Intent was to stimulate a rethinking of social work training and research. 
using the University of Pennsylvania's school- and neighborhood-Improvement 
project In West Philadelphia as a model. We argued that the West Philadelphia 
project built upon the social work tradition represented by jane Addams, the 
leader of the early social settlement movement. We also described the applied 
research focus and engagement In clvlc affairs of the U niverslty of Chicago and 
the U nlverslty of Pennsylvania In the Progressive Era ( 1 890- 1 9 1 4) .  On the 
strength of these historical examples. we then described Penn's  current approach 
as a '"neo-Progresslve· attempt to reinvent the American university. We con-
cluded the paper with an extensive descrlptlon of the West Philadelphia project. 
Including actlvlties undertaken by the West Philadelphia Improvement Corps 
(WEPIC) and the Center for Community Partnerships. 

Critique of Paper # 1 

The first paper was criticized on two counts. First. the prose, especially our 
depletion of the condltlon of American Inner clUes and the failure of unlversltles 
to respond to the urban crisis. conveyed too strong a sense of urgency. Second, 
although we conceptualized the West Philadelphia project as an actlon research 
project. we did not provide any concrete examples of actlon research: conse
quently, our claim that action research advances general knowledge was unsub
stantiated. 

Paper #2 

Between the first workshop In December and the second workshop In March, we 
toned down the rhetorical urgency of the writing. although grudgingly. believing 
that the major shortcoming of American social science Is Its lack of engagement 
and Its posturing as an objective, value-free enterprise. We titled the paper "Back 
to the Future" to make a stronger appeal to the social work audience. 

We faced a dilemma regarding the second critlclsm - that the paper lacked 
concrete examples of action research. Although action research projects were 
emerging In West Philadelphia. writing about this work had not yet been submit
ted for publication or the projects discussed In conference papers. Consequently, 
we decided not to alter the current description, which Included a brief statement 
about each research project that was under way. We also believed that reviewers 
would accept the general direction In which we were headed. 
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Critique of Paper #2 

The major critique was that the paper suddenly leaped from a discussion of the 
decline of action-oriented. reformist social science after the Progressive Era to 
current efforts at the University of Pennsylvania. A suggestion was made to 
Include an examination of Kurt Lewin as a bridge between jane Addams and the 
West PhJiadelphla project. Readers also recommended that we limit our discus
sion of jane Addams to a brief description of her approach and the definition of 
science, that we Include a statement of action research epistemology. and (once 
again) that we provide some Illustrations of action research In our own work. 

Paper #3 

Our attempt to bridge the gap between jane Addams and the West Philadelphia 
project resulted In a major recasting of the previous draft and a decision to 
develop two separate papers for publication. In the paper for ACRES. we dropped 
the social work emphasis and refocused the piece by adding a survey of the action 
research tradition from 1 930 to the present, highlighting. on the one hand, the 
ameliorative, reformist social science of jane Addams and her Chicago col
leagues and, on the other hand. the action research of Lewin and his legacy after 
1 950. (fhe second paper, .. Lessons from Hull House as a Model for the Contem
porary Urban University: retains the focus on social work.) At the outset. we 
realized that simply Interposing a statement about Lewin · s action research be
tween our discussions of Addams and the West Philadelphia project would be 
Inadequate. We also had to answer the question of what happened to action 
research after Kurt Lewin. Two books assigned as workshop readings. Bjorn 
Gustavsen 's Dialogue and Development ( 1 992) and Davydd Greenwood and 
jose Luis Gonzalez's Industrial Democracy as Process ( 1992) . helped. 

We decided not to shorten the section on Addams and Hull House because 
we believed that material strengthened our case for an alternative social science. 
Finally. we added a description of action research epistemology, drawing upon 
ACRES workshop papers by Rene van der Vlist and Hans van Betnum. 

Critique of Paper #3 

The major recommendation was that we delete all discussion about jane Addams, 
the women of Hull House, and Chicago sociology that did not explicitly address 
their particular approach to social science. Presumably, this would give the paper 
a tighter, more explicit focus on the historical development of action research. 
The readers also requested a more precise definition of Progressive Era social 
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science, and they reiterated their recommendation that we furnish concrete Illus
trations of action research In the West Philadelphia project. 

Paper #4 

We revised the third paper. entitled .. The Action Research Tradition, .. to Incorpo
rate each of the recommendations made In the third round of critiques. The final 
version also benefited from the comments and criticisms of colleagues at the 
University of Pennsylvania. The paper now Includes concrete Illustrations of the 
various stages In the action research tradition and concludes with an explicit 
statement of how the social science approaches of both Addams and Lewin are 
embedded In action research In West Philadelphia. 

Overall. the process of writing. reflecting. receiving criticism from other 
action researchers, and rewriting greatly sharpened the focus of the paper and 
brought forward an explicit consideration of the action research dimensions of the 
West Philadelphia project In a way that would not have been likely to occur 
during the usual process of drafting and revising professional papers. 

Fighting the Time Bandits to Develop an Article by 0ystein Spjelkavik 

When I received the Invitation to participate In ACRES, I saw a good opportunity 
to concentrate on my writing. For a long time - In fact, since coming to the Work 
Research Institute - I had been waiting for an opportunity like this. In everyday 
life. there are too many time bandits, Including meetings, telephone calls, and 
other Interruptions that break my concentration. To put It simply. I am always 
writing and thinking. but. because of the Interruptions, I seldom arrive at any 
conclusions. 

I didn · t have a definite subject to write about, but I did have a desire to 
discuss and reflect on my research. My starting point was diffuse: a general paper 
describing some experiences from my particular field, with sketches for possible 
future research strategies. 

Input 

For a long time. I had observed what seems to be a basic need among many action 
researchers to see themselves as extraordinary or at least different from the rest of 
the research community. At ACRES. my attention was Immediately drawn to this 
emphasis on AR versus other forms of research. At the same time. mainly because 
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of the staff s focus on writing. I devoted a lot of attention to producing an article. 
In my group. we focused on the importance of addressing a clear-cut prob

lem or question and developing a well-defined argument . I realized rather quickly 
that my initial paper did not meet these conditions. 

After lengthy discussions with my partner and in the group. not least during 
some rather extensive tutorials with our staff member. I began to reflect on my 
own research methods and strategies - and to connect this reflection with my 
growing concern about the tendency to regard AR as different from other re
search. As we presented our papers in the group. we discussed forms of research 
and degrees of participation. I also began to discuss these issues with colle.agues 
at the institute and elsewhere and to search in the literature for answers. 

Going through ACRES 

During ACRES. especially in the group sessions. new concepts emerged that 
shed light on my own research. For example, I had always taken the importance 
of informants for granted and had viewed the concept of co-researchers as AR 
rhetoric. Gradually. I came to realize that empirically there are degrees of coop
eration and participation and that this was the case in my own project. 

By touching upon epistemological questions, forms of knowledge. and the 
question-answer logic of the research process. I was also able to develop a more 
critical view of AR as a version of applied research. Eventually, as I worked with 
these issues, I felt challenged to develop a systematic argument and to be explicit 
on one or more main points within the framework of my article. 

The ACRES program was not always a pleasant experience: it produced 
problems and frustrations. One such problem was that between the ACRES 
meetings. the time bandits always were about to attack. Another was that it was 
unclear how much emphasis to put on writing. Because I wished to use the 
ACRES program as an opportunity to write. I came to find some of the plenary 
sessions boring and uninteresting. Eventually. I skipped a few of them. locked 
myself in my room. took a beer from the mint-bar. and wrote. 

While carrying out the writing. I derived growing confidence from the group 
sessions. My co-members certainly helped me to develop the necessary thinking 
to carry out the writing process. 

Dealing with the Short Supply of TJme 

Since time is in such short supply, I am convinced that the main condition 
one needs to write an article is a way to fight the time bandits. One way to do this 
is to stretch out the workday from ten hours to fourteen. I tried this and nearly got 
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divorced. A better way is to arrange seminars for the purpose of writlng. provided 
that the focus is on writing. ACRES was such an event. It made clear to me the 
importance of question-answer logic to purposeful. effective writing. 

The third way to fight the tlme bandits is probably the most general. Every 
research project must have - or generate - a clear questlon. From the begin
ning. time must be set aside to develop this. Having such a question is important 
in all research processes. but obviously even more so In AR projects, where so 
much time and energy is put into conducting the work in the field. 

ACRES and the Writing Process, by Agneta Hansson 

When Hans van Beinum came to Halmstad University in the spring of 1 992 and 
invited our research group to apply for the ACRES program. I felt that this was 
certainly something for me. I had been to seminars. summer schools. and AR 
training before. and although these sessions had been interestlng. they had also 
confused me, because I had found It difficult to connect the theories of action 
research with my own experiences in practlce. Defining what it means to be a 
good action researcher was still not clear to me. In ACRES, we would have the 
opportunity to learn and be trained in writing, something concrete that I hoped 
would enable me to better understand action research as a phenomenon. 

My work experience, my Interest in people and communication processes. 
my involvement in union work. my struggle on behalf of women · s rights. and my 
overall concern about the problems of inequality and the misuse of power were 
among the incentives that drew me to the field of work life research. When, 
through my colleagues and the LOM program. I found out that research could be 
focused on bettering work life through direct interventions. I felt this field of 
research was right for me. 

It was not until later, when I started to write about my projects ,  that I 
encountered difficulties in sorting out theory and practlce. Whom was I writing 
for? Whom had I worked for? What had been actlon, and what had been research? 

According to Hans van Beinum. a condition for participating in ACRES was 
that one had to bring an ongoing action research project on work life development 
to the workshop. My contribution was an organizational redesign project being 
conducted at a regional laundry. 

First Workshop 

The first ACRES meeting was a fascinating experience. About forty researchers 
from all over Europe as well as from the United States met outside Trondheim. 
There were young doctoral students as well as senior professors. and many 
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disciplines were represented: anthropology. philosophy. sociology. education, 
psychology. engineering. and business management. What we all had In common 
was our interest ln and experience with action research. 

I went to my working group with great excitement. Who was In the group, 
and how would we cooperate? Kjell S .  Johannessen, a professor of philosophy. 
was our tutor. In all. there were six participants ln the group. I was the only 
woman. We came from different countries. different disciplines. and had widely 
varied experiences to share. 

Compared with the others' projects. I felt that mine - on a small regional 
laundry ln the southwest Swedish forest - was platltudlnous and uninterestlng 
and that I had nothing to contribute to this male seminar group with Its mass of 
experience ln conducting large projects. When I was paired with an experienced 
colleague, I considered dropping my project to discuss one of the more spectacu
lar projects our research center was involved ln. 

We were the only group whose staff member didn' t  consider himself an 
'"action researcher: Kjell was very interested ln learning more about action 
research and saw ACRES as a good opportunity to do that. As a result, we spent 
all the time during the first meeting discussing the epistemology of action re
search. Using Kjell 's  great experience to conceptualize the production of knowl
edge from practice, we generated fruitful models that helped us map out the 
different dimensions of action, research. and partlclpatlon. 

As we were summing up the first seminar. I was inspired to use these models 
to write a report about another project I had just finished involving a tool 
company. I promised the group I would concentrate on this project during the 
next three months. 

Between Seminars 1 and 2 

Returning from Trondhelm meant coming back to the day-to-day problems of 
admlnlstratJon. letters. telephone calls, meetings, and so on. leaving little time for 
reflection about the epistemology of actlon research. I felt that lf I started my 
writing ln November, I would certainly have tlme enough for reflection. But the 
tlme flew by and suddenly. ln the middle of November, I received a note from my 
discussion partner. reminding me that I had only a month left. 

After the first seminar, I read articles on action research referred to at the 
seminar and written by the staff. The common message seemed to be that 
(participative) action research was the only way for social science to democratlze 
working life. These articles challenged me to shift the focus of my ACRES 
writing once again. I decided to discuss three questions that I had been reflectlng 
on while reading about and practicing action research: Is It possible to do 
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'"research together'"? Who "'owns'" the project? What do we mean by '"broad 
participation"? 

I thought that ACRES would provide a good opportunity to focus on these 
questions and to relate them to what I had experienced In my own organizational 
change proJects. Also, while I agreed with the values of (P)AR, I felt challenged 
by the excessive polarization of (P) AR In relation to other forms of research 
methods and theories. It did not seem very democratic to claim to have the only 
right way to do research. 

I decided to write a paper entitled "Action and Research - Is (P) AR a 
PARADOX?" I Intended to structure this new article by starting with a discussion 
of the above three questions and then relating them to my own experiences. I did 
not know If It was acceptable to question what every action researcher seemed to 
agree about, but I felt that I had to raise these questions before I could present 
myself as an action researcher. 

I outlined the article but succeeded In writing only a few pages of the 
Introduction before the second ACRES seminar In Stockholm. I did not mall my 
pages to the ACRES staff before the meeting since I wanted to discuss my work 
first In my small group. 

Second Seminar 

I entered the second AC RES seminar In Stockholm feeling guilty for not complet
Ing my "homework. " The evening before the start of the seminar. I had learned 
that I was not the only one who had not been writing and that the staff was very 
disappointed. 

The seminar began with an "accusation. "  Why hadn't we been writing? Why 
did we Join ACRES If It wasn' t  to be writing? But there was also a sense of 
division among the staff members. Davydd Greenwood demonstrated this by 
positioning himself In the audience, away from the other staff. These contradic
tory messages gave me an unpleasant feeling of Insecurity about what was going 
on. What was the essence of the disappointment with the non writers? Was the 
conflict between those favoring an action orientation versus those favoring a 
process orientation or between those used to an Anglo-Saxon research culture 
versus those used to a continental research culture? Was the conflict between 
those favoring the soclotechntcal view, represented by the anthropologists and the 
sociologists, and those favoring the Interpersonal view, represented by the social 
psychologists? 

We were being treated like children and blamed for not having respected the 
ACRES agreement. Wasted hours were spent In that session. most of them In 
silence. It was not until we were told to spend all of the first seminar day on 
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Individual writing that the seminar participants launched Into an open and con
structive discussion. The participants asked why we should have spent time and 
money and traveled for days If we weren' t  going to learn about action research 
(writing Included) and be Interacting with other action researchers. After some 
hours of frustration, this "therapeutic process" ended and we came to a demo
cratic decision that we should continue to work In our small groups and that we 
should make a better effort to write before attending the third seminar. 

After this. reJoining my small group was a relief. We all seemed to have 
reacted in the same way to the plenary meeting and were all happy to be able to 
continue to work with KJell as our tutor. 

Some In the group had rewritten their papers, but I was not the only one who 
had made only modest progress. My paper was the first to be discussed. and It was 
somewhat difficult to get the others to understand my Intentions. This discussion 
led to an examination of the relationship between participation, action, and 
research. We agreed to question those canonical statements about action research 
that had bothered me. 

I was also advised not to use expressions that were too strong If I wanted to 
be taken seriously. It Is a style I got used to while writing Journalistic texts and 
still causes me difficulty. In general. however, I was encouraged to continue the 
paper and to follow up empirically on my case studies. 

After the disturbing start. the second workshop turned out to be very fruitful. 
We hardly wanted to break out of our small groups to meet with other partici
pants. But obliged to form new groups. we realized the advantages of the new 
ideas and contacts. It was through these .. semi-groups" that I realized that other 
ACRES participants faced the same questions I had. It also proved to be very 
useful to meet with another tutor. Another good Idea. with respect to the group 
design, was that any ACRES participant could attend staff meetings, an option 
Introduced at the second workshop. 

We all noticed how the group feeling got stronger and stronger through the 
year, not only In the small groups but among all the ACRES participants. It made 
clear the importance of forming groups In sensible ways. giving them Ume to 
flourish. and knowing when and how (and if) to Intervene. 

My own observation was that the ACRES staff, at least In the beginning, did 
not treat the participants as mature "co-researchers" who "owned'" the ACRES 
project as much as the staff. This may have happened because the staff did not 
have enough experience in group process work Itself or because the members of 
the staff came from different cultural backgrounds. Whatever the cause. the group 
process evolved positively over time. 

One Incident occurred at the end of the second seminar, which, although 
motivated by good intentions, nonetheless provoked me and Indirectly made me 
once again change the focus of my paper. Because of a complaint from the 
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participants. we were infonned at the closing plenary session that the staff had 
decided that it would invite one woman to a staff meeting that would take place in 
Stockholm the following day. I might have overreacted but I found this insulting. 
Extending this invitation at the moment when all the participants had their planes 
and trains booked and it was impossible for anyone to accept seemed insincere. If 
the members of the staff had really wanted a woman's  perspective. they would 
have asked at least one female senior action researcher to Join the staff from the 
beginning. Or do these '"animals'" not exist? Ultimately, this episode had a 
positive outcome for the women in ACRES because we decided to meet at the 
next seminar to discuss what united us and whether we could take advantage of 
these commonalities in some way in the future. 

Third Seminar 

Another three months passed, and in March we met again in Trondheim. Morten 
Levin invited all the women to come one day before the others. "either to work on 
their own or to participate in the staff's work. or possibly to do both. " I could not 
get to Trondheim early because we had invited john Puckett to Halmstad for a 
seminar. This was unfortunate but also reflected a positive outcome of ACRES, 
since I would never have gotten to know him if it weren 't  for the ACRES 
workshops. 

I had worked more on my paper, and it now had three parts. The first part 
ended with the three questions I had posed in the first version but also included 
questions regarding the distinctions between action, research, researcher. and 
practitioner and between content and process. The second part described the two 
different organizational change projects in which I had been engaged. My aim 
was to focus in part three on the core questions in participative action research, 
based on my own research. Unfortunately, when I went to the third ACRES 
seminar. I had not yet started to write the third part of the paper. 

In my small group. I focused on how I had found that men and women were 
treated differently during reorganizations and, in particular. that women were 
made invisible. I asked my group in what way gender issues could be included in 
my cases and in participative action research in general. I worried that by not 
bringing in the gender perspective, there was a rtsk that women would became 
invisible to action researchers. 

The group encouraged me to highlight the gender question. I was advised to 
introduce the paper with a discussion of feminist theory. then to describe my 
findings. and, finally. to discuss them from an action research perspective. Even if 
I didn 't  exactly know how to do this, I was content because I had reached the 
point where I saw the possibility of combining feminist theory with theories and 
methods in action research. 
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During the third workshop. the collective, group feeling became stronger. 
New. small . Informal groups were created. and we learned more about each 
other's  lives and working conditions beyond ACRES. We also had a women 's 
meeting (in the bar) . where we discussed possible ways to highlight issues related 
to being a woman action researcher. as well as Issues of equality between men and 
women ln democratic change processes. We agreed to build a network of women 
action researchers. with the goal of arranging a conference on the theme of 
women ln action research. This came to fruition quickly because there was an 
International conference ln Finland later that year where Anneli Pulkkls from 
Helsinki arranged a workshop on action research from a gender perspective. 

Between the Third and Fourth Workshops 

After leaving the workshop ln Trondhelm. my core question was. If the new 
paradigm for organizing work ls the same as the way women have traditionally 
organized their lives, will future work life arrangements automatically be good 
for women? I decided that I should compare the new paradigm with feminist 
research on men 's and women's values and their different rationalities. When I 
started to write again ,  my introduction to this version ended as follows: .. Out of 
these reflections about the ongoing structural change ln working life. I will below 
focus on organizational change and the development of working life and discuss 
this from a gender perspective: ( 1 )  How will organizations change? (2) Will 
women 's  values Influence the 'new' work organizations? (3) What are women's 
conditions ln working life from a feminist point of view? (4) How does participa
tive action research make women visible?" 

I wrote at least half a dozen versions of this introduction before I sent one ln 
to be discussed at the final seminar. I asked a number of people around me to read 
and criticize it. Though I received conflicting advice. I strongly felt that my 
writing had Improved. 

Fourth Seminar 

My male colleagues ln my small group seemed to find the results of my action 
research cases Interesting and gave me positive feedback. Finally. through the 
case examples, they could understand what I was trying to say. I was most proud 
of the way my theoretical analysts connected feminist theory with the new 
organizational paradigm. I had the feeling that my colleagues had not been able to 
understand my feminist perspective and my message until I could give them 
examples from everyday working l ife. We agreed that gender was a "'black hole" 
ln the action research literature. Again. I was advised not to use strong rhetoric tf 
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I wanted to be taken seriously. The balance between awakening an Interest and 
Irritating an audience Is a delicate one. 

I learned a lot about myself during the writing process. I became more aware 
of my thoughts and more stimulated to write. I also found out that I have 
difficulties modulating and compressing my writing. In the process of revision 
and learning, I had written hundreds of pages before time pressure finally forced 
me to accept a final version. 

I think we all felt sad when the ACRES seminars came to an end, for the 
group feeling was strong In the ACRES group overall, as It was In the small 
groups. One Issue In which there was disagreement, however, concerned the book 
being developed about ACRES. Spectflcally. the participants did not agree that 
the staff should have unilateral control over which papers would be published. 
We wanted to meet again later In the fall to make this choice more democratically. 

My overall Impression Is that ACRES succeeded In Us mission to develop a 
strong network among action researchers that will broaden and last for a long 
time. Already, a network has been formed of researchers Interested In gender In 
action research. and In February 1 994,  a seminar was held In Halmstad on action 
research for doctoral students. 

Between the Fourth Workshop and the Amsterdam Meeting 

At this point, I faced a choice. Either I could let the paper remain as It was and 
have It published as part of the proceedings of the ACRES program or I could 
continue the writing process In an effort to have the paper selected for publication 
In the ACRES book. A decision to do the latter would cost some more months of 
writing and there would still be the possibility of negative criticism and revision. 

Although I realized that I had only a slim chance of having my paper selected 
for the book, I thought I had such an Important story to tell that I still had to make 
the effort. So. after our summer holiday. I took up the writing process again. wrote 
new drafts , and, the night before the deadline, faxed an updated version of the 
paper to Morten Levin In Trondhetm. 

Amsterdam Meeting 

In the middle of November, six of the ACRES participants and the staff. minus 
Davydd and Kjell , met again near Amsterdam. We came from Norway, Sweden, 
the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Netherlands for two Intensive 
days of work. In all, there were fifteen papers to be discussed. Together. we set up 
at least ten criteria to use In analyzing the papers. 

It was a genuine pleasure to attend this meeting since the learning environ-
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ment was so dynamic. In an ordinary Swedish doctoral seminar, one professor 
and a handful of students discuss one' s  paper. Here. I received the attention of 
four professors and a group of qualified researchers. 

My paper was discussed right after two brilliant papers. Compared with the 
discussion of these papers. I felt, first, that the criticism of mine was massive and, 
second. that nobody agreed with my argument. As the discussion went on, 
however. I realized that there was strong agreement on my core Issue. the 
Importance of Including the gender perspective In action research. Through their 
questions and criticism, the staff and the participants forced me to stand up 
Intellectually for my arguments. My writing was given great attention. and In the 
final judgment my paper was placed In the second group. which meant It had to be 
partly rewritten. (Papers In the first group were accepted as they were. and papers 
In the third group had to be completely rewritten to be acceptable.) Once agatn, 
my rhetoric was found to be aggressive. and I had to modify my tone and 
strengthen my arguments . My new deadline was five months later. 

Being part of the selection process taught me a lot about the academic way of 
thinking and evaluating work. though I am not certain I learned as much from 
ACRES about the rhetoric of writing research as I could have. At the very least. I 
now have a worldwide network of action researchers who are struggling with the 
same questions I am. 



PART II 





Chapter 7 

Applied Research or Action Research? 

Different or Complementary Methods 

0ystein Spjelkavik 

A method Is a way of doing something and a means to solve problems and to 
amass new knowledge. Any means that serve this purpose belong to the arsenal of 
methods. - Aubert. The Hidden Society 

Since I came in touch with the actlon research community a few years back. I 
have been puzzled by the creeping feeling of having joined a sect whose members 
clalm that their way of dolng research Is fundamentally different from other forms 
of research and by the somewhat rancorous attitude among action researchers 
toward .. academic" research and common scientlflc procedures. 

An Important challenge in the action research field must be to improve the 
research component in our projects so as to increase the legitimacy of action 
research in the social science community. There are at least two ways to achieve 
this. One is to focus on the differences between actlon research and other forms of 
research. Another way is to demonstrate to the scientific community that action 
research is slmply a variant of other applied scientific procedures. 

Many features of what is often labeled .. applied research" can also be called 
'"action research.· at least ln a broad and unorthodox sense of the term. I shall 
develop this argument by showing through. the use of a case study that normally 
would be described as applied research, that several principles of action research 
are at work. 

The orthodox view of action research holds that an action research project 
must be clearly defined as such - and commitments made - before the re
searcher enters the field of research. As my project shows, action research can be 
more of an on-the-way process. 

After some brtef definitions of applied and action research. I shall describe the 
stages ln my research project. which focuses on fish farmers in a coastal community 
of northern Norway. I hope through this discussion of my methods and findings to 
shed light on my assertions that ( 1 )  action research ls a variant of applied research. 
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(2) that the most important difference between common applied research and action 
research ls the evolving contract between the researcher and the researched, and (3) 
that there are no decisive distinctions between applied and action research strate
gies that make a particular epistemology of action research necessary. 

Action Research Defined 

Emery ( 1 986) states that the aJm of action research is to help integrate the social 
sciences and to advance social science through direct involvement in practical 
issues. On a more ethical level. the aim, according to Emery. is to underpin the 
democratic values in society. 

Orthodox sociologists tend to be skeptical not only of action research but of 
the notion of applied research: '"The notion of applied sociology is neither a 
discrete and developed area of the discipline nor a term which is commonly used 
by sociologists. It raises problems of ethics and professional autonomy .. 
(Abercrombie et al. 1 988: 1 2) .  

As Aubert ( 1 985) points out. however, the sociologist is also a member of 
society. not only an observer, and he finds lt meaningless that describing society 
should be more valuable than changing lt or, alternatively. preserving lt (see also 
Kalleberg 1 989) . Aubert thus labeled his approach "'problem-oriented empiri
cism, .. in opposition to positivistic sociology. 

As in orthodox sociology, however, there is a one-sided relationship in most 
applied research between the researcher and the informants. I In action research, 
by contrast, the development of solutions to local problems is a primary goal. 

In general, action researchers (e.g. . Palshaugen 1 992 : Sorensen 1 992a. 
1 992b: van Beinum 1993) view the participatory aspect of action research as 
absolutely different from traditional empirical research and action research and 
empirical social science as two different activities. Thus. Hans van Beinum 
describes action research as '"the study of operating systems in action . . . .  not a 
method in the traditional sense of the word.. ( 1 993 : 190) . 

Whatever they prefer to call themselves, most social scientists are, ln one 
way or another, studying '"operating systems in action. " It is the methods used, 
more than the object of study or the epistemological reasonings. that distinguish 
action research from more traditional applied research. Viewed from this perspec
tive, the participatory aspect of action research supplements the applied model. 

Models for Organizing Fish Fanning 

I started my field research on the coast of Helgeland in northern Norway ln 1987 
while I was pursuing graduate study ln work and organizational sociology with a 
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particular interest in rural development and survival strategies in marginal or 
remote areas. Personal involvement, time spent in the field, and the frequency of 
contacts have varied over the years, but a stable relationship has developed with 
about ten people in the area around Helgeland. In the last two years, the project 
has taken on a more regional perspective and my contacts have broadened to 
include neighboring "communes" on the coast. At present, researchers at various 
applied research institutes and universities are also among my most valuable 
contacts. In the reports from the first part of the project (Spjelkavtk 1 990 and 
1 992) . the development of fish farming in Helgeland, one of the strongest 
aquaculture communities In northern Norway. is described and analyzed. Two 
models for organizing fish farming-- "peasant• and .. industry" - are presented, 
and the main analytical concern is the role of the peasant model in the develop
ment of the business. 2 The main conclusion is that fish-farming units were 
established as an element of the occupational pluralism that characterizes the 
local economy and that created the basts for remarkably strong economic growth 
throughout the 1 970s and 1 980s. The analysts focuses on the interaction between 
business life and the local community by investigating the importance of local 
entrepreneurial activity, capital Investment behavior, processes of succession. 
and the organization of work. 

Households in which income comes from multiple sources are still the norm 
on the Norwegian coast. where fish farming was one of several dominant occupa
tions during the 1 970s. 3 The structure of fish farming changed throughout the 
1 980s, but not because the residents were unsuccessful at adapting. Rather. the 
fish-farming businesses became the main source of income. sometimes the only 
source. Similarly. the business units no longer followed the peasant model not 
because they had failed at small-scale production but because individual house
holds of fish farmers had become so successful. 

Fish farming became a local opportunity in Helgeland as part of a process of 
Income adjustment In which people with various Income sources raised or con
solidated their incomes by putting some fish Into a net In the water and feeding 
them untll they reached slaughter size. Most. If not all. of the fish farmers in this 
community began their careers In this way. 

The established peasant model disappeared simply because the actors 
quickly found themselves with several incentives for expansion and few hin
drances. Running a fish farm while also pursuing other occupations became so 
profitable that It soon became unnecessary for households to combine incomes. 

Role of Opportunity Situations In Fish Farmers' Career Decisions 

The main purpose of my research was to isolate the conditions in the fish farmers· 
opportunity situation that generated the exlstlng form and structure of fish farm-
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lng. I t  Is difficult to specify a single mechanism that has been Important for every 
person; rather, several factors stand out. 

An Important feature In the fish farmers ' career course Is that their opportu
nity situations changed after each decision about their careers was made. Thus, 
conditions changed on the basis of choices made earlier. From this, It follows that 
the choice to start fish farming was a preliminary result, or the aggregated effect, 
of a series of short -term decisions. Opportunity situations changed after each 
choice was made - leading to more and more reasons to choose fish farming as a 
source of Income. 

My Intention was to explain how and why the occupational structure In fish 
farming emerged and changed through a variety of processes working In combina
tion. The career analysts enabled me to explain the lnstltutlonallzatlon of new 
patterns of behavior In a local community. The analysts was process-oriented, In 
that the changes In life situations Involved everyday situations - how people 
created and ordered their own society and how one decision followed from another. 

The main methodological strategy Involved was fieldwork: I lived and 
worked with the fish farmers and their families In order to capture their llfe stories 
and understand their opportunity situations. By Investigating their life histories. I 
was able to propose '"haws and whys" about the observed social structure and to 
develop empirical data about the genesis and workings of the models In question. 

This first part of the project. which can be labeled the applied research. was 
anchored In the following questions: When we look at the fish farmers'  careers, 
what model best explains the emergence of the local business? And what model 
might be most fruitful for the local community, given that we wish to Improve the 
possibility that other local actors will be able to undertake similar careers by using 
the free natural resources available to them? By raising questions like these, the 
project Is part of an official debate on the aquaculture business. 4 It Is also easy to 
see that there Is only a small step from these questions to practical suggestions or 
conclusions. 

Role of Co-researchers 

The next step In the research project Involved taking a more participatory or 
action-oriented approach. In particular. passive key Informants were transformed 
Into more active co-researchers. 5 In traditional Interviewing. structured or Infor
mal. an Informant Is an object from whom the researcher collects Information as 
part of the data-collecting process. By contrast. a co-researcher Is a member of the 
organization under study who. together with the researcher, Is part of the research 
team. Although the co-researcher's  role may be unclear, this strategy obviously 
creates the opportunity for joint meaning construction of the available data. 
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In the participatory part of the project (Spjelkavlk 1 993, 1994) .  the goal was 
to link the process of Internationalization that was occurring In fish fanning with 
the local situation. The most Important features of this development were made 
clear through several central actors. who represented various official bodies and 
banks. Questions were raised about the hindrances and possibilities for Increased 
cooperation between municipalities as a strategy to meet the rapid changes In the 
market and the Increasing Internationalization of the economy. It was argued that 
local economies Increasingly are Integrated with and dependent on International 
economic development and, further, that the ability to compete depends Increas
Ingly on having access to and Investing In expertise. 

The report for this part of the project (Spjelkavlk 1 993) argued that expertise 
must be generated from the Inside rather than from outside the region. A vital 
challenge for local and regional development and competence building Is small
scale business units that are horizontally organized. Closer Integration with the 
European Community would make the conditions for developing local fanning 
more uncertain. Further, remote parts of Norway are more dependent on natural 
resources than ever, and the only way to bolster local career possibilities would be 
by developing a strategy for locally controlled resource regimes. 6 

Kalleberg ( 1 992) claims that the most Important component In a research 
project Is the question, since It fixes the general orientation of the project. 
Kalleberg suggests that there are three kinds of questions In social science: 
ascertaining questions - those we ask when we engage In finding out how a 
phenomenon Is, was, or Is going to be: valuating questions - those we ask when 
we are Interested In what value a social reality has: and constructive questions. 
such as .. What can and ought a set of actors to do to transform a given social 
reality Into a better social reality?.. ( 1 992 : 33) . 

In the first part of the project. ascertaining questions were raised more or less 
purely for their Intellectual interest. while the methods used raised more valuative 
and applied Issues. In the second part of the project, there were no clearly defined 
research questions at the start but rather a theme: the Implications of International
Ization, possible membership In the European Community, and so forth. The 
questions were chosen and defined by the local actors to be the most Important ones. 
Before releasing the report, some of the local actors made comments and criticism. 
stating what they found Interesting and not and where they did not agree with my 
analysts. 

Thus, both questions and analysts were developed In a different way than In 
the earlier part of the project. Earlier. I depended on key lnfonnants. Now, 
questions were generated through extensive discussions with local actors. and the 
analysts was very much part of the process of exchanging views with these 
Informants In a fonn of cogeneratlve learning: the relationships Involved had 
changed, and as the participative part of the research became more Important, the 
project became closer to action research. 
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I found this participative strategy extremely useful, In that It provided a good 
foundation to raise the '"right" questions and to develop as qualified assumptions 
about local conditions as possible. The notion of the '"right" questions needs some 
clarification. however. I believe It Is Impossible to do research, no matter whether 
we call It applied or action or not, on an organization or a local community 
without having extensive substantive knowledge about the field In question. The 
necessary knowledge must be of three kinds. First. there must be general , perhaps 
even abstract, knowledge of the organizations, local communities, economy, 
business. organizational learning, fish fanning, and whatever. Second. there must 
be local lived-In knowledge about the particular features of the local conditions 
that generate opportunity situations. Third, there must be a theoretical framework 
and the ability to analyze data. 

According to Melee { 1992) , the good social scientist Is a person with 
experiences from different worlds. To raise questions that are constructive both 
from a scientific and a practical point of view. knowledge from all three worlds Is 
necessary. In my project, I had gained substantial knowledge through indirect 
learning, by studying theory and by learning from other researchers' contribu
tions. The theoretical framework was very much provided from extensive work In 
libraries. Local. lived-In knowledge was gained through fieldwork, interviews, 
and conversations with key Informants, which eventually generated a sort of 
co-research relationship. 

In one case, a co-researcher and I may even write an article together, 
meaning I will write, she will comment. Also, with the help of some of my 
research contacts, she and I set up a three-day seminar on one of the northern 
Norwegian Islands. The seminar. which locally was regarded as a very big event. 
covered fisheries, fish fanning. access and ownership of natural resources, Inter
nationalization, new restrictions and possibilities for working with the EEC, and 
so forth. All the themes resulted from discussions between the researchers and 
local people. 

Although the seminar was traditional In structure, with lectures followed by 
discussions In work groups. the process of organizing the event entailed a strong 
participatory element. It was truly a collaborative effort that linked my contacts in 
academic circles and my Informants '  contacts locally and regionally. The locals 
see It as good that researchers. planners, and politicians, for once. came out to 
meet them. The whole event. from the first planning to the publication of a book 
{Meland et al. 1 993) , occurred because of my longtime research Involvement In 
the Helgeland area. 

The action orientation of my project did not occur because of a moral 
Imperative. On the contrary. I gradually got to know my Informants and their 
local community better, after evenings spent drinking beer and coffee with them. 
and became part of their lives. just as they became more important parts of mine. 
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This Involvement generated a new kind of contract between us. based on moral 
engagement. As we shall see In the next section, this participation Is not always 
easy to handle. 

Research Strategies 

My project has moved from .. pure· research focused on organizational models to 
applied research and now Involves aspects of participatory action research. The 
researched gradually came to participate In defining the research questions. In 
conducting the analysts, and In shaping the final report. The research questions, 
however. still very much depend on analytical models. The difference Is that I am 
now In a position to analyze local development and change from .. the bottom up. "  

The rights and obligations I have as a researcher and the fish fanners have as 
the researched are different from those of participants In common applied re
search. Questions like the following arise: How can I secure my own Integrity as 
a researcher? How can I avoid being controlled by the Informants' special 
Interests? How can I avoid going native. getting stuck In the field and falling Into 
the trap of delegating the analysts to the Informants? These are Important ques
tions. and they raise the crucial question of what Is research. 

Greenwood and Gonzalez ( 1992) report that the professional action re
searcher operates In various roles: consultant, teacher. researcher, and team 
member. I would add that the action researcher also operates as a partner In 
conversation and as a critic and aid In clarifying the actors' opportunity situations. 
In Selander's reflection on action research. he states that .. the presence of a 
researcher within a process could be a good basts for new knowledge for all of the 
agents - the researcher could be of great help to give perspectives and tools for 
reflections-In-action'" ( 1 987 : 7) . Later on, Selander states that the researcher has 
the capability of reflection-on-action. To enable this reflection-on-action to take 
place, It Is necessary to have elements of both participation and distance -
participation, to get as close as possible to opportunity situations: distance, to be 
able to describe and analyze them. 

In the future, my project will Involve a few key Informants with whom I will 
try to maintain an Informal co-researcher relationship. This Is possible because of 
our shared Interests. Some of these co-researchers are Interested In what I am 
doing and In my views and perspectives. They In turn provide the local knowl
edge and Information that I need to conduct my research. This relationship does 
not necessarily Include any planned change. although change or a participatory 
project may result. It Is not always possible to know this In advance : It may not 
even be an atm. According to Greenwood, Whyte. and Harkavy, one cannot 
'"mandate In advance that a particular research process will become a fully 
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developed participatory actlon research project" ( 1993: 76) . This review of my 
own process of participation in my research has shown that there are varieties of 
actlon research and degrees of participation over the life of a project. 

Verstehen and Causality 

My aim now is to develop an analysts of fish farming that is as close to .. the 
actors' points of views" as possible. By this I mean I hope to explain the 
development of fish farming in Helgeland tn a way that makes local choices 
understandable. 

It is not enough merely to describe local actors' views. We must also explain 
their views. their actions, and how these views and actions generate a system (cf. 
Berger and Luckmann 1 983) . The concept of Verstehen (Weber 1 947) .  which 
resembles the concept of grounded theory, is useful here. According to Anselm 
Strauss and juliet Corbin, the goal when trying to achieve grounded theory is '"to 
build theory that is faithful to and illuminates the area under study" (1 990: 24 ; see 
also Glaser and Strauss 1967) .  

Further, it is not enough to cite the cause (Elster 1989; see also Barth 1 98 1 )  
of an event or situation. The research task is not primarily to suggest an analysts in 
which the local actors can recognize themselves but to suggest an analysts in 
which local actors ' actions are understandable and ratlonal. 7 

The search for mechanisms that enable us to analyze change as the result of a 
combination of individual actions and larger causes represents the research 
component of a project. Studies on "operating systems in actlon. " to use van 
Betnum 's words, need explanatory elements in addition to descriptions to be 
called research. Kalleberg (1 992) points out that the most important intellectual 
movement in a scientific work is the line of argumentation from the creation of 
important scientific questions. through many-sided and clear-cut discussions on 
the material , to the grounded answers to the formulated questions. Kalleberg 
states that such answers must be valuated wtthJn the sctentlflc community and 
may be approved or rejected there. Kalleberg ( 1 989) also makes the important 
point that the sociologist is engaged tn a dialogue with his field, with sociology 
itself - with existing literature and colleagues. 

Creative Surprises 

According to Whyte ( 199 1 ) .  participatory action research ts likely to depend 
more on " creative surprises" than on preformed hypotheses. It ts probably also 
fair to say that many action researchers gtve the action itself primary status, 
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especially by focusing on implementation. and they therefore tend to be prag
matic and to search for solutions to solve the actors' problems. 

Elden states that participatory research is characterized by the absence of 
'"predefined categories" ( 1 983) , a notion he probably suggested in opposition to 
the more popular notion of "creativity.'" If he means one should enter the field 
without fixed answers, then I agree with him. If he means one should enter the 
field without theoretical glasses and hypotheses ("tabula rasa'") , I would argue 
that this is impossible. Put simply. theory arranges or orders facts. 

In popular explanations. theory is normally implicit, while in scientific 
explanations, there is at least an attempt to clarify the theoretical perspective. 8 To 
avoid seeing only trivialities, a creative basts for good research is to enter the field 
with .. predefined categories, .. based on substantial knowledge of the field in 
question. If one does not have substantial knowledge, it is of course fair to start 
with some explorative preproject activities. As Strauss and Corbin state, '"One 
does not start with a theory and then prove it . Rather, one begins with an area of 
study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge" ( 1 990: 23) . 

In explorative research. the researcher also tests assumptions. The process of 
working out a research question to the building of theory implies moving between 
inductive and deductive thinking, as there is "a constant interplay between 
proposing and checking.. (Strauss and Corbin 1 990: 1 1 ) .  9 

When a strategy of workability replaces a strategy based on testing assump
tions. 10 research aimed at a knowledge of social science will tend to be replaced 
by a search for practical solutions. In search conferences (Brokhaug 1985: 
Ebeltoft 1 99 1 ) ,  dialogue conferences (Engelstad 1 993:  Gustavsen 1 992) . and 
round table discussions (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1992) - all tools for gaining 
both practical and theoretical knowledge - more effort is put into the pragmatic 
aspects of workability than into the scientific question-answer logic. In fact. there 
is nothing wrong with this, and morally it might even be appropriate. Action 
researchers simply have to be more clear about their research questions, about the 
kinds of knowledge and theories they are building upon. and about the answers 
they actually produce and how they produce them. 

Thus, an applied research question should be important both for practical and 
scientific reasons and should be linked to earlier research contributions. Like
wise. other researchers should be able to use and build upon the findings action 
researchers contribute. Since action researchers engage in research of an idio
graphic character. reliability and replication may not be possible. but that should 
not prevent us from living up to scientific principles as best we can. As the fight 
against positivism in social sciences has taught us, we do not arrive at any final 
truth. so that the status of our theories and generalizations are always at a 
preliminary stage. 

Yin suggests that the general way of approaching the problem of reliability in 
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case study research .. is to make as many steps as possible as operational as 
possible, and to conduct research as if someone were always looking over your 
shoulder" ( 1989: 4 5) .  The two most important steps are ( 1 )  the documentation. so 
that our suggested experiences can be valuated by others: and (2) the line of 
argumentation, which must be related convincingly to the documented material 
and to alternative ways of interpreting the material and reality (see also Kalleberg 
1992) .  

As Brox (1 990) has pointed out, the limitations and ambiguities of weberian 
ideals are not an argument for rejecting them. 1 1  Instead. they are an argument for 
defining and operationallztng those ideals more precisely. It is obvious that action 
research must be more than pure data collecting and a search for practical 
solutions. In an effort to clarify the research component in our projects. Brox's  
simplified version of the research process is useful: 

1 .  Research question 
2. Developing hypothesis 
3. Collecting data 
4.  Treatment 
5. Explanation 
6. Practical conclusions 
7. Feedback 

Although a research project will not necessarily follow this model exactly, any 
research project will feature at least the first five phases. while applied research 
must also feature phases 6 and 7. To be called action research. an action research 
project must also feature some sort of participation during some or all of the 
phases of the process. 

The difference between the applied research model and the action research 
model is that participation with the actors in the field is an important part of action 
research. Phases 1 to 5 of Brox's  model represent the phases of a baste research 
project, while the two last phases constitute the beginning not only of appiJed 
research but of action research as well. 

Although the appiJed research model is very general, it is no different 
epistemologically from an action research model. 12 Action research is simply one 
of several possible ways to conduct appiJed research. part of .. the tool kit of the 
social sciences.. (Whyte, Greenwood. and Lazes 1 99 1  : 1 9) .  It follows from this 
that combinations of strategies are possible and in many respects are fruitful . Both 
Whyte ( 199 1 )  and van Betnum ( 1 993) state that all possible methods may be used 
in an action research project. Thus, action research is a method that can be 
fruitfully combined with other methods (questionnaires, interviews, observations, 
whatever) . and in this respect it does not require specific epistemological commit
ments. 
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Conc:luslon 

The project reported on here used both applied research and action research 
methodologies In an effort to fit the methodologies to the research tasks In 
question. When participation Is not necessary to answer the research question, 
participation should not be considered. In that respect, I do not agree with 
Greenwood. Whyte. and Harkavy ( 1993) . who argue that developing participa
tory action research Is both a scientific and a moral goal. 

Van Betnum Insists that action research Is not necessarily better research but 
different. Rather, I would say that because action research Js better, the choice to 
use It should be made on practical or pragmatic grounds. When we choose action 
research, we should choose It because It produces better scientific results than 
other tools In the toolbox of possibilities. 

The moral dimension in research is much more linked to the question of 
whether to do applied research or not. Values count. first of all .  when It comes to 
deciding whether a project. program, or change process is worth research support. 
In the rat race of getting funding. this is an Important consideration to take Into 
account. especially for action researchers who believe that a critical goal of action 
research is to underpin the democratic values in society. Is helping Norsk Hydro 
gain larger shares of the world market underpinning democratic values? What 
about helping a manufacturing industry Implement more efficient technology? 
What about engaging In industrializing fish farming? When we choose action 
research methods. we should at least see to It that our research aims are supporting 
participatory-based processes of development. 

If we use action research methods, we must be aware of the commitments 
Involved. Participation ln a development process means working in close collabo
ration with the researched. One should, however, be aware that there are degrees 
of research Involvement and copartlcipation. It Is important. therefore. always to 
remember that features of action research can be integrated with more common 
applied research strategies. 

The aim of applied social science is to find variables one can manipulate (see 
Brox 1 990) . To learn or to act on the basts of scientific knowledge requires the 
knowledge that can help actors find better ways of reallzlng their values within the 
framework of what is possible. Whatever we do to produce this knowledge Is 
method. 
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Notes 

1 .  In orthodox baste research. tlu? notion of mponoonts su� an even more passtve appre
oonslon and dtstance. 

2. The concept of MpNSant� as usro In my analysis Is somewhat equivalent to small-scale 
production by too hou�hokt mM�bers: much I� emphasis Is placoo on the subsistence 
consumption aspects than ln Alexander V. Chayanov's model (Sahllns 1972: Shanln. ed. 
1987: Thorner et a/. 1986) . Too dlsttngulshlng feat� of this type of adaptauon Is that the 
household bases liS strategies for vtablltty on �eral tnrome posslblllttes In addition to fish 
fanning. 

The concept of ·Industry� here Indicates tlu? reduced Importance of the household In the 
production sysmn and the growing Importance of tM capttaltst relatJonshlp betw� owner 
and extcm1ally rncrutted workm. On aneth« level. tlu?re Is a change of focus from fish 
fanning as a posstblltty for local self-M�ployment to fish farmtng as a posslblllly for galntng 
a share In a worldwide market (Spjelk.avlk 1990. 1992). 

3. Occupational pluralism Is crucial In north Norway. Characteristically. Jobs on the roast are 
seasonal. and the traditional economy has b� based on subsistence agriculture and fl.shtng. 
B«ause of the Increased ctrculauon of money. animal husbandry Is vwy much reducoo 
nowadays (cl Brox 1966: Seterstad et a/. 1985: Spjelkavlk 1990) . 

4. Pure researcoors are. of cowv. part of the official policy debate. but they often obscure the 
pollllcal lmpltcatlons of tl»lr research unoor the cloak of ·objectiVIsm� and natural develop
ment. Instead of treating economic categories as social constructions. Or they analyze 
enterprises ln Isolation and not as a part of populated local cornrnunlUes (see. for Instance. 
HarllWSSOn 1991 and Munkejord 1985) . The nouon of natural development ln fish farming Is 
treated more clo�ly ln Spjelkavtk 1993. 

5. According to james D. Spradley (1979) , key Informants must be as typical as possible of the 
cultural group under study and have partlctpatoo ln tlu? culture for a long ttme. 

6. The problem of developing locally controlled resource regimes Is Ued to the fact that control 
over natural resouroos such as land. wab!rlalls. fish. recreation. and so on Is being delocaltzoo 
and made negotiable on lntematlonal marltets ( cf. Brox 1992) . The main Issue toon Is whether 
resotJJ'C@-based businesses can be secured by Institutional frameworks that support local 
resotJJ'C@ admtntstrauon (Spjelk.avlk 1994).  

7. It Is therefore mlsiNdtng to say that ·for our research to be valid. we must be able to say that 
what we ooscrtbe Is recognized by the rewarch participants as so.� as Sandra Kirby and Kate 
McKenna ( 1989: 36) suggest Verstehen consists of placing oneself In a position that enables 
one to see the meaning or purposes other people gtve to their actions. It Is Important to notlce 
that the first-order explanation Is tM sttuaUonal explanauon of too people who cany out the 
actions. whlle tlu? second-order explanauon Is t1» C!Xplanatlon sugg�oo by the researcher (cl 
Berger and Kellner 1981) .  

8. The purp� of cone� ltke Verstelwn. groundoo theory. local theory. and so on Is to clartfy 
popular theory or assumpuons - that Is, to transform popular theory Into scientific tMory. In 
fact, setting out to descrtbe a local theory In Itself lmpltes a theory. As cato Wadel points out 
·DescrlpUon Implies both 8@nerallzatlons and abstractions. . . . We could say that by 
classifying we are aln!ady vlolatlng realtty• ( 1988: 19: my translatJon). 

9. -While creativity Is necessary to develop an effecuve theory. of course. the researcher must 
always validate any categories and stat�nts of relationships arrtved at creauvely through 
the total process· (Strauss and Corbln 1990: 28) . Clearly. thts nouon of creattvlty does not 
Imply the ab�nce of clarifying and testing asswnpuons. as Elden se@ms to clalm. 
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10. In grounded theory. as pre5@nted by Strauss and Corbin ( 1990) . vertflcauon Is the Ideal. lbts 
Is problemaUc. since In Idiographic sciences \W can �r prove what ts true - at best. we 
can only falsify assumptiOns that are not true according to our emplrtcal data (cf. Popper 
1 963) . 

1 1 .  A very slmpltfied version of Weber·s solution to the problem of strlklng a balance between 
engagement and objecttvlty Is to tell the truth and not hide facts that are not supportive of 
one's own pollUcal views (� Brox 1990; Flvelsdal 197 1).  Strauss and Corbin ( 1990) argue 
along the same ltnes when they clalm that the requlslle skills for doing qualltattve research are 
analytical distance and the ablllly to rncogntze and avold blas. to obtain valld and reliable 
data. and to think abstractly. 

12 .  Olav Elkeland ( 1990) lnslst.s that by focusing on the ·methodology of methods," action 
research ought to be something other than the prevalllng applied research. as \Wll as the 
prevailing action research. His point ls llnke!d to the dlfferent status of knowledge produced 
ln the research process. whtle my polnt Is linked to the roles and commltments lnvolved In the 
research process. I have no difficulty seeing that choice of method lnfluences the knowledge 
produced. My argum�t ts stmply that \W have to be �pllcll In why we ch� a cM.aln 
method. what quesUons we set out to anSWC!f, and what knowledge we produce by dolng so. 





Chapter 8 

Linking Social Science Working Life 
Research and Work Reform 

A Role for Universities 

Kjell Eriksson 

This chapter discusses the potential for universities to function as agents In 
regional working life development. One motive behind my analysts Is that In 
Sweden research and development on working life has untll now largely taken 
place outside universities, by Individual Institutes and consultants (AMFO 1 99 1 : 
1 5- 1 7) .  The lnstltutlonal basts for working life research Is thereby split between 
the university system and several autonomous Institutes. 

Another motive behind my analysts Is that regional systems appear to be of 
Increasingly greater Interest to researchers engaged In working life action re
search than single organizations (Levin 1993; Engelstad and Gustavsen 1993) . 
This Is certainly the case with my own lnstltute at Halmstad University, where the 
role of the university In regional development Is very much on the agenda. More 
generally. the role of universities as supporters or even generators of natlonal and 
regional growth, Innovation, and development has for a long time been discussed 
both In Sweden and elsewhere (see, for example. Plore and Sabel 1 984 and 
Stankiewicz 1 986) . 

I base my analysts and arguments mainly on my partlclpatlon In the LOM 
program. through which I became engaged In regionally based, action-oriented 
social science research being conducted through the young and newly established 
Halmstad University In southwest Sweden In the late 1 980s and early 1 990s. This 
research eventually led to the formatlon of an Institute, where I have been acting 
as the director and a research team member, and subsequently was developed 
further. My Intentions In discussing this process are to identify some of the 
problems that arise during the development and Institution building of a research 
program at a new university as well as to point to examples of practical solutions 
to such problems. 
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Institutional Background 

In the postwar period, Sweden, like other industrial countries. has been providing 
large amounts of money to universities to support social science research and 
development on such working life issues as work organization and industrial 
democracy, technological change and productivity, psychosocial problems, and 
health. Most of the time. these issues have been considered virtually unanimously 
in the public debate as the mutual responsibilities of Sweden 's highly organized 
labor market parties (the collective bargaining organizations) and the political 
system. These partners have also been critics of such research. however, saying 
that although much research money has been spent. the research has contributed 
little to producing a healthier. more effective. democratic, and humane working 
life (Gustavsen and Sandberg 1984) . 

The respective roles of the partners in these programs have occasionally 
come under discussion. The mix of research and social change roles expected of 
researchers has been troublesome, too. For example, the researchers sometimes 
lost respect from their academic colleagues for doing action research in collabora
tion with collective bargaining organizations because the assumption was that 
such values as "objectivity" and "disinterestedness" had been sacrificed. 

In an evaluation initiated by the Swedish Work Environment Fund, Naschold 
looks into three major nationally supported broad working life development 
programs that have been conducted in Sweden since about 1970 - the URAF 
Program ( 1 969- 1973) , named after a Joint council established to address issues of 
collaboration identified by the main labor parties in Sweden: the Development 
Program ( 1 982 - 1 986) : and the '"Leadership. Organization. and Codetermination" 
(LOM) Program ( 1985- 1 990) - all supervised by university researchers, as 
opposed to private consultants (Nashold et al. 1 993: 25) . The programs have 
engaged about one hundred researchers and several hundred workplaces in either 
applied social science or action research and have cost U .S.$30 million in 1 996 
dollars, according to AMFO annual reports. The results, however. in terms of the 
connections developed between the national unJverstty system and working life 
reform programs have been weak, to say the least. Sustainable infrastructures for 
future work reform research were not created (Naschold et al. 1993: 95-96) . 

The URAF Program and the Development Program focused on a limited 
number of firms in which direct changes in work and organizational design were 
occurring. The URAF Program demonstrated the possibility of organizational 
choice (as opposed to, for example. technological determinism) , whereas the 
Development Program made " the connection between work organization and 
economic and technical progress explicit ,  public and legitimate" (Rankin 1 989: 
66) . The goal of both programs was to make the results of a small number of '"star 
projects" available to a large number of firms eager to apply the experiences of 
successful projects. 
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In the LOM Program. which took place in 1 48 organizations in the private 
and public sector and involved 72 proJects, the atm was to create the largest 
possible number of links between and within the 1 48 organizations so as to 
provide the greatest possible support for change activities. University researchers 
were not supposed to engage primarily in designing new work organizations. new 
workplaces, and so on but. rather. to facilitate ways for organizations to collabo
rate with each other around working life development issues so as to guarantee 
widespread effects from their efforts to change. The focus of the LOM Program 
was on communication and network-creating activities (Gustavsen 1990: 3-4) . 

On the whole. none of the institutional infrastructures for Sweden's  maJor 
work reform programs was very stable. In each case. a national ad hoc program 
committee was created by the national labor market parties and the national 
funding agency for projects addressing the "working environment - the Swedish 
Work Environment Fund (AMFO) . Then single researchers or small groups of 
researchers from the university system were recruited to the programs. The most 
important sources of research support were the central national program commit
tees and two research institutes that operated independently of the university 
system. the FA-Council and the Swedish Center for Working Life, both located in 
Stockholm. The national university system was not supportive to any great extent, 
with the possible exception of during the later stages of the LOM Program. when 
a new social science working life research facility was established at Halmstad 
University and a facility strengthened at Karlstad University. 

Naschold et a/. ( 1 993: 95-96) has commented on the relation between the 
academic system and the work reform research being conducted in Sweden and 
has concluded that the extremely unattractive working conditions for the re
searchers make the academic system incompatible with the structure of work 
reform research programs. The short duration of many of the programs made 
them hard for individual researchers to combine with normal academic careers. 
As a consequence. it has been .. difficult or even impossible to build up an 
experienced scientific personnel potential of the required size and quality for 
work with development programs" (Naschold et al. 1 993: 96) . 

But this is only one part of the problem. Deeper problems exist at the 
interface of university research and working life. 

Shipbuilding Program 

Goals and Organization 

Occasionally. concrete. practical problems become the focus of both people from 
workplaces and social science researchers. For example, in the late 1 970s, thou
sands of blue- and white-collar shipyard workers were put out of work in Sweden 
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as the shipbuilding Industry. with Gothenburg at center stage. entered a phase of 
stagnation and ultimately collapse. In a span of only a few years. more than ten 
thousand work opportunities were lost because of the crisis. The University of 
Gothenburg was called upon to do research. cast light on, analyze. and dissemi
nate Information about these events, with the hope of being of use to those people 
most affected by this dramatic situation. 

The severe crisis within the shipbuilding Industry functioned as a continuous 
motive for research conducted collaboratively by university researchers and local 
blue- and white-collar unions. Research was carried out not .. on· the organizations 
and their employees but as collaboratlve efforts aJmed at learning how to meet the 
threats and challenges of a complex situation. Different activities were organJzed. 
such as combined (union-researchers) groups for research and analysis and a 
regular multidisciplinary university course based on problems and questions that 
had been developed In collaboratlon. The program was very effectlve from a 
research point of view. It produced nineteen research reports from the field. part of 
a dissertation, and several contributions In scientific publications. 1 Some reports 
were written by researchers, some by union representatives, and some 
collaboratlvely. This mutual involvement in the writing process was. and probably 
still is. unique or at least rare.2 (Table 1 provides an overview of the program.) 

During the period of the shipbuilding program. similar activities were set in 
motion In other regions In Sweden. I and jan Holmer mapped out these actlvitles 
in a survey {Eriksson and Holmer 1982) and. with two exceptions, 3 they took place 
mainly In the regions where the newer universities and colleges were located and 
Involved organized lnterventlon. that Is, participation from the researchers in 
actlons aimed at solving practical problems. 

Problematic Issues 

Although the shipbuilding program was In many respects successful ,  It nowhere 
near reached its potential. First, the resources the University of Gothenburg had at 
its disposal to contribute to the program were limited because of the Institutional 
organization of the university. The more than three-year-long period of collabora
tlon was possible only because the national Work Environment Fund provided 
extra money to the university. Second. faculty and researchers in different disci
plines were not used to cooperatlng with one another on comprehensive tasks. 
Third. Individual work situations made the participation of most researchers 
fragmented and temporary. 

The traditional disciplinary organization of the University of Gothenburg was 
not complemented by multidisciplinary institutions, and the technology institutes 
were even organized In a university of their own. Furthermore. and maybe more 
important, during the program university staff were not supposed to cooperate with 
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people from the practical trades in the shipbuilding industry. On several occasions 
other senior university researchers criticized the collaborative activities and the mlx 
of research with .. teaching and consultancy. " Their criticisms revealed differences 
between the rather pragmatic and utility-directed values of most of the research 
staff in the shipbuilding program and those more orthodox academic values held by 
several researchers in positions outside the program. 

One important conclusion of the program was that Swedish universities were 
less ready for collaborative research and educational activities than they might 
have been, since such research currently depended too much on only a few 
enthusiasts and the tools and experiences for such an endeavor generally did not 
exist within the universities' regular activities. For example, working life prob
lems often demand multidisciplinary approaches. The practical prerequisites for 
multidisciplinary research programs, however. are still not very well developed. 
The work units of the universities are still organized mainly along disciplinary 
lines. Further. knowledge of relevance to local action and local problem solving is 
held in rather low esteem among significant numbers of social scientists. Even 
more serious, critics suggested that the primary goal of university social science 
research - the enrichment of social science - was difficult or even impossible 
to combine with the advancement of practical affairs important to local labor 
organizations. (fable 2 outlines criticisms of the program.) 

One could easily conclude from these criticisms that the social sciences have 
been isolated in Swedish academies. which is not correct as a general statement. 
The shipbuilding program may serve as an example, however, of how university 
social science research - which at the time of its introduction in Swedish 
academies was directed toward improving social conditions - had idealized the 
goal of seeking abstractions removed from both local and unique experiences. To 
restore (or establish) its connections with ongoing societal reform and change 
processes, university social science research needed to develop a new range of 
tools or models as well as organizations to meet the important demands put 
forward to the university not only, as in the above case, from blue- and 
white-collar labor unions but from other groups of employees and from employ
ers (Sandberg 1 98 1 ) .  

Since the early 1970s. most social science research carried out at Swedish 
universities has not been concerned primarily with understanding the practical 
consequences of scientific explanations or with developing methods of interven
tion or with inventing new solutions to practical problems. Rather. most social 
scientists are content with scientific explanations and interpretations. 

I think it is an issue of significant importance that large numbers of social 
scientists keep avoiding the experience of taking part in practical problem solv
ing. If the alm of social science research is to contribute to the development of 
knowledge that is useful to people facing difficult practical situations. lt would be 
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a good tactic for social scientists to learn how to construct and Implement 
practical solutlons to address these situations. Knowledge that leads to "'appllca
tlons" and .. Innovation and social renewal" must be considered a more Important 
part of our knowledge of social problems (see, for example, Kalleberg 1993) . 

Finally, the central criticism from orthodox university researchers regarding 
the shipbuilding program concerned the alleged Impossibility of promoting the 
mutual enrichment of social science and the Important affairs of man at the same 
tlme (what Emery In 1 960 defined to be the primary task of the Tavlstock lnstltute 
of Human Research, or what later was defined as the central epistemological 
question of action research [van Belnum 1 993: 190-98]) .4 

Center for Working Life Development 

The question we are left with then Is, How can the research capacity of unlversl
tles be developed to support working life reform? Something can be learned 
perhaps from the case of a research lnstltute at a new university In southwest 
Sweden. It may be possible, using Its examples of collaboratlon and action 
research projects. to develop a research plan that will be of general Interest to 
other newly established universities as well as to those older ones developing an 
Interface with their surrounding regions. 

The Center for Working Life Development (CAU) Is a work unit at 
Halmstad University. which as of 1 996 had more than four thousand students and 
a staff of more than 250. Expansion plans Indicate those figures will increase. The 
major programs of study are education. economics, the social sciences, engineer
Ing. the health sciences. and the humanities. 5 

Working life research and development were Initiated at Halmstad Univer
sity In 1985. Initially, they were locally and regionally financed. Beginning In 
1 986, however, a research project was connected with the Work Environment 
Fund (AMFO) program LOM, and an Important part of the research since has 
been financed by AMFO. 

In 1988. CAU was given the status of a research institute at the university. 
Formally. the Institute Is headed by the university board. which has appointed a 
director. During the startup period of four years, there was also an advisory group 
of representatives from the labor market parties. from some regional authorltles. 
and from within the university. 

CAU has three strategic goals: conducting research. making constructive 
contributions to the working life of the region ( .. Innovation and social renewal'") ,  
and providing education. The research goal Is the basic one. It means making 
contributions of general value to national and lntematlonal working life research, 
that Is, the enrichment of social science. The Innovation and social renewal goal 
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means CAU strives to be a regional resource ln working life innovation and 
development. applied research, training. information, and so on. Finally. the 
educational goal means that CAU will train students and new working life 
researchers/staff members, contribute to the research base for the educational 
programs of the university, initiate and assist in developing relevant courses and 
programs for the students, and provide support to university faculty. 

Research Capacity 

CAU has managed in a relatively short time to define and develop what seems to 
be sustainable social science research in the field of working life. This has been 
achieved by following four maJn strategies. First, the institute has adhered to the 
ideals, as Williams ( 199 1 )  reminds us. that were once central to the American 
land grant movement - namely, innovation and social renewal and practlcal 
problem solving. Second, the institute has emphasized the unity of goals and 
activities that in most university contexts are clearly separated - that is, educa
tion. research, and the improvement of practical affairs. Third, the institute has 
encouraged its researchers to engage in action research or participatory AR when 
possible. Fourth. the institute has supported the creation of multidisciplinary 
educational forums, such as seminars. work groups. courses, and programs. 

How Did We Get Here? 

CAU staff and associates are a multidisciplinary mix of people with backgrounds 
in the social and behavioral sciences. economics. technology. and agronomy. 
although those in the social sciences are in the majority. Of the ten staff members, 
two are senior researchers, one is an administrator. and the rest are students in 
Ph.D. programs. About half the staff have commitments at other research insti
tutes in Sweden or are also teaching. 

Organizationally. CAU is clearly part of Halmstad University, but lt can also 
be described as a program directed at intervening in working life reform processes 
in a regional context. Since 1 986, CAU staff have been involved ln at least 
fourteen major projects. An overview of the general orientations of these projects 
and the kinds and numbers of organizations involved are presented in Table 3. 

WhJle several CAU projects or interventlons have developed ln ways that 
could be characterized as action research activities. others have developed in 
more conventional nonpartJcipatory directlons. But all of these projects demon
strate that what starts as conventional research, for example, a survey. may in a 
later stage develop into a truly partJcipatory collaboration if both parties take an 
interest in it. This has been of special importance to CA U since lt is aiming to 
establish long-term relatlons with firms ln the surrounding region. 
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In a broad university setting. there need to be means by which to encourage 
the university and other organizations to maintain dialogues over long periods. 
This Is one of the reasons CAU produces and distributes a monthly newsletter that 
Is sent to every organization with which It has ever been Involved. Monthly 
lectures/seminars also are held on work reform Issues. Finally. recent ongoing 
projects explicitly encourage network building in the region. 

Issues Covered Jn CA U Projects 

The various proJects or Interventions In which CAU has been Involved have been 
motivated by different events and situations, but a pervading Interest among the 
firms as well as the researchers has been, in a broad sense, .. high participative 
work organizations· and '"high participative change processes. " This Is partly 
because of the interest In participatory aspects of work shown by mainstream 
Scandinavian working life researchers, as well as by managers and the maJor 
labor market parties. For a long time Swedish social science research has evi
denced an Interest in participation as a determinant of healthful work (Cardell 
1 980: Karasek and Theorell 1 990) . There has also been growing Interest at the 
national political level and among managers in human economic competltiveness 
at natlonal, regional. and specific company levels through the development of 
more participatlve work organizatlons (Produktivitetsdelegatlonen 1 991 ) .  In the 
projects listed in table 3.  participation frequently was defined as a central variable 
for action and in the analyses of the projects (and sometimes also conceived of as 
an independent variable In a causal relation) . often In combination with other 
variables such as productivity, organization/management, technology implemen
tation, product innovation. or market or customer/client relations. 

All CAU projects have a process focus - that is, research expertJse on process 
and participation is asked for - but a large number of specific content areas are also 
addressed. According to CAU annual reports and activity plans ( 1 986- 1 995), the 
Issues have tended to grow in number and to reflect more variety over time, 
covering a broad spectrum from technology Implementation to gender Issues. 

CAU experiences indicate that researchers need to have a '"mix" of local 
knowledge and general science knowledge. When this is the case, communication 
Is easier between the general practitioners and the researchers. Cooperation also 
becomes easier. Since practical problems seldom follow the parameters of aca
demic disciplines. researchers who can organize themselves into multi
disciplinary teams are at a significant advantage. 

Creating and Sustaining InstJtuUonal Support 

Research, teaching. and renewal should not be defined as separate activitles. 
CAU emphasizes that, although research and teaching may be of primary lmpor-
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tance, Innovation and social renewal Is also critical tf working life research Is to 
be developed.6 These three functions must also be looked upon as a unity. CAU 
staff have reasoned, and found In practice. that connecting their roles to all three 
Institutional activities or functions Increases the chances of developing sustain
able research resources at Halmstad University. These Insights have developed 
gradually as a result of CAU 's experiences In Interacting with Its environment 
and were by no means obvious at all In the early years. From the beginning. CAU 
staff were put under constant pressure by the university board to get approval and 
economic support for Its activities from at least three sources. namely, the 
national research councils. the educational programs within Halmstad U ntverslty 
(especially the technology programs) . and the regional working life community. 
Including both Its private and public organizations and Institutions. 

Over time, educational activities, such as discussing the problems of AR 
projects In classes and taking the students to the field, have become linked with 
research and social renewal activities. Today, comprehensive student projects of 
five to fifteen weeks ' duration enable students to conduct fieldwork in organiza
tions already running. or Interested In starting, working life development pro
grams. Universities are frequently called upon to provide training that Is at one 
and the same time connected to scientific research and of practical usefulness. 
CAU's experiences should be of general Interest In the discussions on national 
education policies going on In many countries today that focus on the practical 
effects of higher education on the social welfare and economic growth of nations 
and regions. 

The R&D going on at CAU has, to a large extent, grown out of regional 
needs and posstbtltties, In the agricultural sector and among small and medium
sized Industrial enterprises, for example. Agriculture has been undergoing heavy 
restructuring In line with the Integration of the European market. and small and 
medtum-stzed enterprises have been defined regionally as problematic with 
respect to the relatively low level of competence In new technology. CAU has 
also been asked to provide consultancy directly to workplace organizations in the 
private and public sectors. 

A recurring problem has been how best to utilize and combine the Innovation 
and social renewal and research functions. This has often been hard to manage, 
since taking an advisory role with a single or a few organizations easily over
strains the resources available for such '"research work" as writing articles. 

Using and Developing Collaborative Tools 

In the evaluative report on the LOM program (Naschold et a/. 1 993) , one of 
the conclusions was that It was Important to create processes to facilitate broad 
and sustained collaboration, as well as tools for controlling these processes. One 
of the functions of the Interventions taken by CAU Is to help Invent and test 
something like a large participatory action research toolbox. with tools suited to 
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Initiating processes. diagnosing problems, developing process control. and evalu
ating the results. This function might be seen as furthering the action research 
capacity by helping others to use PAR tools. 

A preliminary list of such tools. all of which have been used ln CAU 
projects, might Include the following: 

• Study circles or development circles are held mostly during working hours for 
people In the same company who already know each other and who work at the 
same location and can meet easily. The formal educational content of study 
circles Is selected on the basis of an identified common interest. The subjects 
studied are not only read about but dealt with ln shared discussions (Eriksson 
and Holmer 1992: 72) . Study circles meet on a regular basis usually for three to 
slx months but may meet longer (Eriksson and Holmer 1992: 1 24-26) . 

• Conferences (group training, search, startup conferences) have been used 
frequently and functioned best In cooperation with larger and medium-sized 
organizations. Group training and search conferences as work-reform tools 
were first developed at the Tavlstock Institute (M. Emery 1 982) . Startup 
conferences were developed somewhat independently ln the Norwegian In
dustrial Democracy Program and were used later ln the LOM Program. They 
have been fully described by Engelstad ( 1993) and Gustavsen ( 1 992 :  4 1 -46) , 
for example. 

• SociaVcommunJty gatherings. which serve as an alternative to conferences, 
have been conducted In twenty-four rural and other settings with farmers and 
others in very small enterprises. This method was developed by CAU staff In 
the Network Halland project (Svala et a/. , 1993) . 

• Project groups have their roots In conferences and are the most common tool 
for getting things done In a development project. They have been used In most 
CAU projects. 

• The informaUon network Includes newsletters. published monthly by CAU 
and addressed to all organizations that have ever been in contact with CAU. 

• The Working Life Forum is a seminar/lecture series, held regularly and monthly 
at CAU, In which a working life researcher meets and discusses the practical 
implications of his work with a group made up primarily of nonacademlcs. The 
audience is invited through advertisements In dally newspapers. 

• Student projects contribute to both research and innovation and social renewal 
projects. Students work in the field and have feedback seminars with represen
tatives of regional enterprises (Organization and Leadership for Innovation 
1 993) .  

• The work redesign game is a language-picture tool workers and middle 
managers in small and medium-sized companies c.an use to conduct a work 
process analysts on site. This tool was developed by CAU staff in the NordNet 
project. 
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• Participative design workshops engage shop-floor employees in socto
techntcal analysts and design of their workplaces. The method was developed 
in the Norwegian Industrial Democracy Program and ts described by Emery 
and Thorsrud ( 1976) . It has been used in some CAU projects. 

• Study visits have been conducted when small enterprises had a good example/ 
good experience to relate. Representatives of six to ten other small enterprises 
may be invited. Visits have been made when companies have been especially 
successful at developing new ways to organize work. introducing new tech
nology. or reducing work-related injuries or illnesses. Those firms that are 
invited normally are in the same geographical area and from a variety of 
industries. During the study visit. the host company describes itself and its 
project and there ts a guided tour of the firm. An important part of the visit is a 
discussion in which representatives of the visiting companies challenge and 
ask for clarification of what has been done. 

Case Summary 

What ts the research capacity that is being developed at CAU and Halmstad 
University? CAU staff agree that partly it is the ability to mobilize resources so as 
to create institutional bases or networks of organizations involved in working life 
research and reform. CAU has tried systematically to connect itself to national and 
international action research networks. to private and public regional institutions 
and companies. and to university departments and programs. CAU has thus chosen 
to define working ltfe research capacity tn part as sustatnabtltty in upholding the 
three important functions of research. innovation/social renewal. and education. 

This is not enough, however. Research must also take into consideration the 
external relevance of the activities and their results. The external relevance of 
social science research may reasonably be considered to be greater tf the local 
knowledge of those concerned with a social problem is utilized at all Urnes in the 
research process, that is, tf there ts genuine cooperation throughout a project. not 
only when the results are fed back. 

AR is clearly considered a necessary criterion for working life research at 
CAU. Thus, social science research capacity ts defined as sustainable resources to 
conduct action research. This does not mean, however. that every project must be 
highly parttctpatlve. The specific context of a project also has to be considered. In 
some situations traditional research designs are judged to be relevant to the long
term promotion of both democratic values and good research capacity but lead to 
AR later. For example. as a result of one survey investigation. participatory action 
research was conducted on worker skill development in four metal workshops 
(Eriksson et al. 1993) . 

The research capacity of CAU ts sustained by maintaining a comparatively 
large volume of projects, tnJUated successively in an effort to keep staff together 
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over many years. This is done to enable a creative culture to develop and to ensure 
the generation of results. Clustering projects and clustering organizations as well 
as clustering researchers may raise the level of efficiency by facilitating commu
nication of practical and research results. This may also be facilitated if research
ers divide their time between several projects. At CAU. researchers sometimes 
work in .. double pairs'" - two front stage and two back stage according to the 
so-called Karlstad model (Engelstad 1 993) . Creating working life development 
project networks and combining third- or fourth-year student educational pro
grams with working life development projects and research may also enhance the 
use of the resources available for action research. 

Research capacity might be achieved more easily if research projects, educa
tional programs. and regional renewal and innovation activities supported each 
other rather than competed for university resources. The emphasis should be on 
developing AR projects that integrate the elements of research, education, and 
regional renewal and innovation. 

Value of Universities to Working Ufe Research 

In developing resources of their own for research, Sweden 's young universities 
may end up contributing to the institutional renewal of working life research and 
the promotion of action research. One reason for this is that compared with the old 
universities. these young universities, as a rule, interface more with regional 
working life organizations and their practitioners. Another reason is that the 
establishment of the young universities in the 1 9  70s- 1980s led without exception 
to intraregional mobilization and interregional competition. which helped create 
broad interfaces between the young universities and their political, economic. and 
industrial surroundings. Finally. since they are also young and flexible as organi
zations and are still expanding in terms of staff. students, and activities. these 
universities also have the prerequisites for encouraging interdisciplinary collabo
ration between researchers. Bureaucratic patterns are not yet established. 

The young universities may also advance working life action research in 
other ways: 

• They may systematize local action knowledge. such as information gained in 
regional working life contexts. 

• They may function as repositories of action research information and training. 
• They may integrate action research into continuing educational programs. 

project work conducted by students may be integrated into research work. and 
both may enhance the innovation and social renewal role of the university in 
Us regional context. 
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• They may direct educational programs or special extension programs toward 
the goal of emancipation by stimulating people to search for knowledge about 
their current situations during turbulent organizational changes or industrial 
crises, for example. This was in fact the effect of the study circles and 
educational activities on the labor union representatives during the shipbuild
ing crisis program. 

• They may organize larger empirical studies (national studies, for example) by 
sampling plus replicating across systems. Comparative research may be com
bined with action research case studies through networking with other univer
sities. CAU, for example, collaborates in this way with Karlstad, another new 
university. 

• They may speed up cultural change processes in working life by building 
innovative support structures, by training consultants and entrepreneurs
practitioners, for example. 

Conduslons 

The case study reported on in this chapter is shedding light on ways the Swedish 
university system could develop more supportive infrastructures for social sci
ence research on work reform. To do so will take several specific changes: 

• The working conditions for researchers, resulting from the short duration and 
discontinuous nature of the research programs, will have to be improved. 

• Young researchers in the field will have to be made aware of career paths 
available to them and experienced scientists encouraged to pursue research on 
working life reform. 

• The structure of universities has to be put under a microscope and maybe 
changed so that the functional divisions between research, teaching/training. 
and the practical use of knowledge do not lead to a reiflcation of scientific 
knowledge and to a growing gap between science and working life. 

• Links between enterprises are important to regional (and national) economic 
and social development. Regional networks need support. however. Universi
ties may eventually fulfill this function. As CAU 's experience shows, how
ever, this probably cannot occur unless they first reorganize their research in 
relation to national working life reform programs. 

• Collaborative programs between researchers and working life practitioners 
may be effective in producing both scientific and practical results of great 
value. 

Only if there is an openness to investigate and try new approaches to the 
advancement of science - that is, for example, a willingness to attempt to 
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generate scientific knowledge based on local knowledge from workplaces - can 
new roles for universities develop. The splitting up of important university 
functions ts inimical to such progress. Common resources will continue to be 
underutilized if departmental constraints put ltmits on interdisciplinary coopera
tion and if people from different departments do not engage in cooperative 
undertakings. Such spltts also create fragmented work situations and lead to 
multidisciplinary research being held in low esteem compared with 
intradtsciplinary research. The goals of enriching social science while at the same 
time improving the practical affairs of man will also often be seen as incompat
ible. As the experiences at CAU Indicate. however, there are certainly opportuni
ties available for the newer universities in Sweden to establish new roles for 
themselves as a result of the growth of regional working life research and refonn. 
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Notes 

1 .  A complete IJst of reports, most in Swedish, may be found ln Bogllnd et a/. 1981 and in 
Erllwon and Holmer 1982. 

2. Greenwood £Jt a/. 1992 reports on a similar example. 

3. The exceptions w� the unive�Uies of Lund and Gothenburg. Both were supported with 
extra budget means from. among otlwr sources. the S\Vlldish Work Environment Fund. 

4. I t  should be noted that the experiences from the shipbuilding program at Gothenburg 
University were brought into the new working life re�arch program that was 00\reloped at 
Halmstad University. 

5. According to Y. Hayrynen and j.  Hautarnakl (1 976) . polytechnic ooucallon almlld to build a 
bridge between ·pure theory" and ·pure practice, "  so as to increase the contacts between 
science and practice. 

6. This argument is ln accordance with Kalleh«g ( 1 993). although t» defines social science 
re�arch as having a "constructivist" function. I do not find ll necessary to define innovation 
and soclal renewal as part of the research process even If its meaning Is similar to Kalleberg's 
t� ·constructivism ... 
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Table /. Overvi� of Project Conducted by University Researchers amd Blue- and White
Collar Unions in Midst of Crisis in the Shipbuilding Industry 

Back�und. practical concern 
Collaborative activities 

Practical results 

Social science results 

- acute regional Industrial crisis 
- conferences 
- round-table seminars 
- steering group 
- study c Ire les 
- investigations 
- regular university study courses 

- interviews. questionnaires. and documentary analyses 
- well-informed union leadership 
- larger number of active leaders 
- better information to rank-and-ftle union members 
- new networks between unions and university 
- reorganization of union executive committee 
- study materials on the shipbuilding crisis produced by 

the unions and applied In study drcles with several 
hundred union members In many workplaces 

- investigations on alternative production 
- AR as model for union collaboration with research 

(evaluation report made by the national white- and 
blue-collar unioos - TCO. LO) 

- written report from the union participants of the 
program forwarded to the Social Democratic Party MPs 

- university/union committee for planning and supervis
ing university courses directed at blue- and whlte-eollar 
workers 

- academic dissertation 
- development of tools for collaboration 
- testing methods: study drcle. study courses develop-

ment circle 
- insights Into processes of Industrial restructuring 
- insights Into PA functions when closing down an 

industry - AR experiences 

Sources: Bogllnd et al. 1 98 1  ; Eriksson and Holmer 1 99 1  : Metal U nlons reports 1 978. 1 980. 

Table 2 Problematical Positions in Shipbuilding Crisis Action Research Program 

Problematical positions 
Neutrality of knowledge 

Knowledge for action 

Local knowledge 
Case study 

Criticisms 
- Lack of distance between researchers and unions 
- Risk of going native: getting blind to the point of view 

of others besides the unions 
- Unscientific approach to search action knowledge as 

opposed to knowledge for the enrichment of social 
science 

- Not of general interest 
- Limited possibilities to generalize from this kind of 

study 

Sources: Bogllnd et al. 1 98 1 :  Eriksson and Holmer 1 99 1 : Metal Unions reports 1 978. 1 980. 
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Table 3 Characterlstlcs of CA U Pro}ffts 

JVumber ofo�anaatlons 
Group-organized production work. metal industry 1 

Customer-driven production, 1 
engineering enterprise constructlng special trucks 

Introduction of computers In community departments, 2 
departments In municipal administration 

University reorganization project, university college 1 

Participative redesign In mass-production company, 1 
engineering Industry 

Employee skill development In metal workshops, 4 
Two metal industries. two engineering enterprises 

Rural development In network project. > 1 0  (active phase) 
farming enterprises. fanner cooperatives, small rural 
enterprises. preparatory school 

Redesign of cleaning organization In a school district. 1 
municipal school administration 

Participative redesign, laundry company 2 

Investigating and developing management organizational 35 (active phase) 
change strategies. 34 diverse private and public enterprises 
and administrations 

Developing a district organization for care of the elderly and 1 (active phase) 
handicapped. organization for community elderly care 

Developing gender relations In organizations. 3 (active phase) 
municipal school district. nuclear power plant. regional 
organization of national mall 

Regional networks - tools In a work reform program. > 1 5 (early phase) 
> 1 5  small to medium-sized Industrial enterprises 

Regional evaluation of a major national working life ·many" (early phase) 
reform program, "many and diverse" 

Sources: CAU Annual Reports and Activity Plans 1 986-93. 



Chapter 9 

The Action Research Tradition 
in the United States 

Toward a Strategy for Revitalizing the Social Sciences, 

the University, and the American City 

john Puckett and Ira Harkavy 

As we near the end of the 1 990s. the core problem for the social sciences may be 
stated as follows: What can the social sciences do to help solve the complex, deep, 
pervasive, Interdependent problems affecting our society and our world? 

Thoughtful critics have posed this question with Increasing frequency In 
recent years, along with questioning the role of the university In society. This 
recurrent questioning Is Indicative of the failure of American social science and 
universities to fulfill their stated mission of advancing and transmitting knowl
edge to Improve human welfare. As Kurt Lewin ascertained. If we were doing our 
Job well. the questions would be answered by our practice - by what we clearly 
contribute to society (Marrow 1 969: 1 53-59) . 

After approximately two decades of mounting criticism of the social science 
system. dissent Is now emerging from the very core of the disciplines themselves. 
In 1 988. for example, Richard A. Berk sketched the rise of the .. Insider critique" 
In sociology In an article that noted that eminent sociologists Peter Rossi. William 
Foote Whyte. Otis Dudley Duncan, and Stanley Lteberson had all voiced criti
cisms. Berk writes that these criticisms provide .. a prima facie case . . . that 
mainstream sociology Is In serious, and perhaps unprecedented, trouble"' (57-58) . 

The critique of the university has followed a similar pattern. Since 1 981  and 
the publication of Ernest Boyer and Fred Hechlnger' s  Learning Jn the Nation 's 
Service, there has been a growing reproach that "higher education In America Is 
suffering from a loss of overall direction, a nagging feeling that It Is no longer at 
the vital center of the nation· s work" (3) . 

With the publication of Derek Bok's 1 990 book, Unlversltles and the Future 
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of America, that criticism reached a new level of urgency and significance. 
Harvard· s president concluded that "most universities continue to do their least 
Impressive work on the very subjects where society's  need for greater knowledge 
and better education Is most acute'" ( 1 22) .  Bok's  conclusion, reached at the end of 
his presidency at Harvard. necessarily leads to the further conclusion that the 
American university has failed to do what It Is supposed to do. In short, esoterlca 
has triumphed over public philosophy, narrow scholasticism over humane schol
arship. 

What accounts for the rise of Insider critiques of the social sciences. the 
professions. and. Indeed, the university In general? Stated directly. the crisis In 
American society has highlighted the crisis In and the failures of the American 
academy. The pervasive societal problems exemplified by the Interrelated 
plagues of crack. crime. AIDS, and homelessness require a fundamental change 
In the stance and dominant culture of the university. On moral-pragmatic 
grounds, the unremitting poverty and deprivation that affect a scandalously large 
number of Americans cannot help but lead to a .. Bokllke" conclusion that univer
sities need to do much better. for society 's  sake. As a matter of self-Interest. urban 
universities In particular Ignore at their peril the safety and attractiveness of their 
physical settings and Immediate geographic community - factors that contribute 
mightily to a general campus ambience and to the recruitment and retention of 
faculty and students. Less directly, universities are being subjected to what 
University of Pennsylvania president Sheldon Hackney described In 1 992 as a 
'"new age of scrutiny . ..  Involving both the costs (financial . public relations, and 
political) that result when an Institution retreats from the community and the 
benefits (public, private, and foundation support) that accrue from active. effec
tive engagement (also see Harkavy and Puckett 1 994) . 

How can universities and the social sciences In particular move from where 
they are now to where they should be? A first step Is to understand the roots of late 
twentieth-century American social science. Thus, our analysts begins with an 
overview of the rise and decline of applied social science ln the Progressive Era 
(1 890 to World War n .  particularly the contributions of jane Addams and the 
residents of Chicago's  Hull House. We then trace the development of participa
tory action research from Its origins In the 1 930s to the present. In the final 
section. we outline a PAR-based strategy directed toward revltallzlng American 
social science and Improving American society. 

Reformist Social Science In the Progressive Era 

Modeled after Toynbee Hall. the first English settlement house, Hull House was 
founded by jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr In 1 889 on Chicago's  West Side. 
In addition to Its numerous social services, Hull House provided a residential base 
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and a perennial support group for such activist women as Florence Kelley. julia 
Lathrop. Edith Abbott. and Sophonisba Breckinrtdge. who went on to become 
national leaders in social work. 

In her autobiography. Twenty Years at Hull-House, Addams ( 1 9 1 0) empha
sized the benefits the activist social worker realized from engagement with the 
community and its problems. She wrote of '"a fast-growing number of cultivated 
young people who have no recognized outlet for their active faculties . . .  Their 
uselessness hangs upon them heavily . . .  There is nothing after disease. indigence 
and guilt so fatal to life itself as the want of a proper outlet for active faculties" 
( 1 1 8-20) . 

Settlement work provided a satisfactory outlet for women that was not 
incommensurate with established Victorian gender roles and practices. particu
larly the idea of the '"woman's  sphere. " Addams acknowledged this when she 
remarked that "many women today are failing properly to discharge their duties to 
their own families and households simply because they fail to see that as society 
grows more complicated. it is necessary that woman shall extend her sense of 
responsibility to many things outside of her home. if only in order to preserve the 
home in its entirety .. (qtd. in Ehrenreich 1 985 : 35: also see Sklar 1 985) . 

In 1 895,  Addams and the residents of Hull House - notably. Florence 
Kelley. Agnes Holbrook. and julia Lathrop - published Hull-House Maps and 
Papers (Residents of Hull House 1 895) whose central focus was the social 
conditions of the Nineteenth Ward, the neighborhood immediately to the east of 
Hull House. Inspired by Charles Booth's Life and Labour of the People In London 
( 1 89 1) .  the Hull House residents compiled detailed maps of demographic and 
social characteristics and produced richly descriptive accounts of life and work in 
an immigrant neighborhood. 1  

The methodological orientation of Hull-House Maps and Papers was mark
edly different from the disciplinary conceptualization of social science that would 
dominate the academy after 1 9 1 8. Recognizing the interrelatedness of environ
mental factors, Addams and her colleagues approached social problems holisti
cally: they "'did not separate what would later be seen as the economic aspects of 
a problem like unemployment from sociological or psychological or even politi
cal aspects" (Lagemann 1 989: 67) .  Their approach, however, was largely descrip
tive, not theoretical. 

Although they engaged in action as advocates for social legislation. the Hull 
House residents ultimately separated action from research. Their methodological 
approach is perhaps best described as "'descriptive empiricism . ..  They believed that 
a full disclosure of the facts would, on moral grounds. impel action by others. 2 

Closely associated with Hull House in its early years were the male sociolo
gists at the University of Chicago. Indeed, Hull-House Maps and Papers oriented 
the Chicago school of sociology to urban studies and strongly influenced its 
direction for the next forty years (Deegan 1 988: 24) . 
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The changing relationship of Addams and her Hull House colleagues with 
the Chicago sociologists from the 1890s to the late teens mirrored the American 
university' s  transition from an outwardly directed, service-centered institution to 
an inwardly directed. discipline-centered institution. By the end of the Progres
sive Era, the change also signified the separation of knowledge production from 
knowledge use, indeed. of social science from social refonn. 

In its early years. the University of Chicago demonstrated that by doing 
good, a research university could do very well. When Chicago· s first president. 
William Rainey Harper, described the mission of his newly minted university as 
.. service for mankind wherever mankind Is, whether within scholastic walls or 
without those walls and In the world at large· (Fitzpatrick 1 990: 33) , he expressed 
a pervasive attitude of Progressive Era academics that research, teaching. and 
service were compatible missions. Harper and his colleagues also realized that the 
university' s  funding was contingent on the public 's  good will. 

In the early years, no Invidious distinctions were made between the applied 
sociology pursued by jane Addams and the Hull House residents and the academic 
research of the first generation of University of Chicago sociologists. Indeed. the 
two groups had a close working relationship and shared social philosophy. In the 
early 1890s, for example, Albion Small. George VIncent. and Edward Bemis 
worked wlth jane Addams, Florence Kelley. and community leaders to help secure 
legislation to eliminate sweatshops and regulate child labor. and In the winter of 
1 9 1 0, Charles Henderson and George Herbert Mead Joined the women of Hull 
House In support of forty thousand striking garment Industry workers. 

Social research, Chicago-style. encompassed scholarly documentation of a 
social problem and the lobbying of politicians and local community groups to 
obtain actlon.3 In fact, nearly a quarter of the University of Chicago faculty 
participated In municipal reform activities at the high-water mark of the city 's  
Progressive movement (Shtls 1 988) . 

After 1 9 1 5 , Chicago sociology. under Robert Park and Ernest W. Burgess, 
Increasingly distanced Itself from social reform, notwithstanding the continued 
focus on the fonn, structure, and problems of city living. More and more. that 
focus was circumscribed by a natural science model and an underlying commit
ment to "the detached and objective study of society. " which "allowed no room 
for an ameliorative approach'" (Bulmer 1 984 : 64) and emphasized "urban studies 
. . .  within a scientific framework'" (89; see also Fitzpatrick 1990: 200: cf. ShJls 
1 988 and Ward 1 989: 1 5 1 -79) . 

The Retreat from Reformist Social Science 

Applied social science largely vanished from the academy after 1 9 18. The 
brutality and horror of World War I ended the buoyant optimism and faith In 
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human progress and societal improvement that had marked the Progressive Era. 
American academics were not immune to the general disillusionment. 

Despair led many social scientists to retreat into a narrow scientistic approach. 
One economist wrote that .. they began to talk of the need for a harder science. a 
science of facts and numbers that could moderate or dispel the pervasive irrational 
conflicts of political life'" (qtd. in Ross 1 99 1 :  322) . Scholarly inquiry directed 
toward creating a better society was increasingly deemed inappropriate. While faith 
in the expert and in expert knowledge still dominated, it was now divorced from its 
reformist roots. The new conception of science was clear and simple: it was what 
physical scientists and engineers did (see Bender 1 993: 30-46. 46-77. 1 27 -39; 
Hackney 1 986; Ross 1 984; Bulmer and Bulmer 1 98 1 ) : 1 

Between the wars, the reform impulse was further weakened by the fact that 
every major university formed similar and increasingly specialized departments. 
A faculty member's  primary source of identification and allegiance became hJs or 
her discipline, not the university. 

Since World War II , a steady infusion of federal funds allocated to individual 
researchers working under departmental auspices has accelerated the growth of a 
disciplinary-based reward system (Alpert 1 985; Jencks and Riesman 1 968: 523-
3 1 ) .  These departmental and disciplinary divisions have served to increase further 
the isolation of universities from society. 

A 1 982 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development report 
entitled The University and the Community noted, "'Communities have problems, 
universities have departments'" (Center for Educational Research and Innovation 
1 982: 1 27 :  also see Bok 1 982: Hackney 1 986; Kerr 1 982 ; Szanton 198 1 ) .  Beyond 
being a criticism of universities, that statement neatly indicates why universities 
have not contributed to society as they should. Quite simply. their unintegrated 
structures work against understanding and helping to solve highly complex 
human and societal problems. ThJs has resulted in less effective research, teach
ing. and service. Indeed. all three missions have been impoverished by what 
might be termed a false trtchotomtzation, which has contributed to an enormous 
imbalance in the production of knowledge. 

Dazzling advances have occurred in university-based research in science and 
technology. But although designed to improve human welfare. the application of 
scientific advances too frequently results in new and more forbidding problems. 
The wondrous possibilities of new medical technologies. for example, have 
become distorted, helping to create a health care "'system" unresponsive to the 
'"low-tech" preventive needs of the vast majority of citlzens.5 

How to make rational use of science and technology should be a primary 
consideration of university research because it is a primary problem facing human 
beings at the end of the twentieth century. If universities had an integrated 
mission - the creative, dynamic, and systemic integration of research, teaching. 
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and service - Intellectual resources would be significantly devoted to develop
Ing humane applications of scientific knowledge to help those living In conditions 
of profound poverty and neglect. 

Such Integration will be particularly difficult because of a fundamental 
contradiction In the structure of the American research university Itself - that Is, 
Its very creation as a combination of the German research university and the 
American college. In fact, Daniel Colt Gilman, the founder of johns Hopkins 
University and the central architect of the late nineteenth-century research univer
sity, claimed that one of his proudest accomplishments was .. a school of science 
[Sheffield Scientific School] grafted on one of the oldest and most conservative 
classical colleges [Yale College] '" (1 898/1 969: Ill) . 

Gilman did not make reference to the contradiction that necessarily derived 
from such a merger. The research university. on the one hand. was dedicated to 
specialized scholarship; for the American college, on the other hand, general 
education, character building. and clvlc education were the central purposes. The 
research university has, of course. dominated this merger, creating an ethos and 
culture that rewards specialized study rather than more general scholarship and 
the education of the next generation for moral, clvlc, and Intellectual leadership. 

Given the structural contradictions built Into the American university and the 
Increasing specialization, fragmentation of knowledge. and separation of scholar
ship from direct service to society, It will not be easy for higher educational 
Institutions more effectively to Integrate research, teaching. and service and to 
Increase substantively their contributions to knowledge and human welfare. New 
directions will have to be forged. But will they be the rtght directions. directions 
that enhance the university 's ability to Integrate research, teaching, and service? 

Participatory action research Is one approach that shows particular promise. 
Until recently. action research and Its PAR variant have been lumped Into the 
category of '"applied science" and consigned to a marginal status In the academy. 
Yet, as the following analysis Indicates. participatory action research has strong 
potential for advancing both theoretical knowledge and social reconstruction. 

Kurt Lewin and the Rise of Participatory Action Research 

Writing In the mld- 1 970s, Paul Lazarsfeld and Jeffrey Reitz described the phase 
of sociology from 1 940 to the present as marked by a .. search for a new synthesis 
between practical work and sociological knowledge" ( 1 975: 8-9) . The exigencies 
of waging war had compelled sociologists to shift from engaging In an "autono
mous sociology" to applying their knowledge to help win the war at home and 
abroad. "'When the war was over. It was clearly Impossible to revert to the 
separation of sociology as an academic pursuit from the problems of governmen-
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tal and private organizations,'" satd Lazarsfeld and Reitz (1 975 : 7) . Lazarsfeld ' s  
own work on mass communications policy during the war Is a case In point. 
Under his direction. the Bureau of Applied Social Research at Columbia Univer
sity .. concentrated on the testing of films and radio programs devised to maintain 
the morale of various sectors of the civilian and military operations'" ( 1982 : 66) . a 
project Lazarsfeld ( 1975) described as "'empirical action studies ."  

Kurt Lewin, the eminent social psychologist. field theorist, and founder of 
topological and vector psychology. provided a segue Into the current phase of 
sociology, leading the way to the development of "action research,"  a term he 
apparently coined In the 1 940s whJle heading a series of action research experi
ments. Lewin 's particular genius lay In mapping the complexities and multiple 
Interdependencies of human behavior and devising practical strategies for behav
Ioral change. During his nine-year tenure at the Iowa Child Welfare Research 
Station ( 1935- 1 944) , Lewin Increasingly focused on problems In group dynam
Ics, the seed bed of action research, and especially. says Gustavsen. on .. how to 
create a better working /Jfe through processes of change to which research makes 
significant contributions'" ( 1992: 1 2 : emphasis In original) . 

As Lazarsfeld and Reitz note, Lewin's  German background, particularly his 
work at the Berlin Psychological Institute from 1 92 1  to 1933, heavily influenced 
his later research methodology: 

.. In Germany. the notion of human action (Handlung) had been central to all 
of the social sciences. Lewin wanted psychology to make Its special contribution 
by conducting experiments In realistic situations . . . .  What Lewin did was to add the 
role of small groups as an Influence In the Handlungen ofthelr members" (1 975: 7) . 

Lewin 's  action research on problems of Industrial democracy was preceded. 
If not directly Influenced, by the Hawthorne studies on productivity conducted at 
the Western Electric Company's Hawthorne Works In Chicago from 1 927 to 
1 932. Subsequently, from 1 939 to 1 947, the year of hts untimely death. Lewin 
and two of his proteges. Alex Bavelas and john R. P. French. conducted research 
on group behavioral problems related to Industrial management and productivity 
within the Harwood Manufacturing Corporation of VIrginia (Marrow 1 969:  1 4 1 -
59: also see Lewin 1 95 1 :  2 1 4-22 and Mater 1 946/ 1955: 1 60-62) . 

Bavelas's research on overcoming resistance to change Involved participa
tory decision making. prefiguring industrial democracy action research studies of 
the 1 970s and 1 980s. Responding to the frustration and "'very low level of 
aspiration,. felt by workers being transferred to new Jobs, Bavelas conducted 
small-group research In the Harwood plant to .. discover If It were possible to 
transfer workers more smoothly from old jobs to new ones. and If technological 
changes In Job methods could be Introduced without the usual manifestations of 
hostil ity and falloff In production'" (Marrow 1 969: 1 49-50) . Bavelas observed the 
effects of organizing workers In three different modes of decision making In 
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relation to the change: managerial-autocratic, democratic-representative, and par
ticipatory. Whereas average production In the nondemocratic group fell precipi
tously and never reached the prechange level. productivity Increased In the two 
democratic groups. most notably In the participatory group, which '"regained the 
prechange output after only two days and then climbed steadily until it reached a 
level about 1 4  per cent above the earlier average" (Marrow 1 969: 1 5 1 ) .  

Bavelas's  study had several noteworthy methodological traits. First, .. re
search played an active role . ..  Second. It was guided by the Lewlnian hypothesis 
'"about the need for, and positive functions of, participation. " grounded In a theory 
derived from social research. Third, the research was organized as a field experi
ment. It took place In the Immediate context of a "real-world'" problem, the 
research was embedded In action. and It stimulated "a real change for those 
Involved" (Gustavsen 1992: 1 2- 1 3) .  

In 1 944, Lewin was Invited to MIT to create the Research Center for Group 
Dynamics with the goal. In his words. of developing '"scientific methods of 
studying and changing group life and . . .  concepts and theories In group dynam
Ics" (qtd. ln Marrow 1 969: 1 72) . When the center opened In 1 945, Lewin linked 
Its work to the Commission on Community Interrelations (CCI) of the American 
jewish Congress. The CCI conducted action research on community affairs, 
focusing on minority problems, ethnocultural conflict, and discriminatory atti
tudes and behaviors. (For a discussion of these developments and action research 
more generally. see Lewin 1 948: 20 1 - 1 6) . 

.. The Commission means action, and action now, " Lewin said. " If we speak 
of research, we mean 'action research, '  action that Is always followed by self
critical obJective reconnaissance and evaluation of results . . . .  We aim at ' no 
action without research; no research without action' '"  (qtd. In Marrow 1 969: 193) .  

CCI staff members coined the term participant action research to describe 
the Involvement of community members In the research process from the begin
ning. The maJor example of PAR developed by the CCI was the Community Self
Survey on Discriminatory Practices.6 Margot Hass Wormser of the CCI directed 
this proJect In a small American city she called Northtown. whose population was 
approximately forty thousand. 1 2  percent of whom were black, 9 percent jewish. 

During the winter of 1 947, Wormser organized a sponsoring committee for 
the self-survey composed of representatives of thirteen community organizations. 
Including the Council of Social Agencies, the Council of jewish Organizations, 
and the NAACP. At the committee 's  first meeting, she '"explained that the 
Northtown survey was to form the basts for a blueprint for other communities 
anxious to study their Intergroup relations problems. The survey was to be 
concerned with discriminatory practices, not attitudes. and deal with the most 
vital areas of community life. After some group discussion, It was decided that the 
Northtown survey would focus on practices affecting Negroes and jews In 
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employment, housing. education, public facilities and services. and community 
organizations'" (Wormser 1 949: 8) . 

At the outset. Wormser noted, some delegates questioned the real motives 
behind CCI ' s  involvement: '"Was this a program of fact-finding or really a 
program of action? What were we going to do with the findings? My answer was 
that any program of action based on whatever might be learned from the survey 
would be entirely up to the local group: CCI 's  interest in the survey was that of 
developing a blueprint of community self-survey methods. This answer seemed 
to be satisfactory" (1 949: 9) . 

The Community Relations Committee of the Employers Association pro
vided more serious opposition, "'directed against the fact that outsiders were 
running the survey" (Wormser 1 949: 1 1 ) .  but Wormser and the committee were 
able to overcome the resistance. Such episodes reveal the CCI group's  continuous 
interaction with the Northtown community. 

In the summer of 1 947, seventy-three volunteer interviewers provided by the 
sponsoring organizations were trained to carry out the survey. They conducted 
interviews with 409 respondents randomly selected from four areas of commu
nity life: employment, housing, education, and public facilities and services 
(community organizations was dropped as a category) . In drafting the final report, 
Wormser worked closely with four subcommittees appointed by the sponsoring 
committee. "'Experience with these area subcommittees convinced me that such 
committees should have been appointed at the very outset, '"  she said. "'Each 
committee should have been given key responsibility for all work in its area from 
reviewing the questionnaires to preparing the final report" (1 949: 1 7) .  The .. fact
finding" component of the survey concluded in February 1 948. when the sponsor
ing committee officially received the survey findings. 

The final report exposed discrimination in employment. housing, and public 
facilities in Northtown. For example, whites earned considerably more than 
blacks with the same educational background: blacks and jews were excluded 
from 95 percent and 1 5  percent of Northtown' s residential areas, respectively: 
and blacks were excluded from hotels. commercial recreation facilities, and 
certain restaurants. Only the area of public education seemed to be free of 
exclusionary or differential treatment of minority groups. 

Wormser and the CCI concluded their involvement in Northtown with the 
release of these findings. declining an invitation to work on a proposed follow-up 
survey. Wormser reminded the sponsoring committee that "' CCI 's  concern was 
with developing self-survey methods and that any action program to change such 
discriminatory practices as were found would be entirely up to the local organiza
tions" (1 949: 18) .  The contrast between Hull House' s  ongoing, locally focused 
engagement and CCI 's contract-researcher approach is worth noting. 

The Northtown study reflected Lewin 's interest in the contingencies of 
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behavioral change. particularly the effects of small groups on decision making 
and the way those decisions can be manipulated to change behavior and practice 
(cf. Lazarsfeld and Reitz 1 975: 8) . The multiyear Harwood study also flt this 
category. as did Lewin 's well-known .. Food Habits Study" for the National 
Research Council, which tested how housewives might be persuaded to Increase 
their use of beef hearts, sweetbreads. and kidneys ( 1 94 7) .  As a field experiment In 
group dynamics, the .. Food Habits Study'" captured the major emphasis of 
Lewin 's  work as an action researcher and had a strong Influence on the develop
ment of action research In Western Europe In the 1 950s and 1 960s. 

Lewin 's  premature death from a heart attack In 1 94 7 dealt a severe blow to 
action research In the United States and particularly to the CCI ,  where Lewin had 
overseen or planned at least eight major action research projects In just two years. 
(For descriptions of these projects. see Marrow 1 969: 20 1 - 1 8.) After 1 950, the 
center of gravity for action rese.arch shifted to Great Britain and later to Norway 
and Sweden. It was not until the 1 980s that action research made a resurgence In 
the United States. where Lewin's  Influence endures. 

Lewin's Legacy: The Action Resean:h Tradition, 1950-1994 

Without a scholar-leader of Lewin's  stature. action research rapidly declined In 
the United States after 1 950. '"What has happened to action research?'" Nevitt 
Sanford mused nearly twenty years later . .. 1 would say now that, contrary to the 
Impression I had In the late 1 940s. It never really got ofT the ground. It never was 
widely Influential In psychology or social science. By the time the federal funding 
agencies were set up after World War II. action research was already condemned 
to a sort of orphan' s  role In social science'" ( 1 970: 323) . As Sanford further noted, 
orthodox social scientists Insisted on the separation of science and practice, even 
In the arena of applied social science: "The emphasis Is most certainly not only 
the study of actions as a means for advancing science but rather on the application 
to problems of what Is already known'" (6-7) . 

Over the past twenty years several new varieties of action research have 
emerged to challenge the domination of establishment social science, and each 
group has claimed the mantle of participatory democracy. American action 
researchers prefer the term participatory action research to distinguish their 
approach from action social science that Is nonparttclpatory.7 Scandinavian par
ticipatory action researchers Insist on the term action research. arguing that the 
term PAR creates a tautology. although some writers compromise by using the 
designation P(AR) . As Hans van Belnum put It during a conversation on March 
1 1 . 1 992, at one of the ACRES sessions. "The participation Is In the action: you 
cannot separate the two. " 
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Since the 1970s, "'a very heterogeneous group" of participatory action re
searchers has been working In such areas as education. community. Third World, 
and urban community development, as well as Industrial development (Green
wood and Gonzalez 1992: 1 72,  180-84) . There Is often heated disagreement 
within the PAR community about the alms of such research. For example, 
researchers In the Swedish LOM program have targeted as joint goals of PAR: ( 1 )  
Increased Industrial productivity. to be achieved through a .. vertical-slice'" pro
cess of democratic dialogue and collaborative decision making. and (2) the 
Improvement of the social science system (Gustavsen 1992) . By contrast. a group 
that Includes Orlando Fals-Borda ( 1 987) . Paolo Freire ( 1 970) , and activists at the 
Highlander Research and Education Center In central Appalachia (Gaventa 1 980: 
Appalachian Alliance Task Force 1 983) view PAR as an emanclpatory process to 
help achieve social justice for poor. dispossessed peoples and, by lmpltcatlon, the 
transformation of advanced capitalist society. 

Brown and Tandon have labeled these two contrasting traditions "'Northern" 
(action research) and "Southern· (partlclpatory research) , respectively. viewing 
the former tradition as work with " the system, "  the latter as work against lt. 
.. Participatory researchers seek to transform the existing order and Its oppressive 
consequences, while action researchers believe In basic consensus and Incremen
tal reform. So action researchers can be expected to avoid or minimize the 
revolutionary aspects of participatory research" ( 1 983: 29 1 ) .  

Brown and Tandon Indicate that the two perspectives. while fundamentally 
different. are not necessarily mutually exclusive: .. Consensus and conflict Inter
vention strategies are both relevant to promoting constructive social change. . . .  
Action research Is appropriate when partles have common Interests and accept 
present power and resource distributions as legitimate. Participatory research Is 
appropriate when party Interests conflict and parties disagree about the legitimacy 
of power and resource distributions" ( 1983: 292) . (Also see Cohen, Greenwood, 
and Harkavy 1 992.) 

Kurt Lewin' s  Influence may be traced lineally from the Center for Research 
on Group Dynamics and the Commission on Community Interrelationships to 
developments In Western Europe from the 1 950s to the 1 980s. Lewin·  s research on 
group dynamics helped shape sociotechnical design thinking at the Tavlstock 
Institute for Human Relations. where In the early 1950s, Eric Trtst and other 
Tavlstock pioneers applied Lewlnlan principles In field experiments on Industrial 
relations. 

A famous example Is Trlst and Bamforth' s 1 95 1  study of a British coal mine 
operation. discussed elsewhere in this volume. Although the study helped catalyze 
'"real experiments'" at Tavlstock, as van Eljnatten points out, .. The co-Influencing 
researcher' s  role of action research was found minimal: the deviant fonn of work 
organization was already Implemented by the miners themselves" ( 1 993: 26) . 
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Whyte and Whyte assess Trtst ' s  Influence as follows: 

Trlst developed the soclotechnlcal systems framework. which has guided much of 
the work In subsequent years. The basic Idea Is that organizational changes can be 
most effectively brought about through an Integrated strategy. In which changes 
In technology and In human relations are worked out at the same time by the same 

groups of people. While this notion may now seem obvious. In earlier years social 
researchers tended to concentrate almost exclusively on human relations. We 
gave Up service to the Importance of technology but tended to treat It as a constant 
Instead of as a variable. which could be changed along with changes In human 
relations ( 1 984:  168) .8 

In the 1 960s. the pattern of field experiments pioneered by Lewin and hJs 
associates was adapted to the framework of the Industrial Democracy (ID) 
Program tn Norway. where the soctotechntcal perspective of the Tavtstock Insti
tute was salient. As Gustavsen points out, In one Important respect the Industrial 
Democracy Program transcended Lewin and Tavlstock: .. Even though Lewin and 
associates as well as the Tavtstock researchers had the aJm of contributing to 
change In working life as a whole. the ID Program was the first effort where this 
was an explicit consideration. The experiments were done not only for their own 
sake but for the purpose of providing points of departure for natural change" 
{ 1 992: 16) .  

Parallel developments occurred In Sweden with the URAF Industrial Re
search Program In the 1 970s {see van Eljnatten 1 993: 34-36) and the LOM 
rLeadershJp. Organization and Co-Determination'") Program In the 1 980s. In
creasingly, Scandinavian action researchers abandoned Lewin · s experimental 
requirements for action research. Insisting on the participation of the research 
subjects In the design of the research. 

Since the early 1 980s, William Foote Whyte and his associates at Cornell 
University have carried out PAR agendas at Industrial sites In New York State 
and ln Mondragon, Spain. The research In Mondragon. a complex of worker 
cooperatives In Spain' s  Basque Country. has been In progress for more than a 
decade. Cornell-related PAR ls currently networked with the Scandinavian pro
grams. joined by a similar philosophy of action research. a commitment to 
Industrial democracy, and a common pool of concepts. strategies. and tech
nlques.9 Like the Scandinavian programs. this work has focused on .. industrial 
democracy, labor-managed systems and participation ln the workplace" {Green
wood and Gonzalez 1992: 37) . 

Cornell research In the Xerox-Amalgamated job Preservation Program In 
New York demonstrates how PAR can be used effectively for social problem 
solving. In the early 1 980s, Xerox management learned that the company could 
save $3.2 mJlllon by purchasing from vendors components currently manufactured 
In one Xerox department: the company Immediately announced that It would 
purchase the components and lay ofT 1 80 workers. Assisted by Peter Lazes. one of 
Whyte 's  associates, the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers ' Union 
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organized a Joint study team representing labor and management to effect a Job
saving alternative. With Lazes serving as the facilitator. the team worked for six 
months and produced a successful cost -cutting plan that saved the 180 Jobs. 
Specifically. the Quality of Working Life (QWL) plan reduced company overhead 
costs, eliminated unnecessary services. and '"opened up a re-examination of 
relations and functions within the management organization far above the depart
mental level. . . .  solutions that were both technically and financially adequate and 
that were socially acceptable" (Whyte and Whyte 1 984 : 185-89) . 

The recent PAR activity being undertaken by Davydd Greenwood and jose 
Luis Gonzalez with others in the labor-managed industrial cooperatives of 
Mondragon. Spain, provides a detailed case study of PAR methodology - and 
exemplifies the interaction of theory. empirical analysts, and social action in high
quality PAR studies. Located in the Spanish Basque province of Guipuzcoa, the 
Mondragon cooperatives have manufactured a diversity of products for several 
decades. ranging from heavy household appliances to electronic components to 
automated manufacturing systems. Collectively. the 1 73 Mondragon cooperatives 
employ more than 1 9.500 workers. more than half the employed labor force in the 
Mondragon area;  in 1 985. when the Basque country had a 27 percent unemploy
ment rate, the rate for the town of Mondragon was only 6 percent. 

Intrigued by Mondragon 's  success in the midst of a deep economic recession 
In Spain. William Foote Whyte and hls wife. Kathleen, arrived in the Basque 
Country In the fall of 1 983. Fagor, one of the groups of cooperatives, Invited 
Whyte to help organize a research program in organizational behavior. When 
Whyte returned to Cornell, he and Davydd Greenwood, director of Cornell ' s  
Elnaudi Center for International Studies. obtained a grant for '"an Inter-institu
tional relationship for research and educational collaboration between 
Mondragon and Cornell. " Whyte and Greenwood envisioned the collaboration as 
a way of "'getting members of the Mondragon cooperatives involved in doing 
their own research. " In April 1 985, Greenwood, an anthropologist. began an 
Intensive seminar in Fagor that included a study of Ulgor. Mondragon's first 
worker cooperative. Following a second seminar in July 1 985. Fagor appropri
ated funds for organizational behavior research In its 1 986 personnel department 
budget (Whyte and Whyte 1 99 1 .  302-6) . 

The Intent of the research was to '" illuminate generic problems of advanced 
organizational organizations" (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992: 7) . Specifically. 
the PAR team focused on the problem of apathy and alienation within Fagor. The 
study that resulted has been described as one of the world ' s  most successful 
experiments In industrial democracy. The authors note: 

Our study of this problem revealed Institutional dynamics In Fagor that separate 
the mechanisms of governance from the operations of the work place. In gover
nance. Fagor members are fully equal and have elaborate process guarantees to 
assure that this equality suffers no abridgement. The processes of governance also 
highlight the values of democratic process. 
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In the work place. the dynamics are different. "Though they have developed some 

participatory work forms. . . .  social relations and production systems in the work 
place In Fagor are still quite similar to those found in any business environment. 
Hierarchical systems of command and control operate. albeit In a muted form 
(Greenwood and Gonzilez 1 992 :) .  

Combining data from documentary study, surveys. face-to-face interviews, and 
round table discussions, Greenwood and his colleagues used an anthropological
structuralist perspective - creating a dialectical process focusing on social 
structures and cultural values - to help interpret the problems in Fagor. As they 
noted. they .. only broached theoretical perspectives and methodological issues 
when directly necessary to examine a particular set of problems in the coopera
tives. The test of a theory or a method was its contribution to the problem at hand, 
not the contribution of the problem at hand to the enhancement of social science 
per se'" (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992 : 45) .  On the strength of a pilot archival 
and statistical study. the researchers rejected the dichotomies used in the literature 
on Mondragon to distinguish the cooperatives from private firms. based, for 
example. on their equality and hierarchy. cooperation and conflict. Instead. they 
developed a cultural model of Fagor that helped reveal '"dimensions of the 
cooperative experience that were otherwise not easily perceived and that had 
been missed in many previous analyses" (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992: 49) . 

The model supported a view of Fagor as a "system in dynamic equilibrium" ;  
significantly, one of the main equilibrating factors of cooperative working life is 
conflict. focused on " institutional commitments so important that they generate 
continual debate and tension within the system· (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992: 
65-66) . The anthropological orientation allowed the researchers to reconstruct 
'"the ways the [cooperative] members experience these organizational realties" 
(68) or. theoretically stated, '"the processes of attempting to reconcile social 
experience and cultural meaning into coherent personal and group living" (92) . 

The PAR process unfolded in three phases. First. the PAR team administered 
a pilot survey to seventy members of different cooperatives . ..  with different levels 
of responsibility, professional backgrounds, and personal situations. " The gener
ally positive tone of the answers contradicted the researchers' own insider knowl
edge of the cooperatives, leading to the identification of defects in the survey and 
to the decision to diversify the sample and to probe extensively for .. conflicts, 
divergent positions, and contradictory perceptions" (Greenwood and Gonzalez 
1 992: 99) . 

The researchers then designed interview schedules around five broad 
themes: participation and power: relations between management and member
ship: employment security and transfers: concentration and autonomy in the 
cooperatives; and compensation. For each theme, three cooperatives were se
lected for interviews: a cooperative that had experienced strong conflict over the 
problem. another that was deemed .. the most remote from the problem" (Green-
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wood and Gonzalez 1 992 : 1 02) , and a control cooperative that was deemed 
.. nonnal'" or standard. 

Third. the researchers facilitated a series of round table dialogues .. to deepen 
the analysis of themes'" and to stlmulate "realtstlc plans of action" (Greenwood 
and Gonzalez 1992 :  1 22-23) . The decision to reJect the results of the pilot survey 
reveals one of the epistemological strengths of PAR. Ordinarily. outsider-re
searchers take responses at face value. In the Mondragon case. the data did not 
square with what the researchers tacitly knew to be the reality of the cooperatives: 
that there was a growing sense of dlsllluslonment and dlmlnlshlng commitment to 
collective goals. 

In their study, Greenwood and his colleagues reJected the parametric Iagle of 
Gaussian curves and " the tendency within the social sciences to portray human 
realities as average values or Ideal types that homogenize the diversity of behav
Ior Into a single model (Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992: 36) . Applying different 
criteria for validity, they adopted a non parametric approach to study the heteroge
neity of the Fagor cultural and social system. "We examine general themes and 
structures to seek out the range of diversity and variability each contains. We 
characterize social and cultural systems by the amount of diversity they embrace. 
not mean values" (37; cl Lewin 1 935) . 

Conceptualization of a Communal PAR Project 

At the University of Pennsylvania. participatory actlon research Is a key element 
In an lnstltutlonal strategy directed toward the reinvention of the American 
research university and, ultimately, the revltallzatlon of the American city. Our 
approach has been to advance academically based community service rooted In 
and Intrinsically Ued to research and teaching. while also encouraging Intellectual 
Integration across dJscJpllnes. 

We have found that the very nature of concrete, real-world problems, par
ticularly those of the university's Immediate community of West Philadelphia. 
encourage lnterschool and Interdisciplinary collaboration. No single component 
of the university can significantly help explain and reduce the complex, myriad. 
Interrelated problems of the urban poor. Significant advances can be made. 
however. when public schools. businesses, unions, community organizations, 
government groups, and voluntary associations Join forces and work together. 

Our proJect builds on Dewey· s proposition that knowledge and learning Is 
advanced most effectively by working to solve maJor societal problems. For 
Dewey. ..Thinking begins . . . In a forked-road situation. a situation which Is 
ambiguous. which presents a dilemma, which proposes alternatives" ( 19 10: 1 1 ) .  
To a significant extent. our work can be viewed as testlng the validity of Dewey's  
proposltlon about how we learn and think. 
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Even more fundamentally, our project tests the validity of Francis Bacon' s  
central proposition that knowledge advances most effectively when the " relief of 
man 's  estate" is made the true end of knowledge. According to Bacon, knowledge 
should be sought not .. for pleasure of the mind, or for contention, or for superior
tty to others. or for profit. or fame. or power, or for any of these inferior things: but 
for the benefit and use of life" (qtd. in Benson and Harkavy 1 99 1 : 46) . 10 

Since 1 985, Penn has been involved in a broadly based community project to 
help improve the quality of life in West Philadelphia. The project has two main 
organizational components: the West Philadelphia Improvement Corps 
(WEPIC) , representing university faculty. staff. and students (undergraduate and 
graduate) , which has staff offices in West Philadelphia, and a coalition composed 
of West Philadelphia teachers, students, and school administrators. The year
round program currently involves more than two thousand children. their parents, 
and community members in educational and cultural programs. recreation, Job 
training. community Improvement, and service activities. 

WEPIC is coordinated by the West Philadelphia Partnership, a nonprofit, 
community-based organization composed of maJor institutions, including the 
university. and community groups, in conjunction with the Greater Philadelphia 
Urban Affairs Coalition and the Philadelphia School District (see Harkavy and 
Puckett 1 99 1 ) .  The Center for Community Partnerships coordinates and provides 
opportunltles for PAR projects conducted under the aegis of WEPIC. 

WEPIC has reinvented and updated an old notion: the neighborhood school 
can effectively serve as the core neighborhood lnstltution. providing multiple. 
comprehensive, and diverse services while also sparking, galvanizing. and ener
gizing other community institutions and groups. Since the early 1 900s, this idea 
has motivated social reconstructtonlsts, who recognized the centrality of the 
neighborhood school in community life and its potential as the catalytic site for 
community stabilization and improvement (see Dewey 1 902 :  Clapp 1939: Everett 
1 938: Henry 1 953: Totten and Manley 1 969) . As Benson and Harkavy have 
argued (1 99 1 : 23-27) .  although Dewey did not make the explicit case, it follows 
logically from his general theory that the community-centered school would help 
catalyze the development of a "cosmopolitan local community. " For the neigh
borhood school to function as a community center. it needs addttlonal human 
resources and support. however. 

In 1 930, near the end of her extraordinary career. jane Addams wrote that the 
social settlement served the same functlon as the university but encompassed a 
broader and needier populatlon: 

It was the function of the settlements to bring Into the circle of knowledge and full 
life. men and women who might otherwise be left outside. Some of these men and 
women were outside simply because of their Ignorance. some of them because 
they led lives of hard work that narrowed their interests. and others because they 
were unaware of the possibilities of life and needed a friendly touch to awaken 
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them. The colleges and universities had made a little Inner circle of lllumlnated 
space beyond which there stretched a region of darkness. and It was the duty of 
the settlements to draw Into the light those who were out of It (40-45) . 

The key challenge today Is not to have social settlements that function as univer
sities but to have universities that function as perennial, deeply rooted settle
ments, providing illuminated space for their communities as they produce and 
transmit knowledge to advance human welfare and develop theories that have 
broad utility and application. As comprehensive Institutions, universities are 
uniquely qualified to provide broadly based, sustained, comprehensive support, 
which Is a sine qua non of effective community schools. The community school 
project Itself becomes the organizing catalyst enabling the university to function 
as a social settlement, one Innovative. humanistic strategy to better perform Its 
traditional mission. as well as to better perform Its role as a cosmopolitan clvlc 
university. 

If It Is to be an effective partner In the revitalization of collapsing urban 
centers. the university must Institutionalize a strategy that engages academic 
resources In ways that Integrate and strengthen Its missions of teaching, research, 
and service. The strategy we have chosen at the University of Pennsylvania Is to 
develop a permanent natural laboratory In West Philadelphia. To avoid misunder
standing. let us emphasize that we neither conceptualize nor treat West Philadel
phia as a laboratory for experimentation on poor people, that Is. as a site for study 
rather than assistance. We believe that West Philadelphia, and the community 
school In particular. should serve as a natural social and cultural laboratory In 
which communal participatory action research functions as a humanistic strategy 
for the advancement of knowledge and human welfare (Benson and Harkavy 
1 99 1  : Harkavy 1 992) . 

Dlstlngulshlng between PAR and communal PAR Is Important here. Both 
research processes are directed toward problems In the real world. are concerned 
with application, and are obviously participatory. They differ In the degree to 
which they are continuous, comprehensive and beneficial, and necessary to the 
organization or community studied and to the university. 

The PAR process Is exemplified In the efforts of William Foote Whyte and 
his associates at Cornell to advance Industrial democracy ln the worker coopera
tives of Mondragon. Spain, but the research at Mondragon Is not an Institutional 
necessity for Cornell. By contrast. the success of the University of Pennsylvania 's  
research efforts In West Philadelphia Is In Its enlightened self-Interest. hence Its 
emphasis on communal participatory action research. In short, proximity and a 
focus on problems that are Institutionally significant to the university encourage 
sustained. continuous research Involvement. A crucial Issue, of course, Is the 
degree to which these locally based research proJects result ln general knowledge. 
We would argue that local does not mean parochial. and solving local problems 
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necessarily requires an understanding of national and global issues, as well as an 
effective use and development of theory. 

Two research projects exemplify these propositions and the multidisci
plinary nature of the Penn approach. The first such undertaking ts the Turner 
Nutritional Awareness Project (TNAP) . a Joint communtty/untverstty-sponsored 
PAR program at the john P. Turner Middle School. Headed by Francis johnston, 
chair of Penn· s anthropology department. the project ts designed to improve the 
nutritional status of the community. TNAP is "comprehensive in scope. with 
components dealing with nutritional assessment. with instruction in concepts of 
nutrition. and with the collection of a broad range of related information, includ
ing such areas as knowledge. preferences. and attitudes concerning food. food 
streams within the neighborhood, and other sources of information (merchants, 
media. etc . ) "  (Johnston and Hallock 1 994 : 742) . Turner School teachers partici
pate in the design of the intervention, its packaging. and the way it ts presented. 
Sixth-grade Turner students participate in the nutrition education program: then. 
as seventh-graders, they teach elementary school students about baste nutrition 
and healthful habits. 

In a recent study, johnston and his students in an undergraduate anthropol
ogy course entitled '"Biomedical Science and Human Adaptability· collected data 
on the physical growth status and dietary intakes of eleven- to fifteen-year-old 
African Americans. Data for the former were collected on 1 36 individuals: for 
both sets of indicators, data were collected on 1 1 3. A software package was used 
to calculate the nutrient values of students ' dietary intakes, and individual records 
were merged into a single data set for statistical analysts. The tabulations indi
cated the population had a very high prevalence of obesity and that their diets 
were high in saturated fat and low in polyunsaturated fat and low in zinc and high 
tn sodium, suggesting the need for "'the development of programs designed to 
improve diets and enhance health in general '" (Johnston and Hallock 1 994: 74 1 ) .  

johnston 's  work with undergraduates further distinguishes the Penn ap-
proach: communal PAR extends to creating or restructuring academic courses to 
include an explicit community focus and action component . The assumption is 
that embedding community service into courses. research, and general intellec
tual discourse will lead to positive changes in the institutional climate. providing 
a link between service. morality. and education. 

A dissertation study in the Annenberg School for Communication provides 
the second illustration of Penn 's  involvement tn communal PAR. For two years, 
Eleanor Novek, a former professional journalist and editor, was involved at West 
Philadelphia High School, a WEPIC site, as a co-teacher and researcher in "an 
educational demonstration project, an urban high school English/journalism class 
which uses production of a community-focused newspaper as a strategy for the 
self-determination of young African Americans" (Novek 1 993: 1 ) .  Each compo
nent of the newspaper. Q-West. was adjudicated and carried out by students. 
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Novek 's  research on self-determination and student empowerment built on 
jurgen Habermas' s theory of communicative action. elements of reference group 
theory (for example, Robert Merton) , and superordinate goal theory (Muzafer 
Sherif and Caroline Sherif) not only during the process of interpreting and 
theorizing from ethnographic data about the students but also, simultaneously, in 
shaping the intervention strategies, thereby effecting an ebb and flow of theory 
and action. In a report on her study. Novek constructed several criteria of self
determination. such as '"providing experiences of mastery, strengthening group 
bonds and increasing [the students' ]  influence in social systems" (1 993 : 2 1 ) .  Her 
description of risk taking and the crossing of social boundaries is a case in point 
for the progress she cites: 

A shy young woman who never spoke up In class not only obtained an interview 
with Ramona Africa. the lone survivor of the world-infamous MOVE bombing In 
May 1985 . but also brought her to the school to address the whole class. A 
taciturn young man Interested in rap music visited one of the largest African 
American radio stations in the city and interviewed a popular disc jockey on the 
air. Another student took It upon himself to develop and distribute an attitude 
survey about the Q- West project to class members. Two students applied for and 
won admission to a minority workshop for high school journalists - the first time 
any students from their school had participated. Another began freelancing sports 
reports for a community newspaper (1 5) .  

As these examples suggest, genuine thinking has occurred as a result of the Penn 
project. engendering new ideas, concepts. and approaches to school and commu
nity development. We believe we have made a good start. The interaction of 
faculty. staff. and students attempting to solve immediate, concrete, real-world 
problems has fostered an unprecedented degree of academic integration at Penn 
and has spurred the development of new organizational structures and mecha
nisms to encourage, support, and coordinate academically based community 
service. We want to emphasize, however, that changing the university and its 
community is extraordinarily difficult. Even after nearly twelve years, our work is 
still in an early, developing phase. 

Historical analysts indicates not only that progressive change can occur but 
that such analysts can be useful in revealing and clarifying deeply embedded 
Impediments to change. To locate WPIC historically. we have traced the develop
ment of PAR from the work of Kurt Lewin in the 1 930s to Cornell ' s  studies in 
Mondragon in the 1 990s to academically based community service projects being 
developed at the University of Pennsylvania. 

American social science should be about the '"relief of man's  estate. " More 
precisely, it should be about overcoming the urban crisis and preventing urban 
chaos. The problem of the city is the strategic problem of our time. As such, it is a 
problem most likely to advance the social sciences. 

In his studies of creativity. psychologist Howard E. Gruber emphasized the 
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connection between individual creativity and a desire to solve real-world prob
lems. a concept he called creative altruism: '"Creative altruism. when lt goes the 
limit, strives to eliminate the cause of suffering. to change the world. to change 
the fate of the earth .. (1 989: 285) . 

Creative altruism imbued the work of Jane Addams and the women of Hull 
House at the tum of this century. Their humanistic, real-world, problem-solving 
approach to social science has strong potential to produce better teaching. better 
research. and better service than conventional social science. We belteve the 
expltctt problem-orientation and theory-driven approach of Lewin and his col
leagues are necessary components of a genuinely scientific and socially useful 
social science. If the American university Is to fulflll tts promise and help create a 
fair, decent. and just society. lt must give full-hearted and full-minded attention to 
solving our complex. interrelated problems. building on the legacies of both 
Addams and Lewin. 
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Notes 

1 .  Hull-House Maps and P�rs helped Inaugurate the Social Survey Movement. of which the 
Pittsburgh Survey ( 1907 - 1909) . was the largest and most promln� example. Carried out by 
a comblnatlon of academics and nonacademlcs. including Flomtce Kelley. the Sl1.1WY was 
conceptually unlfloo around the seminal role of the stC!el industry In shaping Pittsburgh ·s 
urban environment and growth. See Cohen 199 1 .  

2. Gordon has astutely written. ·The notion that policy should rest on accurate data did not make 
the early soclal work researchers aspire to objectlvlty In the sense of disinterest or polltlcal 
neutrality . . . .  They beUeved that scholarship could be truthful and moral and partisan· ( 1 992: 
4 1 -42)_ 

3. The most important study from the early Chicago school was The Polish F>Pasam in Europe 
and America. a 2.232-page study coauthored by Thomas amd Florlan Znanleckl ln 1 9 18 (see 
Bulmer 1 984: 45-63. 238) . 

4.  Turner (199 1 )  traces the origin of this viewpoint to Karl Pearson 's  The Grammar ofScimce. 
as refracted through Franklin H. Giddings. the first chair (1894) of sociology at Columbia 
University. Formerly associated with the reformist (nonacademic) American Social Science 
Association. Giddings advancoo conununlty studies as a legitimate field of soclologtcal 
research at Columbia but emphasized 1M devel�nt of scientific theory over social action: 
In fact he Intensely dtsllked Chicago sociology. ·clddlngs roon· domlnatoo American 
sociology after 19 18: six Columbia-trained sociologists were presidents of the American 
Sociological Association In the lnterv.•ar era_ For a discussion of Columbia University's 
broader disengagement from civic affairs after 190 1 .  sec! Bender 1987. 
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5.  For a dtscusstoo of the environmental threats posed by sclen� dtvorced from social. moral, 
and ethical concC!fllS In quantum mechanics and molecular biology. Slle Bernstein 1 987: 37-
68. 

6. CCI m�rs Jsidor Chetn. Stuart W. Cook. and john Harding Identified four varieties of 
action research: dtagnosttc. or ·research designed to lead to action· ( 1 948: 45: emphasis In 
original), llmlled to making recOIJlJllendaUons: empirical acUon research, which entatled 
doing somNhtng and kooptng a rocord of what haPJ)@ned: and experimental. The authors. 
who ooheved participant acuon rese!arch yielded • prtmartly facts about a parUcular commu
nity rather than general prlnclples which can guide acUon in other communtues as well" (47). 
clearly preferred experimental action research, In which ·the research program ts planned 
from the beginning In collaborauoo wtth an operating agency which takes responsibility for 
500lng to tt that the necessary action ts carried our· (48) . 

7. Le@ Benson has contrtbutro the following typology of A�rican social science: ( 1)  scholastic 
soclal science. which ts nonparttclpatory. nonapplled. dirKted almost exclusively to the 
Internal debates of too discipline, and virtually always conducted by professional soclal 
sctentlsts; and (2) action social sck!nce, which can be subdivided Into (a) professional expert 
(b) participatory. and (c) communal parUclpatory action social science. and which is con
cerned wtth appllcaUon and focused on solving problems In sock!ty. 

There are Important dtffenmces among the three subtypes of acUon social science. 
Professtonal-ex(»rt acUon social science Is nonpantcipatory tn design and restmeh practice. 
as exemplfled by james S. Coleman PI a/. · s Equality of EducatkJnal Opportunity ( 1 966) (See 
Benson and Harkavy 1 99 1 .  esp. 14-1 5.) 

8. For Tavtstock. Se@ Trtst and Murray 1990b: 1 33, 8 1 1 :  Marrow 1969: 222-24: and van 
Eijnatten 1993: 22-32. For a history of soctotechntcal design thinking and action research. 
500 Trtst and Murray 1990b. Hans van Betnurn (1993) notes that tine ·acuon-oriented 
rese!arch proJ«:ts" independent of sockJlechnical systm�S analysts WC!f'@ under way at the 
Tavtstock during World War II. These proJects concerned too tramformatlon of officer 
selection procedures (using Blon's leaderless group method): too discovery of the therapeutic 
community. originally designed to reduce the outflow of soldk!rs expertenclng psychological 
tllooss: and the Innovation of transitional communities. designed to help resettle repatriated 
prisoners of war and later. as a general con�pt. to socially reconnect individuals ·outside or 
alienated from main sock!ty" (Trl.st and Murray 1990c: 4 1 -43). For details. Slle Murray 1990: 
Bridger 1990: and Wtlson. Trtst. and Curle 1990. 

9. For Sweden. see Gustavsen 1992: for Norway. Elden and U\rin 1 99 1 :  for Cornell and 
MondragOn. Groonwood and Gonzak!z 1 992. esp. 1 2 1 -45. For an excellent summary. 500 van 
Eijnatten 1993: 68-76. 

I 0. Ian Box suggests that Bacon prefigured the democratizing component of action research by 
expressing ·a fundamental convtcUon that the advancement of &earning could only be the 
result of a colk!cttve endeavour in which even those! of meanest capacities could participate. 
The project did not depend on the uniqtl@ �ntus of a Plato or Aristotle but was open to every 
man's industry. Everyone could contribute In some way" (Box 1989: 3) . 





Chapter 1 0  

Bottom-up Organizational Change 

The Segerstrom Case 

Bertil Olsson 

At the heart of Swedish workplace reform strategies is the desire to develop 
individual workers ' and employees ' opportunities to make decisions and have a 
real influence on working conditions. But in spite of comprehensive labor legisla
tion and agreements on codetermination, attempts to change and democratize 
industrial organizations have had only meager results. Nevertheless. the interna
tionalization of industrial competition has once again fueled discussions of alter
native models and principles of work organization. The participation and 
emancipation of workers and shop-floor employees are now associated with the 
economic development and competitiveness of industrial organizations. 

In practice, however, workers and shop-floor employees continuously in
dulge in processes of change, as a result of developments in technology, market 
preferences. trade conditions, and so forth. Researchers with the goal of recon
structing work organizations try to influence these processes and give them a 
desirable direction. If this strategy is successful, it may lead to innovative collabo
ration between researchers and practitioners. which could eventually result in a 
better understanding of organizational change and of the role of organizational 
research. 

The Segerstrom case was a five-year collaborative project undertaken be
tween a manufacturer of pressed and welded sheet -steel components and a 
research team from Dalarna and Linkoping universities. The project started after a 
conflict erupted between management and the unions concerning a management 
proposal to sell off one production line. Formal negotiations were entered into, a 
time for consideration was agreed on, and eventually two union consultants, who 
subsequently formed part of the research team, were engaged. In their report. the 
consultants emphasized the need to restructure the work organization. and before 
long what had started as the union consultants' assignment had turned into an 
action research project, financed partly by the LOM Program. 
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At the time this project was Initiated, conditions ln the auto supply business 
were tough. At Segerstrom, the economic margins were tight. and the customers 
were making new demands concerning production quality and the need for on
time deliveries. Furthermore. the loss of a major product. steel wheel covers, 
representing one-third of the company's  output. emphasized even more the need 
to develop the company's  competitiveness. The rising mistrust and frustration 
among workers and shop-floor employees made the situation appear even less 
hopeful. 

Aims and Theoretical Perspective 

One of the alms of the LOM program was to lnltlate and support local develop
ment efforts by private companies and public organizations that could be charac
terized as having harmonious and stable industrial relations. Following the strong 
emphasis on collaboration. a key characteristic of the program was Its focus on 
communication and language and the concept of democratic dialogue. According 
to Bjorn Gustavsen (1 992) , the way to develop organizations ls to ensure that 
communication ls open and democratic. Consequently, the LOM program fo
cused on how such dialogue should be carried out, not on Its content or actual 
purpose. Enabling democratic dialogue to take place became both the goal and the 
strategy of the LOM program. both theory and practice. 

The concept and practice of democratic dialogue was never developed Into 
an efficient tool for solving real interest-based conflicts, however. Deeply rooted 
ln an idealistic and regulatory tradition. the LOM program concentrated on 
mobilizing for broad participation. expecting that Innovative processes would 
emerge. while not even considering the risk that local development projects could 
reinforce the prevailing social dominance and inhibit radical Initiatives (Burrell 
and Morgan 1 979) . The LOM program took no position regarding management
controlled rationalization schemes or the centralization of decision making and 
the Intrinsic conflict between management control and the autonomy of workers 
and employees. 

Symbolic Aspect 

The Segerstrom project was grounded ln a conception of organizations as social 
constructions (Czarnlawska-Joerges 1993) . From this perspective, work organi
zations. l ike social reality at large. are not conceived as objective ln a realist sense. 
Instead, they are viewed as ongoing processes that are constantly confirmed and 
maintained by those who are active in the organizations. Certainly. an objective 
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structure, which Is normally designed by specialists, can readily be observed that 
consists of instructions. routines, methods, wage systems, and so on. Without the 
compliance and collaboration of the participants in the organization, however. 
these objective features become no more than pieces of paper. software, or 
management intentions. Consequently, work organizations are understood as 
intersubjective and existing principally as extensions of the participants · collec
tive consciousness. According to this view. work organizations can be changed, 
and improved. as a result of workers· and employees' growing awareness and 
understanding of their role in maintaining unsatisfactory working conditions. 

At Segerstrom. a bottom-up strategy was outlined so as to give the workers a 
central position in testing out new ways of organizing work. The core strategy 
was to mobilize the innovative capacity of the workers - a fundamental resource 
seldom recognized in hierarchical organizations (Fricke 1 983) . The approach 
aimed to identify variances in the manufacturing process and then to develop the 
collective ability of the workers to correct these variances (Pasmore 1 988) . This 
mapping of the work process was not treated as objective fact but recognized as 
an expression and articulation of shop-floor experiences. The purpose was to 
provide material for meaningful dialogues to take place between different tlers in 
the hierarchy and between employees with different work experiences. 

Political Aspect 

Social conflicts, concentration of power, and authority distort communication and 
thus the creation of meaning and understanding. The research team had experi
enced how workers perceived shop-floor reality as the manifestation of a domi
nating social order that impeded any radical change. Generally, workers on the 
shop floor went about their business silently, suspiciously, waiting for orders and 
information. In this respect, a top-down perspective pervaded the workdays and 
the minds of workers. 

Once the workdays have been routinized, the constitutive processes that 
construct and sustain this reality are hidden and protected from critical reflection 
and alternative ways of organizing the workdays appear increasingly unrealistic 
(Deetz and Kersten 1 983) . Efforts to develop efficient work organizations should 
therefore include actions that promote personal growth. reflection. and autonomy. 
with the aim of freeing workers from the taken-for-granted conditions that limit 
their potential for innovative action. As objectified and routinized as the work
days might seem. they are. nevertheless, created by individuals and might there
fore also be changed by organized action (Hoglund 1 99 1 ) .  In a bottom-up 
process, workers and shop-floor employees are given the opportunity to reflect 
and reason and to develop their skills so they may play an active role in the 
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reorganization of the workplace. Dialogues with different members of the organi
zation support a learning process that enriches their reasoning and argumentation 
and that might clear the way for daring proposals and radical change. 

Research Aspect 

The research team intervened ln the work process and organized meetings that 
were meant to be important elements ln an innovative process. The goal was that 
workers and shop-floor employees would gradually take over the meetings and 
eventually flnd good arguments for taking action. In this way. the research team 
tried to bring together different frames of reference and to contribute to a change 
ln practice and the production of new insights. 

One baste (research) assumption was that alternative solutions emerge out of 
impressions from the outside and from enlightened participation within (Elden 
and Levin 1 99 1 ) .  From experience. the research team knew that outsiders can 
uncover myths at the workplace and expose insiders to unsatisfactory conditions 
to which insiders usually shut their eyes. 

To cope with a combined theoretical and practical aim, researchers have to 
get out of the workplace situation and reflect on their personal experiences and 
impressions of crucial situations, supported by notes, documents , and interviews, 
ln short, to contribute to the understanding of the nature of social change. For 
practical and political reasons, action research results ln researchers having less 
control over the research process ln favor of the participation of insiders. The 
researchers do not claim authority over truth but recognize that the situation ls 
best described and problems best identified by insiders. In the process, research
ers and practitioners do something together and develop mutual goals grounded ln 
a shared conception of the situation and what solutions are attainable. The 
creation of a common language and an enriched frame of reference clear the way 
for new understanding and new solutions to practical problems (Dahlgren 1 993) . 

Segerstrom Factory 

The action research project took place ln a family-owned company. established 
on a small scale ln 1 906 to manufacture and sell ornamental objects and gift trays 
ln silver and gold plating. After the acquisition of the considerably larger Albeca 
Ltd. ,  a manufacturer of loudspeakers and miscellaneous metal components, 
Segerstrom expanded. 

In the 1 980s. Segerstrom's emerged as one of the biggest Swedish suppliers 
of pressed and welded metal parts for the car-manufacturing industry. and by 
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mid-decade. it had a 20 percent market share. In 1 986, there were about three 
hundred employees and an annual turnover of U.S. $25 million. 

Small economic margins had forced Segerstrom's to keep all of its manufac
turing costs down. Nevertheless. and although the car market was growing, 
Segerstrom's profits were falling. The ongoing expansion had caused a delivery 
lag that the company had been fighting for many years and had put a straln both 
on the economy. caused by delayed invoicing. and on the organization, caused by 
replanning and extensive overtime and work during weekends. Maintenance 
routines had been neglected. and machine breakdowns and unexpected distur
bances had become frequent. By the autumn of 1 986, Segerstrom's faced an acute 
liquidity crisis that resulted in a financial reorganization of the company and the 
hiring of a new managing director. 

Concurrently, the Swedish automobile industry was creating a hierarchy of 
suppliers in an effort to cut its administrative costs. Under this plan, only the most 
competent suppliers - those taking total-quality responsibility for more complex 
components or whole systems like the rear axle or transmission system - would 
deal directly with the automobile makers. 

The car manufacturers also intended to intensify their capital rationalization 
schemes, so new demands were made on the suppliers to cut their inventories and 
prepare for Just-in-time delivery. Concurrently, the car makers' quality-control 
organizations were preparing a new procedure for quality audits, which would 
result in all suppliers being ranked. with a likely result that only the best would 
survive. 

The new CEO at Segerstrom 's  expected these changes to lead to even 
tougher competition and even smaller economic margins. Yet he chose to concen
trate the company's  operations on the car-supply business and to Intensify rela
tions with the car industry. His goal was to tum an entrepreneurial business into a 
manufacturing organization with stable and bureaucratic management routines. A 
production manager, a quality control manager. a personnel manager, and an 
economic controller were hired to play decisive roles In this new strategy. 

Considering the financial reorganization, the new business strategy, and the 
new demands from customers, by now workers were speculating whether the new 
CEO really had the situation under control. How many Jobs would disappear? 
Feelings of insecurity and worries about the future development of the company 
ran deep. It was amid this growing confusion that the local leader of the Metal 
Workers' Union demanded help from external consultants. 

Premises 

Visitors to Segerstrom's are normally shown upstairs, where. in addition to a 
reception area, the offices of about twenty managers and administrators are 
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located. The offices are small, and most of the inner walls are of glass, which 
makes any intruder very conspicuous. At the far end of the second floor Is a metal 
door that opens onto a spiral staircase from which one has a complete view of the 
large press shop, which is dominated by an eight hundred-ton hydraulic press. At 
the far end of the press shop is a specially designed group that manufactures 
details for microwave ovens. 

To the right as one stands on the staircase are two more production groups: a 
welding shop with spot welding machines, excenter presses, and three automatic 
punching machines and, farther down, a surface-conditioning shop for chromating, 
zinciflcatton, and nickel plating. Underneath the top floor is a tool room where 
chucking fixtures are manufactured and tools are adjusted and a small office for the 
engineers. To the left as one stands on the staircase are doors to the warehouses and 
office barracks for the technicians. Though the shops are full of activity. not many 
machines are actually working. Dominating the scene is the movement of materials. 
Thtrty-flve to forty tons of plate are brought in every day. and 1 50 loading stools 
of manufactured parts are delivered and loaded on trucks. 

Working Conditions 

Although the manufacturing process at Segerstrom's may seem technically ad
vanced. many operations are perfonned within a gray zone where, for a variety of 
reasons, tolerance and quality standards cannot be established. Tolerances may be 
extremely difficult to measure, operations may be insufficiently documented. the 
capabilities of the process or tools may not be stable enough. and so forth. 
Nevertheless, the workers have to maintain a high work pace and therefore have 
no time to be cautious or to identify problems: the task is simply to produce. On 
the shop floor, supervisors and technicians. maintenance men. controllers. fitters, 
and truck drivers swarm to keep workers in direct production busy. 

In the mid- 1 980s. most of the jobs at Segerstom's  were characterized as 
boring: workers sat waiting for the time to pass. moving parts out of one box and 
into the next. jobs were routinized and adapted to a machine logic, and workers 
were Isolated and felt deprived of human dignity. As one supervisor put it: "'You 
have to admire workers that sUck at it. There is no social life .  There used to be hell 
if anyone earned a penny extra. Today nobody cares. Everyone is working for 
himself. What could motivate people here? There is no contact. no understanding 
of what ' s  going on. " Management had some general ideas about how to make the 
workers ' situation more agreeable: renovate the dressing room. put in new 
lockers, showers. and a sauna, buy new furniture for the lunchroom. and so forth. 
But there were no programs that addressed working conditions. Moreover. a 
number of workers and shop-floor employees had developed a kind of delivery 
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know-how. trying out quick solutions as new and unforeseen problems popped 
up. and they were reluctant to change a work situation that provided opportunities 
for extra earnings and problem-solving activities for more regulations and rou
tines. 

Bottom-up Strategy 

After falling the first quality audit, conducted by the most Important customer. 
Segers tom· s management faced a maJor problem. As the front page of one 
corporate newspaper. Double-55. said In 1 987. no less than 90 percent of the 
faults In production could be spotted without using any Instruments, with Just the 
eye: '" In other words. the operative can find almost all faults by looking at each 
part that he or she Is machining before letting It pass on ...  The solution was for 
management to make the workers take a more active Interest In the work output. 

Once It defined production quality as the key criterion for success, manage
ment was caught between two organizational design principles, described by Fred 
E. Emery as the principles of redundancy-of-parts and redundancy-of-functions 
( 1 977) . Management began looking for ways to utilize the workers · qualifications 
and to Increase their Involvement In whatever Jobs they were performing. The 
problem with this new approach, as Emery points out. was that the workers 
needed to be willing to put their unused capabilities Into action, and without 
considerable sharing of values and obJectives between the workers and manage
ment, the potential of this design might never be realized. With top-down mea
sures, management would run the risk that changes would stop at output demands 
and dtsclpltnary measures (Kelly 1 982) . Eventually. management recognized the 
benefits of a bottom-up strategy that aimed to achieve broad participation by the 
workers and shop-floor employees and that had as Its ultimate goal shared 
understanding of the problems and the conditions that would lead to an Improve
ment In quality. 

Meetings and Regular Proceedings 

The Idea to organize production groups that would meet regularly started from the 
assumption that an understanding of the practical actions of workers and shop
floor employees Is the basts for organizational developments at work. To make the 
meetings meaningful, however. the workers and shop-floor employees had to feel 
confident that management was treating their suggestions and criticism seriously 
and that the result would be practical actions and measures. Consequently. the 
production groups needed support both from within the formal hierarchy of 
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authority and in the fonnal agreements between the local unions and management. 
Addressing the problem of inequality also was important. Study circles, 

conducted by the local Metal Workers' Union, aimed to strengthen the workers' 
belief in their own abilities and to let them experience an increase in self-esteem 
(Holmer 1 993) . 

The actual fanning of production groups was done by the leader of the local 
Metal Workers' Union and plant supervisors. The idea was to create better 
connections between informal groups. such as workers who sat together at coffee 
breaks or whose work areas were close to one another. A series of meetings was 
proposed that was supported by formal authority and the bargaining and codeter
mination processes. In addition, a group to coordinate the meetings and union
managed study circles was introduced. 

Results 

The research team planned to start the process of changing routines and working 
procedures - to make things happen - and to leave future responsibility for the 
proJect with the participants. A decisive step in the proJect was therefore the point 
when most of the production groups were fanned. One researcher chaired the 
meetings, which were usually held between shifts in the lunch room. just outside 
were the three big automatic punching machines, running on a different shift, 
which meant they could not be turned off during meetings. Because of the noise, 
the participants could barely hear each other talk. 

Moreover. it was almost impossible to plan group meetings in advance. 
Sudden changes in the delivery schemes, machine breakdowns, delays. and other 
problems meant that meetings often had to be canceled at the last minute. 
Complicating the situation. supervisors continuously had to shift workers be
tween different operations and departments because of the high labor turnover 
and absenteeism. The planning of meetings also was made difficult because of 
various development projects and continuous changes at the organizational level. 
For these reasons, only groups with a high degree of internal stability - namely, 
the press-welding and assembly groups - actually conducted a series of meet
ings. The participants in these groups liked the project, however, and were 
prepared to continue the meetings as the project was coming to an end. 

The resistance and obstacles to accomplishing even minor changes were 
greatly underestimated at the beginning of the project. During the proJect period 
the company had four different production managers and three different quality 
control systems. A new inventory system was installed, the shop-floor layout was 
changed. and new products and new machines were brought in. For these reasons, 
even very concrete and simple suggestions from the production groups, such as 
one to keep access open to water fountains, did not lead to immediate actions. 
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The production manager argued that there was no time or resources to deal with 
anything but immediate delivery problems. Support from staff and administration 
also was difficult to achieve. For example. to many white-collar employees. 
organizing group meetlngs to address problems in the manufacturing process was 
a challenging and provocative idea. Middle managers and technicians feared that 
the project might lead to cuts in such traditional white-collar work as surveillance, 
planning. and control. They further feared that a direct dialogue between the shop 
floor and management might reduce their authority. It was therefore argued that the 
production group should not develop alternatives to the formal line of authority. In 
short, many white-collar employees tried to position the meetings as peripheral 
activities without strategic importance (Cole, Bacdayan. and White 1 993) . 

Business negotiations also significantly restricted any radical change. Tools. 
drawings. and products were owned by the customers, and production methods 
were part of the business agreement. To redesign Jobs based on the supplier ' s  
initiative would require renegotiating the whole business agreement. Further, the 
supplier had to cover any extra costs for new tooling and redesign. This seemed 
out of the question. 

There were those who supported the meetings. however. The leader of the 
local Metal Workers· Union, for lnstance, saw the meetings as a way to develop a 
team-based work organization and thus get rid of the piece-rate system and 
degrading work situations. And the new quality control manager saw the meet
ings as a way to mobilize a broad interest in quality and improved understanding 
of customers ' demands. Both these individuals participated regularly in the 
meetings and consequently discussions focused on the urgent need for improve
ments in quality control and in workers' rights to participate in the decision
making process. 

Learning by Change 

Another serious impediment to conducting the meetlngs was that Segerstrom's  
had a large lmmlgrant population. so that no fewer than seventeen different 
languages were spoken on the shop floor. Many of these lmmlgrants had a very 
poor command of Swedish. Furthermore, many of the old-Umers did not want to 
participate ln production group meetings. Mr. S.,  a very experienced and re
spected worker, expressed this oplnion: '"To hell with thls project. If someone 
could just find a way to make management pay me more. I 'd give them whatever 
quality or commitment they want."  

The workers who could handle the piece-rate system and get their work done 
at top speed were viewed negatively. Ms. E . . who handled an astonishing seven 
hundred details of sheet metal an hour, argued that she would lose money if 
conditions were changed. Many workers had also lived through other projects that 
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had deteriorated to blunt rationalization schemes. Many of them expressed mis
trust: '"This proJect is just another way to cheat us. and to make us work harder . ..  

The managers had a frustrating time reading the reports from the meetings. 
which were filled with grievances about how gloomy and greasy the workplace 
was. They were distressed by these reports and, feeling bad, realized that the 
conditions on the shop floor were really unforeseen consequences of their own 
actions - or lack of action. 

As a result of the production group meetings. new opportunities opened up 
for the workers to take part in problem solving. This was especially true of 
'"upstream .. problems. most of which lt was possible to detect with just the eye -
press marks from the press sections, particles of dust or splashes from the surface
conditioning process, and so forth. When workers from the previous process areas 
were invited to meetings. discussions centered on what defects looked like in 
input materials downstream, which helped workers upstream to identify the 
problems that had caused the defects. Engineers were invited to discuss improve
ments in tools and equipment and to plan new devices that could ease the 
assembly work. 

Once some of the technicians left their offices and became visible on the 
shop floor. many small improvements were made. One press/welding machine 
was raised a few inches, making room for workers' legs: new chairs were tested: 
and lift boards, lifting devices, and hand cranes appeared. Approved standard 
pieces from all operations were made available to workers, who then could use 
them to check a process. Tooling manufacturers and engineers were invited to 
meetings to document mistakes and learn about production conditions. which 
could help them to improve the construction of new tools. Eventually. the 
production manager considered forming groups composed of shop-floor workers, 
fitters, supervisors, and technicians to work on new products and production 
methods. 

As the proJect continued, three technicians formed a coordinating group with 
the assignment of coordinating operations across the shop-floor department as 
well as the meetings of production groups. Under this new coordinating group. a 
more proJect-like organJzational thinking was introduced. It opened the way for a 
new take on the analysts of problems and disturbances and ways to improve 
control of the manufacturing process. 

Conclusion 

The bottom-up project was introduced at Segerstrom· s during a time when it was 
unclear whether the company would stay in business. Measures that would lead to 
increased production quality and cost reductions were urgent. The short-term 
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objectives were reached. Perfonnance was improved, and the number of cus
tomer complaints decreased substantially. as did internal complaints and rejec
tions. 

In September 1 989, the company passed the quality audit and was approved 
of as an A supplier. The quality audit report specifically mentioned that 
Segerstrom's  was pursuing a quality-development program based on broad shop
floor participation. 

These results showed that the project had provided crucial support for 
obtaining better control over the manufacturing process. The fears among manag
ers that the production group meetings would get out of control and eventually 
lead to anarchy were proven unfounded. Although workers certainly had ex
pressed grievances and demands for improved working conditions, they had also 
shown that they were able and had an interest in improving the general level of 
perfonnance on the shop floor. Workers and shop-floor employees had taken a 
constructive position and revealed they were interested in analyzing and develop
ing new routines and work procedures and in engaging in constructive discus
sions with their supervisors. 

The lack of response and management· s hesitant attitude could have turned 
the bottom-up process into a series of meaningless discussions the sole purpose of 
which was to make workers and shop-floor employees feel more appreciated and 
attended to. Through the participation of the quality manager and the union 
leader. however. the meetings gained strategic importance and issues of workers· 
autonomy and control became management considerations. 

As a result of the bottom-up process. workers and shop-floor employees 
were mobilized as an important potential for the development of the work 
organization. They were given time and space to reflect on working conditions 
and to develop an understanding of how routlnes and different operations coordi
nated with the whole working process. To do this. they had to get out of their roles 
and prescribed work situations and participate in dialogues and discussions. 

The Segerstrom case shows that a bottom-up strategy opens up possibilities 
for dealing successfully with the important need to find ways out of the continuous 
routinization of industrial work and to explore new patterns of communication. 
The result was improved control of the work process and increased autonomy for 
workers and shop-floor employees. 





Chapter 1 1  

Setting the Scene for Effective Dialogue 
Between Men and Women at Work 

Ingrid Ljungberg van Beinum 

'" We K'l"re going to repaint a room. Some think it should be painted yellow
. 

others 
that it should be blue. Most women want the yellow. but stJll quite a few want it 
blue . . . .  Then I say. 'Yes. we a111 paint it yellow. · And in my stupidity I think they 
wJll all be satisfied K•ith what I do. But you are damned whatever _you do. because 
now I see the women are dissatisfied because not everyone wanted it yellow. {He 
laughs.} / understand we should hm'e discussed it further and perhaps we would 
have come to the conclusion that it should be green. So. after all. I have made a 
compromise that no one was satisfied with. This is not the K-ay of thinking that 
men use: they notice that now it is yellow and it 's okay . . . .  But the women notice 
that not all are satisfied K•ith the choice of yellow. . . . These are the kinds of things 
you have to accept as a male manager and it 's not very TPwarding . .. 

This vignette, provided by a male manager, who noted a year later that the room 
was still not painted, describes a situation that occurs frequently ln workplaces. It 
Illustrates In a nutshell the interdependency between gender relations and organi
zational practice. 

This chapter focuses on a critical episode ln a large lnterorgantzatlonal action 
research project that concerns gender relations ln the workplace. The analysts 
presented here Is based on discussions between men and women talking about 
men and women. The project was financed by KOM. a five-year program set up 
by the Swedish Work Environment Fund that focused on collaboration between 
men and women In the workplace. 

It Is not my Intention here to describe the whole project but. rather. to focus 
on a specific part of the start-up phase. Nor ls It my Intention to discuss at length 
what action research Is. although the project Is an action research project. Action 
research Is sufficiently explained In the Introductory chapter of this book (see also 
van Belnum. Faucheux, and van der Vltst 1 996: van Belnum and PMshaugen 
1 996: Greenwood and Gonzalez 1 992) . A short description of the participating 
organizations and the development and organization of the proJect will be neces
sary. however. to put the proJect In context. 
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Participating Organizations 

The project involves three organizations: ( 1 )  a nuclear power station. which has 
1 ,200 employees: (2) a school district. consisting of a secondary school. primary 
schools, and day-care centers. which together have 300 employees: and (3) a 
postal district, consisting of more than a dozen post offices and a distribution 
center. with a total of 650 employees. The nuclear power station is totally male 
dominated: about 200 women are employed in administrative functions, but of the 
1 ,000 persons in the production area. only about 80 are women. In the school 
district. the distribution of men and women is about equal in the organization as a 
whole. although most of the women work in the day-care centers and the primary 
schools and the men in the secondary school. In the postal district. the mail 
sorting. letter carrying. and other transport functions are performed primarily by 
men, while cashier work. postal order. and banking services are done predomi
nantly by women. 

Objectives of the Project 

The three organizations are all concerned about improving the quality of male
female relations at their workplaces. In particular, they want their male and 
female employees to be more equal In dally organizational life. I to Improve the 
status of women in their organizations. and to develop a more even vertical and 
horizontal distribution of men and women In their various work areas. To achieve 
these broad objectives, the organizations have formulated specific objectives of 
their own. 

The nuclear power station is clearly different from the other two organiza
tions In that It is a very specialized, high-technology workplace. Traditionally. it 
has not employed women, partly because of the risks of contamination from the 
radiation but also because few women have had the necessary technical qualifica
tions. Finding women with the required technical training is still a problem. 
Further, some women find It difficult to work alone In a group of men, and many 
flnd the shift work inconvenient. Also. many of the men are not used to having 
women In the workplace, and In some work areas there is clear resistance to 
facilitating the employment of women. Thus, one specific goal is to change the 
attitudes of the male workforce toward the idea of women performing the power 
station· s particular kind of work. 

The youth and school district has defined Its problem not in terms of the 
structural features of its organization but with respect to the unequal ways in 
which staff treat the boys and girls at the schools and at the day-care centers. The 
ultimate objective is to develop a new policy aimed at achieving equality in the 
education of children. 
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The specific. long-term objective of the postal district Is to achieve a more 
even horizontal gender distribution In the organization as a whole, as well as to 
change the attitudes of both the men and women In the workforce. 

Various concerns motivated me to pursue this research. First. progress with 
regard to the Integration of men and women In the labor market has been rather 
slow. Second, legislation concerning equality In organizational and family life 
has had only a limited effect and has sometlmes even led to maladaptation on the 
part of women (e.g. , women often try to live up to the male culture In organiza
tional life Instead of Identifying and developing a niche of their own) . Third. In 
spite of new policies and leglslatlon In the fields of equality. the attitudes and 
values of men and women are changing very slowly because of the dominant 
Influence of the traditional process of socialization with Its stereotypical gender 
orientations. Fourth. very little research has been concerned with male-female 
relatlons In general and with the connection between these relatlons and organiza
tional theory and practice In particular. The few researchers who have addressed 
the subject of women In the '"world of business" (e.g . . Kanter 1 977: Ferguson 
1 984 : Ressner 1987: Sorensen 1982: Acker 1 988) have been preoccupied with 
problematlzlng the Issue from a woman's  point of view. Hanne Haavlnd ( 1 992) 
and Elin Kvande and Bente Rassmussen ( 1 99 1 , 1 993) focused more directly and 
comprehensively on the practlce of male-female relations. Fifth. and finally, the 
obvious way to Influence the awareness of men and women with regard to gender 
relatlons Is through communication. 

I was aware that men and women communicating about men and women 
would unleash deeply Ingrained social Imagery and expose complex, Individual. 
Internal worlds. It seemed to me, however. that the only realistic and promising 
way to address the sometimes overwhelming Issue of gender relatlons was for 
men and women to communicate with each other about men and women. 

Through this project. ordinary women and men, In talking about gender In 
the workplace. address In their way - and that Is the only way there Is - one of 
the most pressing and problematic Issues we face today. which Is how to under
stand and meet '"the other . ..  In this chapter I try to address thJs Issue and at the 
same time to describe the way my own understanding developed. 

Organization and Development of the ProjKt 

The project consisted of four phases: ( 1 )  preparatlon and planning for action by 
each of the organizations (November 1 992-February 1 993) : (2) a planning con-
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ference, in which the three organizations. in interaction with each other. devel
oped their action plans, using search conference methodology (M. Emery 1 989a) 
(March 1 993) : (3) a period in which each of the organizations put their plans into 
practice (Aprtl 1 993-November 1 993) : during this period four .. theme" days were 
organized on which members of the three organizations met with each other to 
discuss their experiences: (4) an evaluation conference. at which members of the 
three organizations discussed and reflected on their experiences and engaged in 
Joint planning of further action (December 1 993) . 

A steering group was established. as well as a work group for each organiza
tion participating in the project. The steering group provided overall guidance for 
the project and was responsible for identifying policy implications of the re
search. This group consisted of two senior representatives from each of the 
organizations and the researcher. Each work group consisted of its two represen
tatives to the steering group and six to eight men and women who represented a 
vertical slice of the organization. The three work groups were responsible for the 
research and development process. 

As part of the research process. I held discussions with each of the partici
pants in the three work groups. I use the word discussions here and not Interviews 
because these were open dialogues aimed at mutual understanding. Members of 
the work group also held discussions with women and men volunteers at each 
organization: three at the nuclear power station, two in the school district, and 
three in the post district. In addition. each work group met regularly for discus
sions about its own project. Finally. tnterorgantzattonal discussions took place at 
the search conference and on the four theme days. when the work groups came 
together to learn about and discuss specific issues pertinent to their developmen
tal activities. The evaluation conference. held in December 1 993, was also 
organized as an tnterorgantzational discussion. 

Analysis 

The analysts presented in this chapter ts based on individual discussions I con
ducted with the twenty-seven members of the work groups. The discussions were 
recorded and then transcribed. 

The objectives of these discussions were, first, to begin a dialogue about the 
experiences of each participant with men-women relationships in the workplace 
and thus to begin to develop an impression and understanding of the nature of 
these relationships and. second. to gtve each participant a feel for a discussion of 
this kind, to prepare him or her to moderate group discussions with colleagues. 
The discussions were open and loosely structured, in that I had identified before
hand some areas I wanted us to cover. 
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I approached the material in a dialogical manner. Initially, I listened to the 
tapes (in Swedish) and read transcripts of the discussions (translated into En
glish) . Thus began a process of listening, reading. l istening again, and rereading, 
in which I paid particular attention to the tone of the spoken language behind the 
written text. 

At this stage. my interpretation was framed by four lines of questioning: ( 1 )  
what were the women saying about women. (2) what were they saying about men, 
(3) what were the men saying about men. and (4) what they were saying about 
women. I thought that in this way I would be able to see the nature of the 
relationship between men and women as the '"figure" and the work situation as the 
back .. ground . ..  While reading and listening. however. other patterns started to 
emerge. My framework did not fit: it was too structured. I had been using my so
called expert knowledge and had tried to force the material into a framework with 
which I was familiar. 

I then experienced a figure-ground reversal as I started to realize that the 
content of what the various individual men and women were saying did not reflect 
'"components" along my four dimensions but .. clusters'" of positions of a different 
kind, cutting across organizations: a different logic was needed. The whole was 
obviously more than the sum of the parts. At this point, I started to see the 
stmtlartttes between the three organizations and therefore cross-organizational 
patterns. An important trigger mechanism was the sudden awareness that the 
behavior of the young boys and girls in the day-care centers was somewhat similar 
to the behavior of the men and women at the nuclear power station and in the postal 
district. The tnterorganlzattonal structure added an unexpected richness to my 
understanding. 

When one is engaged in an analysts of this kind - that is. interpreting 
discussions and examining the meaning of statements and interactions - one ts 
using oneself as a tool. I was my own method. conducting a reflective inquiry. I 
thus became involved in two dialogues: one with the participants by means of the 
transcriptions and tapes and the other one with myself. This ts of course what 
happens when one reads any text. but in this case. probably in view of the topic. I 
felt the latter very strongly. 

Having done the analysts. I realized that the process I had gone through 
while engaging with the material had been very similar to the process I go through 
in an action research project. It ts like going through an epigenetic landscape (van 
Betnum. Faucheux. and van der Vltst 1 996) . One is simultaneously involved in 
discovery and creation. 

I have tried to organize the material and the comments that follow in a 
dialogical fashion. They reflect in a way the actual discussions I had with the 
participants. 

Four main patterns concerning male-female relations in the workplace 
emerged from my interpretations of the discussions: ( 1 )  the socialization process 
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strongly reinforces some relatively .. Innocent" biological differences: (2) the 
early socialization process strongly affects whether one's  orientation Is commu
nity-based or Individuality-based: (3) there are significant differences In the 
degree of awareness of the meaning of the male-female relationship: (4) men and 
women have different strategies for dealing with male-female relations. The 
statements that follow have been grouped accordingly. 

As I grouped the statements according to these patterns, however, I started to 
realize that I was doing more than just presenting clusters: I was writing a story. 
The question Is, who's story? A story consists of a theme and a plot. The plot. In 
this case. Is fanned by the way the clusters have been arranged. They seem to 
have organized "'themselves'" from open to more focused. It looks like a story 
about actual and potential developments. about fixed and static as well as dy
namic and creative ways of looking at the world. The theme, which In this case Is 
the "'world of gender, .. consists of a struggle to focus on a shared horizon of men
women relationships. 

I have divided the four clusters Into subclusters. For each subcluster. I have 
Included the quotations associated with lt. In this way the voices of the partici
pants come through. The total number of quotations that were extracted from the 
discussions was about three hundred. Because of space limitations and reasons of 
confidentiality and/or to avoid repetition, many quotations have been excluded In 
this chapter. Each quotation Is marked with .. (w) " or .. (m) . ..  Indicating whether It 
was said by a woman or a man. 

Are There Differences between Men and Women - ReaDy? 

General Observations 

'" I 'm  sure that we are already Imprinted from early childhood: It Is not something 
which suddenly comes about. but I have no clear understanding of what 's 
biological and what ' s  social . ..  (w) 

'"You start to see the difference when boys and girls are about two years old. Boys 
move about more: they are louder and more physically active. The girls sit and 
paint and play games, while the boys run around and shoot and so on . . . .  although 
there are boys who are a bit calmer and girls who are wilder. Boys demand more 
time: you have to tell them to calm down and activate them. They often have 
problems . . . with their movements: they can·  t sit still without falling: they can 
just stand up and fall down. Later they go to school and their teachers become 
Irritated because they can 't  sit still on a chair and concentrate. But It ' s  because 
they can ' t. They have so much energy." (m) 
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.. I have noticed that when a boy falls and hurts himself and starts crying, I tell him 
that this wasn' t  so bad, go and play again, while with girls you take them up and 
say. hush, hush, hush. and where did you hurt yourself and shall I blow on it. And 
then you realize what you are doing and that there is really no reason for doing it 
this way. You just support and underpin the behavior of many slx-year -old [girls] 
to moan and cry. But as long as you realize it yourself. you can change it. " (m) 

'"There is a hidden norm staying alive from old Urnes when [girls] were supposed 
to sit still and write neatly and everything should be clean and proper everywhere, 
and the boys still need more attention and the girls adjust easter. "  (w) 

'"We see the difference with regard to working with computers. The girls don 't 
grab things for themselves but sit beside while the boys use the keyboard. "  (w) 

'"There are some clearly separated areas dominated by women in the school. 
where none of the pupils want to do their ' practice. ' 2 such as cleaning and 
working in the kitchen. These areas have a very low status. "  (m) 

'"I think it' s  more interesting to try to recruit girls for areas like designing, new 
technology, or natural sciences, as these Jobs fulfill the women's demands for a 
clean and beautiful environment, coziness, that the work shouldn · t be too heavy, 
and that you can wear beautiful clothes and not have to wear an overall ,  which 
makes you look clumsy. but rather one should look nice and fresh and womanly in 
a technical Job. " (m) 

'"To work within the salary administration was no Job for any of the three men 
who tried it . . . .  It is too detailed and precise . . . .  You have to sit on your chair for 
eight hours a day and not run around in the corridors. That 's the reason men don't 
stay. " (w) 

'"We speak a different language. of course, as we have different ways and 
objectives already from childhood. We play differently. and [girls] play more two 
and two, and boys play more tough in groups. so we become different and come 
across differently. I think it is very important that we both know that this is how it 
is and that we accept it and that we in that way understand better, when we present 
a problem . . . .  Of course. we as women have learned a lot. but it would be good tf 
men learned a bit about how women functlon. " (w) 

Self-Confidence. Risk TakJng. and Responsibility 

'"Women are much more precise . . . . I check everything five to six times. Some 
men do, too, but women do it more. Then. when they move to a higher level. they 
are normally better than their male colleagues because the whole time they have 
had to show that they are good.'" (w) 
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'"The men find new things easter and find It  easter to take on projects. The women 
are more cautious, they don' t  think they will manage. try to find other explana
tions. and are satisfied with things as they are. At the same time. a moment later 
they can complain about the situation. " (m) 

'"Women perhaps have a mentality that makes them think that. no. I won't manage 
that. But there Is nothing saying that women can ' t  manage as well as men do . ..  (m) 

.. [When you apply for a Job] , of course. you look the whole time at what it Is you 
can ' t  do. and tf there Is one thing I don' t  know how to do, I won't  apply. " (w) 

'"Sometimes tf a man doesn 't  know a special task, he will at least talk about It and 
sound as tf he knows it. " (m) 

Subordination 

'" In my work I don' t  experience any difference. Rather. I 'm the stronger, [and] the 
man takes the position of waiting for what I will say and do. This I experience as 
very frustrating. because how will I get him to say what he thinks and wants and 
show that he ts doing well. I think most of the time that I must not dominate htm: 
we have similar tasks. It worries me and at the same time I can ' t  be totally straight 
with him because then I might cut him off because of that. I ' m  also ten years 
older, . . .  I don ' t  know why he subordinates himself. but there has become some 
kind of hierarchy in our roles . . . .  With older men I have always talked about this 
with good results and they have been surprised that I have experienced it in that 
way. " (w) 

'"Older men often take on a father role. "  (w) 

'" It ts easter for a man to be in command: he doesn't  have to argue as much as a 
woman to get a decision. He gets questioned less than a woman. " (w) 

'"Sometimes I think the women agree too easily: after all, there are the three of 
them, and I am alone. " (m) 

This cluster can be broken down into statements reflecting two levels of 
significance - a general and a specific - both of which relate to the complex 
issue of socialization. In the various statements at the general level, women and 
men recognize and discuss the differences between them. But although they talk 
about it, they seem puzzled and question lt. They recognize biological differences 
between boys and girls. men and women. The question is how much emphasis 
they should put on these differences and to what extent they are being reinforced 
through what we are taught by .. significant others'"3 at a very early age. 

In the statements at the specific level, men and women express their differ
ences from the point of view of their being active versus nonactive, a difference 
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that is manifest from a very early age. As the above quotes indicate, from the age 
of two, boys are more physically active and girls are more likely to sit still, 
painting and playing games. 

Later. when they are in school. girls adhere to the norm of .. old Urnes. when 
they were supposed to sit still and write neatly and everything should be clean and 
proper. '" Male-female differences are reinforced by teachers, who give more 
attention to the boys because of their demanding behavior. They do not sit still, 
they ask questions, and they disrupt the teacher's  plan (Einarsson and Hultman 
1 984) . The girls are not really inactive, however. They are working hard and 
getting good marks. 

What is considered good behavior at school is mostly not appreciated later in 
working life. By that time "sitting still" is perceived as evidence of passivity. low 
risk taking. and a lack of confidence and assertiveness. In school, one also learns 
one 's first lessons about the divided labor market by noticing that .. there are some 
clearly separated areas dominated by women, . . .  such as cleaning and working in 
the kitchen'" and that "these areas have a very low status."  

The traditional image of womanhood is probably one of the more devastating 
influences on young women. It is only indirectly spelled out in the following 
quote: .. Women's demands . . .  that you can wear beautiful clothes and not have to 
wear an overall ,  which makes you look clumsy. but rather one should look nice 
and fresh and womanly . "  This statement, like similar statements in advertise
ments, fairy tales, soap operas. women's  magazines, and so on, perpetuates the 
problem women have in finding their own, authentic identities. 

One of the men questions the differences in his behavior toward little boys 
and girls who have hurt themselves. He is asking himself if he should treat the 
girls the same way he treats the boys, by saying .. don 't  cry. be strong. "  In his case 
similar treatment means treating the girls like boys and not the other way around. 
Thus, the male way is the norm. 

The comments in this cluster show quite clearly the message boys and girls 
receive from an early age. The first signs of hesitation and uncertainty are starting 
to emerge in these comments, the first signs of thinking in stereotypes related to 
power and competence. At the same time. one senses that both the men and 
women desire better understanding of their relationship as it manifests itself in the 
context of organizational hierarchies. 

In general , these comments demonstrate ambivalent feelings about gender. 
At this point in the discussion. gender orientations have not yet been totally frozen 
into stereotypes. There is an opening. 
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"Real" Differences 

Degrees of Directness 

'"Something which is good with men is that you can reason and then you can shut 
the door and . . .  if we have decided something. that' s  it. .. (m) 

'"Women are not as direct. If something is wrong. they don' t  tell you directly but 
complain to others first. This may be women's  way of not fighting. as men do. 
Men are more straightforward ... (w) 

.. [Men] are more just: they don 't talk behind your back. they tell you straight if 
they think something is stupid ... (w) 

'" In difficult [emotional] situations. men get more unsure and don' t  dare to say 
either yes or no . ..  (w) 

.. I don' t  know if there is a difference. I think women talk a bit more women 's talk. 
are a bit more gossipy . . . .  I think it ' s  fine to work together with men when 
something happens that isn't so good. Then they say that this ls totally wrong, 
then they become sour. and then it ls okay. With girls . . .  they are sour such a long 
time. With men it is done and over with. .. (w) 

.. I have never met a man who has been interested ln how I experience him and 
what I might be thinking. I wonder much about this. But if you try to talk about it, 
it ' s  alrtght. " (w) 

'"Some years ago I asked them [the men in her group, where she is the only 
woman] what they thought about [having] me as a female colleague . . . .  Some 
said that they hadn't thought very much about it , but they had seen that it worked 
out well. although they had been wondering in the beginning as they had never 
worked with women. Some said they didn ' t  know what to do but thought: I do it 
the usual way, come what may . ..  (w) 

Differences In the Way Men and Women Talk 

'"There can be a bit too much ·cackling. ' . . .  One of the men hit his fist on the table 
and told us to stop . . . . He thought we were just speculating. without any facts, 
only irrelevant things . ..  (w) 

'"You can joke with the group. but the Jargon is rude and I don't think all women 
would be able to stand it, but if it goes too far I say so. [The men] know I have an 
awful temperament and can get very angry.· (w) 

'"This cunningness that you sometimes notice with women, that they say one thing 
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and mean another and perhaps point to a third, Is something I have great difficulty 
In grasping. But I know women who say that that's how It Is In re.altty. " (m) 

'" I 'm working only with men, but we have young girls coming from school and 
doing their practice here} The work doesn't change. but the coffee breaks do. 
You chat differently. calmer. the jargon and the jokes become different with girls 
around. It Is positive . ..  (m) 

Differences In the Need to Belong 

'" I  was lucky [In the beginning that] there was a gtrl tn another shift team who I 
had seen at school [and] with whom I could sit and talk typical women's talk that 
the men would not have understood. '"  (w) 

'"What I miss, especially now when I ' m  back after having had a child. Is other 
women. The other women work so far away from me, so we don't  have so much 
contact. · (w) 

'"It Is much easter to phone a woman. like when I couldn 't come to the last 
meeting [because her child was sick] . It was very easy to talk to my female 
manager. If It would have been a man. he wouldn 't have understood. but, of 
course, I don't  know If she did either, but you take for granted she does.'" (w) 

'"Women are more Inclined to look for similarity. Men look more from the 
outside. both at themselves and at the team. ·  (m) 

'"Women sometimes suffocate themselves and protect each other In the group. 
Men look more at themselves and think It' s  nice If someone succeeds and think 
that perhaps I can do the same. Women say: what Is she doing. we usually don't 
do that and she shouldn' t  do It  now either ...  (m) 

'"Women In day care create a kind of girlfriend relationship Instead of a profes
sional relatlonshtp, which Is no good either for work or for themselves. They get 
Into difficulties later tf they advance Into a managerial position.'"  (m) 

'" I  haven' t  sat down and consciously thought about this. but what 's Important to 
me Is that you don't . . .  try to turn everything Into a women's  Issue. I 'd rather 
weave It Into the total work, . . .  and If something looks very wrong when It comes 
to men and women, I don't want It marked as an equality Issue; rather, It Is 
Important, via discussions In the dally work situation. to try to solve things. It 's 
Important to handle [problems] like that. because there Is a certain 'oversattsfac
tton' with equaltty. and then It ' s  difficult to have an Impact. " (w) 
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The Whole versus the Part 

'"To develop a group means to me that everybody likes what they are doing, 
perhaps developing their ideas and advancing a bit further, while the women see 
development as liking one 's group and having security at work, being satisfied 
with it. Development happens somewhere else, perhaps at home. then. · (m) 

'"We look at organizations in different ways. Men Just decide that now you do 
this . . . .  But I want to know what there is he wants to have done, what the content 
should look like. before you start to look at who does what. . . .  It probably takes 
the same time whatever way you do it, but you do it in different ways. " (w) 

Dealing with EmoUons 

.. I always think it ' s  hard to tell someone he is wrong because you get so 
emotionally involved. For instance, one can start crying although you're angry . . 

. . A man never does that; he wouldn' t  cry because he is angry. You don't  want to 
show yourself as being weaker than you are and also you are so different as a 
woman, so you cry when you are angry and when you are sad and you show more 
what you think and feel .'"  (w) 

'"We are more caring and that may be good . . . .  We are better at taking care of 
people and being leaders from that point of view. talking to people, not forgetting 
them, thinking of details and such, while men Just run past and go for the technical 
aspects, . . . forgettlng that the human being sometimes needs a pat on the 
shoulder [and to be told] , 'You did this well and we can help each other. ' "  (w) 

.. [Men] see when I ·  m happy or sad [because] I ·  ve got a different facial expression 
I think, and a guy can be a bit sour and irritated and no one really thinks about it, 
apart from me. who sometimes can say. 'What is it with you? ' The guys don 't 
think about it or they don· t care . . . or they see it but don· t want to interfere and 
it · s more legitimate if I ask . . . . I can go and ask if there is a special problem and 
discuss a bit. . . . You have your eyes open a little more for emotional nuances 
because I think girls are a bit more emotional themselves. "  (w) 

'"We have really tried to take care of [our male colleagues] and to help them. " (w) 

This cluster reveals different observations from the first one. insofar as the 
views are more decisively expressed. Clear differences are emerging about the 
behavior of men and women. More specifically, the influence of the socialization 
process seems evident in the firm beliefs and behaviors the partlcipants describe. 
Both men and women express the belief that men are more direct when talking to 
others and that if something is wrong. they hear it from a man. not from a woman, 
who prefers to "talk behind your back. "  
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One can also see in these statements the reemergence of the theme that men 
and boys are .. active'" whereas women and girls .. sit still . "  although this idea is 
expressed less directly in these statements. Here, both men and women express 
positive feelings about men 's directness and negative feelings about women's 
tendency to not say what they think. The tendency men have to be direct and to 
say what they think straightforwardly seems to be most apparent in situations in 
which no emotions or conflicts are involved. In more confltctual or emotional 
situations, women are the ones who take the initiative in an effort to find 
solutions. Under these circumstances, they are far from passive. 

The women also express a greater need. both literally and figuratively. to 
belong. Both Carol Gilligan ( 1982. 1 988) , in her research on boys' and girls ' 
moral judgments, and Bjerg Ase Sorensen ( 1982) . in her study of men's  and 
women's different ratlonaltttes/reasons for making decisions, have concluded 
that women's  relations with others play a decisive role in the way they handle 
situations. Men, by contrast, handle situations more according to .. the rules of the 
game'" (Gilligan 1 982, 1 993) or by means of a "techntcal/logtcal rationality'" 
(Sorensen 1 982). These empirical findings. especially Gilligan's,  are probably 
some of the most cited in feminist research on male-female differences. That 
women are relational and men are not has almost taken on the weight of biological 
fact, at least in popular literature, rather than being an expression of socialization. 

From the above statements it seems that men are less comfortable than 
women dealing with emotions and are also more individualistic and that women 
are more concerned about relations and caring. According to Stephen ]. Bergman 
( 1 993) , this is a characteristic of Western culture. where in men the development 
of the self is taken as the point of departure, not the self in relation to others. The 
development of boys is viewed as fundamentally different from that of girls · 
because boys. at an early age. become aware of the difference between them
selves and the mother as part of the process of developing a male Identity. In 
various Freudian theories, the development of a boy's  Identity Is seen to take 
place through Identification with the father, a process that Involves competition. 
fear, and dental. which are also Important ingredients In the formation of bureau
cratic hierarchies. 

It is worth noting that in 1 937 Karen Horney had already taken a different 
position and pointed to the basic influence of cultural factors in the development 
of men and women. Others who placed the relationship between self and other at 
the center of their developmental theories include Eric Fromm, Harry Stack 
Sullivan, W.R.B. Fairbairn. and H. Wtnntcott. 

Gilligan et al., referring to Hanna Arendt , says: '"To see self-sufficiency as 
the hallmark of maturity conveys a view of adult life . . . that cannot sustain the 
kinds of long-term commitments and Involvements with other people that are 
necessary for raising and educating a child or for citizenship In a democratic 
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society" ( 1988: xll) . Other feminist psychologists have criticized developmental 
theories on the grounds that they are reductionistic, because they make no 
distinctlon between the developmental process in boys and girls. Consequently. a 
female developmental psychology has evolved ln which relations to others play 
an important role in the development of a female identity. 

A striking difference in boys · and girls ' upbringing is that while little girls 
start defining themselves positively. as .. like" someone (i.e . •  the mother) , little 
boys start defining themselves negatively, as "'unlike" the mother. If the boy 
grows up in circumstances in which men are less visible , if the father is seldom 
home or the mother is single. for instance. he has to learn about masculinity from 
peers, teachers. grandfathers. and others (Phillips 1 993) . The need for both female 
and male role models during children's development Is dearly demonstrated In 
the statements about male day-care providers In both the flrst and second clusters. 

ImpUcatJons of Male-Female Differences In the Workplace 

Awareness and Understanding 

'"Yes, [younger women] are [different from older women] .  It feels like [younger 
women] don't  question their being. while I always thought that I had to maintain 
my rights and also had to be very cautious In how I maintained those rights, 
because with the slightest exaggeration you were seen as a radical and then my 
colleagues reacted aggressively. "  (w) 

'"The women working here are colleagues; it Is not something you think about. I 
don 't  think the girls think of it either. " (m) 

'"One thinks there Is equality In the school. because there are so many women 
working there and we have the same salary." (w) 

'" I  must say it 's  not often you feel you get special treatment. But it Is very clear . . .  
that the men are In the lead, but at the same time many women speak up. too. But 
the men In my organization translate this Into some kind of general opinion and 
say that in our organization we don 't have to talk about equality. " (w) 

'" If you look at averages, I think men are better In mathematics than women [and] 
women are better in languages. One can probably never come to a fifty-fifty 
situation. because women haven't got that talent. It ' s  possible that this is a 
prejudice. but that ' s  how I think it Is. '" (m) 

'"What you can learn from each other Is above all to listen, something men don't 
do as well as women. At the same time . . . .  it  must not lead to that you listen and 
listen and then nothing happens . ..  (m) 
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'"There [was a] guy who always used to carry my bags and open the doors. He was 
very polite. but that Is suitable for outside work. He didn' t  know how to behave so 
I had to tell him that I ' m  one of the team and don' t  look at me as a woman. This Is 
Important to talk about. I don 't think [the men] would have started talking about 
this themselves or talked among themselves about this . . . .  There Is a difference 
with the younger guys because they have experience with women from their 
education. ..  (w) 

'"Sometlmes you don 't  care, but sometlmes you get very angry when they say that 
women should have a chain between the bed and the stove. You get so tired of It 
and you see red every time you hear it. n (w) 

Sex and Work 

'"Men often see women as sex objects and women don' t  see themselves as such: 
they don 't think In those terms . . . .  It Is something the men think more of and In 
that way they get the wrong picture... (w) 

'"You talk about sexual harassment In training courses. but the discussion easily 
ends up that If she Is too provocatively dressed, then she Is willing and It Is her 
fault. But no one really wants to talk about It: there Is a lot hidden: It 's  difficult. "  
(w) 

'"Pornography. It 's  like a red rag to a bull for me . . . .  We sometimes put up half-
naked men, but [the men] take [the pictures] down . . . .  {She laughs.) We don't  
take down theirs. They can have pictures of good-looking girls, but they don 't 
have to be naked . . . .  I guess thelr wlves don't  allow them that. so they have them 
at work Instead. "  (w) 

'"There was a meeting . . .  with dinner and a dance afterward. and the manager of 
my manager touched me during the dance on a place that I dtdn ' t. eh . . . .  Nothing 
had happened before. It just came out of the blue. I replaced his hand. I don' t  
know If  he got angry . . . .  I didn 't  think such things could happen. " (w) 

'"Female role models are lacking within the nontraditional areas . ..  (m) 

'"Perhaps the women are a little more motherly. but no. that Isn't right either, It's 
more a matter of personality. " (m) 

VIews about Equa/Jty 

'" I 'm the only woman on the executive team. I ' m  no threat to [the men] because 
I ·  m not a technician, but If I also were a technician. then I would be a threat, and 
then they would perhaps not be as nice. because then I ,  too, would be one of the 
altematlves for the next leve I . .. (w) 
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'" I 'm  responsible for the equality policy. and the man In personnel was happy to 
'duck' this Job. It Is cumbersome and boring, not totally seen as serious, a lot of 
work and no status . ..  (w) 

'"We have a guy and a girl who are married who have children and they share the 
parental leave. Then It 's  the same for both: It 's  no drawback for the woman. But 
of course that doesn' t  happen often. "  (m) 

'" In the technical office there are only men. no women, bad. '" (m) 

'"Women are a bit different In some respects. I can think of [having] women ln the 
control room . . . .  I notice It myself: I have dJfficultJes In doing more than one 
thing at a time . . . .  In the control room. you have to do many things at the same 
tlme, and I think women would be very suitable for that. It will take a long time to 
get there. because [control room work requires] a long training and you have to 
walt for space, but I think It will be very successful with a large number of women 
there.'" (m) 

'" It Is positive . . .  to have women on a work team. We have a female personnel 
manager and that Is good. I don ' t  think we treat her differently. " (m) 

.. If I have an office manager who doesn' t  want to put pressure on women, It Is a bit 
difficult to force the Issue: you have to show some consideration. " (m) 

'"Perhaps [the men] are afraid of the power of women. " (m) 

.. In this organization they give great advantages to women who go for It and had I 
been a woman, things would have been much simpler. I have even he.ard that from 
women managers. Women can have a disadvantage In general but they have more 
advantages . ..  (m) 

'"Mixed [groups] are best. " (m) 

'" I  think perhaps a bit differently. but I don' t  think male cashiers are real men 
(laughing) . All men and women have. of course, male and female parts In them, 
but those male cashiers I ' ve met are men In a womanly way. They have female 
Interests and a soft manner and you need that In this Job. It Is not possible to put a 
very ' male ' letter carrier In a Job as a cashier, but the other way around Is okay. " 
(w) 

'"We have come far with equality In Sweden: we have the greatest number of 
women working . . .  but on men 's terms." (w) 

'"They say that It Isn't  so good to have only one woman on a team, because then 
she becomes a kind of mascot and that ' s  no good. But two Is no good either 
because then they compete. It should be three. The expert has said two Is no good, 
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not we: we have gotten advice about that. But with three. then the team engineers 
say It can be a bit difficult with the work. "  (m) 

'"There are many more complaints when you once In a while favor a woman than 
when all the tlme you favor men."  (m) 

'" I  flnd that I have the same chances as the guys to get Into training programs and 
It can also be a bit more difficult for my boss to say no to me. " (w) 

'"The girls have detected that . . .  choosing a technical profession doesn 't  have to 
mean that you get dirt under your nails or that you deny your womanhood. "  (m) 

Awareness of the differences in male and female Identities varies from 
person to person, of course. The less experience one has with the opposite sex In 
the workplace. the less one seems to be aware of and know about the differences 
that can affect the work process. Further, awareness and knowledge seem to differ 
not only between men and women but also between people of different genera
tions. Many men who have spent their working lives mostly with men and whose 
only contact with the opposite sex has been with their mother. wife, daughter, or 
sister give the Impression that they feel "handicapped"' vJs-a-vJs their lack of 
knowledge about male-female relations in the workplace. They may have some 
vague awareness of gender Issues, but they are unable to artlculate them. 

Elln Kvande and Bente Rasmussen (1 99 1 .  1 993) . in their work with male 
and female engineers In Norway. found that the men who had no experience with 
women at work had the greatest difficulties relating to the female engineers and 
managers and preferred to avoid them. Men like this constitute a hindrance to 
women In the workplace, not because of what they are doing but because of what 
they are faJling to do. As K vande and Rasmussen point out. when such men are In 
the role of mentor. they also treat men and women differently. Men become sons, 
and women become daughters. Tradltlonally, the son - not the daughter - Is 
expected to take over the business. 

In contrast, many young people have recently completed their training In 
mixed groups and gender differences In the workplace are not an Issue to them. 
One of the male participants In my project expressed this feeling: '"The women 
working here are colleagues: [gender) Is not something you think about. I don't 
think the girls think about It either ... These men appreciate their female colleagues 
and working In mixed groups. 

According to Kvande and Rasmussen (1 993) , men who are In competltlon 
with women for limited career opportunities feel more ambivalent about their 
female colleagues. Working with a mlx of men and women on the lower organl
zatlonal levels Is considered acceptable to them, but the more they advance up the 
career ladder. the more they consider the higher positions suitable only for men. 
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These men are also of the opinion that men and women already have equal 
opportunities, In a formal sense, and they are skeptical about the need to make 
special efforts to help women advance. 

It Is common knowledge that resistance to women still exists In most organi
zations. and from the parUclpants ' statements, It seems that those men who are In 
favor of real equality have to demonstrate both bravery and caution. At the same 
time, virtually everyone participating In this project stated that having mixed 
teams In the workplace was the ideal. 

Having both men and women In the workplace means not only that there may 
be dlfflcultles with regard to competition but also that sexual lssues may become 
a problem. Although hardly talked about, sexual attraction may play a significant 
role In the workplace. In my work with groups of senior male and female 
managers In Canada, It was suggested that as long as sexual attraction Is a matter 
between people at the same level. It can be a positive and even a creative 
component at work. But If there Is sexual attraction between employees at 
different levels of the organization, which mostly Is the case. the effects on the 
whole are negative. This Is an Issue that needs to be Investigated further. If one 
also takes Into account men's  more direct way of addressing Issues and women's  
more Indirect approach. It Is easy to understand the basis for some of the 
statements the women made about their reluctance to react strongly to pornogra
phy In the workplace, for Instance. or to sexually explicit jokes. 

This cluster Illustrates some of the practical ways In which gender Issues 
emerge at work. Some of the participants· comments reflected strong stereotypes, 
and clearly some knotty problems still need to be solved. The action research 
approach will make It possible for the process of men and women talking about 
men and women to develop Into a process of men and women talking with men 
and women. In other words, change In understanding and behavior will go hand 
In hand with developing a common language, with engaging In dialogue. 

Managing Male-Female Relations 

General Statements 

'" In the beginning [the men] asked, 'Have you got your period now, you're so 
touchy. ' Now I say the same to them, and It has resulted In that someone always 
has a period, and now . . . anyone Is allowed to have a period. even the guys 
{laughter) . . . .  We talk a lot and joke. but there Is seriousness behind lt. " (w) 

.. [The men] told me that they thought I was too tolerant [of sexist language In the 
group] In the beginning, that they could go too far before I told them ofT. But I 
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said that I dtdn · t want to be special in any way and you talk the way you want to 
talk. But now I tel l  them how I want It and they say that I can decide exactly what 
I want because they can't  stand anything else. So It 's  clear the girl decides a little 
what she wants. If I want rude but hearty slang. I can get that. and If I want It more 
soft, I can get that. too. "  (w) 

'"Perhaps It Is easter for men to work alone with women. It Is worse for women 
alone with men. It Is a tougher environment; the men test her a lot to see how 
much she can stand. It Is not like that for a man working with women . . . .  [When 
I worked In a hospital) I wasn't tested by the women but Instead was very well 
cared for." (m) 

'"When I have been working together with a colleague and we are going out to 
meet personnel together, we have between us made up a plan about who does 
what. The man will perhaps come with the direct facts and decisions and I will 
take care of the explaining and Interpreting. This has been our strategy.·  (w) 

.. In the beginning It Is difficult because you don ' t  understand a joke Is a joke, but 
as soon as you get accustomed to It, you find It a rather nice joke even If It may 
sound coarse to an outsider . . . .  We joke a lot with each other and then at the same 
time you haven' t  got a lot to talk about. " (w) 

'"The next step would be to become a B operator and then I would automatically 
be moved to another shift. . . . Personally I don 't  think I would like It: It ' s  tough. It 
Is still work In shifts. and there are still shift teams that have no women and then 
you have to fight your way In again. But of course we have had women here for 
six years now: perhaps people are gettlng used to It, perhaps It Is easter now. " (w) 

'" I  think you are more sensitive as a girl . If you are going to the toilet. you don't  
want anyone to know how long you are there. but guys don 't  care. I have a feeling 
they can take a newspaper and say. 'Now I ' ll go to the toilet. I won't  be back for 
a long while. · I can 't  say that. . . .  I don' t  want them to know what I do the whole 
time. But that 's probably how It Is In the beginning: later one adjusts and doesn't  
care. " (w) 

'"It may be easter for women to work alone In male groups than the other way 
around, because the women sUck together and It lsn ' t  easy for a man to get ln. " (w) 

.. I think you have to try learning to respect that you 're not the same, and that goes 
for both men and women.· (w) 

'" I  have experienced men who almost have done away with their manliness. I find 
that wrong. They have become kind of 'nothing· persons and Instead of thinking 
· I ·  m a man and I have certain characteristics, ' they have almost become women. 
Not that there Is anything wrong with women. but I ' m  a man and I ' m proud of it. " 
(m) 
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.. At first it ts  a bit difficult tf [the men] continue to behave as they used to do. They 
can be a bit strange, fart and so on and be somewhat coarse to each other. and they 
were afraid, I guess, that they would have to change it all - the slang they had 
used for ten years - only because a girl started working there. They were testing 
how much I could stand. when I would put my foot down . ..  (w) 

'"We share the change room. We are supposed to get our own. but we don 't know 
when. It 's  one of the details that was difficult in the beginning. How do you 
[change together with the men]? So we change together. although perhaps not 
with everyone, but with those who were employed at the same tlme and are about 
the same age. With the others it Is a bit more difficult . . .  and with some easter. I 
don 't  know what to say, but you don' t  exactly go in there and throw off your 
sweater. but in a way you think of what kind of underwear and bra you 've got on. 
not too much lace, but rather ordinary cotton and so on . . . .  One does think of it. '" 
(w) 

Work and Family 

'"When we have children, I would like to share the parental leave: you see other 
colleagues do it . . .  but you have to take it when there isn 't too much to do at 
work.'" (m) 

'"When you have a child. it is difficult to combine [work life and family life] .  I 
think an unmarried mother could never work the three shifts . ..  (w) 

'" I  only work 70 percent. three days one week and four the other: it feels like bits 
and pieces - nothing gets flntshed. It doesn 't  feel good, but when the children 
are young that you should be as much at home as away. '" (w) 

'" It 's  important for men to be with their children.'"  (w) 

.. As women we often take it on ourselves to care for the children. but to take care 
of children has less worth. . . . You have to push for it . . . find alternatives . . . 
build organizations and administrative parts that allow women to take care of a 
child and work. .. (w) 

Working in an area where everyone ts of the opposite sex ts one way to break 
new ground with regard to gender issues. There ts a difference, though. between 
being a woman in a male-dominated area and being a man in a female area. 
Women who start to work in traditionally male areas are usually in for a rough 
ride. If they want to succeed, not only do they have to show that they are as good 
as the men at performing the Job but they also have to develop a strategy for 
dealing with the .. locker room .. culture of the work team. They basically have two 
options: One ts to accept the culture. including the language and behavior of their 
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male colleagues, which from a woman· s point of view ts a form of maladaptlve 
behavior since that forces her to be like the men. The other option Is to be herself. 
to act like a woman, to refuse to be defined by the men. and in doing so to try to 
bring about change. According to Gilligan et al. ( 1 988) . as shown in her research 
on decision making among young boys and girls. boys and girls use different 
strategies in assessing their posstbtlttles, as illustrated in the following story: Two 
four year olds, a girl and a boy. were playing together and wanted to play a 
different game. The girl said, .. Let 's play next-door neighbors. " " I  want to play 
pirates, '"  the boy replied. "Okay. " said the girl. .. then you can be the pirate that 
lives next door . ..  The boy thinks taking turns and playing each game Is a faJr 
solution, while the girl sees an opportunity to combine the games and thereby 
invent a solution that is inclusive. 

Later in life these differences in styles manifest themselves in the differences 
between maJority voting and consensus seeking. Women's preference for reach
ing consensus is clearly demonstrated in most of the statements in this cluster. 
The vignette at the beginning of this essay demonstrates even more clearly how 
men 's  and women's different styles of decision making can cause conflict and 
reduce organtzatlonal effectiveness. 

It is worth notlng that virtually all the statements in this cluster were made by 
women. One might conclude that although Sweden is one of the most advanced 
countries with regard to parental leave. the creation of day-care centers. and so 
on, when It comes to male-female relations at work and at home. It still has a ways 
to go. 

Conclusions 

The way little girls and boys grow up to become the women and men they are, the 
way in which they experience from their early days on their relatlonshtps with 
stgntftcant others and develop a sense of self, and the way in which their internal 
world. thus formed, plays a role in their understanding as well as in creating their 
external world represent some of the baste dynamics of communtcatton between 
men and women. When women and men meet in their similarity as equal, rational 
beings. in dialogue, they are up against this phenomenon. They are confronted 
with the way their internal and external worlds interact, with the way they have 
been socialized. They are trapped in their roles, encapsulated in their differences. 
and imprisoned by .. gender at work. " 

My comments thus far have focused on the above issue. To reach a better 
understanding of this process, I would like to draw attention to some notions in 
the philosophy of Emmanuel Levtnas that are highly pertinent to the questlon of 
women and men faced with meeting each .. other. " 
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According to Levlnas ( 1 993) .  It Is not autonomy but heteronomy - the 
dependency of the subject - that Is the basis of the human condition. The 
relationship with the other Is the primary relationship. and by responding to the 
other, by being responsible. one enters Into an ethical relationship. 

Dependency requires Independence, however. Thus, we are characterized by 
a fundamental ambivalence Insofar as we are both autonomous and heterono
mous. A genuine human relationship. which requires both dependence and Inde
pendence, Is possible only because of this ambivalence. 

In relationships between women and men, we see a double ambivalence - a 
primary and a secondary one. The primary one Is fanned as a result of the basic 
ambivalence we all have as people. because of our need to be both dependent and 
Independent women and men. The secondary ambivalence Is actually a frozen 
ambivalence and occurs as the result of the way our society has used the sexuaV 
biological differences between men and women to construct gender stereotypes. 
It represents an embodied embeddedness. 

The frozen ambivalence appears to be Interfering with the primary one and 
thus making It difficult for men and women to develop mature. genuine relation
ships. The sociocultural characteristics of our society make It, generally speaking. 
difficult for a man to be dependent. while being Independent Is difficult for a 
woman. He Is trapped In his own stereotype. Conversely. women collude with 
men In their dependence and have difficulty developing a sense of an Identity that 
Is based on Independence as well as dependence. In other words, as In any 
genuine human relationship. the challenge Is to get beyond the stereotypes. For 
such a relationship. trust Is essential. 

It Is In our language that the collusive relationship between our primary and 
secondary ambivalence Is acted out. Likewise. It Is only through dialogue that 
men and women can learn to develop a shared understanding of this ambivalence 
and learn to recognize that women and men may be different but they are equally 
human. 

Three major themes run through all four of the clusters: both men and 
women have feelings of uncertainty and ambivalence about the nature of male
female relations: men and women think of themselves and the other In stereo
types; and women have a strong relational orientation, whereas men generally 
have a more lndlvlduallstlc stance. Placing these three Issues In the context of the 
philosophy of Levlnas leads to three primary observations. First. the ambivalence 
both women and men express with regard to understanding of the other seems to 
suggest that further dialogue could help Improve the quality of male-female 
relations. Second, the women's relational orientation Indicates an ability to 
respond and be responsible for the other ln the sense that Levlnas defines this 
concept. Third, the lndlvlduallstlc position of many of the men and their resulting 
Inability to Interpret the other. as reflected ln their descriptions of women In 
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stereotypes. will make lt more difficult for the men to engage in an open process 
of discovery and development concerning gender issues. 

In view of the desire for better understanding that emerged in the discus
sions, and given the feelings of ambivalence expressed by both the men and 
women as well as the women· s relational orientation. one would expect further 
dialogue and activities to take place, in spite of the independent and individualis
tic orientation of many of the men. One might also expect that as a result of 
today' s dominant technical and functional rationality. the women will have a 
more difficult time than the men. at least initially. as they try to improve the 
quality of male-female relations at work. Because of their relational orientation 
and more "'substantive" rationality. the women may well be seen as less decisive 
and less effective partners in the workplace. If this assumption is correct. then in 
the process of improving male-female relations at work, women and men will be 
confronting one of the most challenging issues of our Urnes. 

A maJor challenge facing these men and women will be to transcend the need 
to adapt and to move into the realm of discovery so that they may take the risk of 
meeting the other. On the interpersonal level, this relationship would be defined 
not in terms of self but by its acceptance of the other as other. In this way we 
would. in the true sense of the word. learn to manage differences creatively and 
thus to achieve equality. 

Notes 

1 .  I use the term "equaltty• in accordance with the way thes participants In the proJect used the 
term. From the quotations. it shall become clear that the meaning of the term. according to 
their understanding. can range from legislative measures to informal rules of behavior. It 
refers to equal opponuntty regardless of whether men and women are similar or dissimilar. It 
can also mean that although men and women are different, both should learn to handle the 
dlfferencm (i.e . .  mutual understanding and cOil'PSpondlng behavior would constitute equal
Ity) . In short. the term ·equality" Is used in a wry broad sense. 

2 .  Practice Is a direct translation of the Swedish word praktik. The participant Is referring to the 
·practice" In Sweden whereby studl!nts In S«ondary schools spend two WC!Ieks each year 
gaining real work experience at a workplace. 

3.  The term "significant others· comes from object relations theory. which ts based on the 
notion that relations with others constitute the fundamental building blocks of mental life and 
that people simultaneously ltve in external and Internal worlds. People react to and Interact 
with not only actual others but also internal others. According to Greenb«g and Mitchell 
( 1 9&3: 1 1 ) .  ·What Is generally agrero upon about these Internal images Is that they ronstttute 
a residue within the mind of relationships with Important people in the individual's life. In 
some way crucial exchanges with others leave their mark: they are ' internalized' and so come 
to sha� subsequent attltudl!s. reactions. �rcepUons. and so on." 

4 .  See endnote 2.  





Chapter 1 2  

Do We Need a Gender Perspective in Action 
Research on Work Organizations? 

Agneta Hansson 

Today numerous signs tell us that the structure of work life organization is 
moving in a new direction. It seems that decades of searching for optimal forms of 
work organization are finally resulting in the insight that broad participation in 
organizational development leads to both higher productivity and better Jobs. 
there being no necessary contradiction between these goals (van Beinum 1 993) . 
Thus, we increasingly attempt to identify and meet important psychological Job 
requirements. such as Job satisfaction through self management, adequate elbow 
room, opportunities for learning. variety, respect and meaningfulness in our 
organizational change efforts. 

The new organizational paradigm 

Framing this in terms of the modernity/post-modernity debate (Giddens 1 990) . it 
appears that the modernist organizational paradigm. characterized by Max Weber 
as a bureaucratic. mechanistic structure of control. built on processes of differen
tiation. principles of centralized organization and erected upon a fully rational
ized base of divided and de-skilled labor is becoming passe. Surviving in a more 
complex and internationalized world. organizations need to be organically struc
tured, de-differentiated. and characterized by more flexibility and multi-skilled 
Jobs. The era, brought about by the Industrial Revolution with Tayloristic labor 
organization is now being replaced by new forms of organizations (Clegg 1 990) . 

This change of principles underlying the design of organizations and the way 
of looking at human beings is so extensive that lt is considered a .. new organiza
tional paradigm" . 1 Within this paradigm, the employees are involved in a partici
patory way in the whole organizational process. Their ideas. experience, and 
knowledge are valued. utilized and considered not only important but essential. 
The ideal organization within the new paradigm is characterized by democratic 
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structures as well as democratic processes. Table 1 shows. In a dtchotomlsed 
version. a summary of the old versus the new paradigms. 

Old paradigm New paradigm 

Basic design principle Redundancy of parts Redundancy of functions 

Unit of analysis Maximum task breakdown. MuiU-sktlltng. 
narrow sktlls: butlding block ·whole task· grouping: 
Is one person-one task butlding block Is a self 

managing group 

O�anuational rules Technological imperative: Design for uman-machtne 
" 

people added on. Aim to complementarity and hence for 
design people out of the system optimal staffing levels 

Coordination and control decisions Coordination and control I 
located above the workers located. as far as possible. 

with those doing the work 

Aim at total specification of Aim at minimum critical 
responstbtltues and authortUes spectflcatton of responstbtltttes 

and authorities 
Typical outcomes: 

Sociotechnical: Fragmented soctotechntcal Dynamic process of joint 
system. resistant to rational optimization of the socto-
change technical system 

cultural: Autocratic Democratic 
psychological: Altenatton Involvement and commitment 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Old and New O�anizational Paradigm (Emery. 1993. 168} in 
van Beinum. 1993. 

Hierarchy and bureaucracy. with their organizing principles rooted In the 
patriarchal structures of the military and the church. are fundamental characteris
tics of the old paradigm. Bureaucracy Is. according to Ferguson. the scientific 
way of maintaining unequal conditions (Ferguson 1 984) . From the point of view 
of the need for flexlbtllty In working llfe, they are neither an effective nor a 
productive way of organizing work. They do not recognize the human need for 
being Involved. the capacity of people to be committed to their work. and human 
need for variety. Hierarchical organizations seek a maximum dtvlslon of labor 
with the unskilled workers situated at the lowest level. 

Women at work 

These organizations are particularly bad for women. who often are , from an 
organizational point of view, the lowest of the low. i.e. the most subordinate in the 
hierarchy. Within the "' new paradigm,· seen in the light of Weber's theory of 
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rationality, men are let out of their .. Imprisonment ln the house of bondage - the 
Iron cage of bureaucracy" that has restricted their tndtvtdualtty (Clegg, 1 990: 4) . 
But what about women? Will the new organizational paradigm let women out of 
their '" Imprisonment'" as well? In my oplnlon this will not be achieved without a 
specific focus on the gender Issue ln work organization. Hence the question ln the 
title of this paper ls a rhetorical one. 

Action research in industrial settings 

Even though there ls a politically agreed-on movement from the old to the new 
paradigm and the idea of democracy ln working ltfe ls on the agenda, there ls still 
a gap between the new paradigm and the everyday conditions of work. Change 
does not occur by Itself. The process that takes us from Insight to action ls often long 
and encounters a great deal of resistance ln work organizations. Action research Is 
a way of developing and Implementing effective organizational change. It ls a 
process ln which external researchers are actively Involved and able contribute to 
the conditions for organizational change and Its development process. The central 
feature of action research ls to Improve a situation through Joint action between 
researchers and .. researched." i.e. the organization. Action research ls thus a 
process of Joint learning based on developing relations between researchers and 
practitioners characterized by Joint Involvement and shared responslbtltty when 
they address problems that require new knowledge (van Betnum 1 998) . 

This paper narrates and analyzes a single organizational Intervention ln a 
large tndustrtal laundry. showing how acUon research approaches were used to 
contribute to the transfonnatlon of the laundry Into a workplace that embodies 
more of the condJUons of the new organizational paradigm. But the paper also 
shows that thts transformation was only possible because the lntervenUon re
tained a strong focus on restructuring gender relations ln this work place. My 
contention ls to show a gender perspective ls essential to action research ln work 
organization change and how action research Interventions can be enriched by a 
greater knowledge of current femlnJst thtnkJng. 

The Laundry - an action research project 

I build my dJscusslon on an action research project where, together with three 
colleagues from the Centre for Workltfe Development (CAU) at Halmstad Uni
versity, I was Involved ln an organizational change process from 1 99 1  to 1 994 . 
The project centered on a parUclpatory redesign process ln a laundry - a female
domJnated workplace with men ln management and middle management post
lions and women constituting the shop floor labor force. 2 

This public regional laundry Is situated ln the country ln a small village 45 
kilometers outside Halmstad. It has about 80 employees, of which 78% are 
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women, most of them middle-aged or elderly part-time workers. Most of the 
workers, many of whom are related. were born in the vil lage and have lived there 
all their life. Since the laundry was founded twenty years ago. its customers were 
hospitals and health care centers all over the county. However. as a result of new 
political decisions, hospital and other healthcare units, after 1 990, were free to 
buy their services wherever they wanted. As a result, to keep its customers. the 
laundry had to become competitive with other laundries. The products handled 
are sheets, towels. nightshirts, etc - the kind of laundry everyone is familiar 
with. The production process is also close to the women's traditional world - the 
endless process of washing, ironing, mangling and patching. In work content. this 
is a female workplace. 

Even though there seemed to be an open and friendly atmosphere at the 
laundry. it was still a typical hierarchical organization when we began the project. 
Every morning. the foremen assigned the workers their tasks and told them what 
to do. The gendered division of labor was clear-cut : men handled the dirty 
laundry and women the clean. Handling the washing machines was also the 
men 's Job. This carried higher status and a higher salary. Handling the mangling 
and the sewing machines, however. was women's  work and did not provide a 
salary supplement. Sorting out dirty laundry was a work station open to both men 
and women. This work was considered harder and riskier than other work and 
therefore received a salary supplement. However. most of the women found this 
work sickening and repulsive and preferred to work with the "finishing treat
ment" of clean laundry. The foremen and all four employees in the repair shop 
were men. 

A Gendered Workplace 

Already in the early phases of the project, the gendered subculture of the com
pany came clearly to the fore. At a first glance, it looked like lt that the women's  
norms and traditions were a guiding force. For example. efforts were made to 
create an attractive lunchroom. curtains were changed often and the room was 
decorated to correspond with the season. The informal talk in the lunchroom was 
about cooking. knitting etc. However we soon realized that the male workers 
never visited the official lunchroom. They had their own places where they spent 
their breaks. For lunch they often left the premises. We also noticed that, in the 
lunchroom. the women had their permanent chairs. they always talked to the same 
people and never moved to another table. From interviews. we also found out that 
there was an atmosphere among the women that made some of them feel harassed 
by other women. There were cliques. It was common knowledge, all over the 
company, that some women would never work together or talk to each other, 
either in the lunchroom or during the production process. Later in the project, 
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when the work organization was redesigned and everyone had experienced 
working with other colleagues. these barriers were overcome. Among the men we 
did not notice slmtlar patterns. or at le.ast they dtd not show them. 

During the proJect, an attempt was made to assign to some of the women the 
role of assistant foreman. Some women wanted to apply for this Job. but gave up 
because they did not want to differ from their work mates. In the beginning, those 
who accepted the offer felt that the other women were envious of them. However. 
once they were Installed ln the new role. the other women considered them to be 
better foremen than the two male foremen. The assistant foremen knew the 
production process from the Inside out and worked very well together with the 
others. 

We also noticed how mean women could be to the male foremen. As these 
men had no experience ln doing the after-treatment laundry work. they were not. 
ln view of the women, competent supervisors. To demonstrate this. the women 
often did not show Initiative themselves: they did not show what they ln fact were 
capable of. but waited for the foremen to tell them what to do. On the one hand 
they were not allowed to make the decisions, but on the other. their behavior was 
also a form of protest. The foremen. for their part. protected their territory and did 
not let the women take full responstbtltty for their own Jobs. 

This, as well as other forms of poor communication between men and 
women, often became visible. For example, the women blamed both the manager 
and the foremen for not listening to them. We could also see how both the women 
and the men often misinterpreted each other when they tried to communicate. 
And, from the women· s point of view, we saw that the men were not sensitive 
enough with regard to the women· s needs and demands and this often led to 
misunderstandings. 

The foremen also often put their Instructions about production on a piece of 
paper. which they placed at the mangle or similar location for the women to read. 
While the men found this very rational. the women· s reaction was quite different. 
They got upset because not to talk directly to those Involved and to use a piece of 
paper Instead was. ln their opinion, a misuse of power. During the proJect, as the 
communication between the employees became more open and the foremen 
became more confident ln their new roles (and the women became responsible for 
the dally planning) . this also changed for the better. 

It often seemed that the men overreacted to the women 's customary way of 
gossiping and teasing but. ln our opinion, they also did not react strongly enough 
when their Intervention was really needed as. for example. when someone didn ' t  
want to work with someone else or didn' t  want to work at certain stations. The 
more we got to know the people ln the organization, the more we became aware 
of various subtle phenomena visible ln the lack ln communication, distance. 
protection of roles. etc. The need for social contact and to be able to feel confident 
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about their relations with their work mates was of great stgntftcance for the 
women, especially for the older women. They often felt unhappy (or afraid) when 
they had to work with someone they did not know (or like) . This problem had a 
long history ln the organization and we worked a lot on it within the project. 

Early ln the process it was obvious that the organization was too hierarchi
cally structured to get the best out of the workers· skills and capacities. Over the 
history of the company. the messages had been mixed. The workers were told to 
take on responstbtllties. but, ln reality. they were not al lowed to take them on by 
the foremen. Even after two years, the manager still considered it too radical to 
hand over the responsibility for planning the dally work process to the workers 
themselves. Only when we were able to show him. from the follow-up interviews. 
that the project had generated frustration among the workers about their inability 
to handle the planning was he able to change his mind and take appropriate action. 

The organization changed accordingly and the foremen were assigned differ
ent roles. When the new organization finally was introduced, within two years 
after the initiation of the action research project, there had been an enormous 
positive change ln commitment among the workers. who generated many creative 
ideas and solutions about how to make the company both more productive and 
effective. 

The JntervenUon process 

As described earlter, researchers from the Centre for Workltfe Development were 
contacted ln late 1 990 by the laundry management and asked to help with a 
reorganization of the entire production process. The manager wanted the laundry 
to become more competitive and understood that it was necessary to increase the 
workers ' skills and interest ln work by operating ln a more flexible and customer
oriented way. The explicit goal for the new organization was to achieve a more 
flexible and competitive, as well as a more democratic and self-managing work 
organization. We become involved as action researchers and remained closely 
connected to the laundry until 1994,  that ts, for over three years. During this 
process, we have used a mix of different methods and tools, such as reading 
historical documents. questionnaires, structured and unstructured tndtvtdual and 
group interviews, discussions, observations. project groups. steering group meet
ings and search conferences. During the whole process, the researchers avoided 
acting like traditional consultants who take on an expert role (which was what the 
company expected at the outset) . Instead. we emphasized our role as facilitators 
and partners ln the change process. We stressed that the project '"belonged" to the 
company and that the company itself was responsible for the management and 
continuation of the process. Other important conditions for our involvement ln the 
project were the need for a broad acceptance at all levels of the company (by top 
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management, unions and the ordinary workers) . and an agreements that would 
make it possible for us as action researchers to visit the company at any time and 
to involve ourselves in all processes. We had excellent cooperation and have been 
full participants in the process. The doors have always been. and are still, open to 
us. 

We began the process by creating an overview and analysts of the enterprise 
through discussions and interviews with management. unions, and all the em
ployees. We also talked to representatives of the most important customers. After 
that we organized a search conference (Emery. 1 989) with all the employees to 
create a common point of reference for the project and to get the employees 
involved in the reorganiZing process from the very beginning (Emery 1 989, 
1 999) . When the conference idea was first introduced to the manager. he was 
skeptical and didn ' t  think that this concept would function with his staff because 
they were poorly educated. middle-aged or elderly women. By the end, he was 
positively surprised by the involvement and creativity showed by all the partici
pants. 

At the search conference, several themes emerged that the members agreed 
on should be worked through before a new organizational form could be intro
duced. These themes were: 

0 production and production management 
0 information and communication 
0 Job rotation and plans for learning 
0 marketing and service to the customers 
0 physical health, hygiene and well-being 
0 orientation program for newly recruited and substitute personnel 
0 technical improvements 

It was decided that an intensive redesign project involving all the laundry 
employees should be started. Seven project groups were set up around the 
identified themes. All the staff members were involved. One person was chosen 
as the contact person by the project groups. With the laundry manager and the 
researchers, these contact people formed the steering group. 

Throughout the process, the discussions were based on the following six 
psychological job requirements (Emery and Thorsrud 1 976) : 

0 adequate elbow room 
0 chance of learning on the Job 
0 optimal level of variety 
0 help and respect from work mates 
0 sense of meaningful work 
0 desirable future 
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However. these psychological job requirements, fonnulated originally by Emery 
and Thorsrud and later used as key elements In the participatory redesign method 
(Emery 1 989) . were not used In this project as design principles or criteria for job 
design, but as · tools · for triggering discussions. 

The project groups met regularly for six months. During this period the 
steering group met once a week and were continually updated on the process. The 
researchers visited the company at least once a week and were available to the 
groups throughout the whole process. Every month the manager called all the 
employees to a workplace meeting. At these meetings, Information and reports 
about how the project was going were provided. 

During the first phase of the project. the groups were very active. Even tf 
some of the workers were a bit skeptical In the beginning. they became Interested 
and seemed to look forward to the future developments In the project. After about 
half a year, when the project groups seemed to have reached a point of dimtntsh
tng returns, the group work was ended and the groups reported their results to the 
whole organization. At a meeting In the workplace, with all the staff In atten
dance, each group presented a list of problems that they had taken care of 
themselves, another list of problems that would require help from management or 
from other groups. and a few, more complex questions that would need to be 
addressed by new project groups. 

For example, the technical Improvement group had taken care of about thirty 
different problems. from providing advanced ergonomic support to portable 
telephones and communication systems. such as whtteboards. for short messages. 
The marketing group made study visits to customers and found out more about 
their needs: the Job rotation group had Introduced a new and more advanced 
system for rotation that had enabled the employees to try new tasks and to work 
with new people. etc . So, tn a short time, many of the suggestions made by the 
workers had been accepted as new routines and introduced Into the ordinary work 
process. 

At this point. there was a pause In the overall project activities and the 
ongoing process slowed down. Stil l ,  two new groups were created by volunteers 
to work on production flow and product quality. The steering group continued to 
meet every second week and, after half a year. reduced the number of meetings to 
once a month. Our role became less active. We now operated more as discussion 
partners while we continued to follow the process. 

Addressing gender 

When the project began. the manager of the laundry expressed no ambition to 
work to create more equal opportunities for men and women In the reorganization 
process. The gendered labor dtvtston was more or less accepted In the organtza-
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tlon. However. as the organization needed to gain more competitiveness and 
flexibility and most of the workers were women, the focus of change was 
necessarily on the women in any case. When we were Introduced at the laundry 
and were given the background for the change process, many characteristics of 
the women workers were viewed as problems. For example. most women worked 
part time and were not willing to change working hours. Women were said to be 
more committed to their homes and families than to their work. Women com
plained about workload and got occupational injuries from their repetitive work. 
Women also were saJd to have problems in cooperating with each other because 
they formed closed groups that kept others out. Thus the Initial overall problem of 
the laundry was formulated as how to adapt women to the needed organizational 
changes. 

When we started the change process, we realized that most of what had been 
ascribed to the women was descriptively accurate. but that the cause was not the 
women but the way the work was organized and that most of the women were 
subordinated to the men In the organization. Both In the Interviews and the search 
conference the women were the most active. They had lots of good suggestions and 
Ideas of how to change and Improve. but they were also suspicious of the process 
as they were used to being Ignored. They were quite right to be suspicious In the 
beginning. as there was a double message built Into the project. On one hand, they 
were required to use their creativity and capacity to improve the organization and. 
on the other, the hierarchical structure In which the foremen decided how the 
workers should be assigned to production tasks was still In operation. 

During the process. however, as the hierarchical structure was slowly broken 
down and changes came. the women changed. For example, they used their free, 
unpaid, time to come to the work planning meetings: they voluntarily broke the 
gendered work barriers by working In the men's dirty laundry departments: and 
they were much more open to job rotation than the men. By the end of our 
Involvement In the change process. all the women worked or could work together 
and there were no longer any coteries. 

From the laundry project we learned that: 

D there exists a gendered division of labor in which the women get the lowest 
paid jobs 

D even In a woman-dominated workplace, men get the higher positions. even 
when women are better qualified 

D men do not adapt themselves to the female subculture, creating their own 
Instead 

D women are afraid to differ from other women 
D this fear leads to women holding themselves back In their careers 
D those women who want to break this pattern may be Isolated by other women 

and from the female subculture 
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0 when women do not get enough challenges from their work. they focus their 
attention on thelr private lives 

0 men and women have different ways of communicating, which often leads to 
misunderstandings 

0 It Is more Important for women than for men to be able to see the overall 
work process 

0 women want to take responsibility for completing tasks and that they get 
frustrated when they have to leave work before It Is finished 

0 social contacts are very Important to women to make them feel confident 
0 an attractive. clean environment Is Important to women 

Summary of the laundry project 

In the half year since our Involvement In the action research project at the laundry 
ended, we cannot precisely say how the organization has become more flexible 
and competitive. However, we can see that a change process has taken place that 
Involves everyone In the organization. There Is a broad consensus between 
management and labor and the manager has developed an open attitude toward 
testing new ways of working and new solutions to problems. Most of the workers 
have changed thelr attitude towards organizational change during this process, 
becoming more Involved when they experienced that real efforts have been made 
to Improve thelr work situation. At the beginning of the change process. the male 
foremen seemed to be Insecure about their changed role and thus reacted by 
slowing down the process. However. since they received support about these 
concerns, they have now refocused their work from detailed supervising of the 
workers to making Improvements and Innovations In the production flow process. 

Even If the gender balance Is still typical within the organization and men 
still have more power and better salaries. the organization Is moving In a demo
cratic direction. The awareness of men 's  and women's  different conditions has 
been raised throughout the project and women get now support from management 
to take on new roles and responsibility. The laundry has become a learning 
environment, embracing new organizational values. While doors have been 
opened, whether this will lead eventually to a balanced equality between men and 
women within the new paradigm still remains to be seen. 

Action research and gender perspec:tives 

From this point on. I link the laundry case more broadly to the action research 
literature and to the frameworks emerging from contemporary feminist work. The 
underlying contention here Is simple. Without action research, the Intervention at 
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the laundry would not have been successful and without the benefit of under
standings of gender relations derived from feminist thought, the action research 
effort would not have been successful. 

Action research 

Participating In organizational changes where hierarchical structures In work life 
are replaced by democratic processes gives work life action researchers unique 
opportunities to be Involved In processes of change at both the micro- and the 
macro-level. Van Belnum refers to action research as a way of "'understanding 
and managing a relationship" and describes It as the '"study of operating systems 
In action" (van Belnum 1993). In action research, the researcher and the practitio
ner ("'the empirical object•) share responsibility for the process and the quality of 
the communication between them determines the quality of the action research. 
An action researcher has to be empathic and also has to be aware of her or his own 
cognitive style. Action research Is. by definition. democratizing and. as action 
researchers, we have an explicit responsibility to work for democracy In work life 
(van Belnum 1 993) . 

When we were asked by the manager of the laundry to assist with the 
Implementation of a new form of work organization, we responded by suggesting 
we do this by means of an action research approach. We tried to convince the 
management that the hope for a long-lasting organizational development process 
with a broad and active Involvement of the employees was not reasonable unless 
the company Itself - management and unions - agreed to take full responsibil
Ity for the change process. Our contribution would be to help with the design. by 
arranging different arenas for dialogue (e.g. the search conference, the steering 
group, and the project groups) , by acting as sparring partners and advisors. and by 
following and documenting the process. As professional researchers. we had a 
special interest In learning about the process of decentralization, In analyzing the 
different dialogues that emerged In the process, and In Improving the working 
conditions for women. This three year action research project was thus really a 
Joint learning process. We learned about how different people. due to their 
positions, act when confronting a change process and we learned about the many 
different obstacles that delay a change process. While mirroring the process and 
discussing our roles In the research group, we learned a lot about our own actions 
and reactions as well. 

Gender Jn action research 

In the work at the laundry. our focus on gender was key to the changes. Through 
the process, we learned about men 's and women's  different way of communlcat-
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lng and Interpreting changes and we learned to recognize both the manifest and 
the Invisible gender power structure. This Is not a mere add-on to action research: 
It was essential to the success of the project and we believe this Is a general lesson 
from the case. Because such a case Is Infrequently made In the action research 
literature. I will develop It In considerable detail here. 

In the foreword to Human Inquiry: A Sourcebook of New Paradigm Re
search. Reason and Rowan address gender In actlon research (Reason and 
Rowan. eds 1 98 1 ) .  This book has many essays by different contributors who offer 
alternatives to orthodox methods. Despite their effort to achieve diversity In 
approaches, they wrote that It was not "'until it was too late to do anything about 
u· that the Issue about relationship between feminist scholarship and new para
digm research was raised: 

This Is what concerns us: we Just dldn' t think about lt. We believe we have the 
awareness, and have acted on It In other contexts. but we dldn ' t  apply It here: we 
failed to respond to our own questions about being aware and questioning the 
patrtarchlal patterns which surround us. (p. xxll) . . .  Again. we Just dldn 't look 
hard enough. And this Is rather curious. because throughout this book are 
references to new paradigm research being a move away from I male· towards a 
I female· approach to Inquiry. So there seems to be a real danger that In new 
paradigm research men will take a 'female ' way of looking at the world. and tum 
It Into another 'male ' way of seeing It: men may understand the words. but do they 
know the music? . . .  " (p. xxill) 

In my opinion we. as action researchers and change agents. have a responsibility 
to be aware of the gendered worklife In order not to contribute to the development 
of still more male-dominated work organizations. 

Why has gender been missed so frequently In action research? 

The laundry project shows that there are differences and lnequalltles between 
men and women that have to be considered In change processes towards more 
decentralized and democratic work organizations, I.e. In the move from the old to 
the new paradigm. The different positions of men and women In society can, 
according to Holmberg ( 1 993) . be regarded either as a problem of equality or as a 
condition of gender power. The equality problem Is politlcally defined and mostly 
concerns unequal condltlons In work life and In the family. It Is based on the 
assumptlon that men and women have a mutual interest ln changing the unequal 
conditions In society and that this can be done by discourse, negotlatlon and law. 
This perspective claims gender neutrality and Is based on the assumption that men 
and women are equal. 

A gender power perspective, on the contrary, points out that there Is a 
conflict between men and women and that they have different Interests In chang
Ing the conditions between the genders. The gender power perspective centers on 
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the patriarchal structure of society, where men {as category) dominate women {as 
a category) {Holmberg 1 993) .  Holmberg's  approach Is supported by that of 
jonasdotttr who. from a Marxist perspective. states that the patriarchal structures 
are maintained through the fact that It Is women's  "rtght" to give love, care and 
health to men, while men have the " rtght" to take from women. Women's lack of 
freedom Is here connected to both norms and gender and women's  capacity to 
love Is exploited. 

Whether one agrees with these authors or not. It Is reasonably clear that 
Inequality between men and women Is officially considered resolvable within our 
present type of society. In practice. equal opportunity policies have meant that 
women will be moved up to the level of men rather than expecting society to 
change to meet women's  needs and conditions. When this sort of gender neutral 
thinking Is used In a context that Is not gender neutral. It creates confusion and 
contradictory organizational processes. 

I believe that the laundry case shows that. to change gender power relations. 
men and women have to see the subtle patterns and processes that structure the 
relations between them. They have to become aware of the hidden structures 
behind the gender-segregated reality that are deeply rooted and Integrated In the 
Institutions of our society. Holmberg states that It Is not In the official gender 
equality policy that the gender power structure Is revealed. Rather It shows up In 
making women tndtvtdually responsible to work for their own equality and by 
stating that there exists no formal hindrance for equal opportunity for men and 
women. This Is where the social mechanisms that maintain the order and suborder 
between the genders become vtstble {Holmberg 1 993) and these are the mecha
nisms we Intervened In at the laundry. 

Holmberg uses symbolic tnteracttontsm to understand how patriarchal struc
tures are reproduced In society. The man/woman develops In Interaction with 
society and others. The man/woman and society are tntergrated and become each 
other 's conditions of existence. Women and men are . by themselves and others, 
ascribed different characteristics and different roles. which they Internalize In 
their identities as human beings. Thus men and women Internalize gender hierar
chy and power structure as a part of their gender identity. Women put themselves 
In a subordinated position In relation to men, and It Is through this subordination 
that they are confirmed as sexual beings. For men. therefore, It ts unproblematic 
to be superior to women. They have Internalized this notion In Interaction with 
society (including with women) (Holmberg 1 993. p. 73) . Again. we addressed this 
In the way we structured the change process at the laundry and did so to good 
effect. 

The Norwegian researcher Htldur Ve { 1 989) contributed to the understand
Ing of this phenomenon by using the concepts of '"techntcal ltmtted rationality" 
and '"rationality of responstbtltty. " based on a Webertan theory of rationality. Ve 
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means that Weber's concepts of means-end rationality and substantive rationality 
are too limited because they do not include the gendered division of labor that is 
the part of contemporary social reality now that women have entered the labor 
market in many different kinds of work. Ve and other Scandinavian researchers 
(Sorensen 1 982 , Walden 1 989, 1 990, and Gunnarsson 1 989) point out that, 
because of their different practical and social experiences based on the gender 
structured division of labor, men and women develop different types of rational
tty. These different rationalities are social constructions and should not be viewed 
as arising from biological differences between men and women. 

Ve argues that the fundamental difference between these rationalities ts that 
women follow a '"rationality of responsibility• treating human beings as irreplace
able. Their aim is to optimize health and harmony for those who need it and 
eventually to make oneself superfluous. By contrast, the rationality Ve ascribes to 
men is called '"technical limited rationality. " which is linked to technical . eco
nomic and bureaucratic rationality in which human beings are objectified and 
replaceable. There is some support for this in industrial work l tfe studies in 
Scandinavia which show different patterns of actions towards the tasks that men 
and women have to handle. For example, women in industrial work, compared to 
men, focus more on the users and the need for technology, than on the technology 
itself (Gunnarsson, 1989. Kvande-Rasmussen. 1 99 1 .  Sorensen. 1 982. Ljungberg 
van Betnum 1 99 1 .  1 994, and Hansson, 1 993 and 1 994) . 

To explain these differences. Walden ( 1 989, 1990) uses the concept of 
'"culture" and argues that. as a result of early socialization into the traditions and 
gender structure of their society. men and women figuratively can be said to end 
up living tn different cultures. Women' s  culture is directed by need. its organiza
tion is organic and built out of a central order. where wholeness and continuity are 
key elements. Men, on the other hand, have been responsible for building and 
maintaining the society beyond the home - the state and large-scale social 
institutions - through production, technology and military protection. Built in 
this context, men 's culture involves the principles of performance and replace
ment (Chodorow, 1 978) . 

According to Ve. this male .. techntcal ltmited rationality• ts now diffusing to 
previously female-dominated sectors like education, health care. and the social 
services. Research in the social service and health insurance sector shows how 
badly this form of rationality functions in such arenas and how women 's work in 
these arenas rapidly loses quality when it ts hierarchically restructured. Through 
professtonaltzation. specialization, and the use of scientifically structured lan
guages, the valuable everyday knowledge that women once brought to the caring 
professions, often gets lost, a point also made by josefsson ( 1 99 1) .  The Norwegian 
researcher Bertt As also focused on the ways men use their power through the 
language and how they make women invisible in the communication process (As 
1 98 1 ) .  
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The Swedish l inguistic researcher, Einarsson, shows how women and men, 
when they learn to talk, develop different languages and models for communica
tion. For example, women's  language is more concrete while men 's is more 
abstract. He also shows that in a dialogue between men and women, women ask 
more questions. give more .. positive minimal responses, .. and often use the 
pronouns you and we. Men often interrupt women. men question and discuss what 
women say. and they ignore what women say by not answering, by giving 
.. delayed minimal response .. , or by answering without enthusiasm. Men also 
make more statements about facts and offer more opinions and suggestions 
(Einarsson 1 984) .  

Thus women· s language Is more person-oriented. expressive. emotional and 
evaluative, while men 's is more object-oriented, instrumental and focused on the 
definition of concepts. Women communicate more directly with others and, if 
there are different opinions in the group. they want to try to reach consensus. 
Women's communication is personal and concrete, and they verbalize emotions 
and experiences. By posing questions. they easily get others to talk and they are 
good at giving positive feedback. 

Again. whether or not you agree with the substance of all of the above-cited 
perspectives. it should be clear that such gender perspectives were deployed in 
our action research intervention at the laundry. They created leverage for our 
thinking and enabled us to address gender Issues in the work place in such a way 
that change in gender relations became an integral part of the overall change 
process. 

Gender and action research 

Where are gender research and action research necessarily connected? Two main 
issues link these fields: gender and democratic dialogue and gender and the kinds 
of behavior that promote successful action research processes. 

Democratic dialogue 

The core issue here is that the theory and methods of action research are based on 
the use of dialogue and communication. Through democratic dialogue. people 
come to mutual understanding. which is the fundamental basis for democratic 
development (Gustavsen 1 992). But if the above-cited research is right, what then 
happens to these democratic dialogues if men and women use language differ
ently and live in somewhat distinctive cultural worlds? The laundry case shows 
that much of the action research process necessarily centered on mediating these 
very different gender worlds for the good of the organization as a whole. 
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Gustavsen argues that it Is only through dialogue that the linguistic resources 
will be developed that make it possible to create the common ground for the 
democratization of work. If we relate this to Einarsson's  work and other linguistic 
research findings showing that men and women when they learn to talk develop 
different languages and models for communication, we can easily understand 
how the criteria for a democratic dialogue. if used in an orthodox way without 
considering the gender perspective, may work in an antidemocratic direction. 

Action research and the "rationality of responsibility " 

There is also a clear similarity between the democratic values that guide the action 
research framework and the kind of "' rationality of responsibility· that is supposed 
to typify the world of women. When van Beinum states that "Content and 
processes are different perspectives of the same phenomenon. One cannot have 
one without the other. The content is the process· (van Beinum 1993) ,  he is 
describing an approach that Is very close to the picture feminist researchers have 
created of the behavioral styles of women. Similarly '"women· s culture .. as defined 
by Walden, Ve. Gunnarsson, Einarsson, Haavind. Hirdman, and josefsson. is built 
on caring and maintaining human beings themselves, a central feature of action 
research processes. 

The upshot of this is that. if we do not notice and try to understand the 
gendered division of labor. we can easily be led to think women do not choose to 
take on leadership positions of their own free will and look upon male manage
ment as the norm. When we have experienced the failures of the hierarchical 
structure. as in the case of the laundry. we may then look for a new paradigm 
guided by new values. But if we do not focus on women ln particular and try to 
understand them in relation to men, there is no guarantee that the values that 
emerge in the action research process will not be simply a new male norm, used to 
create greater democracy among men but still excluding women. 

As actlon researchers. we cannot exclude the gender dimension. Participa
tory processes in organizations. mutual enrichment. shared responsibility and 
Joint understanding between researchers and practitioners require not just democ
racy but gender equality. By lnsistlng on including gender in action research, I 
therefore am equating democracy with gender equality. However, descriptions of 
most action research projects seldom deal with the gender dimension. Rather, 
actlon research, with some exceptions, pretends to be gender neutral, i.e. it Is 
based on the theory that men and women are equal. Of course, from a gender 
perspective, this leads to the maintenance of the male dominance by making the 
inequality between men and women Invisible. 
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Conc:luslons 

At the beginning of the laundry project. we had no specific focus on women or on 
the gendered organizational structure. As the process developed. however, the 
difference between men 's and women 's conditions, ways of thinking. acting and 
communicating became visible to all the part.Jclpants - to the researchers as well 
as to the laundry workers. to women as well as to men. By adding the gender 
perspective to the redesign processes. It was possible to Identify the different 
conditions for men and women In the organization and to take steps to use the 
capacities of women In a more effective ways. 

By using the concept of democratic dialogue with a gendered perspective. 
DreJhammar and Rehnstrom ( 1990} worked with groups of women In different 
organizations on a proJect specifically designed for this purpose. By making It 
easter for the women to talk about their work experiences, needs and desires for 
the future In their own way, without hindrance and domination by male manage
ment and colleagues, they found that the women expressed many opinions about 
working conditions, management and organization that have led to new routines 
and an effective organizational development. 

In our case,  we did this kind of work In mixed gender groups. Perhaps a 
reason that we managed raise the gender Issues effectively such groups was 
because women were both the maJority In the work force and because the laundry 
was an organization that, both In the production process and In Its relationship to 
consumers, was strongly affected by women's culture already. 

Feminist scholarship points In many different political directions. My own 
view Is that the way to reach equal opportunity for men and women In work life Is 
not by polarizing them and stressing gender conflict. I think that Improvements 
wlll be made only by helping men and women to understand each other's  
conditions and by bringing their diverse perspectives into work life reform. If we 
want the organizational paradigms to guide work life development and If we 
understand action research as a way to create democratic work organizations, 
then we all have a responsibility to Include gender perspectives In action research 
with work organizations. 

Notes 

l .  For a discussion about the concept of paradigm. see Kuhn 1962. 

2. A more detailed description and analysis wlll � published by me wlth the Utle 'From 
collaborattw tnqulry to Jolnt actlon-the Torup case' l999. ln Ideas and practicP.S of action 
re�arch and institutional jOUI'Iley. Hans van �Inurn (forthcoming). 





Chapter 1 3  

Learning to Learn 

Participatory Action Research in Public Schools 

Ann Martin 

One of the biggest Ideas in primary/secondary educational reform in the United 
States is restructuring. It Is also the most recent idea to gain attention. The term 
refers both to the means - restructured school organizations - and to the end -
restructured goals for education - namely. student outcomes that demonstrate 
the capacity for continuous learning. as opposed to performance on tasks such as 
examinations and papers. The reform is often described as .. restructuring through 
shared decision making . ..  which refers to the intent that the restructuring will be 
achieved through the collaboration of teachers, parents, support staff, and, where 
possible, students, who collaboratlvely will make decisions formerly made exclu
sively by administrators. 

This chapter addresses the early stages of a restructuring effort In Binghamton. 
New York. In particular, It focuses on the use of participatory action research as a 
method to Initiate and sustain the process of educational reform. 

The Binghamton project had presented a challenge for action researchers 
even before I began as Its consultant-researcher. for the New York State Commis
sioner of Education had dictated In August 1 992 that by February 1 994 ,  all 
districts in the state would have to develop a participatory process for educational 
change. The challenge was In the requirement for participation. There Is always a 
question whether an Imposed structure can be a meaningful vehicle for cultural 
and organizational change. Action researchers today place high value on change 
processes that are developed with the local community (Elden and Levin 1 99 1 :  
Emery 1 982) . Change ordered from the top risks being superficial and mechanis
tic, never .. owned"' by those who are expected to change. One goal of my 
Intervention In Binghamton was to develop ownership of the process among 
those on whom It was imposed. 
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Why PAR? 

I undertook the project hoping that if shared decision making developed through 
participatory action. the participants could, at the very least, discover the scope 
and structures for shared decision making that made the most sense for their 
district. In this sense. it would be a research project as well. My role would be to 
enable collaboration to take place by offering the participants tools and skills for 
communication and participation and to provoke reflection that would lead the 
participants to learn. 

Once the work began, however. I could see far greater potential in PAR as an 
approach to educational reform. The first argument for using PAR was that the 
nature of the change required was so enormous that the work had to be accom
plished through discussions and consensus across many constituencies. PAR is 
founded on a faith in change through participation - not participation for its own 
sake, but participation aimed at building meaning through dialogue. 

The second argument for using PAR was that the AR processes of inquiry, 
reflection, and knowledge development, are the very processes educators hope to 
teach students - and the very processes reformers claim have been slighted in 
public education. In the words of A New Compact for Learning, the document 
that spells out the expectations for reform in New York: "Our mission is not to 
keep school - it is to see that children learn . . . .  While rudimentary skills and 
factual knowledge remain Important, the larger goal is to nurture the quality of 
students I mental activity - the capacity to raise questions, generate hypotheses. 
solve complex problems, integrate learning, communicate effectively in a variety 
of fonns ( 1 99 1 :  3-4) . 

Conceivably. the processes of inquiry and dialogue could sharpen the educa
tors I focus on the significant reform they intended to accomplish by '"nurturing 
the quality of students ' mental activity" as they nurtured these qualities in 
themselves. At the same time. PAR might be able to help these educators see the 
distance between their theories and actual practice and thus make the first move 
toward lasting change. 

Schools as Organizations 

One feature of the current school reform movement Is that an explicit connection 
Is made between educational change and the particlpatlve process. The reformers 
In New York State proclaim. "We must reconceive the system itself'" (Compact 
1 99 1 :  2) , yet reconceptuallzing. much less transforming '"the system, "  is a daunt
Ing undertaking. The current structure of American schools was not casually built 
and will not be easily dismantled. 
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As David Tyack and Elisabeth Hansot have noted ( 1 983) , standardization. 
professionalization. and bureaucracy became entrenched features of American 
schools during the Progressive Era ( 1890- 1 9 1 4) .  Schools and school systems 
were reorganized along corporate-managerial lines, with district superintendents 
at the top of the hierarchy. teachers (not to mention students) at the bottom, and a 
cadre of technical experts and middle-level supervisors in between. Since then. 
the fundamental structure has remained unaltered: in large part, U.S. schools still 
operate like outmoded industrial organizations (Chubb and Moe 1 990) . 

In 1 984. Theodore Sizer wrote that the system designed in the late nineteenth 
century for "'social order" had created a bureaucracy that stifles initiative, relies 
on a high level of specialization that fails to treat students as whole people. and 
pays no attention to the enormous variability of students. assuming what is 
effective for one will be effective for another. Furthermore . ..  large. complex units 
need simple ways of describing themselves, so those aspects of school keeping 
which can be readily quantified . . .  become the only forms of representation" 
(207) . His example of this phenomenon is the state mandates that specify the 
number of minutes each student must spend on a given subject. 

Even earlier. in a 1971  paper about schools as sociotechnical systems, Herbst 
blamed the production-model organization of schools for their Inability to pro
mote learning. His point, like Sizer's. was that schools segment learning Into 
subject divisions and then treat the learning Itself as a set of Isolated tasks. This 
compartmentalization means that schools are set up for specialists to deliver a 
subject. which children are to receive and presumably commit to memory. On the 
one hand, the effect Is to promote what Herbst called "determinate"' tasks as the 
subject of teaching. which is accomplished through a predetermined process and 
has a predictable outcome. On the other hand, as Herbst points out, learning takes 
place when tasks are Indeterminate, when the means for arriving at an outcome 
are matters for research and discovery. 

In the bureaucracy Herbst and Sizer desert be, teachers are at the bottom of 
a pyramid where there are no possibilities to alter the system. Moreover. as 
Michelle Fine argues ( 1 992) , such dlsempowered teachers, in particular those 
who work with disadvantaged young people, act out their disempowerment with 
students. 

"Empowering People at All Levels" 

Having heard the message of the revitalization movement in American Industry. 
school reformers across the nation are adopting their version of participatory 
decision making. shared decision making (SDM) , as the means to change. 1 The 
theory is that SDM gives those closest to the learner (i.e. , parents. teachers. and 
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students themselves) a voice in the refonn and ownership of the critical decisions 
that influence teaching and learning (Katz 1 992 : Fernandez 1 993) . 

At the heart of this movement is the recognition that schools must prepare 
future generations for work that is no longer modeled on the rigid bureaucracies 
of educational systems devised in the nineteenth century. There is also a deep 
sense that schools have failed to instill an interest in learning, the very value that 
inspired the development of universal public education. 

When groups of Binghamton teachers, administrators, parents, and support 
staff in project-related workshops were asked to draw visions of an ideal future 
for their schools. they drew schools with open doors, students and community 
people streaming in and out: they drew teachers in circles, reaching out to 
children; some drew children tall and straight - self-confident and able to face 
the future. Talking about their drawings. the workshop participants used phrases 
such as .. children are continuous learners, "  .. all children are successful. " and there 
should be .. a partnership of home, school, and community . ..  

As I watched the drawings develop and heard people describe their efforts, I 
began to realize that what the educators had envisioned as appropriate learning 
for children was precisely what they. as adults. would have to do to create their 
ideal world. Like the brown, black, and red sUck figures on their papers, the 
educators would have to Join hands and work together, look outside their build
ings for knowledge. end their isolation from each other, and reflect on their 
experience. For this to happen. I reasoned, not only was PAR appropriate, it was 
what they needed to succeed. 

Reflective Learning: The Research in PAR 

In my thinking. three constructs related to reflective learning define the research 
that takes place in PAR. The first construct is single- and double-loop learning. as 
described by Chris Argyris. Robert Putnam, and Diana McLain Smith. in AcUon 
Science ( 1 987) . In single-loop learning. actors change actions to achieve results 
they have not questioned, without examining the values that drive their actions. 
An example might be found in the decision to order new readers when test scores 
are low. 

Double-loop learning. by contrast, occurs when actors are able to see the 
values that guide their actions and that it is possible to question those values. This 
is especially important when inconsistencies exist between what they say they 
want to do (espoused theory) and what is actually done. An oversimplified but 
useful example might be the claim that education is meant to foster curiosity 
{espoused theory) while in reality one-time perfonnance, as exhibited in test 
results, is what counts {theory-in-use) . 
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The second construct. consistent with single- and double-loop learning. is 
the ranking of first- . second-, and third-order change in organizational develop
ment, as described by jean Bartunek and Michael Mach ( 1 987) .  In first-order 
change. actions or even strategies may change. but the world views ('"shared 
schemata") that drive them are unquestioned. If. for example. some children are 
not learning to read. the decision might be to keep them in first grade. In second
order change, there may be some modification of world view in order to improve 
outcomes. For example, the understanding that children are developmentally 
ready to read at different Urnes might lead to stretching reading instruction over 
two or three grades. In third-order change. actors become aware of their underly
ing schemata. consciously question their validity and negotiate with each other to 
arrive at new understandings. Perhaps. it turns out. children learn to read when 
they encounter the need to read to accomplish a real task, an understanding that 
could lead to the complete redesign of elementary education. As with double-loop 
learning, third-order change implies ongoing development of new understand
ings. but this development occurs in an organizational context, in part as the result 
of dialogue by members of the organization. 

The third construct is actually framed as a definition of the "research" in 
PAR: .. an attempt to surface and organize the predominant interpretive tendencies 
within the group and subject them to a kind of self-conscious examination" 
(personal correspondence, Greenwood to Virginia Vanderslice, April S. 1 993) . If 
we subscribe to these constructs, PAR becomes the sensible approach to the 
profound reform called for in The New Compact for Learning. To change a 
system designed to educate children, the ideas, theories, and values of the entire 
system must be examined. and, insofar as each actor in the system operates from 
a set of beliefs. it makes sense that these beliefs and ideas should be opened up for 
inquiry in a context of participatory or shared decision making. It is because such 
profound questioning of beliefs and values will be required for the restructuring 
of the system to take place and because collaboration will be required for the 
system to change that PAR methodology can be of great use. 

The First Phase 

The Binghamton project really began in 1 99 1 .  when the school administration 
and the teachers union (BPT A) sought my help in learning a process of interest 
bargaining that could replace traditional adversarial negotiating. In April of that 
year, representatives of the two locals of the Civil Service Employees Associa
tion. the Binghamton Association of School Administrators. the Binghamton 
Teachers Association, the central administration, and the board of education 
participated in a workshop that became the forum for discussion at the leadership 
level of the district. 
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In the bargaining sessions that followed, the BPT A and the board of educa
tion agreed to institutionalize SDM in the labor agreement. The district formed a 
top-level steering committee. Excellence in Academics (EIA) . composed of 
representatives of all the bargaining units. the board, and parents. 

The work that followed took place at top administrative and school levels. 
The goal of the top-level group. which included the EIA committee. the superin
tendent and his assistants. and members of the board of education, was to develop 
a mutual understanding of what they were undertaking and how they would 
proceed. The goal of the administrative group. which was composed of principals 
and assistant principals. was to develop a particular understanding of what SDM 
would mean for their roles. Finally. the school group was composed of the 
members of the SDM committees at the district 's  ten schools. which reflected, on 
the school level ,  the composition of the EIA committee and included the adminis
trators of each school. For this group. the goal was parallel. namely. to understand 
shared decision making and their roles as decision-making bodies. 

In january and February 1992, each of these groups participated in its own 
workshops (one day for the administrators: two days for the EIA committee and 
for the school committees, which met in groups of two) to develop a shared sense 
of values and a vision for education. The EIA committee focused on the visions 
for the district, whereas the school committees focused on their visions for their 
particular schools. 

Also included in the workshops was training in consensus and agenda 
setting. A great deal of effort was spent understanding the difference between 
educational goals and the process by which these might be accomplished (I.e. , 
shared decision making and school-based management, in which curriculum and 
expenditure decisions are made at the school rather than at the central level) . 

Because the implicit agenda for these groups was organizational change. it 
was imperative that they begin to question some of their assumptions. We started 
by using "force field analysts" to understand resistance to change - their own as 
well as others. A concept from the work of Kurt Lewin ( 1969) . it builds on the 
assumption that agents will be more successful tf they work to reduce resistance 
than tf they exert force for change. For the first time. the participants began to 
identify conditions - such as lack of information, isolation, and the politics of 
board elections - that, tf addressed, could overcome superficial signs of resis
tance. 

It seemed essential, too, to build confidence and generate dialogue across 
roles and schools. The organizational structure Sizer and Herbst describe has 
fostered a culture tn which teachers, isolated from decision making. consider it 
their rtght to teach as they see fit. resist administrative evaluations. and resent 
mandated curricula and standardized tests. The extent of this culture was clear 
when one teacher, resisting SDM. said it might be good to hang on to "'the little 
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power we have. If you [administrators] make the [decision) . I can complain about 
it. .. 

I reasoned that if the teachers and administrators could experience collegial
ity in confronting shared problems in the workshops, they might then see the 
possibilities for actually collaborating on educational change. I felt it would take 
months, however, of working together, getting organiZed, and developing strate
gies for Joint decision making before I could realistically expect to see results. 

Developments over the Next Eighteen Months 

Two interventions with the school committees followed the initial workshops. 
The first took place slx to eight months later. At that time. only half the schools 
had met the EIA committee· s requirement to submit a plan that included their 
proposed method of operation and the educational issues they intended to ad
dress. The EIA committee struggled with issues of authority and accountability: 
Could it require plans? What should its role be if plans were not submitted? What 
If the plans were only on paper? What was really going on In the schools. and how 
was the committee to find out? The members of the committee were eager to 
avoid a watchdog role but felt responsible for change In the district. 

A self-assessment was planned: the EIA committee would spend half a day 
with each school committee discussing the progress It had made (or failed to 
make) . This would test my belief that by working together, the members of the 
committees could begin the unfreezing process of confronting their assumptions 
and habits, as well as take the first critical look at their committee · s progress. 

In the self-assessment workshops. held in October 1 992, the school commit
tees were asked ( 1 )  to hold up a mirror to their work and themselves as groups at 
that time and a year earlier, (2) to define their missions as they had come to see 
them, and (3) to Identify preliminarily some observable results they could expect. 
The "'outcomes" approach was a deliberate effort to tie their organizational 
change work to the large-scale, ongoing district-level work on Identifying out
comes for the educational process In Binghamton. 

The self-assessment workshops were followed In March 1 993 by a half-day 
workshop for the EIA committee entitled .. Moving from Outcomes to Action. " 
Intended to serve as a model for the EIA group to use with school committees. As 
another means for addressing the EIA committee 's concern with the schools· 
progress. a liaison member or members were chosen to interact with each school 
committee. 

Curious to know what, If anything, had changed after the self-assessment 
meetings. three Cornell University graduate students and I Interviewed commit
tee members from four schools In April and May 1 993.2 The Interviews were 
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designed to take a closer look at whether the SDM committees were addressing 
educational issues. to see whether committee members thought of themselves as 
'"researchers. '" to look for evidence of cultural change, and to find out where. if 
anywhere, the process was getting stuck. The follow-up to the interviews -
feedback to the school committees from which members were interviewed: group 
discussion and reaction: and a Joint dialogue with the EIA committee on what the 
school committees have learned and what issues still need to be addressed - will 
be the next step in the project. 

What Was Learned 

As I went into the self-assessment meetings. two questlons were on my mind. The 
first question was whether the committees had. in fact, just gone through the 
motions of establishing committees and procedures in order to meet the require
ments of yet another mandate. The second question was whether they had 
engaged in a .. determinate" task or whether there was some element of discovery 
in their work on which we might build. These were. of course, questions at the 
core of participatory actlon research. 

Based on what occurred in Binghamton in the first year. it appears that given 
enough latitude. a mandated process develops its own character and conviction. 
In fact, dictated change seems to have created the opportunity for learning. 
whether the learning was intended or not. In the following sectlons. I discuss 
more specifically what was learned. 

ParUclpatlve Process Itself 

Because none of the committees had done very much in the way of educational 
decision making at the time we began the self-assessment sessions, I expected to 
hear a lot of comments reflecting discouragement and disillusionment. Instead, 
participants expressed support and enthusiasm for the process. The groups had 
used consensus- and agenda-development processes to develop a vision - the 
operational and ground rules for their work - and to agree on which educational 
issues to tackle. Even where the processes had failed to yield perfect decisions, 
group members had discovered the advantages of collaboration: they had devel
oped their skills in working together and a positive outlook on their future ability 
to make joint decisions. 

In the dialogues prompted by asking them to look in an imaginary mirror. 
most of the groups also expressed doubts about their ability to succeed in their 
tasks. Few of the committees have actually initiated major changes in education. 
The one committee that may have actually initiated such change , the high school 
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committee, is reluctant to see Us accomplishments as significant. These fears are 
well founded and show an enhanced understanding of its task. as illustrated in 
such comments as .. It 's  big and complex now'" and "We're on a train going uphill ;  
we've slowed down because we have a bigger task. '" Such remarks are encourag
ing from the action research perspective because they show evidence of a new 
understanding that the work will require puzzling through the complexities of 
collaboration. perhaps even having to "'surface and organize the predominant 
interpretive tendencies within the group'" (personal correspondence. Greenwood 
to Vanderslice. Aprtl 6, 1 993) . 

The committees were closer to undertaking the fundamental reform of 
education now that they understood the enormity of the undertaking. Some may 
still fall to attempt real change in their schools, but they are all grappling with how 

to attempt it. a state that is considerably more promising than our worst fears for 
groups that were established with no opportunity to decide whether this was the 
best structure and no say in their agenda. 

Looking back, it is possible to see how this realization developed. Once the 
committees were formed for each school, they began asking how they would 
accomplish change. It became evident that as groups of ten or twelve people in 
each school ,  they could not come up with all the ideas or make all the decisions. 
They faced skepticism in their schools over whether anything could ever change 
and whether the various powers that be would ever '"let" teachers have a say in 
what goes on in their schools. They soon understood that their Job required the 
cooperation and collaboration of all their constituents. They realized that, not 
unlike the action researcher working with them, they must be sensitive agents in 
the participative process. They realized that the committee itself would not 
accomplish reform but rather would set the stage for a broader participative 
process. Their mission was not to replace the single authoritarian figure in the 
school (the principal) with a group decision-making body but, in a role similar to 
that of actlon researchers. to promote inquiry, reflection, and action based on 
what was learned. Understanding this, the teachers have taken the first steps on 
the road to fostering change. 

The follow-up interviews supported the optimistic discussions that took 
place during the self-assessment sessions: working together had enabled the 
teachers to develop new ideas and accomplish results they had felt unable to 
achieve in the past. One special education teacher reported .. a new perspective. an 
air. a new atmosphere . ..  When the interviewer asked what had made this new aJr 
possible, the answer was "access and freedom to pursue knowledge with others. "  
A teacher from another school spoke about "breaking down walls" and "'sharing 
good practice. "  Although others uttered disclaimers such as "' I  don't  know that 
[the reforms) will impact on instruction" and "'We haven 't  made any decisions yet 
that actually affect the classroom teacher, .. these remarks do not stand in the way 
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of evidence that the participative process has touched on how education Is 
construed In the schools. 

Developing Self-Awareness 

In the course of the self-assessment, the Binghamton High School committee 
confirmed what Herbst had seen years before In Norway. School staff members 
spoke of personnel In different areas knowing very little about each others' Jobs, 
of a guidance office dtvtded according to grades, which discouraged communJca
tlon about students, and of departments that met separately. missing the chance to 
know what students learn In other dtsctpltnes. In describing what they hoped to 
accomplish. one teacher said, .. to eliminate cynicism of teachers and replace It 
with a sense of control. "  Autonomy behind the classroom door has left teachers 
with no sense of control over the educational process. Shared decision making 
offers more knowledge and. therefore, more control. 

We found evidence that the committees do engage In data collection, al
though there Is no talk of '"research.'" At least two have surveyed their staffs to 
discover staff prtorttles and Interests. What has not developed. apparently. Is any 
sense that student needs or accomplishments or attitudes might be used as data for 
their work. In other words, there Is no evidence of the learner-centered environ
ment. 

Interviewees dtd report stgntflcant personal change as a result of their work 
on the SDM committees. An administrator who does a lot of trouble-shooting 
reported that hts decisions were now "more kid-oriented: I ' m  more flexible . . .  
don 't  automatically come down on the stde of the teacher. " A skeptical teacher 
said: '" I  like to hide. Maybe that ' s  the best thing . . . .  It ' s  gotten me to the point 
where I can· t do that. "  A parent reported that she had .. grown to feel that I ' m  a 
valued person. "  A principal reported that he felt he had become .. a better ltstener 
. . .  hearing greater diversity. " A support staff member said that teachers "know 
our needs now" and .. you see things gettlng done. " If we can accept that personal 
change opens the way to new perspectives, the process Is creating the conditions 
for further change. 

EducaUonal Change 

The fact remains that most of the school committees have not tackled maJor 
decisions that directly affect education - although Issues In education are being 
discussed. In a school where no one could point to educational change as a result 
of the committee 's  work, one teacher dtd refer to discussions she found excttlng; 
her example was an idea considered by a subcommittee that teachers might move 
from classroom to classroom so they could be teaching '"from your expertise . . .  
share what you 're best at. "  
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Educational change is evident at the high school. which Is experimenting 
with a radically new way of scheduling students. Called the Copernican Plan. it 
was piloted in the ninth grade and has now been extended to the tenth grade: 
students concentrate on two subjects at a time rather than the traditional four or 
five: the number of weeks spent on each subject is shorter, but the work is more 
concentrated and, according to theory. more integrated. 

Equally important, the committees seem poised, ready to act, on their under
standing of the gap between the visions they drew and current conditions. They 
are aware of thelr own hesitancy and that they are not taking action where it Is 
needed. When asked what is holding them back, they talk about two closely 
connected fears - their powerlessness and thelr fear of consequences. A year 
earlier they often pointed to resistance and apathy from their colleagues -
teachers who had been .. around too long" or '"just don' t  want to change· - and 
parents who '"don't  care· as reasons meaningful change might not occur. Now 
they recognize their own responsibility in the situation. and it is this recognition 
that may allow for the risk and confrontation that will make room for double-loop 
learning. PAR methodology has brought them to this point of discovery. 

Action research also presents a possible approach to dealing with the power
lessness and fear of consequences the committee members describe. Committee 
members often cite their own lack of authority and/or expertJse when they 
confront what they have not done yet. They express frustration with responses 
that will empower them: .. Test and find out• or "Ask the EIA committee so they 
are forced to address the issue. " These participants would much rather have 
someone tell them the answers or be able to follow some well-established pattern. 
But answers do not exist. and because shared decision making in schools is new, 
there are few patterns. The participants must construct their own system. 

AccountabJ/Jty 

The fear of consequences is an even greater challenge to action research. The 
specter of accountability for poor results haunts all levels of a school system, 
dampening innovation and discouraging risk taking. For the individual teacher, to 
experiment is to rtsk failure and blame. It is safer to do what has been done over 
and over. even though it Is patently clear that it does not promote learning for 
some chJldren. For a principal. fostering experimentation involves the same risk 
on a larger scale. She or he must be .. accountable" to the public as well as to the 
administration. 

For a school. to face and really try to change what is not working for children 
- as mJght be the case In shared decision making - the risks are simply 
multiplied by the number of staff members and administrators involved. They 
may all be censured or, worse still .  lose thelr Jobs because of public outcry. The 
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tenure system protects employment for those who have tenure. but it does not 
protect a school from being closed by a vindictive board of education. For a 
superintendent of schools, subject to the whim of an elected board, innovation 
always means putting her or his Job on the line. Of course the same goes for the 
elected board. whose members will be replaced if there is controversy (not to 
mention radical change) in the district. 

To be fair. when worried teachers and school administrators ask about 
'"accountability" in shared decision making. they are asking on two levels. One is, 
simply: who will (or can) bear the consequences for children if they faJI? The 
stakes are high when you are teaching young people. Teachers will say that they 
always live with this fear because they know they fail some children. What they 
want to do is succeed with more children. 

The more pressing worry is the second one: who will (or is willing to) bear 
the political repercussions if they fail? It is the fear of being shut down by the 
system - whether it 's a "no"  from the principal when the committee thought it 
had the power to decide or a .. no" from the superintendent because the board of 
education does not understand or a .. no" from the state education department that 
finds some innovation incompatible with mandates designed to assure equal 
opportunity across the state. 

What. then, can action research offer people struggling with the tension 
between change and accountability? It is possible that the participatory process 
itself will create an expectation of shared rather than individual accountability. 
This spreads the burden of blame, but if blame is still the outcome of shared 
accountability, then the old closed system of thinking has not changed: a single 
authoritarian figure is replaced with a group: poor performance gets punished: the 
performer learns not to try again. Is it any more useful for a whole school to be 
blamed for lower test scores than a principal? I suggest that it is not enough to 
switch the focus for accountability from individuals to a group: instead. the 
definition of accountability itself needs to be changed to be consistent with 
learning. 

Learning 

The notion of organizational learning as defined in the work of Argyrts, Putnam, 
and Smith (1 987) holds out the possibility of developing a system of accountabil
ity consistent with viewing children as learners rather than performers, consistent, 
moreover, with the idea that students should learn to learn. The work on "alterna
tive assessment.. in the educational community already addresses this issue with 
systems for measuring student progress that place importance on development 
rather than the scores or ratings of one given moment. But this discussion has yet 
to extend to accountability for professionals. Are they .. performers . ..  or is it 
legitimate to think of professionals as learners, too? 
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One idea I brought to Binghamton is the .. Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle. a 
diagrammatic developed by the statistician Walter Shewhart and introduced by 
total quality management guru W. Edwards Deming (Walton 1 986) .  The point of 
the cycle is that it Is a cycle, one that represents continuous improvement. It 
depicts an ongoing process of inquiry and reflection. although such a process 
could also apply to single- as well as double-loop learning.3 Once you are acting, 
you are already planning new actions that you will observe and correct in action. 
and so on. 

The usefulness of the cycle as a metaphor for educators is its message about 
progress and change as ongoing, in contrast to what they have previously been 
told concerning educational reform. which is "try and toss it out. " One teacher 
described the skepticism arising out of the blame routine: "The faculty is saying 
to the administration, I Prove to us that we I re  going to be listened to - prove to us 
that this isn't  a waste of money for something that Is  going to be put on the shelf. ' "  

I suggested that the Binghamton groups redefine accountability in terms of 
joint responsibility for continuous Improvement. The idea is clearly attractive to 
them, but so far they have connected it with their local experience in only a 
l imited way. in their references to continuous improvement in their collaborative 
work and in their comments about confronting beliefs and habits: "We thought 
we understood consensus, but . . . " and "We had to face the fact that the 
administrator was running the show. "  It will be another bigger step to think of the 
work of educational change in the framework of continuous improvement. 

Conclusions 

School committees engaged in restructuring need courage to proceed in spite of 
the enormous risks, political and otherwise, of changing the system. There is an 
assumption of collective learning in PAR that supports the idea of accountability 
as learning-based rather than blame-based. In the Binghamton project. I have 
made it clear that my agenda is for the committees to see themselves primarily as 
learning about and not '"doing'" shared decision making. They are not producing a 
predictable result with tested methods: they are "making the road by walking" 
(Horton and Freire 1 990: 6) . 

The concept of continuous improvement echoes educational philosopher 
john Dewey's idea that learning results from the interaction of observation and 
experience. The interaction of observation and action, processed in dialogue. is 
exactly what one expects with PAR. The hope is for a combination of research 
and action that leads to new observations. new opportunities for research, new 
action, and so on, continuing long after the outsider who introduced the cycle has 
left. 
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PAR makes particular sense when the problem Is that educational practices 
are not meeting the needs of children. Wave after wave of educational reform has 
failed to change the organizational structure of schools or to alter the factory 
model In which education Is an Item to be delivered. Each wave has been 
Introduced to teachers who continued to work In Isolation on narrowly defined 
tasks with neither the time nor the opportunity to address learning as a whole. By 
Insisting on participation and collaboration, PAR breaks up a rigid structure. By 
Insisting on the Importance of participant knowledge, PAR requires that teachers 
access what they know of learning. By Insisting on research, PAR opens the 
possibility for educators to observe and reflect on their own work. In Herbst· s 
terms. It frees them to approach their own undertaking as an Indeterminate task 
{ 197 1 ) .  

There Is evidence In our Interview data that several members of Binghamton 's 
SDM committees are approaching their task of collaboration In this way. What 
remains to be seen Is whether they dare undertake educational reform In the same 
manner. Whether the PAR process can carry them through the next step Is an open 
question. 

For educational change to take place, there must certainly be Interaction 
between research and action, but we must be cautious that the .. learning" goes 
beyond the .. first-order'" selection of alternative actions to replace Ineffective 
ones. Michael Fullan warns that Innovation In education Is multidimensional: It 
Involves new material. new approaches, and new or altered beliefs. "Change In 
teaching approach or style In using new materials presents greater difficulty If 
new skills must be acquired and new ways of conducting Instructional activities 
established, '" he writes . ..  Changes In beliefs are even more difficult; they chal
lenge the core values held by Individuals regarding the purposes of education" 
{ 199 1 :  42) . 

Based on the early work at Binghamton. I believe PAR Is the most promising 
way to lead educators to confront and alter their unstated assumptions about 
learning. Inquiry and reflection. with the help of an outsider. have led them to 
question their culture and express genuine dissatisfaction with their reluctance to 
grapple with educational Issues. 

The ability of educators to reconceptualize education may be linked to their 
ability to see their own learning as continuous, Indeterminate, and based on 
Inquiry. As I listen to the Binghamton shared decision-making committees, I 
wonder whether their members believe they or their peers, who must also be 
active participants. can learn. They want to reform education to support children 's 
experimentation In learning. but they are afraid to risk experimentation on their 
own. They identify self-esteem as a critical value In education. but they recognize 
little of It In their colleagues. In fact. lack of self-esteem was so clear to two 
committees that they listed self-esteem for school staff as one hoped-for outcome 
of their work. 
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PAR offers these committees a chance to consider their work in the context 
of what they know about learning: that self-esteem is crtttcal, that one learns best 
through experience, that experience combined with reflection can lead to new 
knowledge. and that one learns best of all by teaching others. If they engage in 
reflection, they may be able to examine the tacit values and assumptions that have 
guided their actions and then realign so that the educational programs they offer 
are consistent with their espoused beliefs. This will be a sort of third-order 
change. arrived at in shared decision making.  worked out in dialogue and negotia
tion. 

It is too early in the project to conclude whether it is successful. The groups 
still hesitate to make decisions. There is some hope from the early experience 
but the challenge continues to be how to .. teach" these educational leaders to be 
learners. 

Notes 

1 .  Although w� do not find documents such as The New Compact for Learning beginning with 
calls to emula� japanese manag�ment practlc� ln th� schools. observ�rs of th� lat�st school 
r�form not� th� connection �tween economic rompetltton and ooucatlon. ·111e ooucatlon 
llnkag� with oconomtc growth matntaim Its hold on public oplnlon ln 1988. and · rompeUllv�
ooss' Ls a c/ic� ln Washington and stat� capitals" (Kirst 1988: 2 1) .  

2 .  Tbr� of the schools w�r� -SC!lf-SC!lected. • I made an lOOr3 �ffon to lnclud� the high school 
because ll Ls the only high school and certainly the most compl�x school In the system. Flv� 
of the t�n schools responded to my l�tter describing th� lnt�rviP't\' and dlalogoo proc�ss w� 
hoped to follow. but as of thts wrltlng. w� hav� had to llmll our data gathmng to four schools. 

3. I am gra�ful to R�oo van der Vllst of Lelden University for pointing out the slngl� dimension 
of th� Sh�whan cycl� and the potenttal llmltatlon of using ll as a metaphor for organizational 
l�amlng. Its USC!fulness In too cont�xt of educat� Ls as an Image of hope rather than d�f�at. 
If ml.stak�s are mad�. they hav� not falloo but can conunu� on. The natur� of th� correctlv� 
action needed for educational reform Is. indeed, J1'l()fe compl�x than a slmpl� proc�ss 
adjustment such as one might flnd In Industry. Ev�n with doubl�-loop l�amtng. ho��r. ll Ls 
useful to think of th� process as contlnuolfi. 





Chapter 1 4  

How About a Dialogue? 

The Communicative Perspective Meets the 

Socioecological Perspective 

Henrik Dons Finsrud 

Within the action research community. several traditions have arisen over the past 
two decades. On the Scandinavian scene, the two dominant traditions are the 
communicative perspective, developed mainly by Bjorn Gustavsen ( 1 992) , and 
the socloecologlcal perspective, developed mainly by Eric L. Trtst and Fred 
Emery (Emery and Trlst 1 972 : Trtst 1 983. 1 986) . l  Both perspectives have been 
evident In national work reform programs. Including the LOM program In Swe
den (Naschold 1 993) and the Norwegian Workllfe Centre (SBA) program In 
Norway (Davies et a/. 1 993) . and are at the forefront of work life reform efforts 
throughout Scandinavia. 

Yet, however central and well articulated the two action research perspec
tives may be, they have been developed, presented. and propounded without any 
substantial discussions of their similarities and differences. This chapter Is an 
attempt to start such a discussion and thereby to Improve action research. Having 
conducted research from both perspectives. and therefore having witnessed those 
similarities and differences from a practical standpoint. I have seen areas In which 
a closer comparison could lead to Improved research practice. 

Generally speaking. these AR positions address the broad Issue of Industrial 
development by pursuing participative democracy and organizational productiv
Ity and change simultaneously. In so doing, both perspectives Increasingly focus 
on regional change efforts and on the Importance of the network concept as an 
organizing principle. This Is In line with emerging trends In action research In 
which we observe a general shift In the research and development focus from 
single organizations toward network development In regional contexts (Chisholm 
and Elden 1 993) . The development of collaborative structures as such (i.e. , 
networks. clusters) Is. to an even greater extent than ever. seen as an Important 
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strategy for Industrial development. not only within the action research commu
nity but also within management circles and the economic disciplines (Axelsson 
and Easton 1 992: Plore and Sabel 1 984 : Porter 1 990: Storper and Scott 1 992) . 

Because the aim of this chapter Is to start a discourse between proponents of 
these two central AR perspectives, It does not address directly the differences In 
their theoretical underpinnings (a theory of communication and an open systems 
theory. respectively) . Instead, It focuses on how their AR strategies, research 
practices, and conceptual apparatuses Influence the construction of the field and 
hence the new practices that may evolve. It Is Important to bear In mind that the 
purpose of doing action research Is not only to contribute new knowledge to the 
scientific community but simultaneously to Improve practice. Even more. It Is 
through developing practice In the field that new knowledge Is generated (Elden 
and Levin 1 99 1 ) .  

Action Research and the Interorganizational Level 

It Is possible to Identify different traditions In action research, such as action 
science (Argyrls, Putnam. and Smith 1 987) , participatory action research (Whyte 
1 99 1) ,  participatory research (Brown and Tandon 1 983; Fals Borda 1 987) . soclo
technlcal systems theory and social ecology (fhorsrud and Emery 1 970: Herbst, 
ed . .  1 97 1 : Trlst 1 98 1 ,  1 986) . democratic dialogue or the communicative perspec
tive (Gustavsen 1 992). and maybe others. Clear and absolute distinctions do not 
exist, however. because each tradition has multiple dimensions and they partly 
overlap. To a degree. they share values and history and have Influenced each 
other. For Instance, PAR has been Influenced particularly by the development of 
soclotechnlcal analysts and by research In work democracy In Norway. repre
sented by. respectively. Trlst and Thorsrud (Whyte. Greenwood, and Lazes 1 99 1 :  
2 1 ) .  

The distinctions between the traditions are also blurred by the fact that 
practitioners who describe themselves as being part of a certain tradition often 
differ significantly among themselves In their actual approaches. Still. given this 
Interwoven background and kinship. It Is possible to identify Important differ
ences In thinking that Influence the way action research Is done and hence the 
knowledge produced and the quality of the practical solutions. These differences 
become clearer and of greater relevance when the different approaches address 
the same kind of fields or the same kind of Issues with a similar overall ambition. 

Historically. most action research efforts In work life have been directed 
toward changing single organizations, or even parts of single organizations: the 
lnterorganlzatlonal level has received less emphasis. Inquiry Into this level Im
plies focusing on the Interactions and Interdependencies between organizations 
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and the processes by which they can be developed. The rationale for shifting the 
focus from single organizations to the level between organizations differs from 
approach to approach. but generally it reflects a realization that change within an 
organization cannot be fully understood. facilitated. and sustained without con
sidering the external relations of the organization, that is, without putting the 
change efforts into a larger context. Thus, the unit of analysts and change 
becomes the organization in and with its environment (van Betnum 1 993) . 

The increasing interest in lnterorgantzational relationships also reflects the 
nature of the problems with which societies are struggling. Increasingly, prob
lems or problem areas are typically of such a complex nature that they cannot be 
solved by any single organization alone: they demand collaborative efforts in
volving several organizations. Regional industrial development is one such broad 
and complex area. and it is gaining increased attention from action researchers. 
As pointed out by Max Elden and Rupert F. Chisholm ( 1 993) . the complexity 
surrounding regional change efforts makes it very difficult to analyze, under
stand, and intervene in the systems involved. Thus, one of the central challenges 
for action researchers Is developing methods. concepts, and strategies for carry
ing out action research in such large, complex, and loosely coupled social 
systems. 

Without attempting to describe fully the communicative and the socloeco
loglcal perspectives. I will briefly sketch their main characteristics to highlight 
their differences. By .. perspective· I mean an overall framework that Includes 
theoretical underpinnings and an underlying philosophy, values, concepts, meth
ods. and strategies for change. 

Communicative Perspective 

The communicative perspective has been developed mainly by Bjorn Gustavsen. 
Per H.  Engelstad, and 0yvtnd Ptllshaugen at the Work Research Institute in Oslo 
and has been operationaltzed on a large scale in the Swedish LOM program.2 The 
perspective has been described in several recent publications (Gustavsen 1 992. 
1 993: Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993 ; PMshaugen 1 99 1 .  1 995) and will therefore 
not be described extensively here. As indicated by its title. this tradition is based 
on a theory of communication and on what is referred to as the " linguistic tum" 
in philosophy represented by such authors as Jurgen Habermas, Ludwig 
Wtttgensteln, and Michel Foucault. 

One of the central starting points of this approach is the need to achieve a 
broad scope in the change process by building up a critical mass of organizations 
involved in these processes (Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993: 2 1 9-20) . Arguing 
that it is not possible to rely on .. the force of the good example, " in reference to 
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experiences with experimental approaches in the Norwegian Industrial Democ
racy Program in the late 1 960s, Gustavsen ( 1 992) and others promoted the 
communicative tradition partly in reaction to the weaknesses and mistakes uncov
ered in the earlier phase in the history of sociotechnical design. 3 A central idea is 
that organizations can learn directly from each other through the exchange of 
experiences. This leads to the use of networks as the main means of organizing 
and managing the work reform process. 

According to proponents of the communicative perspective. networks are the 
support structure for organizational development , primarily linking organizations 
to a network of competence centers (I.e . . researchers) . but also linking organiza
tions directly to each other so that they may exchange ideas and experiences 
gained through their own development work. The strategy aims at establishing 
groups or clusters of enterprises. preferably starting with four enterprises in each 
cluster, linking them to researchers. and subsequently linking the clusters into 
networks. The content of the development process - the design element - is of 
minor importance: '" Ideally a network should work on as broad a range of topics 
as possible. to maximize the scope and variety of the experience available within 
the network· (Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993 :  230) . 

Emphasizing the importance of good communication or good processes. the 
theoretical core is a theory of communication. An ide.a of good communication 
called .. democratic dialogue· is the point of departure (Gustavsen 1 985. 1 992) , 
and the notion of the reorganization of discourses (Palshaugen 1 99 1) brings 
process to the foreground. 

A specific and rather detailed methodology for organizational change projects 
has been developed, including principles for involving the whole organization in 
the change effort; use of a particular type of conference called a .. dialogue 
conference" (Gustavsen and Engelstad 1 986. Engelstad 1 996) : establishment of a 
development organization within each organization; establishment of a strategy 
forum as part of the internal development organization to act as the link between 
the enterprise and the research network: and collaboration among enterprises 
through dialogue conferences. 

On the regional network level . the research team sets up a strategy forum that 
guides and develops regional development activities. A composite body based on 
broad representation of the relevant parties. typically including labor market 
parties, researchers. and the project enterprises, the regional strategy forum serves 
as a place to discuss and evaluate project developments and program strategy. 
The experience gained in the LOM program further emphasized the development 
of networks on a regional basts. including networks among enterprises and 
among researchers. 
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Socloecological Perspective 

The socloecologlcal perspective has been developed mainly by Emery and Trlst 
(Emery and Trist 1965,  1 972; Trist 1 976, 1 983, 1 986) . but this approach and the 
systems thinking behind It have been clearly evident In action research programs 
undertaken at the Work Research Institute since the 1 970s, although they are often 
given little attention In overviews of the historical development of N orwegtan 
action research. A well-documented and much-referred-to example of a socloeco-
loglcal program Is the action research program carried out at the Work Research 
Institute over a ten-year period from about 1 970 of the Norwegian shipping 
industry Uohansen 1 978: Thorsrud 1 98 1 : Walton and Gaffney 1 99 1 ) .  The soclo
ecologlcal approach has also been an Important part of the strategy followed by the 
Norwegian Workltfe Centre (STBA) (Brundtland 1989: Hanssen-Sauer 1 99 1 :  
Qvale 1 989, 1 99 1 ) ." The strong links between soclotechnlcal and soctoecologtcal 
thinking, moving from the Intra- to the lnterorgantzational level . Is demonstrated 
above all by the fact that Emery and Trist were the pioneers In developing both sets 
of ideas. Oguz N. Baburoglu ( 1 992) clearly shows this In tracking what he calls the 
Emery-Trist Systems Paradigm. 

Social ecology refers to the organizational field created by a number of 
organizations, whose Interrelations compose a system at the level of the field as a 
whole. In other words, social ecology Is concerned with the Intermediate level 
between the socially "'micro"' and the socially "'macro . ..  The overall field becomes 
the object of Inquiry (frlst 1 983) . 

Baste to this perspective Is a recognition of the Interdependencies between 
the organization and Its environment. Organizations and their environments are 
complementary: they determine each other. Consequently. the unit of change Is 
not the organization as such but the organization In and with Its environment. 
Changes In single organizations are Interrelated with changes In their environ
ments - single organizations find themselves In tightly woven relationships with 
other firms. government regulatory bodies, central training Institutions. labor 
organizations, and so forth. This means that problems associated with organiza
tional development and work redesign cannot be tackled effectively at the level of 
a single enterprise but must be dealt with at the lnterorganlzational level . 

At the same time. the overall environment moves toward Increased complex
tty and speed of change and. at certain points. creates a level of contextual 
commotion. unpredtctabtltty, and turbulence that Emery and Trtst have called a 
'"turbulent environment"' ( 1 965) . This Is reflected In a set of meta-problems or 
problem areas that are too extensive and too many-sided to be dealt with by any 
single organization. such as unemployment, industrial development. environmen
tal Issues, and poverty. Regulation and reduction of this turbulence and the 
handling of complex problem areas require collaboration by groups of organlza-
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tlons through the development of nonbureaucratlc, self-regulating. tnterorgantza
tlonal domains. According to Trtst, this self-regulatlon must be of a democratic 
nature. and. as In the communicative perspective, the core values are those 
associated with parttctpatlve democracy. 

Interorgantzatlonal domains are functional systems of which the single 
organization Is a part, and the domains occupy a posttlon In the social space 
between the society as a whole and the single organization. Domains are cognt
tlve as well as organizational structures and have boundaries. direction, and 
identities. Put more simply. domains can be thought of as the set of actors that 
become joined through a common problem or Interest (Gray 1985) . Formation or 
development of these domains Is central in the soctoecologtcal perspective. and 
designing processes to facilitate the development of domains becomes a focal 
point. 

According to Trtst ( 1 983. 1 985) . four Intervention strategies In the develop
ment of tnterorgantzattonal domains are of special Importance. The first such 
strategy Is the network lnttlattve. In that .. networks constitute the baste social 
form that permits an tnterorgantzattonal domain to develop as a system of social 
ecology" ( 1 983: 279) . Networks are nonhterarchtcal, voluntary. unbounded so
cial systems at the level between organizations. Networks will be constituted 
across levels and sectors (both public and private) . as well as within. In order to 
facilitate the development of common ground and the coordtnatlon of resources. 

The second Intervention strategy Trtst accords special Importance Is the 
search conference. Brtngtng stakeholders together In a participative and volun
tary manner, search conferences enable shared appreciation to evolve and emer
gent domains to develop more coherently. They are also an Important way to 
support actlon learning among a large group of people. 

The third Intervention strategy Trtst mentions Is the development of suitable 
referent organizations. Referent organizations are organizations at the domain 
level . designed to provide leadership to the multtorgantzational domain without 
taking over any of the functions of the constituent organizations. There are 
several varieties of referent organizations. and many domains have more than 
one. They have three broad functions: regulation of present relationships and 
actlvtties and establishing ground rules and maintaining base values: appreciation 
of emergent trends and Issues and developing a shared Image of a desirable 
future; and Infrastructure support through sharing Information and resources and 
creating special projects and other activities. 

The fourth Intervention strategy Trtst says ts of special Importance Is to 
convene the extended social field. It ts very Important that the referent organiza
tions remain In sensitive contact with the extended social field of the domain. 
Members of the domain community must become part of the learntng-apprecta
tlon process and must be convened at critical junctures. The Importance of 
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regulation by stakeholders can scarcely be overemphasized. The regional dimen
sion Is also emphasized In this perspective: '"Locales such as regions and commu
nities may constitute our most accessible learning theatres for building domains .. 
(Trist 1 983: 275) . 

Regional Industrial Development: The Case of Aust -Agder County 

To illustrate the complexity and the changes, structures, and actors In a regional 
field , this section provides a short description of an Industrial development 
case from Aust-Agder County In Norway. On the coast In southern Norway, 
Aust-Agder Is a small county with only ninety thousand Inhabitants. Its Industrial 
profile includes electronics, maritime Industries. and a woodworking Industry, all 
mainly Involving small and medium-sized enterprises. 

From 1 990 to 1 995. a research team from the Work Research Institute 
followed and participated In Industrial development efforts In the county. focus
Ing on network formation between enterprises, competence centers, and the 
public sector. In this period, the county went through a rather remarkable change 
In Industrial development. only partly due to researcher Involvement. 

In what was a noncollaboratlve, fragmented, nonstrategic Industrial area 
consisting of uncoordinated single actors both In the private and public sectors, 
there are now a number of enterprise networks that have become arenas for Joint 
policy making: a resourceful. coordinated, and active public sector that relates to 
the needs of Industry; and competence Institutions - all integrating their efforts 
and gradually becoming more able to address Issues of work life concern In the 
region (Finsrud et al. 1 993) . 

The county level In Aust-Agder gained an Important role In Industrial 
development through what Is referred to as the Free-County Experiment. The 
main goals of this experiment have been to achieve closer coordination of the 
county· s political and admlnlstratlve systems and a strengthening of the county 
economically, and thus politically. In the area of industrial development by 
decentralizing the admlnlstratlon of the different national funds to the county 
level. These funds amounted to US$20 million In 1 992. 

Revitalized through the Free-County Experiment. the Agency for Industrial 
Development has taken a leading role In reshaping the public support system so 
that It relates better to the needs of Industry. A strategy process at the county level 
Involving a number of enterprises. competence Institutions. polttlclans, and pub
lic agencies has resulted ln three larger programs for the future. Within these 
programs. a number of projects are being developed by the key stakeholders, 
focusing on competence development and organizational development In gen
eral. Enterprises and the public administration have also started to collaborate In 
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strategy development on a subregional level through a structure of four subre
gional boards, each relating more closely to local conditions. A regional structure 
linking the municipality to the county level is thus evolving - Integrating and 
coordinating public efforts In Interaction with Industry. 

In addition to this reorganization of the public administrative field, several 
networks between enterprises have emerged. creating new opportunities for 
organizing and Intervening In the lnterorganizatlonal field. The growing number 
of network Initiatives reflects an Increasing realization that collaborative strate
gies are Important In Improving competitiveness. The networks range from 
learning. competence, and policy-making networks to Industrial networks along 
the value chain, and they operate both within and across branches. They are 
typically nonhierarchlcal . The five largest range In size from fifteen to forty 
members. with some enterprises being members of two or more networks. Add
Ing up all these changes gives us a picture of a regional field pursuing a set of 
collaborative strategies In order to Improve Industrial development. 

Communicative Perspective Meets the Sodoecological Perspective 

The communicative and the socloecologlcal perspectives are different. even If 
closely related. yet this Is not always recognized. For example. Hans van Belnum 
describes the Swedish LOM program as "'representing the emergence of the 
socloecologtcal approach'" ( 1993: 1 73) . Treating the LOM program as a soclo
ecologtcal approach Is too imprecise If one wants to discuss the actual concepts 
and strategies It applied. Addressing the lnterorganizatlonal level alone does not 
make the LOM program an example of the socloecologlcal approach. Yet LOM 
did have certain soctoecologlcal characteristics. such as an lnterorganlzational 
orientation. a focus on broadly based societal development, network building, 
and the links between micro and macro development. 

The two perspectives also have other Important slmtlarttles. such as shared 
values. a focus on participation. and the use of conferences. Their research 
strategies and central concepts reveal some Important and Interesting differences. 
however (see table 1 ) .  Soctoecologtcal thinking, to my knowledge. was never put 
forward as a central and guiding perspective for the LOM program In other 
publications (Naschold 1 993: Gustavsen 1 992: Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993) . 
On the contrary. the LOM program has been presented as the key example of a 
communicatively-oriented work reform project. Since the proponents of these 
perspectives generally view them as separate and distinct. I will continue to 
regard them as such. but without denying their Important stmtlarttles. 

Still ,  It Is worthwhile to examine them comparatively because, for example. 
the communicative tradition pays little attention to later attempts to refine the 
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sociotechnical approach in a socioecological direction. Instead. its argument for 
the importance and relevance of the communicative turn refers to shortcomings of 
the experimental approach in the Industrial Democracy Program (IDP) before 
1 970 (Thorsrud and Emery 1970) , largely ignoring alternatives developed later 
on (Gustavsen 1 992: 1 2-30) . This polnt is also made by jon Hanssen-Sauer 
( 1 99 1) .  

It seems quite evident. for example, that the Shipping Research Program 
carried out at the Work Research Institute in the 1 970s, which brought a "'whole" 
industry lnto the change effort through a multilevel. network-based strategy along 
socioecological lines, provides an alternative both to the experiments of the 1960s 
and to a strictly communicatively oriented strategy (Thorsrud 198 1 :  Walton and 
Gaffney 1 99 1 ) .  

Table 1. Differences between the Perspectives 

Charac:teristics of 
approaches to 
. t . . al m erorpmzation 
development 

Content focus 

Diffusion strate&Y 

Managing and structuring 
the Inter -organizational 
field 

Networks 

Regional dimension 

Role of the researcher 

Communicative Penpective 

Organization development 

Achieve critical mass and broad 
scale development through 
learning networks 

Establishing of regional strategy 
forum 
Prescribed cluster and network 
Initiatives 

Purpose: Exchange of experience 
Function: Support structure for 
Intra-organizational development 
projects 

Transactional environment: 
organizations and their directly 
relevant support structure 

Primarily facilitator of processes 

SodoeooiOiical Perspective 

Handling of shared problems 

Change effons linked to 
multilevel domain formation 
through a variety of network 
constructs 

Domain development 
Design of referent 
organizations 
Emergent network Initiatives 

Purpose: Handling of shared 
problems 
Function: Organizing at the 
tnter-organtzattonal level. 
development of common 
ground and coordination of 
resources. 

Contextual environment: 
Complex sets of Interrelations 
In domains that are multilevel 
and cross sectoral. 

Facilitator of designs and 
processes 
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Table 1 sums up the main differences between the two approaches. Below, 
these differences are discussed more in depth by focusing on an issue both 
examine: regional industrial development. I will use the case from Aust-Agder 
County to illustrate the soctoecologtcal perspective and my own experience in 
working on a regional project to portray the communicative perspective. 

I will show that the way concepts are developed and understood have 
important consequences for the construction of the field and that different con
cepts lead to the development of different field constructs. Closely linked to this 
are the different roles of the researcher in each framework. Using the framework 
from Table 1 .  we can see how these viewpoints influence the action research 
strategies in regional settings. 

Content Focus 

While the communicative perspective focuses on promoting organizational de
velopment. the soctoecologtcal perspective has a more general focus. namely, the 
handling of shared problems at the tnterorgantzatlonal level - problems that 
have to be defined by the actors themselves. The shared problem in any specific 
situation may well be one of organizational development, but that is not pre
defined. Thus, the foci are overlapping but the communicative perspective can be 
said to have a more limited content focus. Still, the two perspectives coincide on 
the issue of tnterorgantzational development tn regional contexts. 

Diffusion Strategy 

The issue of the diffusion of change beyond the single enterprise ts central in 
Scandinavian action research and ts linked to the notion of work life reform. How 
to use limited resources to have maximal national impact on parttctpatlve democ
racy and productivity ts seen as one of the main questions (Qvale 1 994) . Thus, 
strategies for diffusion have been fundamental to the design of natlonal programs 
(IDP. LOM, SBA) . 

Not being able to rely either on the impact on work life of academic 
publications or on the .. lighthouse" effect of the single. successful enterprise, 
strategies for diffusion of change have taken other forms. According to propo
nents of the communicative perspective, the assumption ts that concrete solutions 
cannot successfully be copied but that ideas, experiences, and concepts can and 
should be exchanged in order to speed up learning processes and thereby support 
organizational development. Achieving a critical mass of enterprises involved in 
change efforts and linking these enterprises into learning networks then becomes 
the baste diffusion strategy. Rather than viewing this as .. diffusion. "  Gustavsen 
( 1 992 : 28) sees this as '"restructuring in parallel . "  
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Given the interwoven nature of the single organization in its environment. 
the baste concept of diffusion in the soctoecologtcal perspective is that changes in 
enterprises have to lead to and be part of changes in their domain (I.e . . change has 
to be diffused or spread by leading to relevant changes in their institutional 
environment) (Qvale 1994) .  As in the Norwegian SBA program. developing the 
domain as a diffusion strategy often means applying a multiple strategy involving 
organizations at different levels (Hanssen-Bauer 199 1 ) .  such as the enterprise, 
networks of enterprises, the education system. labor market parties. regulatory 
bodies, and various local. regional and national authorities. The strategy followed 
in the SBA also included developing regional networks as mechanisms for 
diffusion (Hanssen-Bauer and Snow 1 994) . 

The diffusion strategy from the soctoecologtcal perspective may imply seek
ing to work with a region. a sector, or an industry and its institutions. In the 
Shipping Research Program, it meant building a network of ship owners: ships. 
shipyards, R&D centers, and the education system: and representatives of the 
employers ' confederation, the unions for seamen, the government control agency. 
the relevant ministries, and the classification institution (e.g . . Thorsrud 1 98 1 : 
Walton and Gaffney 1 99 1 ) .  

These two different diffusion strategies clearly influence how development 
at the tnterorgantzational level is approached and thus how the field is con
structed. From the communicative perspective, learning networks are the clearest 
embodiment of the diffusion strategy; from the soctoecologtcal perspective. 
domain formation takes on a central role. 

Managing and Structuring the lnterorganizaUonal Field 

From both perspectives, participatory development of an tnterorgantzattonal field 
implies building structures and tnstitutlonaltztng certain functions at the tnteror
ganlzatlonal level - structures and functions that enhance the capacity for 
self-management. In the soctoecologtcal perspective. the central concepts are 
domains and referent organizations: in the communicative perspective. their 
'"counterpart" is the "strategy forum. '"  

The concepts of domain and referent organizations provide a framework and 
a direction for structuring and intervening in the tnterorgantzational field. This 
framework goes beyond the idea of networks, which are just one of the strategies 
for developing domains. Multlorgantzational domains are developed through 
collaborative efforts to define and deal with shared problem areas. Problem areas, 
and hence the domains. can be overlapping and typically bring together different 
levels and sectors. 

In the case of Aust-Agder. for instance, closely linked or overlapping 
problem areas as defined by the actors themselves are unemployment. industrial 
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development. and competence development in industry. These issues are under
stood as subsets of e.ach other: improving industrial development will be an 
important way to reduce unemployment, and competence development in a broad 
sense will contribute to industrial development. Formulations and operationaltza
tions of these shared concerns through collaborative processes bring together 
different sets of stakeholders. who form overlapping domains. Thus. a variety of 
collaborative structures and concrete development programs and projects may 
emerge. 

For instance, a shared concern about competence development in industry 
brought together the region· s leading competence institutions (an R&D institute. 
a district university. and consulting firms) , a number of enterprises already 
forming enterprise networks for learning and development purposes, and central 
politicians and representatives of public agencies from the county and municipal 
level. Through a number of conferences. workshops. meetings. and project 
groups and by linking up to national financial sources, a wider range of concrete, 
collaborative development efforts have begun to emerge. Groups of enterprises 
and competence institutions collaborate on a number of training and development 
issues, such as quality assurance, just-in-time marketing and export. and training 
of management. foremen, and workers. Representatives from different public 
offices and agencies have formed teams at the municipal level. working with 
groups of smaller enterprises to design tailor-made training programs and to 
provide links to competence institutions and various funding sources at the 
county level . 

These new. problem-driven ways of using public financial and personal 
resources are replacing a prespecifled grant and budget system and the traditional 
separation among public agencies. Instead of focusing on areas of responsibility 
and the boundaries between agencies, the participants are increasingly paying 
attention to their shared concerns. This has been achieved not through education, 
infrastructure. national support programs. unemployment benefits, or public bud
gets per se but primarily by bringing the enterprises and their expressed needs into 
focus. This has been done by involving a number of enterprises in continuous 
strategy development processes together with politicians and public agencies, 
both at county and municipal levels. 

Repeatedly. discussions of the needs and interests of the enterprises and of 
the region have led to the development of programs and projects that integrate 
previously uncoordinated resources. This increased coordination and integration 
of public activities in the field of industrial development is strengthened by the 
county budget structure itself. Because the money is held together in one fund, the 
participants will not receive funding unless they can agree on joint strategies. 

This example reflects how the design of the process and the structures are 
emergent. not specified beforehand. The process is based on participation by the 
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stakeholders and driven by the nature of the actual problem or task at hand. The 
field construct emerging through a domain orientation is multidimensional and 
multilevel. bringing in a wide set of stakeholders from different sectors and levels 
and recognizing and developing their roles in the regional field. 

This is further augmented through the concept of referent organizations. 
which may be thought of as organizations at the domain level that undertake 
certain functions on behalf of their domain. There are different types of referent 
organizations, and there can be more than one in the same domain. 

This is the case in Aust -Agder, where several organizations take on referent 
functions in the domain of industrial development. Examples are the forums for 
Joint strategy development. the boards of the five largest enterprise networks. and 
the Agency for Industrial Development. Successful or not. all of these groups take 
on functions on behalf of their organizations. These include activities such as 
policy making and policy influencing in the larger system, attracting financial and 
professional resources to the domain, initiating projects. supportlng cluster and 
network formation. and providing information distribution and the exchange of 
experiences among the stakeholders. Through these activities, the referent organi
zations assist in reducing fragmentation in the domain and generate collaborative 
efforts among the stakeholders. The functioning and mutual coordination of the 
referent organizations in Aust-Agder may not be optimal. but it illustrates that 
through a socioecological perspective. interorgantzational dimensions or charac
teristics are catalyzed to provide a framework for doing action research in such 
fields. 

If we look at the strategy followed in the communicative perspective, the 
element that corresponds to the referent organization is the regional strategy 
forum, which links the development projects. the clusters. and the networks to a 
wider set of regional stakeholders and develops strategies on a higher level. In 
socioecological terms, the strategy forum performs some of the functions of a 
referent organization, but whereas the regional strategy forum is prescribed in the 
communicative approach. referent organizations emerge in the socioecological 
perspective. Their actual design, how many there are. and who participates in 
them emerge out of the actual field situation. 

Networks 

The socioecological perspective arrives at the concept of the network by identify
ing the interorganizational level as the critical one for handling complex problem 
areas. The functions of networks are therefore broadly understood as being the 
development of a common ground and the coordination of resources. A broader 
concept of network is therefore relevant. The development of a community or a 
region. for example, often requires partlcipation by a wide set of actors: business, 
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labor, education. research, consulting. public agencies, politicians. and other 
groups and organizations. 

Networks are often cross-sectoral .  and the handling of shared problems or 
actions will typically be a core task in network collaboration. Implicit is the idea 
that a variety of purposes and hence participants and designs are relevant. 
Networks may therefore be established to handle such matters as the exchange of 
experiences, information sharing. policy making. collaborative problem solving. 
or more business-related issues - as well as combinations of these concerns. The 
jamestown project in New York (frtst 1 986) and more recently the Baldwin 
project in Harrisburg. Pennsylvania (Chisholm 1 993) . are examples of programs 
in which the concept of networks was grounded in the socioecological perspec
tive. 

From the communicative perspective. the exclusive purpose of networks Is 
to enable program participants to exchange experiences: that is, they perform as 
learning networks. Networks are viewed primarily as support structures for 
intraorganlzatlonal development projects, and the need to achieve greater scope 
in organizational change Is the primary motivator for establishing them. The 
network In the Karlstad case in the LOM program is an example of a network that 
was formed based on the communicative perspective. It has been evaluated 
according to the quality of the relationship between the enterprise development 
projects and the (researcher) network (Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993) . "Good 
quality" requires that there be at least two persons on each side: two from the 
enterprise, two from the researcher network. 

In the data for thJs case, there is a strong correlation between the quality of 
the project -to-network relationships and the combined outcome measures In each 
development project. The conclusion put forward is that these data directly 
support the notion of network building as a viable means for promoting locally 
managed development processes (Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993: 242) . Although 
I share this view of the potential of networks. another reasonable Interpretation of 
the same data would be that stronger relationships between the researchers and 
the people In the projects led to better results in the change projects. This would 
hardly be surprising. 

Experience from working for two years on a regionally-oriented project 
using the communicative perspective to try to establish networks between enter
prises engaged in change efforts showed the difficulties and often insufficiencies 
of building networks based solely on the exchange of experience (see Gustavsen 
1 993) . The clusters established around common development tasks, such as the 
development of middle management and quality assurance, ended up having only 
rudimentary contact after the researchers withdrew. Where a cluster has contin
ued to develop on its own, lt is because the enterprises very soon were not just 
exchanging experience but tackling such business matters as marketing. sales, 
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purchasing. and production. Similar flndtngs are reported In the evaluation of the 
LOM program. Only 27 percent of the clusters had postproJect contacts. "The 
conclusion Is that It Is hard to establish networks based on organizational devel
opment experience between organizations" (Naschold 1 993: 69) . 

These comments do not Imply a reJection of the Importance of exchanging 
experiences and developing communicative structures. Rather, It means that the 
network construct, as used In my example, had some clear shortcomings and must 
be further developed - probably along the lines Indicated above. In which the 
exchange of experience becomes Just one of the purposes of a network relation
ship. The same conclusion Is drawn by jon Hanssen-Bauer and Svetn Ole Borgen 
( 1 99 1 ) ,  building on their background In the SBA program. They argue that the 
most well-functioning networks contain both a learning and a business element. 
whether they start as learning or business networks. 

As illustrated above. In an actlon research proJect, the different purposes and 
rationales behind the network constructs lead to the development of different 
networks with different participants. The socloecologtcal perspective maintains a 
wider concept of network, In which the participants, the concrete purpose(s) . and 
the design of the specific network have to emerge out of the field situation. This 
allows for a variety of network constructs to develop, Including - but not limited 
to - networks for the exchange of experiences. Having the exchange of experi
ences as the primary purpose for establishing network relations. as In the commu
nicative perspective. Is a much narrower approach. limiting the participants In the 
network to representatives of enterprises and researchers directly Involved In the 
AR proJect. 

Regional Dimension 

The concept of region, or rather the use of the term "region. " since It Is not 
explicitly developed as a concept In either perspective. reflects how the fleld as a 
whole Is perceived. Furthermore, the regional dimension represents the relevant 
overall field of Inquiry and thus partly mirrors the diffusion strategies In the two 
perspectives. 

Being an open systems approach. social ecology tries to take Into consider
ation the complex set of Interrelations that exist between organizations (public 
and private) and between sectors and levels. Some examples of acttvttles aimed at 
building domains and designing relevant referent organizations within a regional 
setting are collaboration between work life and educational tnstltuttons; the 
structuring of the competence system: the development of business and learning 
networks: and the lnltJatton of strategic processes Involving a wide set of partici
pants. The scope of the lnterorganizattonal domains will typically extend beyond 
the scope of the regional dimension referred to here. This broader approach 
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reflects the importance of the contextual environment in socioecological thinking 
(frist 1 976) . 

In Norway . ..  region" often refers to one or a few counties or, in some cases, 
to parts of several counties. The county plays an important role in regional 
industrial development in the Norwegian context. where the public support 
system Is organized according to the county and municipal structure, with the 
county representing the economic, political, and administrative level between the 
state and the municipality. As a result of the Free-County Experiment, in which 
the handling of national funds is delegated to the county level. the county level in 
Aust-Agder has increased its importance in industrial development. Nevertheless, 
the concept of regions in matters of industrial development is not limited to the 
county as such. Even if the county is a central entity in regional thinking and an 
important level for industrial development, other forces - such as markets, 
competence structures. and industrial structures - will emphasize the need for 
regional thinking and solutions that exceed county borders. 

From the communicative perspective, the relevant regional field is made up 
of the enterprises and the directly relevant support structure of researchers and 
institutions. As such, it represents an organizational set or transactional environ
ment for the enterprises in matters of organizational change. Links to the national 
level. as in the LOM program, are strong. but mainly they form part of the 
researcher network and program structure. In other words, from the socioecologi
cal perspective. the development of a wider regional field is important. The 
communicative perspective does not emphasize the contextual environment to the 
same extent. 

Role of the Researcher 

A paradox in the communicative perspective, related to the problem of experi
ence-based networks, is the role of the researcher in the networks. Ideally. the 
researchers design arenas in which democratic dialogue can take place. They do 
not interfere with content and strongly emphasize that the enterprises have 
responsibility for progress. 

Experience from working with this approach shows that. on the contrary, the 
networks come to rely heavily on the researchers. The researchers, to a large 
extent, become the link in the networks. They represent the connections to the 
other enterprises. In some cases the network contains single enterprises linked to 
a network of researchers and not to each other. as in the Karlstad example. in 
which six out of fourteen were single-organization projects and eight were cluster 
projects (Engelstad and Gustavsen 1 993: 239) . As pointed to in the LOM evalua
tion cited above, when the researchers left, most of the clusters ceased to function 
as clusters (Naschold 1 993) . It appears. therefore, that the ideal of self-sustaining 
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enterprise networks is hard to create. and strategies for making the researchers 
become superfluous need to be given more attention. 

Experience from working in a loosely coupled, complex field, such as 
Aust-Agder, indicates that if an action researcher does not know the field in 
which he or she is operating - the actors, the politics of the system, and the 
problems and issues at stake - the researcher will be unable to intervene in a 
fruitful manner. Field knowledge and sensitivity are demanded concerning such 
issues as when and where to arrange conferences. workshops. and meetings; 
which topics to bring to the table; whom to try to involve as participants: and 
generally what initiatives to take. 

Creating good processes for change presupposes knowledge of the field and 
of the change (I.e  . .  the content or design element) . Thus. the design of the change 
processes cannot be detached from the processes: the design and the process 
elements are intertwined. These requirements necessitate that the researcher be 
clearly involved with the field, as argued for in the socioecological perspective. 

In the communicative perspective. the role of the researcher is more distant 
(PMshaugen 1 99 1 ) :  he or she focuses almost exclusively on the reorganization of 
discourses and processes and therefore does not "need" a closer involvement with 
the field. The content of change efforts is left to the participants in the field. while 
the researcher focuses on developing good communication or good processes. In 
this case, the researcher's role evolves based mainly on his or her work with 
single organizations. Working with these single organizations, it may be easier to 
rely on previous experience as the background for initiating processes aimed at 
change . 

Some experienced action researchers will say that they tend to know the 
nature of the work in the enterprises. the organizational and power structures. the 
roles. the typical problems, the prevailing productivity concepts Oust-in-time. 
TQM). and so on. Still, it seems that as we move to the interorgantzational level , 
the more distant role for the researcher is inadequate for doing action research. 

Conclusions 

Having compared the concepts and strategies around the issue of the field 
construction for interorganJzatlonal development does not mean that I have made 
a global comparison of the two perspectives. Such a comparison would encounter 
major problems because the two perspectives have different theoretical points of 
departure and different epistemological foundations. The intent here was to 
compare the extent to which these two perspectives represent a framework for 
doing action research on regional industrial development, with particular empha
sis on their ability to grasp the complexity of such a field. 
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The comparisons of the different concepts show that the socloecologlcal 
perspective appears to be conceptually stronger for work at the lnterorgantza
tlonal level and provides a more comprehensive field construct than does the 
communicative perspective. The complex set of network relations In the Aust
Agder field. In which a number of public agencies, competence environments, 
and enterprises engaged In the development of Joint strategies. programs, and 
projects, clearly Indicates the need for an approach to networks and regional 
Industrial development that Is able to reflect and relate to a wide set of Interrelated 
actors Involved In collaborative change processes on different levels. 

At Its current stage of development. the communicative perspective falls 
short of accounting for this complexity. The communicative perspective has Its 
strengths at the lntraorganlzatlonal level and Is not as well developed on the 
lnterorganlzatlonal level . This conclusion Is supported by Frieder Naschold · s 
evaluation of the LOM program: .. The overall conclusion must be that the 
lnterorganlzatlonal development level Is - In both quantitative and qualitative 
terms--considerably below that of Intra-organizational development• ( 1993: 69) . 
One must add that the communicative perspective originally focused on methods 
and strategies for intraorganizatlonal development. As action research addresses 
Issues at the lnterorganlzatlonal level and as the communicative approach is used 
to address Industrial development more generally. a more complex approach will 
have to be developed to better reflect the stakeholders. structures. and dynamics 
of a regional field. 

Thus, however Incomplete It may be. the socloecologlcal field construct 
created by the concepts of domain, referent organizations. and networks seems 
more able to capture the complexity of the field and function as an action research 
perspective for Industrial development. In that the communicative perspective Is 
central in Scandinavian action research - being the basts for "Enterprise Devel
opment 2000 . .. a national research program on enterprise development In Norway 
{see Gustavsen and Mikkelsen 1 993) , It seems highly relevant to point to the good 
qualities of the socloecologlcal perspective, qualities that suggest a direction for 
further development of the communicative perspective and that offer a powerful 
approach In their own right. 
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Notes 

1 .  I am classifying tl» action research variants quit� diff�ntly from van Eljnatten ( 1993) . who 
ov�rlooks this lin� of d�wloprtH!nt compk!tely. how�ver �t It Is In th� llteraturn to which 
he Is referring. In addition. h� places �xamples of socloocologlcal res�arch programs both tn 
th� partlclpatJve design category (Norwegian shipping Industry program. page 55) . under the 
oomocratlc dlalogu� heading (SBA. pag� 69). and as part of Mmodern STSD In North 
America" (frlst's  jamestown project. page 78). 

2 .  Tb� LOM program. which lastoo from 1985 to 1990. �ncomp:mOO about 1 50  organizations. 
public and prlvat�. and close to 60 researchers. Gustavsen was the matn architect behind th� 
program (Naschold 1993) . 

3 .  Tb� communlcatlv� perspoctlv� has Its hl.stork:al, though not Its conceptual. roots In soclo
tochnk:al thinking and In Scandinavian work llf� traditions. In spit� of the rather w�ak 
conceptual links to soclotochnlcal systems ooslgn. van Eljnatt�n ( 1993) chooses to classify 
this pers�ctlv�. or democratk: dJalogu� as oo calls lt. as a variant of th� soclotochnical 
systems design paradigm. 

4 .  STBA was a f1v�-year program ( 1988-93) tnttlat�d and financed Jointly by too Norweglan 
government and all th� main labor market organiZations. The purpose of too program was to 
promot� productivity In prtvat� and public �nterprlses through the application of partJclpattv� 
methods for change. 
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